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ERRATA.
Pt. II, pp. 1-55, Electric conductivity, for xisXJo-<, read x,,x 10*.

„ p. 18, Table 16, No. 3, Classification, for sulphur, read acid vitriol.

,1 ,, .. No. 3, Temp, of spring in C, for 100,0°, read 103,0°.

29, Table 27, Emanation per litre of water in lo-w curies, for 21,05. read 12,05.

49, The hot spring " Goza-no-yu," Temperature, for 53,9° C, read 63,9° C.

61, The cold spring " Anamori-Kosen," Calcium ion, for 0,7183 grm., read 0,1873 grni.

9, line 6 from top, for 1,135, read 4,135.

p. 30, line 9 from top, for 6,500, read 65,000.

Pt. Ill,
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PREFACE

The scenic beauty of Japan is known abroad only by sacred Mt. Fuji, the cijrand Nikko temples,

beautiful Hakone, and other such world-famous sights. These renowned beauty spots arc truly

typical of the characteristic charms of the Empire and it is little wonder foreign tourists never fail

to visit any of these spots, but the fact that these places are so widely known is mostly due to their

easy means of access and the better accommodation procurable. If you are willing to leave the

beaten track and are read)- for out-of-the-ordinary tours, you will find not a few fair sights and

scenes, some even excelling the aforesaid places in their charms and beauty. This is especially tlie

case with the simple ru.stic settings and surroundings of mineral springs. W'e find in remote districts

not easy of a.ccess and out of reach of the bustle and noise of city life, by far the most excellent

hot springs for therapeutic purpo.ses, both on account of their good quality and healthy geographical

situation. We cannot say that the medicinal value of mineral springs is in proportion to their

popular fame, for in many instances the reverse seems to hold good. Accordingly it is not too much

to claim, that almost all really efficacious mineral springs are hidden in distant places and unknown

to ordinary' tourists. But if physicians at large kept abrea.st of the progress of physical therapy and

made full use of mineral springs with a thorough knowledge of their individual merits, so that they

might be able to point to particularly suitable ones and induce patients and health-seekers to try

them, the springs hitherto neglected would certainly be improved and provided with adequate

facility of approach, accommodation, etc., and we believe the time will soon arrive for winning fame

for Japan as an ideal health resort.

Japan is among the few countries endowed with an abundance of mineral springs, and no statistics

are available to show exactly the total number of them now in existence. The investigation of

Japanese mineral .springs was made for the first time by the Government and reported in the Inter-

national F^xposition held in Frankfort, Germany, in 1881, some diagrams based on the data collected

from the prefectural governments being exhibited. These materials were compiled in book form and

published in Japanese under the title " The Mineral Springs of Japan." Since then our Imperial

Hygienic Laboratory has continued, at the request of the prefectural authorities or private individuals,

to experiment on the origins of springs or analyze sample mineral waters submitted to their

investigation. The mineral springs, thus experimented upon, number more than one thousand. With

the recent introduction of radio-therapy, public attention has been gradually drawn to the radio-activity

of mineral .springs, and since 19 13 the Imperial Hygienic Laboratories, both of Tokyo and Osaka,

have been making researches about the radio-activity of famous mineral springs, which number up

to now more than one hundred and fifty, with more than one thousand origins of springs.

The present volume was compiled as an exhibit in the Panama-Pacific International Exposition

in 191 5, in order to make known to the world the general conditions of Japanese mineral springs,

and consists chiefly of the analyses of famous mineral springs in Japan and reports of experiments

on their radio-activity, both based on the materials above referred to, and some other items, with

an appendix of descriptions of principal hot spring resorts, their locations, communications, geography,

places of interest in the neighbourhood, and some adjacent sea bathing and climatic health resorts.

This book, therefore, may lay claim to be the most authentic and up to date on the subject as yet

attempted or compiled in English. But there are so many mineral springs in Japan that we cannot

investigate all, some have been experimented upon imperfectly and others left out altogether. Under

such circumstances the scope of the present work, it is needless to add, still leaves much to be

desired.

The analyses shown in this volume were mostly made by our Imperial Hygienic Laboratory,

and some by the prefectural hygienic laboratories, militaiy garrison hospitals, etc., the names of

assayers and dates of experiments being shown for each in the latter case.
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For the articles on " the Sceneiy of Japan " and " Volcanoes and Mineral Springs in Japan,"

in the " Introductory Remarks," I am indebted to Dr. N. Yamazaki, Professor of the Tokyo Imperial

University, and T. Kato, Professor of the Tokyo Higher Normal School ; that on " Geology " were

based on the publications of the Imperial Geological Survey of the Department of Agriculture and

Commerce.

The article on " the Climate of Japan " was specially compiled bj- the Central Meteorological

Observatory of Japan, and that on " the Radio-active Minerals in Japan," by Prof, K. Jimbo of the

Tokyo Imperial University, from whom I have had most kind and valuable help also in dealing with

subjects bearing on mineralogy and geology.

Not a few medical references I owe to R. Fortescue Fox's " Medical Hydrology," Dawson
Tiu'ner's " Radium, its Physics and Therapeutics " (2nd edition), and " Deutches Baderbuch." The

article on "the Geyser in Atami " in Chapter XII was taken from the Physical Review, Vol. XXII.,

No. 5, 1906, with consent of the authors. For the information on '' the Geyser in Onikobe " given

in the Appendix, I am indebted to Prof K. Honda, who has supplied me with suggestions and data

on the subject.

For the descriptions of hot spring resorts at the end of this work, and the " Map of Imperial

Gov'ernment Railways " inserted herein, I am indebted to " An Official Guide to Fastern Asia,"

published by the Imperial Government Railways of Japan in 19 14.

The compiler has pleasure in expressing his thanks to the above-named Government Institutions

and individuals for their valuable help and assistance. I wish also to acknowledge ni)- indebtncss

to the reports of Mr. D. Ishitani, Professor of Physics in the Imperial Peers' College, who started the

investigation of the radio-activity of mineral .springs in Japan for the fir.st time. In particular, I desire

to e.xpress my sincere thanks to my assistants, Mr. Y. Kinugasa and Mr. T. Saito, for the great

care and trouble they have taken in the correction of proof sheets, and for luidertaking the laborious

task of checking a number of quotations from various authorities which are included in the volume.

Compiled by order of N. Nakagawa, the Director of the Sanitaiy Bureau, the Department of

Home Affairs, to constitute part of the exhibits of the Imperial Ih'gienic Laboratorj- at the Panama

Exposition.

RiSAKU ISHIZU.

Tokyo Impkki.vl Hygif.nic Laboratory,
April, 19 1
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EXPLANATORY REMARKS.

1, The locations of iiiincial ^pI•ings are here grouped by the prefectures anti arranged in

geographical order from the north-east to the south-west, thus beginning with Hokkaido and running

through to Kagoshima, after which come those of Taiwan (Formosa) and ending with Chosen

(Korea). As no data are available for Karafuto (Saghalien), no mention is made of it.

2. It is not always easy to exactly determine the geological structure of the spot where a

spring gushes out ; wc mentioned only the general geological feature in most ca.scs.

3. As it is sometimes veiy difficult owing to the conditions of spring origins to measure exactly

the cjuantities of their flow of water, such figures herein shown had better to be consideretl a.s rough

estimates. Nevertheless, we have done our best to point out possible faults in these rough figures,

on account of their importance from a hygienic estimation.

4, The composition of each mineral spring is shown herein, according to the results of analyses

luade by our Imperial Hygienic Laboratory or prefectural governments concerned. The tem|x;ratures

of original springs are of the latest date available.

5i The classification of mineral springs is generally made according to their chemical composi-

tion, based on the ion table. They are divided roughly into si.v groups, /. e., simple, thermal, acid,

carbonated, salt, sulphur, and iron springs. Their minor sub-divitions are shown in the methods of

classification of mineral springs at the commencement of this volume, to which the reader is referred.

Temperatures, as a rule, are Centigrade, but Fahrenheit is also used to indicate atmospheric

temperatures in the appendix at the end of this volume. The distinction between cold and hot springs

is drawn at the average bodily temperature 37° C. ; those above 37° C. at their origin being classed

into hot springs and those below into cold springs. Those springs of some definite radium emanation

content are considered mineral springs, even if containing less than one gramme of solid constituents

to the kilogramme of water.

6. As analyses are generally made with mineral waters taken from original .springs and sent

to the laboratory, such ingredients as carbon dioxide, hydrogen sulphide, ferrous salts, bicarbonates,

etc , are found of less quantity than in the actual springs, while in some cases no trace even is left

of these. Accordingly we cannot presume the classification of mineral springs treated under such

analytic conditions to be absolutely or scientifically accurate.

7. " Total residue " given in the tables of analyses denotes the quantity of .solid ingredients

in one kilogramme of water, which was determined by evaporating to dryne.ss in a weighed platinum

dish, first over a lamp, then on the water-bath and finally exposing the residue, in the air-bath, to

a temperature of about 180°, until no further diminution of weight took place.

8i The radio-activity of mineral waters is shown herein according to the results recently obtained

by chemists of our laboratory, and mostly taken on the actual spot. Samples of water to be examined

for radio-activity were taken, not from bath-tubs, but at the source of springs. In some instances

sjx;cially mentioned, experiments were made, at the request of outsiders, on samples of mineral

water .sent up to our laboratory. As for the methods adopted, we rely on the accuracy of the

experiments in which the Schmidt's electrometer was used ; but only nominal value is expected for

the results of simpler experiments made by the fontactoscope as u.sed in order to save time by

assayers who were despatched to the springs. In these instances comparatively big experimental

errors are inevitable ; and the reader is requested to grant due allowance for the above fact when

comparing one experiment with another. As for the figures quoted, tho.^e in the Mache's unit are

calculated down to two places of decimals but the second figures after the decimal point are not

reliable.

9. The measurement of electric conductivity was made invariably on the spot at the original

springs.

10. In the descriptions of hot spring resorts, the numbers of visitors in the year 1909 imply

people who .stopped overnight, e.\cluding passing visitors. The populations and numbers of hou.ses

quoted are also for the same year.

1 1

.

Although every effort was made to investigate and point out the traditions regarding the

medicinal powers of the mineral .springs, no mention is made of any which are said to be simply
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efficacious fur all diseases and not specially adapted for any particular ailment. The dates of

discovery, though often doubtful, are quoted as traditional.

12. Not a few springs are known by more than one name, but to avoid confusion the names

most popular or generally understood are adopted.

13, The following abbreviations are used in the present volume to indicate the results of

experiments on radio-activity :

—

Schmidt's electrom.
\ ^ ,

Schm. /

idt's electrometer

'^" '^'" [ Kohlraush-Lowenthal's fontactoscopeKohl.-Low.

K. & L.

Eng.-Siev. fontact. \ Engler-Sieveking's fontactoscope
rl,. & o. J

14, In this work, all Japanese names are translated according to the rules made by the Society

for Romanizing the writing of Japanese. Thus, all vowels are pronounced as in Italien, and all

consonants as in usual English spelling. Special care must be taken to distinguish long vowels

marked with — , as in Mr. Ota and Mr. Ota, which arc two entirely different family names.

15, Japanese words often appearing in geographical and other denominations as prefi.xes and

suffixes, might be mentioned and found of assistance to the reader :

—

:>)

uiuunlaiii ur hill

river ur sUtam

valley or goryc

_/.(.// Prefecture

-,rjiji rrefucUiral cUstricl

I town
-c/w i

-mura village or hamlet

-yaiiia

—sail

—zait

-take

-daki

-oka low hill

-/•<ZTOrt

—gatua

-tani

-datii

',' \ waterfall or cabcade
-aakt /

—onsen '\

-yii \ Iiot spriiii;

-sen )

-no-yu hot sprinij ot...

—jinsha \

-jiiija \ bhiiito shrine

-miya J

-lera \

-i/era \ Buddhibt temple

-do small temple

-hara 1

-bara I

-iwa rock

-is/ti slone

-mine peak

-toge mountaui pass

-multi road or path

-kaido highway

-saka-saka >

^zaka /

-swii
I

—nada I

ascent or slope

swamp or marsh

plain ur praii ie

-loan bay

-fnc/ii pool ; deep pool

-shima \ . ,
.

, ,

\ islet or island
-Jiina I

-ko lake

-!;ala lagoun

—ike pund or small lake

-nuiua marshy pund

-saiva \

-zawa I

U- large or larger

y\.'u~ small or smaller

Molo- original or former

Fnrn- old

Skin- new

Kami- upper

Naka- middle

Shimo- lower

Mae- front

Kuen park

-ya

-k'wan

-ryok-ioan

-ken

(common suhixes to names
\uf hotels, inns, etc.
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PART I

Introductory Remarks.





INTRODUCTION.

The Empire of Japan is situated at the eastern extremity of Asia and consists of a group of

islands, known as the Japanese archi{x;lago, which stretch in a long curve in the north-western corner

of the Pacific Ocean, and the Korean Peninsula (now called Chosen) projecting from the Asiatic

Continent. The said group of islands and the continent are separated by such marginal seas as the

Sea of Okhotsk, Sea of Japan, and East China Sea. The islands themselves are again divided into

the following smaller groups ;—the Chishima (Kuriles), Japan Proper, Ryukyu (Loochoo), etc, each

forming a crescent shaped curve, and thus present, as it were, the appearance of festoons suspended

along the eastern shores of the Asiatic Continent. The largest of these islands is the Main Island

(HonshQ) located about in the middle, which is adjoined by the islands of Shikoku and Kyushu in

the south and the main island of Hokkai-do in the north. Farther north than Hokkai-d6, there is

Karafuto (Saghalien), of which the northern half is Russian territor)'. Down in the south, the island

of Taiwan (Formosa) faces across the Bashee Channel the Phillippines belonging to the United States

of America.

Generally speaking, all these islands are mountainous and carry two prominent mountain systems,

meeting each other in the central part of the Main Island. In addition, there runs across these

systems some volcanic chains, such as the Chishima-Zone, the Kirishima-Zone, and the Fuji-Zone

;

the last one intersects the middle portion of Honshia. Such being the case, the central part of

Honshu is not only its broadest part but also the most complex and variegated in geographical

conditions ; and here are by far the highest and steepest mountains of the Empire.

As might be expected owing to the topographical nature of the country and the prevalence

of volcanoes, mineral springs gush out all over Japan and number more than one thousand. Most

of these hot springs are located amid beautiful sceneiy and the temperature and air leaves little to

be desired, so that, combining climatic and therapeutic advantages, nature has adapted them to form

ideal health resorts.

In observing the geographical features of Japan carefully, the following conditions may be

noticed :

—

(i) The abundance of water ; every valley among the mountains has a stream of clear and

lucid water, constantly flowing and never dried up.

(2) The diversity and density of vegetation ; especially needle-leaved and foliage trees thrive

everywhere and sometimes form very thick forests, thus contributing greatly to harmonize

atmospheric humidity and adju.st the flow of water in rivers.

(3) The variety of geographical structures and consequently of sceneries.

These three elements as a national asset do much to enhance the distinctive charms peculiar

to Japan. To cite some examples of special merit and admiration we might mention as typical the

beach of Suma and Maiko (both in the neighbourhood of Kobe) with its beautiful white sand dotted

with green pines of quaint picturesque shapes of various age and size ;
the shady Mt. Arashi-yama

in the suburbs of Kyoto with a rippling .stream at its foot ; the famous hot spring resorts, e. g.,

Hakone, Atami, Shuzenji, Ikao, Kusatsu, Arima, Beppu, etc.;—all these charming spots may be

counted among the choicest of Japanese pleasure resorts. The land is fertile in cultivation and rich

in a continual .seasonable supply of domestic fresh vegetables, and moreover the countiy being

seagirt, many kinds of fish are obtainable everywhere. This wealth of vegetables and fish forms a

light diet every visitor finds satisfying and rea.sonably cheap. Furthermore the mild climate and

fine weather generally prevailing make Japanese visits always enjoyable. The la.st, but not the

lea.st, significant among objects of interest, are the historic remains and monuments sciittered ail over



the country, whereby visitors with an inclination for antique study may find ample interest in tracing

Japanese history. Indeed the combination of healthy climate, historic interest, and scenic beauty is

nowhere so well-blended and complete as here in Japan. Thus each year brings more tourists to

these shores and it goes without saying that this great increase in the number of the visitors is

due to the inducements offered by the natural attractions of this country. Some tourists of inter-

national experience speak comparatively veiy highly of Japan and go so far as to remark that

although Switzerland and Italy may well be proud of -the majesty and grandeur of their scenery,

neither country can e.xcel Japan in the subtly soothing display of nature, its lichen and moss clothed

rocks, its incomparable blossom, its terraced fields and pastures, its musical streams diapasoned with

rumbling water-wheels, its thatched homesteads and peaceful landscapes characterized by a delicate

gentle picturesqueness. Such a statement cannot be considered simply as a compliment, for indeed

Japan in justice deserves the name of the Park of the World. From a climatic point of view, the

whole of Japan is a great health resort. The only drawback is that our hot springs, as well as

our mountain and seaside resorts leave much to be desired in point of various equipments either for

enjoyment or accommodation, and owing to a past seclusive reserve their natural excellence and

attractive merits have not been turned to the best advantage nor their rich resources fully utilized.

But the Government Authorities are considering the organization of a society for the investigation

of Japanese health resorts, in order to cany out their study in a scientific manner, will further provide

some of those promising places with adequate arrangements and perfect their efficiency for medical

purposes. Therefore it is confidently anticipated that all our hot spring, mountain, and seaside health

resorts will in the near future be so developed in all that pertains to creature comfort and enjoyment,

and creation of a greater health, and that there will be sufficient commodious hotels and hydros

suitably equipped on modern lines to accommodate any demands the foreign visitor may make.
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Chapter I

SCENERY OF JAPAN.

A cursoiy glance at any map of the Northern Pacific shows us a long chain of islands hanging
like a jewelled festoon on the aqueous frontage of the Asiatic continent and extending like guardian
sentinels, the enormous length of about 2,500 miles from tropical seas to the subarctic waters. Adding
to these the projection of the large peninsula of Chosen (Korea) from the continent, these form our
Japanese Empire.

The drift of a warm equatorial current washes the east coast, acting similarly as the Gulf Stream
of the Atlantic, and summer and winter monsoons bring with them a plentiful precipitation of rain
and snow throughout the year. When the traveller becomes tired of the monotonous fortnights'

voyage across the Pacific Ocean or the tedious travel through the .sameness of Siberian plains and
sombre forests he will hail with a sense of relief, the first glance of the contra.sting leaves of the
book of nature, the picturesque Japan, its isles and islets and mountains covered by beautiful leafy

forests. As one's steamer nears the coast one sees white silver>' shining sandy beaches lined with
beautiful pine-trees and dotted with fishermens huts and .seaside villas, while in summer these beaches
resound with the joy and laughter of the thousands who come to breathe the fresh exhilerating air

and to swim in the warm genial rolling surfs. When one steps farther inland one will find everywhere
clear and lucid hot springs and neatly equipped bathing houses, and that all these seas, mountains,
and forests, play an important role in the beautiful sceneiy of Japan and form that base for the

undieing native love of the homeland the visitor at once can understand and feel in sympathy
with.

Situated on the oceanic border of the Asiatic Continent, the Japanese Islands and Korean Peninsula

have been influenced enormously by several geological agencies. The present features of these lands

are the results of the repeated modifications and transformations from the remotest archsean era to

the recent. Especially during the palasozoic and tertiary age were these changes exceedingly violent,

though the general outlines of the islands were constructed mainly during the tertiary period. The
archsean gneiss and granite in Japan which lie under the paleozoic rocks are the prolongation of

that system found in Central China, particularly do we find these well developed in the Korean
Peninsula with its smooth downs and gentle escarpments. The deeply engrained valleys of crystalline

schists, slate and sandstone of palaeozoic formation in Kyushu and Shikoku, and the rounded hills

of granite in Chugoku along the Inland Sea, form a distinct scenery characteristic of Southern

Japan. In Northern Japan these palseozoic mountains have been cut into several blocks, which were
afterwards surrounded by the tertiary sea. Its tufaceous deposits then were elevated and form at

present extensive subdued mountains and hills, which are a characteristic of that district. There

are small patches of the mesozoic deposits, but they have not any topographic peculiarities. During

the post-tertiary age violent eruptions of volcanoes took place, these modifying strongly the

configurations of land features throughout the countr}% especially in Kyijshu and Northern Japan.

Numerous volcanoes were formed in several trails along the long axis of islands. Besides these

trails there is another large one known as the Fuji-Zone across the Main Island, Honshu. On the

northern boundary of Korea, there is an extensive area of lava plateau, extending further into Kirin

Province in Manchuria. Though it has not come into popular notority, the scenery of this plateau

land is found to be of an excellent type. The terraced deposits of the old quaternaiy epoch are

developed very well in Northern Japan where volcanic activity has been powerful. Both these terraces

and younger fluviatile flats afford scope for the development of agriculture and industry, and attract a

prosperous inhabitation.

Now let us briefly describe our land, namely the characteristics of its mountain ranges, volcanic

cones, valleys, lakes and seas. The lofty and wide extending elevation of the principal mountain

chains are naturally caused by the orogenctic actions, while their rugged peaks, gentle hills, deep

gorges and wide valleys, all such features are detailed by the erosion, which is cs[x;cially effective

in such a country as Japan on account of much rainfall. Tectonically our islands consist of two

arcs of mountain systems : the northern system extends from the Island of Saghalien southwards.



while the other stretches itself from China north-eastwards. They run along the northern and

southern halves of the islands, and meet together in the central part of the main island of Honshu,

where the most mountainous and high tracts are formed. Hida and Akaishi mountains so called

the "Japanese Alps" which are now popular among our mountaineers, are the most eminent ridges

in this district. Only one day's tour from Tokyo by the Central Railway is required to find ourselves

at the foot of the snow-clad peaks or in the alpine forests of these lofty mountains. Within their

lonely valleys are some rural and simple bathing places, such as Shirahonc, Kamikoclii, Nakabusa,

etc. Not only by the mountaineers but by the people of the neighbouring provinces, these places

are celebrated as summer resorts. The eminent needle of the Japanese Matterhorn, Yari-ga-take

,

and the rugged peak of our Jungfrau, Hotaka-yavta with their perpetual snow fields, tranquil pools,

or roaring torrents in their foregrounds, never fail to make impressions on the memoiy and Kodak
films of the nature-loving tourist.

The numerous volcanoes we may divide into two types with regard to their forms,—one being

represented by the simple cone of Mt. Fuji, and the other by the truncated cones with large caldera

and central cones similar to Mt. Hakone. Without exaggeration the lofty cone of Mt. Fuji is,

" Mons excellsus et shigularis" rising in majestic grandeur 12,467 ft. above the sea-level, on the

picturesque Bay of Suruga. Its perfect and splendid conical peak is clothed in snow nearly all the

year round, snow remaining for a few weeks in summer only in shady nooks, hollows and crevices,

and during that season the mountain is visited by multitudes of pilgrims climbing its sacred slopes

as well as the feat-loving sportsman and worshippers of the sublime in nature. Not only to see

the blush of sunrise illuminate the noble brow of this our " National Mountain," to the student and

savant she is well known as offering many scientific attractions. On her sweeping skirts extend

the pleats and ruffles of many lava flows, decorated further in folds and hollows with the translucent

liquid sparkling gems of several silveiy lakes. One of these lava streams forced its way down about

fifteen miles along the valley of Katsura-gawa, until it stopped at the canyon of Enkyo, which is

here spanned by the well-known bridge of the same name. Many parasitic cones, lava tunnels, and

especially a great explosion crater on the southern flank, offer geological problems and studies much
valued by the erudite scholar, whilst it is also very interesting not only for the botanical specialist

but for all classes of mountain climbers to observe in one day's tour the varied flora changes found

at different altitudes. The thicker forests and denser undergrowth of shrub and bush of the temperate

zone found at the foot of the mountain change into conifer woods as we ascend a few thousand

feet, and arriving half-way up the mountain we meet only such grasses as are usual in far northern

districts, and even these soon disappear, and on the bleaker heights we see only naked blocks or

lava, sparsely .specked with some rarer varieties of lichen. A mountain observatory found on the

summit is easily recognized by the indications of a vane and anemometer, restlessly turning on the

top of a rocky cliff of the crater wall. Other mountains such as " Kaimon " in Kyushij, " Nantai-san
"

(Nikko), " Rvaki-san" and " Ganju-sa)i" in Honshij, " Makkarinupri" or the so-called Yezo-Fuji

answer much to the Mt. Fuji example, and we find these are also frequented by many people during

the summer period when routes are open and climbing practicable.

In contrast to the lofty peak of the Fuji tv'pe comes a second attraction with its mighty somma
(old crater) a yawning subsidence of mammoth proportions and another kind of world wonder. A
vast caldera or amphitheatre where nature's forces have fought and wrestled in the lists of time is

now peacefully turned into fine meadows, brooks and lakes, and forms a natural park, and moreover

here are often found charming and comfortable bathing places. Of such, a typical example is Mt.

Hakone, to reach which is only a three hours' journey in train and tram-car from Tokyo. Here

the beautiful Lake Aslii reflecting on its placid surface the inverted image of Fuji seen in the

background, and the grand panorama of the mountains and seas as viewed from any point on the

somma are splendid and beyond the power of human pen or word to describe. Many beautiful

places, well known from mediaeval times by the name of " Seven Hot Springs " are found excellent

ones in this district, and now boast and justly so the best equipped foreign and native hotels. The
grandeur of the caldera of Mt. Aso in Kyushu is far more remarkable, its diameters are ten miles

N.-S. and fiflieen miles E.-W., its walls around stand at least 3,000 ft. high and the highest peak
" Saka-dake " reaching to a height of 5,310 ft. Twenty thousand people living in about eighty

villages are here sheltered and sustained in the lap of mother earth, a basin that is computed by

scientists to undoubtedly be the largest crater ever found or known to man on earth. This elaborated



example and incredible display of immensity of volcanic action still retains a smoldering life, aiui

of the five central cones, one is still found active while a number of hot springs are scattered at

their feet. Among the many other volcanoes, esjjecially noteworthy are " Asama " with its ascending

column of smoke, " Bandai-sa/i" with its tremendous explosion crater, " jViMo" with its magnificient

water-falls and lakes, " Kirisltima "' with some dozen craters and hot springs, and " Unsen " also

with many springs and charming coast scenery, " Sakura-jima " in the Bay of Kagoshima came
also recently to be well known by its sensational great eruption in January, 19 14.

Some extinct volcanoes have suffered through the ages such powerful or strange erosion from

weather action that they present peculiar mountain formation. In the vicinity of Karuizawa, the

famous summer resort, there is a volcanic region, which is so much dissected, that even geologically

it is very difficult to trace its original structure. Jl/t. -Myogi in this region is a most remarkable

relic of volcanic grotesqueness, its natural arch, rock spines, pinnacles, numerous freak structures,

and other wonderful views characterize this type of volcano, another example of which is to be seen

in " Yabakei" Kyushij. In the region of the above mentioned volcanic areas we find many hot .springs

being utilized by the people for bathing and other useful purposes and on which we shall devote a

few lines in the next chapter.

As stated previously the current of the mountain .streams are often veiy rapid, and to punt down

such torrents over churning rapids and through rocky channels and narrow defiles affords a thrill

of adventure and gives a veiy interesting enterprise and enjoyment to mountain tours. Usually the

water which is accumulated in some intermontane basin at a high altitude, flows down to the

piedmont flat making deep gorges on the border of upland. The well-known rapid, Hosii, near

the old capital of Kyoto, is a deep cutting on the western fault-scap of the Tamba Plateau. The

River Teniyu, Fuji, and Kiso, in Central Honshij, and the Rii'cr Kuma in Kyushu are also examples

of the same kind but of larger and grander proportions. These rapids are commonly so swift that

even the skilled crew often come dangerously near having their boats dashed against the rocks on

either side or swamping them in the water. Reverting to the valcanic region, we can always find

wonderfull water-falls as " Kegon " in Nikko with its rainbow hued mists, Chinda-no-taki on Mt.

Aso, etc. The majority of well-known water-falls in Japan are nothing but the water leaping over

the edge of some lava flow, but the setting and pictorial mounting of each is an undoubted call on

one's highest admiration.

Of course in such mountainous islands as Japan, no one can expect to see the development of

large plains, most of our plains are the deltas in the mouths of large rivers or if otherwise they are

but narrow flat lands extending some miles along the river. At the foot of volcanoes there usually

extend grassy plains with gentle sloj)e, and when these are situated in higher districts, they command

a view over a wide stretch of country and on account of the fine bracing air they attract many

people in summer for invigorating recuperation such places as " Karuizawa^' " Gotemba" or

" Fujimi," being resorts of this class, popular, and worthy of mention.

Lake sceneries are not by any means rare in this countr}\ and on volcanoes we find often their

old craters filled with snowy water forming lucid emerald lakes. Lake Ashi in Hakone, already

referred to, or Lake Haruna on the volcano of the same name, are the tjqiical examples of these.

But after all, Lake Biwa is the most popular and well known for its scenic beauty, being also the

biggest depression lake in this countiy. Situated only a few miles from the old metropolis, Miyako,

or Kyoto, and the main highway and railroad passing along its shore, it has been since long ages

pa.st a favourite resort theme, subject and inspiration for poets and arti.sts. The eight choice views

of this pear-shaped sheet of water have become interwoven into soul of tlie nation through their

prai.ses becoming familiarized in song, verse, and illustration.

Along the coast of the sea there arc many lagoons embraced by the sand-dunes and sand-spits.

HacJiiro-gata in northern Honshu and the twin lakes of Shinji-ko and Naka-no-umi in Chugoku

belong to this type. The latter is often called the " Lac Leman of Japan " and the finely situated

town of JMatsiie is compared to Geneva for its pretty view. We must not neglect to mention these

sand-spits as being important elements composing the scenic beautj' of the coast, often covered with

pine groves, some of those sand-spits stretch long arms for miles into the .sea and make such

typical beauty spots as Ama-no-Hashidate or " Heavenly Bridge," seen in the lovely Bay of Miyazu

on the coast of the Sea of Jajjan, as also Milio-no-i\Iatsubara or the " Pine Groves of Miho " which

adorn the beach of the charming Bay of Suruga at the foot of Mt. Fuji. Along these sand\-



stretches are found many summer resorts and that never failing enjoyment of swimming in the surfs

gently rolling in from the ocean. Along the shore of the Sagami Bay near Tokyo there are many
such places, among them " Ka7nakiira," " Ztishi," " Oiso," etc., are very famous, while " Suvia

"

and " AkasJii" near Kobe are also well known.

Besides these flat sandy coasts, another type of the shore seen all over Japan, especially in

Kyushii and Shikoku, is the rocky coa.st with many indentations, accompanied by numerous islands

and rocks, giving diversified beauty. But after all the scenic beauty of the sea may be said to

culminate in the world-wide known Seto-iichi or the Inland Sea. Enclosed from the tempestuous

influence of the ocean, the spirit of peace seems to waft her angelic wand over the calm smooth

glassy surface, which seldom shows a ripple, and mirrors the quaint forms of sailing craft, the green

pine crested sunlit rocks and islands, and azure cloud flecked dome above in such vivid truthfulness,

while the temple-strewn headlands and straw-thatched fishing hamlets nestling in nooks give the

deck-bound passenger an ever changing panoramic feast, no wonder the impression given is indeliable,

the revel in colour seemingly a dream and the traveller who comes to the Far East and misses

taking in this lovely passage certainly is robbed of an inestimable pleasure. The world tourist

wearies of the rounds of abbeys and cathedrals, and becomes nauseated with the medley of museums
and art-galleries, but the harmony of the Inland Sea hums on the finest silken heart strings and once

seen vibrates on the mental vision to eternity in colours that shame earthly pigments. Did you

see the Inland Sea ? is the one question asked. Don't forget to see the Inland Sea is the advice

given.

Chapter II

VOLCANOES AND MINEEAL SPEINGS IN JAPAN.

From information to hand we have already been able to state that there are in Japan more

than one thousand and five hundred mineral springs, already chemically analyzed. Of course there

are many practically unknown, or at least not yet described, and valuable ones, especially in the

lonely mountain region of Korea and volcanic districts of Hokkaido are still to be reported on.

It is most noticeable that the volcanoes and mineral springs have a consanguineous relationship

here as everywhere else, and that their distributions are veiy intimately associated also here in

Japan.

As the accompanying map shows, we find two main volcanic belts in Hokkai-do which are

the prolongations of the volcanic chains of the Kurile and Honshu ones. Accompanying the numerous

active volcanoes " Koina-ga-take," " Usu" " larumae" " Tokachi" " Meakan," etc , there are also

many springs, but on account of the inconvenience of communication, only some of them are known
at present, as those springs of Noboribetsu and Jozankei. Noboribctsu, not far from the harbour

of Muroran on the southern coast, is famous for its solfatara in full activity with numerous jets and

formerly with a geyser. Jozankei in a beautiful \'alley near the city of Sapporo is a spring well

frequented.

In northern Honshu there are two main volcanic belts running along the long axis of the islands,

one of these, the Nasu-Zone named after the famous active volcano, forms the backbone of the island

of northern Honshij, and is characterized by its compact arrangement of volcanic cones accompanied

by innumerable hot springs. The other belt lies on the coast of the Sea of Japan and similarly

has well-developed conical mountains, a representative being Mt. Cliokai. Among the many hot

springs in the northern end of Honshu, Asamitslti with its railway communications and superior

coast scenic attraction is a spring highly popular and widely known, while further inland we can

find not only many valuable medicinal springs, but the famous geyser of Fuki-age situated in this

district; but these latter springs being rather out of the way or a half-day's journey from the nearest

railway station, visitors show a preference for the more conv^eniently connected springs as at Asamushi.

Isolated springs only await the recognition of their merits but referring to the question of convenient

situation in the vicinity of large cities and towns, there are many celebrated bathing places, e. g.,

"Aone" near Sendai, " Kanmioyama" near Yamagata, " lisaka" near Fukushima, " Higashiyama"
near Wakamatsu, etc., and further southwards more well-known places as " Nasu," " S/n'obara,"

" Nikkb" and " Ikao." Nasu is popularly known by the tradition named Sessho-seki or " Death
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Stone," a feature connected with its solfatara. Shiobara has a series of springs and is most celebrated

for its remarkable autumnal foliage, the brilliant maples, etc., seen in its glens and mountain ravines.

No one can fail to notice the Imperial villa on the banks of the blue gorge, fringed as it is in

prominent relief by dark forests. Nikko known world-wide for its splendid mau.solean temples and
scenery, has its bathing place, " Yunioto" situated some few miles higher in the mountains and
during the summer we find it well frequented. Ikao on the eastern flank of the beautiful volcano

Haruna is another famous summer resort. These four springs may be reached from Tokyo after a

few hours' run by trains, tram-cars and jinrikisha. The above mentioned volcanic zones of northern

Honshij meet with the Fuji-Zone in the central part of Honshu, forming there a congested volcanic

district having many cones. Passengers on the Central and Shin-etsu Railway Lines succesively,

find a courteous and welcome treatment and every help by officials in reaching any desired point.

The active volcanoes "Asania" and " Skiraiie," and the gigantic cone of '' Myokb" and " Yatsu-ga-

take " are most famous, while we further note other lofty volcanoes like " On-take " and " Nohkura "

on the ridge of the Japanese Alps. Accompanying these enumerated volcanoes there are found

springs of various kinds, of which such well-known ones as " /sode " near Mt. Myogi, the most

famous sulphur springs of " Knsatsic" at the foot of the Mt. Shirane, "S/iidu," " Bess/io," " Asai/ia"

(not associated with the \olcano of the same name), and " Siava " may be called to your notice.

The latter one is on the shore of the beautiful Lake Suwa, which affords the best skating area for

contests and sports during the winter. Strange to say Fuji has no share of hot springs, but in

Hakone and some dissected volcanoes in the peninsula of Izu, in her zone, meet with numerous

bathing places. The so-called "Seven Hot Springs" previously spoken of are found on the banks

of the river Haya-kawa, which flows from the crater lake " Ashi " deeply cutting its waj' through

the ring of mountains. " Yiiiiioto" and " Tonosaiva" along the lower valley are simple thermal

springs, while " Aski-tw-yu " and " Oivakidani " on the higher reaches are remarkably strong in

sulphur. " Mlymioshita " with its social life is the bathing place especially popular all the year

round with foreigners, and " Sokokiira " also a bathing resort being situated near, both these springs

being of intermediate chemical nature. Near Hakone, on the eastern coast of Izu Peninsula, there

is the celebrated geyser of " Atattii." During the last few years, on account of the careless boring

of wells in the vicinity of the geyser, the periodical discharge of hot water has become more or less

irregular. Within a day's trip from Atami we can find numerous well-visited bathing places, as

" Isusan," " Yiigawara," " ltd " and " Shuzenji!'

Turning to the western half of Honshu we have various hot springs, though they are less in

number than in the Central and Northern Japan. Along the coast of the Sea of Japan there is

one volcanic belt with the volcanoes " Hakitsan," " Daisen," " Sambe" etc., which passes over to

the island of Kyushij. Another belt is found on the Inland Sea, or " Seto-uchi," but its volcanic

life is almost extinct. The coast of the Sea of Japan is also not without its hot springs, of which

the most noted are " Wakura " in Noto Peninsula, " Yamanaka " and " Yamasliiro " in Kaga, and
" Kitiosaki" in Tajima, this latter with a most famous basalt cave " (icnibu-do" in its environs.

In the island of Shikoku, where we have no historic record of volcanic eruptions, there are but

a few bathing places worthy of note apart from the celebrated " Dogo" whereas the neighbouring

great island of Kyushii, is very richly besprinkled with volcanoes and hot springs, the distribution

of these being on the two main zones of " Aso " and " Kirisliivia!' Tiie former connects the

famous volcanoes " Aso!' " Unzeny etc., while the other .stretches southwards from the enormous

volcano of " Kirishima " passing through " Sakurajiiina," the terrible monster in the Bay of Kago-

shima, to the Kawabe islands and Formosa. There are many active volcanoes in both zones, and

connected with which we have a terrible hi.stoiy of catastrophes.

Among the numerous bathing places in Kyij.shij, " Beppu " and " Unzcn " stand most prominent.

The former lies at the foot of the volcanic group of " Ytt/u " on the shore of the picturesque Bay

of Beppu, an indentation of the charming Inland Sea. Many springs come out in a novel and

strange manner, some of them make ponds of boiling water, while the others dissipate themselves

into the sand of the coast, and here the sand-bath taken on the roomy and clear beach is the most

interesting and unique one of its kind found in this country. The volcano " Unzen " is a beautiful

mountain on the peninsula of Shimabara and commands a fine panorama of land and sea. Its great

eruption in 1792 still forms a theme of awe and topic of a conversation among the ci)untr>'men.

Many thermal springs, especially " Ohama " are well known for the bathing, and form excellent
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summer resorts for natives as well as foreigners, and being situated only a few hours' steaming

distance from Nagasaki, they are visited every summer both by the local foreign community and
the numbers of Europeans and Americans living in China who seek for shelter and change from

the summer heat and debiliating influences of that climate. The volcanoes " Aso " and " Kirishima,"

some of their peaks yet active, have also many bathing places. At the southern end of the Satsuma
Peninsula there is the perfect cone of " Kaivion " and the crater harbour of " Yaiiiaka-iva," and
many springs are found in their vicinities, though the bathing houses are mostly a very simple and
unassuming type.

As to hot springs in Formosa we cannot neglect to refer one to the famous one of " Hokicto,"

near Taihoku, the capital of the island. An abundant quantity of hot water is constantly flowing

through a valley at the foot of the volcano " Daiton," and the deposit of the radio-activ-e mineral
" Hokutolite " in that spring has recently attracted keen attention in the scientific world. The
governing authorities undertook to plan a park and a splendid and magnificent public bath has been

built which has no rival throughout the whole Empire of Japan. Other springs have been also

discovered in the deep valleys of the central mountain chain, where the aborigins had previously

built primiti\'e bathing places by excavating the natural rock, further details of these being lacking

we but record the fact.

Likewise of Korea we have not material enough yet to hand to describe any springs though
there are many localities already known, and among which the much frequented bathing places of

the following might be mentioned :^" Tdrai (Tong-nai) near the harbour of Fuzan and accessible

by train, " On-yb " (On-yang) in Central Korea and not far from the railway station of Ten-an, and

lastly " Shu-otsii " (Chyu-eur) in Northern Korea, this lying to the west of Ranan and Kyojo, where

a sanatorium for the army is established.

Turning to the relationship between the mineral springs and volcanoes in Japan, it is of course

obvious that the volcanic belts are usually accompanied by mineral springs, but we do not venture

to assert that niineral springs are necessarily apart of or only confined to those districts. Some of

them we find along the dislocation lines quite independent of volcanic zones, while others are noticed

in the regions of old plutonic rocks. Where the volcanic regions is traversed by dislocation lines

it is of course most favourable for the springs to find their way, as seen in the case of Shinano

Highlands, Izu Peninsula, and the middle part of Kyushu. From the accompanying map we note

there are two sets of principal tectonic lines—longitudinal and transversal—which separate our islands

into four quadrants. The above mentioned four regions are traversed by these tectonic lines as

well as volcanic belts. Of the innumerable mineral springs in Northen Japan we find they are mostly

limited to the north-western quadrant, while in the north-eastern quadrant there are only a few

springs. The former is not only rich in volcanoes, but its younger beds have been influenced by
local disturbances, and even at present are frequented by local earthquakes, while on the contrary

the latter area has remained as plateau lands of older formation since remote geological ages without

showing any peculiar disturbances but those due to denudation and erosion. Besides the hot springs,

carbonated cold springs are found in the vicinity of Osaka, and the bottled liquids are in an ever

increasing popular demand in the Far East as a table water under the names of " Tansan" and
" Hirano Water." These springs are found along the line of dislocation on the border of the Tamba
Plateau.

It is remarkable that the radio-active springs, which are highly esteemed for medical purposes,

are mainly formed in the north-western quadrant, where the geology is represented by granite. The
cold springs of Masutonii in the Province of Kai, and the ATisasa hot springs in the Chiigoku district,

are typical illustrations of this geologic feature.

Regarding the utilization of the products of mineral springs we have only a few things to say.

Various kinds of sinters under the name of Yu-no-Jtana or " Flower of Spring " are sold in several

bathing places for use in private or household baths. In Beppu, alum is prepared by the action

of sulphureous steam upon alum-earth and in Kusatsu the incrustation of sulphur is collected. White
clay, which is a bleaching product of volcanic rock, etc., produced by solfataric action at Beppu is

used in the manufacture of paper. There are also calcareous and sulphur deposits of ancient hot

springs, the former is found in the Prefecture of Akita in northern Honshu and is utilized as a flux

in the smelting furnace, and the latter, which gives us the range and forms of marketable products

of sulphur,-,is.jv'Qrked- from—many volcanoes and exported to various parts of the globe.



Chapter III

GEOLOGY OF THE JAPANESE EMPIRE.

The lowest statified rocks composing the Japanese Empire are the Gneiss anil Crystalline Schist

Systems of the Archaean Group. Then follows PaLtozoic formation, in which the earliest fossiliferous

rocks in the empire are found. Tlie Mesozoic formations were ne.xt deposited. During the .sedi-

mentation of the Palaiozoic and tlie Mesozoic rocks, intrusions of granite, diorite, porphyry, gabbro,

porphyrite, and diabase occured. In the Cainozoic era, especially in the Tertiary age, volcanic rocks

were erupted in different places and the .sediments of volcanic ejectamenla formed the various kinds

of tuffs.

aix:hacan Ciijoup.

1. Gtitiss System:—The Gneiss System consists of biotite-gneiss, granite-gneiss, mica-schist,

and amphibolite ; and is frequentl)' intercalated with saccharoidal limestone antl granulite. Besides,

two-mica-gneiss and p\Toxene-gneiss are known in Korea, and in southern Manchuria. Various

kinds of gneiss show in several cases the characters of the ortho-gneisses, while the mica-schist

and limestone seem to be the para-gneisses metamorphosed by the contact action of eruptive rocks.

Granites frequently intrude them in a confused manner, and these granites as well as the others which

metamorphosed the Palaeozoic rocks into gneis.ses and schists, are often treated together with the

sedimentaries.

2. Crystalline Schist System :—The Ciystalline Schist System consists of various schists of a

ph\-llitic aspect with the characteristic components—sericite, epidote, and calcite. They are graphite-

gneiss, epidote-gneiss, sericite-gneiss, graphite-schist, chlorite-schi.st, sericite-schist, piedmontite-schist,

quartz-schist, and chlorite-amphibolite, often accompanied with eruptives, such as .serpentine and

gabbro, but not with granitic eruptives. Glaucophane-schist is known only in Shikoku and Kyushu,

and in the province of Kii. Ciystalline schists are clearly di.stinguished from the rocks of the Gneiss

Sy.stem, except the amphibolites ; but the distinction between them and the lowest series of the

Palaeozoic, consisting of amphibolites, pyroxenites, and phyllites, cannot always be clearly made.

PALAEOZOIC CiPOUP.

The Palaeozoic of Japan consists of a series of formations of an enormous tliickness, which may,

in the order of superposition and litliological character, be divided into the Lower, Middle, and Upper

Formations. The Upper Carboniferous or Permo-carboniferous fauna of stratigraphical importance is

found only in narrow zones in the Middle and Upf)er Formations. The Lower Palaeozoic is composed

mainly of metamorphic volcanics or pyroclastic rocks, /. c., pyroxenites and amphibolites, with sub-

ordinate layers of phyllites, crj'stalline limestone, and quartzite ; and is often accompanied with

serpentine and gabbro. The Middle and Upper Palaeozoic consist of schalstein, sand.stone, clayslate,

quartzite, hornstone, radiolarian slate, adinoie slate, limestone, and commonly rest conformably on the

Lower Palaeozoic. Among the.se rocks, crumpled quartzite and hornstone of various colours, adinoie

slate, schalstein with limestone, radiolarian slate, and Fusidina and crinoidal limestones, are easily

recognizable and are indeed the marks of the correlation. Among the fossils, Fiisulina and Sc/ncagerina

are most common. In Rikuzen there occurs a fossiliferous clayslate, containing a trilobite, brachiopods

and brj^ozoans, and occupying an upper horizon.

In Korea, the lower series of the Palaeozoic consists of metamorphic rocks, mainly of mica-schist,

hornblende-schist, quartz-schist, and ph\llite, a part of which seems to represent a certain horizon of v.

Richthofen's Ta-ku-.shan Series. It is found in scattered patches in North llam-gyong-do, Kyong-geui-

do, and Chol-la-do. The Upper or Korean Formation consists mainly of quartzite, clayslate, and

sandstone in the lower part, and of limestone and marl in the upix;r, and seems to represent v.

Richthofen's Sinian l-"ormation. The low Karst-\\kc plateau in south Phyong-an-il6 and Hoang-hai-do

consists of a thick complex of Carboniferous lime.stone, containing Fusidina and other foraminifera.

In the IJao-tung peninsula, the Palaeozoic is divisible into the Cambro-silurian and the Carboni-

ferous Systems. The lower series of the Cambro-silurian, i.e., the Ta-ku-shan Scries, consists mainly

of quartzite with subordinate layers of quartzo.se sand.stone and clayslate, sometimes conglomerate
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and limestone. The upper formation, /. e., the Sinian, consists mainly of an alternation of sandstone

and clayslate with subordinate layers of quartzite, conglomerate, and limestone in the lower part,

and of limestone and marl with sandstone, clayslate and quartzite in the upper. The limestone of

the various horizons contains brachiopods, pteropods, ccphalopods and trilobites. The Carboniferous

is found only in small patches, as in the vicinities of Fu-chou and Chin-chou. The lower formation

of the Carboniferous consists of an alternation of limestone and marl. The upper formation or Coal

Measure consists mainl)' of sandstone and clayslate with coal-seams. The clayslate contains abundant

plant-remains.

nCSOZOIC (ii?()llP.

1

.

Triassic System :—The Triassic Sjstem occupies small areas, and consisls mainly of sand-

stone and clayslate or shale, sometimes intercalating tuff, limestone, and also anthracite. The Triassic

in Rikuchii, Tcsa, and Higo, yields marine fauna, such as Ceratites and Pseudonwtwtis, which are

considered to be closely allied to those of the Californian Trias. The Trias of Xagato yields Rhjetic,

flora ; in Bitchii the Psnidomo)wtis bed underlies a j)lant bed, which seems to be comparable to the

RliJetic of Nagato.

2. Jurassic System :—The Jurassic of Japan is in small detached areas, consisting of clayslate

or shale, sandstone, and conglomerate ; .schaLstein, cr)'stalline limestone and also anthracite are found

in the Jurassic of Nagato. The schalstein, which is widely di.stributed in Chugoku and northern

KyGshij and mapped as the Mesozoic of an unknown epoch, resembles the Liassic schalstein of Xagato.

The Jurassic in Rikuzen, Kchizen, and Xagato contains marine fauna ; that in Hchizen, Etchii,

Echigo, Kaga, Mino, and Hida consists of brackish-water deposits with plant fossils. Its lower

horizon often contains fresh-water .shells.

In Korea, the Jurassic de\'elops widely in the .south-east, and consists of .sandstone, conglomerate,

clayslate, and .schalstein, intruded by dykes and sheets of porphyry and porphyrite. Plant fo.ssiIs

are imbedded in it. Other small patches of the Jurassic consist mainly of sandstone, conglomerate,

and cla)'slate or .shale ; and in some places .schaLstein and limestone occur.

3. Cretaceous System :—The Cretaceous System has the widest distribution of all the Mesozoic,

and is rich in fauna and flora. The lower Cretaceous on the Pacific .side of Honshu and Shikoku

con.sists of .series of shale and .sandstone with the .so-called Torinosu limestone. The limestone contains

abundant fauna, consisting of foraminifera, corals, bryozoans, echinoids, bivalves and ga.steropods.

The lower Cretaceous in the provinces of Rikuzen, Iwaki, Kotsuke, Kii, Awa, and Tosa consists

of conglomerate, sandstone and shale. Generally, a Cyrena bed occurs in the lower horizon, a plant

bed a little higher, and a Trigonia sandstone in the uppermost. The upper Cretaceous, forming a

long chain from the boundary- between the provinces of Izumi and Kii, to Amaku.sa through the

provinces of Awaji, Sanuki, lyo, and Bungo, with .strips in Kotsuke and Shinano, consLsts chiefly

of .sand-slone and .shale with conglomerate, and contains marine fauna, and some flora. On Amakusa
Island, .several .seams of anthracitic coal are found in the .serie.=. In .southern Shikoku it consists of

sandstone and shale with conglomerate and lime.stone. In Rikuzen the upix:r Cretaceous consists of

sandstone and shale with lime.stone, quartzite and tuff. The Cretaceous of Hokkaido, consisting of

shale, sandstone, and conglomerate, yields abundant forms of ammonites, besides, shells and other

forms. The Cretaceous of Karafuto consists of .shale, sandstone, conglomerate, and marl, abundant

fauna being imbedded in the .strata.

4. Doubtful Mesozoic

:

—The Mesozoic consists mainly of shale and sandstone, .sometimes with

impure limestone. The Mesozoic of Taiwan consi.sts mainly of clayslate with sandstone.

CAIMOZOIC (ilXHllJ.

I . Tertiary System :—The Tertiary consists of sand, gravel, cla)% tuff, sand.stone, conglomerate,

and shale, with inter\'ening layers of limestone, marl, coal-.sea^^s, and diatom-earth. As a result of

volcanic activitj- tuffs are very widely prevalent, sandstone and shale showing \ery frequently a

tufaceous character. The Eocene is known in Ogasawara-jima (the Bonin group) where the series

yields the genus Nummulites, which has been also discovered in Okinawa Island, and the limestone

of Xakaosaka in Kotsuke contains Orbitoutes. It is highly probable that there exists a horizon

which represents a Miocene-Eocene Series. Whether the Miike coal field in Chikugo, where Aturia

ziczac has been discovered, belongs to the Eocene or not, is now under di.scussion. Pliocene and



Miocene beds have been recognized, the former being indicated chiefly by shell remains and the

latter by plants and a few foraminifcra, though the definite boundary between them has not yet

been traced except in a few cases. The various kinds of gasteropods, solenochoncha;, conchifcra,

brachiopods, echinoids, asteroids, foraminifcra, etc., are abundantly found in the Tertiary, and those

found in the Pliocene belong mostly to species now living in the Ja[janese and Chinese seas, only

a few being e.xtinct in the neighbouring waters. Sometimes the bones and teeth of mammals and

rarely the remains of insects are found in the post-Miocene ; shark's teeth s|X'cified as Carcliarodon

iiiegalodon are found in several parts of Japan. The fossil flora is found most frequently in the

pre-Pliocene or Miocene strata, and veiy often in the Pliocene. In the pre-Pliocene or Miocene

flora, both Pluropean and Arctic elements are found ; while most of the Pliocene flora is very intimately

related to species now living especially in the mountain regions of Japan, and some to those now
met with in other parts of the world. From these facts together with the evidence of fossil fauna

it is supposed that the Pliocene period had a colder climate than that now prevailing in those

regions.

In Korea the Tertiaiy consi.sts of shale, sandstone, conglomerate and tuff, with coal, and is

found in a few .small scattered areas. In North Kyong-.syang-do the shale and tuff of the series

contain .some fossil floras.

2. Qtiatcfuary System:—{a) Diluvium: The Diluvium consists of sand, gravel, clay, and pumice,

often covered with a fine deposit of a volcanic nature, and forms low undulatory plateaus or elevated

platfonns as well as terraces. Tlie Diluvial platform near the western coast of Taiwan is covered

with laterite. (b) Alluvium System : The Alluvium consists of fluviatile deposits of sand, gravel, and

clay, as well as the sands of beaches and dunes.

3. Ra'sed Coral Reefs:—Rai.sed coral reefs are only found in Taiwan and Ryukyu along the

beach, or inland, where they form the low plateau.

KiMllOLLS l?0CI\5..

Granite :—The granites consist of hornblende-granite, granitite, and hornblende-granitite with

muscovite-granite and are the mo.st widely extended of all the plutonic rocks. Contact phenomena

of granite on the Palaeozoic and Mesozoic sedimentaries have been observed in several places.

Porphyry :—The porphj'ries occur forming large masses in the inner zone, especially of South

Japan, but mo.stly as small dykes throughout the mountains. The rocks belong chiefly to quartz-

porphyry and often on one side approach granite, known as granite-porphyry, and on the other,

liparite.

Diorite

:

—The diorite is generally quartz-diorite. The age of eruption is often uncertain.

Structurally it is considered to be one of the older eruptives, but one mass in Sagami intrudes the

Tertiary. Gabbro-diorite occurs in small areas, often accompanied by gabbro.

Gabbro, Peridotite, Serpentine, etc.:—The gabbro, peridotite, serpentine, etc., often occur together.

Tile gabbro and serpentine are found mainly in the Crystalline Schist and the Pal.Teozoic, but those

in Chijgoku seem to belong to a later issue.

Diabase

:

—The diaba.se is found intercalated in the Paleozoic and the Mesozoic, and is

accompanied with schalstein, showing a mighty eruption of it in the Palaeozoic and the Mesozoic eras.

Porphyrite :—The porphyrite occurs in tolerably large areas in .several places ; but generally, it

is found as dykes or sheets in the Pahtozoic and the .Mesozoic. In Chyol-la-do and Kyong-syang-do

in Korea it occupies somewhat extensive mountain di.stricts.

Ijparite :—The liparite is of various kinds, and its tuffs resulting from the erui)tions probably

since the beginning of the Tertiary period, develop extensively with thick .sediments especially in

North Japan. Besides, the liparite occurs as dykes in several places, intruding the Tertiary as well

as the older formations.

Andesite

:

—The andesites, including dacite, mica-hornblende-andesite, pyro.xene-andesite, anil

olivine-pyroxene-andesite, have the widest distribution of all the igneous rocks. Among them,

pyroxene-andesite and olivine-pyroxene-andesite arc the most widely distributed and form huge

volcanoes, esixcially those of North Japan, such as Fuji, Asama, .\a.su, Zao, Chokai, Iwate, Iwaki,

etc. Mica-hornblende-andesite builds the main volcanoes in South Japan, es|x-cially those along the

coast of the .Sea of Japan, such as Norikura, Ilakusan, Daisen, Simbc, Knju, Unzen, etc. The
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dacite is limited in distribution, being found especial!)- in the northern part of Honshu. Rhumbic-

pyroxene-andesite forms along the Inland Sea a volcanic series of small simple cones, such as

Kabuto-yama in Settsu, lino-yama in Sanuki, Kofuji in lyo, etc. The andesite has been erupted

extensively since the Tertiaiy period, being in most cases accompanied with tuff, agglomerate-tuff,

lava-breccia, etc. Some andesites are also frequently found as sheets and dykes. The volcanoes

of Japan are mostly composed of andesite, and are 165 in number, among which 63 active ones

are enumerated. They are simple-coned, such as Fuji, Kaimon, etc. ; double-coned as Asama, Sambe,

etc. ; or more complex, as Aso, Hakone, etc.

Basalt:—The basalt outcrops in rather small areas in Chijgoku, northern Kyijshij, and in northern

Korea, forming plateaus and sometimes simple domes or cones, such as Kasa-yama in Nagato,

Kannabe-yama in Harima, etc. Also it often occurs as intrusive sheets and dykes in these regions.

Volcanic Ash and Mud Lava :—Volcanic ash is widely distributed especially along the slopes of

volcanoes, covering the mud lava, or sometime alternating with it. Mud la\-a always forms plateaus

and the slopes of volcanoes. It occupies wide areas in Kyushu, where it is considered to have been

erupted from the volcanoes of Aso and Kirishima.

Chapter IV

CLIMATE OF JAPAN WITH SPECIAL REFERENCE TO

HEALTH RESORTS IN JAPAN.

If there was no intense heat in August in Japan, who could be charmed bj' the autumnal glory

of the coloured foliage in November ? If there were no bitter winter monsoons from Siberia, who
could expect the magnificent displa)- of cherry blossoms all at once in April ? We cannot incessantly

endure a succesion of good and fine days, so that Nature gives us summer to purify our blood by
perspiring, and winter to brace our shattered nerves by its cold. The climate of Japan is moderate

with two severe extremities both in time and in space.

Preceding the autumnal equinox, when the sun becomes somewhat lower in our midtlle north

latitude, the high atmo.spheric pressure covering the North Pacific Ocean begins to send its force

to the west, and the typhoons successively visiting Japan perform the great work of removing the

action center of the atmosphere. The south-easterly monsoon gradually loses its intensity only to

be replaced by the north-westerly monsoon, which threatens the inhabitants of the Far Ea.st. In

Central Japan on some clear morning late in the October frost is .seen whitening the stones and
grasses even tinging the leaves. The mountain slopes are first seen variegated. After a few daj-s

the foliage in the valleys turn red or yellow and thence for about a month mountain slopes, hills,

lakesides and wherever deciduous trees stand, present the autumnal glory of red and gold. No
show window of a draper or mercer could ever be brighter and richer in colour than this. Some
trees are as brilliant and as red as fire ; others are of the colour of peach ; some are as yellow as

deep gamboge and still others are purple or white. Pine-trees are always mixed with these gaudily

coloured trees and the deep blue of the sky over them gi\-es a very pleasent contrast. Moreover
we can see majestic mountain ranges whose shoulders are of ultramarine, but whose heads are as

white as a sugar loaf. If we suppose a lake with clear water extending as a gigantic mirror between
red and gold foliage ; if we suppo.se a cascade hanging from the edge of white granite rocks, half-

covered by coloured leaves and dark green pines, we have a fair picture of an autumnal day in Japan.
Autumn scenes are ver>- much appreciated in Japan, and Japanese sightseers never fail to visit some
such places as Arashiyama, Nikko, Mybgi, or Mitake during this season, to enjoy the autumnal
tranquility amidst the sunny display of coloured nature. Such a plea.sent season is but a prognostic

of the coming penetrating winter.

From the middle of March there is a rapid change of climate in Japan. The high atmospheric
pressure in Siberia begins to move to the Pacific Ocean and, in consequence, the se\ere, cold
north-we.stcrly monsoon gradually subsides and in its place the gentle beams of the spring sun warm
the soil from which ice and snow have disappeared. We find that all moats, rivelets, ponds and
marshes ha\'e become swollen with the water of spring, and tjie eggs of frogs are seen abundantly
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in thcni. Plum trees in bloss<_)ni from the pre\'ious month gnuUiall)- give their places to soft green
sprouts. At the end of March peach trees are in blossom and tadpoles are swimming about in the

ponds. On tlie first or second week of April, cherry blossoms begin to open and are in their full glory

all of a sudden. In this season nearlj- all the }x-o])le in the great cities of Japan such as T6k)-6, and
Kyoto, go out in full dress to pla}- and dance under the blossoms. The weather is warm ; swallows
and butterflies are sometimes .seen flying through the blossoms. Falling petals wafted on the breezes

falls like snow flakes on the head and kiinoiw (clothes) of the dancers. " Which is the more beautiful,

blossoms or girls?" is repeated e\-eiy year bj' sightseers. Such merrj- dis[)la>- of cherry blossoms
and human flowers is but the reactional outburst against the solitary confinement of winter cold.

One of the most powerful fiictors in the \'ariation of the climate in Japan is the Monsoon.

Temperature, humidity, and other elements change \en- faithfulh- with it. The mon.soon comes in

winter from Siberia, and in summer from the Pacific Ocean. The empire of Japan extends from
TaiwcT/i (Formosa), who.se southern half is in the tropics, to Karafuto (Saghalien) and Chishima
(Kurilcs) who.se mo.st northerly point is in Latitude X 52°. Hence the climate of Japan b\- no
means uniform as already pointed out b\- many authorities, but it is certain that nearly all districts

in Japan undergo the influence of the monsoons and hence the annual variation of the climate is

very regularl\' repeated, and as far as any one of such districts as Kyushu, Naikai (Inland Sea District)

or 0-Ji (north-eastern part of the Main Island) is concerned, the climate is uniform in the particular

distnct. W'e can, thus, estimate the climate of a .special place, if the general climate of the district

in which the place is situated, is known, together with the orographical features of the place. This

is illu.strated by the following example. The temperature of Hakone mu.st be lower than that of

Yokohama by about 4,5° C, because Hakone is about 720 metres high above sea-level,—the average

vertical gradient of the air temperature in mountainous districts in Japan is 0,6° C per 100 metres

—while the temperature of Miyanoshifa must be about 2° C higher than that of Hakone, because

its height is about 420 metres. The observed mean temperatures at Hakone and Yokohama (from

the report of Yokohama Met. Station) are .shown in the following table, which pro\es the correctness

of the abo\e view.

Table I.

Average Temperature at Hakone and Yokohama. (° C).

Name of Place
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' reki.' We cannot here enter into minute descriptions of the climate observed at each of the

meteorological stations. For our present purpose, Tables III—VI are prepared, in which the mean

and the absolute extremes of air temperature, the mean and the absolute minimum humidity, the

mean and the absolute maximum precipitation, with the number of rainy days and the number of

the clear and fair days are given.

Table H.

Cliniatological Observations at some Health Resorts.
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o.
<

a
•r.

Asaiiia (near Matsumoto) in Nagano Prefecture; Observation, 1911-191:

Mean Air Temperature °C
Mean Iliinildity ^i

-1,0
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Locality
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Table IV.

lumiditv.
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On the Pacific coast the ielati\e humidit}- varies )-earIj' as does the air temperature on the same

coast, but on the Japan Sea coast it changes hke the rainy days. In summer there is no striking

difference between these two districts. In winter the coast of Japan Sea is wet, the mean monthly

humidity exceeding 80 per cent. But the Pacific and Inland regions are dry, the mean monthly

humidit)- sinking below 65 per cent. In summer, it often exceeds 90 per cent on mountain slopes

and on some capes and islands in Japan Proper, but this is not the case in ordinary residential

localities. The dullest and the wettest period in Japan Proper is experienced in the bai-u season

when, for about two weeks—from the end of June to the beginning of July—the weather is cloudy,

warm and damp indoors. In Karafuto (Sagalien) and in the eastern part of Hokkaido 90 per cent

is suipas-sed in «'inter, but Chosen (Korea) is veiy di")- in winter.

Table V.

Amount of Precipitation, (mm)

Name of Place
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Table VI.

Xumhcr i>f Rainy Days

Name of Place
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Table VH.

Number of Clear and l*"air Day;
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the absolute maximum temjXMatures arc 36,9° C and 37,0° C; thus mean humidity is 80 and 81

per cent. Rain falls abundant!)- near Kiirun (Keelung) ; the yearly amount exceeding 5000 mm
;

but in Taihoku it is 2030 mm. The rainy season of Taiwan is June, July and August, during which
thunder showers are a daily phenomenon. There is no snow in Taiwan, nor frost in the southern

half of it ; in the other half frost liapix-ns sometimes but very rarely. Rice crops are raised three

times a year. The sugar-cane and the camphor-tree are two useful plants in Taiwan. Typhoons
attack the island \er}' frequently during the summer months. Sometimes it destroys all the sugar
crops. The maximum wind velocit)- reached 56,8 m/s at Koshun in Taiwan during the pa.s.sage of

an intense tyi)hoon.

Kyushu. Kyushu is rather warm ; the mean annual temperature at Ka^oshiiita and at Nagasaki
is respectively 16,7° C and 15,7° C. Snow and frost occur very seldom. In other climatological

resfjccts there is no consjjicuous difference between Kyushu and the Main Island.

Naikai (Inland Sea District). The characteristics of the climate of this region are diyness and

a comparatively small amount of rainfall. The latter is 1343 nim and 11 15 mm re.spectively at

Matsuyama and Okayama. The number of fine days in this di.strict is greater than that of the

surrounding di.stricts, because it is guaided by mountain ranges on all sides and the air currents

come across the.se in a comparatively drj- and warm .state. The manufacture of common salt on the

sea beach is advantageously carried out in this district.

San'in and Nankai. San-in is situated to the north of Xaikai, and Xankai to the south of this,

both .separated from iXaikai b\- mountain ranges. San-in has abundance of rain in winter, and

Nankai in summer ; the e.xcessive rain in these districts corresponds to the deficiency of it in Xaikai

district. The annual amount of rainfall at Sakai in San-in is 1934mm; at Okayawa 11 15 mm;
and at KocJii in Xankai 2727 mm. The number of rainy days in Januarj- is 26 in Sakai ; 8 in

Oka\-ama and Kochi.

Hokuroku. This district lies on the Japan Sea coast of the central part of the Main Island.

The summer climate of this district is nearly the same as that of Kwanto, but the winter cHmate

is too wet being under tlie influence of the north-westerly monsoon. The depth of snow at .some

places exceeds two metres. The temperature is not low comparativel)- .speaking, becau.sc a warm

sea current washes the coast. The mean temperature in January at Kanasaiva in this district is

2,5° C, while at Mito on the Pacific coast and at a little low latitude it is 2,2° C.

Kinai and Kwansai. The climate of these districts approaches the average of Shikoku—Chugoku

(N^ankaH- Xaikai + San-in) and Kwanto. The phenological .season in this district is a little earlier

than that in Kwanto.

Tokaido and Kwanto. The climate of this region is considered to be the repre.sentati\e of that

of Japan, and shall be described later under the heading of " The yearly \ariation of the climate

of Japan."

Central Japan. A little cooler than Kwanto, but with less rainfall.

O-u (Xorth-ea.stern part of the Main Island). This region is much colder than Kwanto in winter,

but not appreciablj- cooler in summer.

Hokkaido. Though this district is very cold in winter—the Januar\- mean temperature at Sapporo

being -6,2° C and at Nemuro -5,0° C— , it becomes warm very rapidly .so that the summer air

temperature reaches 20° C. The rice plant is cultivated in the western half of this island. The

amount of rainfall is le.ss ; in Sapporo the annual amount is 968 mm. 1 lokkaido is a pleasant place

to live in summer, but somewhat uncomfortable place in winter.

Karafuto (Sagalien). This island is very cold and humid. Thunder occurs once or twice a >-ear.

Chosen (Korea). The temperature is very low in the northern part, but moderate in general.

The winter climate is dry and fine. In some years there is no snow nor rain in Januar>- or December

at all. The eastern coast is alwa\s warmer than the western coast.

Yearly Variation of Climate in Japan. As formerl>- mentioned the empire of Japan stretches

from Latitude X 22° to N 52°, and hence the climate of the southern and northern extremities is

quite different. In the southern half of Taiwan (Formosa) people never exixrience frost in the jilains,

and rice can be rai.sed three times a year, while in Karafuto (.Saghalien) and in Chishima (Kuriles)

the ground is covered with ice and snow during more than half a year ; and even in the maximum

of their summer heat, we find braiziers or hearths in e\er>- house.
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As the Japan Islands form the boundary between the Asiatic Continent and the Pacific Ocean,

tlie influence of monsoons and oceanic currents upon the chmate is very remarkable. During the

winter, the north-westerly monsoon brings moisture from Siberia and Japan Sea, and on reaching

Japan, drops it abundantly on the districts bordering on the coast of Japan Sea, which, as a whole,

is called the Ura-Nippon (Back Japan), hence the winter of this district is very gloomy and humid
as formerly stated. The average number of rainy days at Niigata in January amounts to 27 i.e.

90 per cent of a month. The monsoon deposits its moisture on the north-westerly side of the central

mountain range of Japan, and crosses the system in dry state. Hence on the Pacific coast the weather

is very fine during the cold winter months, the number of clear and fair days in Tokyo in December
being 27 /. e. 90 per cent. Moreover the warm current called kuro-shio (Black Stream) washes the

southern coast of Japan as far as Clioshi—coasts of Nankai, Tokaido and Kwanto—being very warm
in winter. For example, the air temperature in Januaay is 5,7° C at Kochi in Nankai, 5,0° C at

Hainainaisii, and 5,3° C at Nuinazn both in Tokaido. In these regions the camellia bears flowers

throughout the winter ; plum blossoms open in December ; the palm flourishes in the open air and

the ever green orange-tree is laden with golden fruit in winter. In the central high lands, the weather

is very clear in winter, but the air temperature descends conspicuously. It is -2,0° C on the a\erage

of January at Matsumoto. Lake Siiwa in this district is covered with thick ice, affording a reliable

skating-ground. We can see silver thaw and diamond dust /. e. ice-ciystals floating in the air, every

cold morning at the lakeside.

The weather changes very regularly in the cold months in Japan. This depends on the periodic

oscillation of the Siberian high atmospheric pressure. In Korea there is a proverb " San-katt Ski-on
"

that is to say, " three days cold, four days warm." In Japan Proper they say " Wind on every five

days and rain on every ten days." The actual periods of this variation is not quite fixed, but fluctuates

on an average every six or seven days. In the spring as the air temperature rises, the number of

rainy days increases on the Pacific coast but decreases on the Japan Sea coast, which means the

change in the monsoons. Rain during this sea.son is known by the special name of " haru-sainey

whose characteristic is that it comes down \'eiy calmly and gently as if this silky threads fell

soundless from the sky. Thus it scarcely harms the soft young buds but rather nourishes them. It

becomes warm by stages with each rainfall. At the beginning of April a weather feature called
" Iiana-gHuiori" (flower cloudy) prevails in the middle part of Japan, under which it is mild, cloudy
and rather warm ; and cherry blossoms begin to display their myriad magnificence. After the cherry

we have peonies, wistarias, acaleas and other flowers successi\'ely until the end of May. Swallou's

come back from the south, and begin to build their nests in the interiors or entrances of dwelling-

houses. April and May are most enjoyable months in Japan. Fields and woods are bright with

fresh verdure and birds such as the nightingale, cuckoo, lark, bunting etc. sing their loveliest songs.

In this season farmers prepare their rice-marsh. We see all the gra)^ withered field of March change
into a sort of a lake in May in which thousands of frogs croak. At the beginning or middle of

June farmers plant the young shoots of the rice-plant in the.se shallow marshes. This task is called
" ta-7ie." The wives and daughters of farmers tidily dressed are also in the water planting rice

seedlings and singing " ta-iie-uta" (Rice planting songs).

The bai-ti or plum rain begins at the end of June, and it continues about two weeks. In this

sea.son the sky is overcast and rain falls continuously. In Fig. 4. we .see clearly the diminution of

the number of clear and fair days in Tokyo and Niigata in June. The bai-u does not occur in

Hokkaido. It cools June and July temperatures, and consequently the yearly maximum of temperature
appears in August. F"rom the middle of July the real Japanese summer begins. The air temperature
exceeds 30° C on some days at almost all places in Japan Proper, except in the north-eastern

part. During this sea.son the city life is somewhat tr>dng, but in the country it is not so, because
since Japan is an island and a mountainous country, the sea, on the one hand, affords gentle breezes

(land and sea breezes) and the hills and valleys, on the other, supplies the inhabitants with pleasant

winds (mountain and valley winds). Hakone, Nikko, Karuisawa, Unzen etc. are good summer
re-sorts. During this season thunder of thermic origin occurs very frequently. Sometimes it is intense,

but in general very refreshingly and clearing. The .short night of summer is not sufficient to cool
the heated earth and air in the day time. The burning sun projects its beams fiercely increasing

from its rise. At about noon, we .see many great towers of ciiiiuilo-ninihus above the mountains.
They increase their heights

; their heads attain the cirrus height, flattened at the top ; they begin
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to move from their original positions, and soon we hear the distant ix;als of lluinder. After one hour
or so, the sky is overcast, the thunder becomes louder and louder and at last the shower begins
preceded by cool squall}- winds. This rain disposes of the heat and clears the dust away. All
creatures are refreshed. It passes away after 20 or 30 minutes and the deep blue sk\- reap]x;ars.

Thus thunder in Japan in summer is accompanied rather rarely bj- storm but most frequently by
showers. From the end of August until the beginning of September there are frequent visits of
Typhoons to Japan. September is the period of transition of the summer and winter monsoons.
From the middle of September cool winds begin to blow. People gradually forget to use the fan.

The number of rain>- daj-s increases a little during this month. October is another plea.sant month
in the Japan Proper. Fine weather continues till November on the Pacific coast but it begins to

rain and snow on the Japan Sea coast. From the end of October until November farmers har\-est

their rice. The autumn tints in forest are beautiful. In \-ilIages we .see red /ttii-/-hu'a<. still on the

branches. Cltrysantlieuiuins are also in full bloom. We now feel the approach of winter by the

cackles of emigrating wild-geese which come from the northern countries fljing over the sea. Thus
the yearly variation of the climate of Japan is about to repeated.

Chapter V

THE OEIGIN OF CLIMATE THERAPEUTICS IN JAPAN.

The origin of climate therapeutics in Japan is unknown antl naturally is not recorded in histoiy.

But according to one story, Kobo-Daishi, a famous and much revered Buddhist priest, opened for

worship the eighty-eight temples in the island of Shikoku and the thirty-three temples in the western

provinces, and appealing to the religious .sentiments of the people, he ad\ocated a circular pilgrimage

to these temples in spring and early summer. This is now suppo.sed to be a prominent example
of combining climate therapeutics with religious propaganda. We cannot but esteem verj' highly the

originality and far-sightedness of this sage priest, who is generally believed to have pos.sessed a

profound medical knowledge. The genuineness of this statement seems fully ju.stified by the fact that

these temples founded by him are not located on level land, too easy of access, but in mountainous

districts where the air is pure and free from corruption.

Principal Forest Health Resorts. The best forest health resorts in Japan are in the Shinano /<-f /Va/<-j7

Pro\ince, the Nasu Mountains, the Kiso Valley, and some parts of Hokkaido. If .some suitable

grounds be chosen and properly taken care of, all of these places will doubtless present us with ideal

climatic sanatoria.

THE OEIGIN OF BALNEO-THERAPY IN JAPAN.

In looking through Japane.se hLstorj- we find in the record of the Age of the (jods, that jx-ople

bathed in hot springs to recuperate. Following this history later tells us that the two Kmperors,

Kimmei and Kotoku, resorted to hot spring baths for medical purposes. The kojiki (" Records of

Ancient Events ") gives evidence that the former Emperor proceeded to Arivta Hot Spring in Settsu set Piait s^

Province, and Dogo Hot Spring in lyo, to recuperate there. Goto Konzan, a physician, is said to '"^^"^""^

have utilized hot springs for medical treatment. Yamamura Tsuan, another physician, walked the

round of \arious hot .springs scattered in distant provinces, in order to test their connx)sition and

medical efficacy, and published the fact that A7/w.f«-(7 in Tajima Pro\ince, and Kusatsii in Kozuke, '"JJi"'"

^

etc., were of the formo.st importance from a medical point of view.

THE OEIGIN OF SEA BATHING IN JAPAN.

Tracing back this subject we come across the frequent mention of " shio-tdji" (cure in the brine)

in old books. The custom of .sea bathing, as well as bathing in hot .sj)rings, is thus traceable back

to the Age of the Gods. These two methods of bathing may be said to be equally of e.xtremcly

ancient origin, but in mediseval ages hot spring baths alone were jxjpular, while .sea bathing dwindled

into insignificance. Although of course no definite data are f)btainable as regards the vicissitudes of

ler Plait 3S.

3^ and I2~I4
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this form of ablution, it is not difficult to infer from the seagirt position of this countr}- that the

custom undoubtedly -continued to be practised in different places.

Ancient Evidence of Metbod of Basking in the Sun. In the " Oicari Meislio-zuc " (Pictorial Records

of Interesting Places in Owari Province) there is a picture showing sea bathing at Ono, some five

miles from Atsuta (near Nagoya). From this origin we gather sea bathing there dates back to some

700 years ago, or to be more accurate, 765 years ago people used to dip themselves in sea water

until they felt cold, and then lie down on sun-burnt stones for warmth. This is nothing but a curious,

ancient record of basking in the sun.

New Departure in Sea Bathing since the Restoration. In 1881 the then Governor Rempei Kunisada

happened to \-isit this place during his prefectural tour. On learning the history of sea bathing there,

he conferred with Mr. Shimpei Goto, then the Chief of the Aichi Hospital, who was emphatically

teaching the medical value of sea bathing, and had made a certain Shoz5 Xijo .set up a rest hut

for changing the clothes. This erection of a bathing hut marked a new departure in the methods

of sea bathing after the Meiji Restoration and gradually led to its present popularity.

It is not rare to find old instances of bathing in waterfalls as an invigorating tonic during the

sie Plat! 41 heat of summer. In some such waterfalls as in Mt. Takao, Musashi Province, Mt. O-iwa, P^tchii

Province, etc., popularly believed to be efficacious for curing mental derangement, there were con.stant

bathers not only in summer but also in the colder seasons.

The Opening of Sea Bathing at Oiso. As stated above, though e\idence of sea and cool water

bathing dates back to mythical ages, but it is only within the past thirty years and long after the

introduction of this medical science in the west that the people here have realized or have been

awakened to the therapeutic advantages of sea bathing, etc. In 1886 Dr. Jun Matsumoto for the

ste Plate 33 first time drew the public attention to Oiso as an excellent sea bathing place and thus brought about

the local popularlity of this method of therapeutics. Since then there have been established seaside

sanatoria at Kamakura and Shichiri-ga-hama in Sagami Province, Suma in Harima, etc.

Sea Water Bath^Houses. Sea water bath-houses are still very rare in Japan and the Chu-eikwan

outside the port of Yokohama in Kanagawa Prefecture is probably the only one of this kind now
in existence.

Natural Sea Bathing Place. On the other hand, there is an endless number of seaside places

naturally fit for bathing, the most important of which are dotted along the Pacific coasts of Tokaido,

Nankaido, and San-yodo districts and also the islands of Shikoku and Kyushu. Most of these

places are easily accessible, endowed with a mild climate, and form e.xcellent health resorts. The
geographical nature of our islands makes the Pacific side extremely rich in suitable watering places,

but no few are found also on the Japan Sea side.

Sand Baths. Sand baths have been and still are very popular on the sandy beaches in the

sti Plate bg neighbourhood of Beppu and Hamawaki Hot Springs, both of these places are naturally suitable for

the purpose and are said to cure hemorrhoids.

Hot Sand Baths. Hot sand baths have been practiced among the people for a considerable

period. One such bath is located on the beach of Soyu-no-hama, Ibusuki-gori, Satsuma Province.

Shoshi Tamiya, a phy.sician, speaks of this place, as follows :

—

" All patients lie down, naked or thinly clad, on the hot .sand and the by-standers assist in

covering the bathers bodies with the sand leaving only their faces e.xposed and using for the purpose

large wooden spades. Within a short period the bodies are heated by degrees, the perspiration

oozes out from every pore of the .skin carrying away ill humours and impurities, thus lightening,

toning-up, and invigorating the body. During the operation the patients feel as if they were in

paradise, and various forms of illness are at once thrown off. Sand baths, as compared with ordinary

hot spring baths, inspire a feeling in patients of mild comfort that is often preferable."

Vapour Baths. Vapour baths have existed in Japan for some centuries and were known as

see Plate 37 " Yui)iiishi-iio-hd " (tile method of .steaming). An old stone bath in Aliyajima Island in Aki Province,

was used as a kind of vapour bath and at one time patronized and held in high favour.

Sea Weed Baths. There is in the city of Takamatsu in Sanuki Province a bath known " initskibiiro"

(steam bath), which has exi.sted for a considerable number of years. This is an instance of a weed
bath, the sea weeds were collected and warmed, and people bathed in them to heal their illness,

especially nephritis being claimed to be curable by perspiration in this heated substance. This peculiar

method may also be classed as a variety or tj^pe of vapour bath.
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Mineral Mud Balhs. The practice of mineral mud baths is not yet generally known in Japan.

In 1909 when Dr. Ishizu, an expert of the Tokyo Hygienic Laborator>', v-rsited the Beppu and
Kamegawa Hot Springs to test their radio-activity, he had a bath prepared with sinter collected

from " Chino-ike Jigoku " (Hell of Blood Pond). This name is given owing to the local red colour

produced by a large proportion of ferric oxide. This was the first experiment with a sinter bath in

Japan, but it has been followed by the inhabitants there in recognizing its benefits and since tlien

has become quite popular.

Chapter VI

GENEEAL KEMARKS ABOUT HOT SPRINGS IN JAPAN.

The Situation of Hot Springs. Although Japan has numerous volcanoes, hot springs are mostly

but not always located in volcanic districts. Hot springs gush out almost everywhere in this country
;

on the side of high mountains, on plains, in valleys and ravines, in rivers and lakes, and also on the

sea shore and from the sea bottom. The character of the surroundings has, on one hand, much to

do with their scenery and climate, but, on the other, with the difficulty or ease of access, supplies

of variety of food and other daily necessaries, at the resorts, water, drainage, purity of atmosphere,

etc., on all of which their hygienic conditions greatly depend. The diversity of geographical features

makes the range of choice for visitors very wide, and enables each to select for patronage any

place they fancy most suitable for their individual requirements. Thus the division of Japanese hot

springs, according to their geographical and scenic characteri.stics, is not only of special instructive

interest to intending visitors but at the same time by pointing out the local hygienic conditions, it

facilitates the simplicity and ease of forming a personal decision that is of mutual benefit or satisfaction.

1. Hot springs located in high mountains, and characterized by the so-called upland

climate :

—

Renge, Bandai, Tateyama, etc.

2. Hot springs located on the sides of mountains and commanding a wide view :

—

Ikao,

Akakura, Nasn, etc. "'ami
2"

3. Hot springs located in thick fore.sts, valleys, ravines, etc. :

—

Shiobara and other places, see ruie na

4. Hot springs located on sea shores and combining the advantages of seaside therapeutics :

—

Obama, Sedo-7io-Ka7tayama, Atanti, etc. stePiausna,

5. Hot springs close to the sea and thus combining facilities both forms of bathing:

—

Beppu, Sedo-no-Kanayama, Ibiisnki Beach, etc. '"and"!'

^

6. Hot springs located near lakes and having picturesque scenery :— Yumoto near Nikko, !<•< rtate

»

Aslii-no-yu, Suiva, etc.

If we classify hot .springs according to their altitude, the highest are the Shibu I lot Springs

near Lake Suwa (6,950 ft. above sea-level), Nakabusa of Japan Alps (5,300 ft.), Mansa (5,180 ft.), •<' riau s;

Yumoto near Nikko (5,088 ft.), Samhgoya in Nasu (5,000 ft.), Kamikdchi (4,720 ft.), Kusatsu

(4,500 ft.), Gos/iiki (3,000 ft.), etc. All these hot spring re.sorts have %ngorous upland climate. see rtau x
The Geology of the Spots where Hot Springs gush out. Most of the hot .springs issue from andesite,

and next in abundance are tho.se from Tertiary depo.sits, but not a few springs issue from granite.

The Quantity of Flow. The flow of hot spring waters is various in character and quantity. The

most active of springs throw up their jets to a height of from 60 to 100 ft. The " 0-yu " of Atami '<< ruu 34

is a famous intermittent .spring and once .sent up its perpendicular jets with energetic power, .so

much so that stone walls were built to break its force in order and cultail to avoid possible danger

and it is thus deprived of the former grand appearance its unfettered play once inspired. Its acti\it)'

when in full play is amazing .still, and a never failing source of attraction. Another famous inter-

mittent spring is that of Onikobe in Rikuzen Province, which reaches a height of 20 ft. One of the

hot springs in Obama, called " Fuuto-yu," is also of intermittent nature. At Setwiiii in Kchigo w riait na

Province boiling-hot water is being thrown up more than 90 ft. high, which may be .said to form a i^e riair n

wonderful sight. .Some springs discharge less sensationally, abundant in their quantity, they simplj-

form streams of hot water in the end, as is the case at Noboribetsu, Beppu, Kamega-.K-a, Onikobe,

Kirishivia, etc. At some places such streams make waterfalls which are u.sed to turn mills, e. g.,

Shigaku Hot Springs in Iwami Province. They often accumulate in forming ponds of warm water '"^""1' "'
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as at Beppii and Noboribetsu. As regards the origins of hot springs, they are again of diverse kinds.

Some gusii out of ca\'es (Ogaiva and Futami Hot Springs in Etcliu Province, Shigaku Hot Springs,

S/iin-Gos/iiki Hot Springs in Uzen Province, " Hashiri-yu " Spring of Izusan, near Atami), in the

middle of a river bed (" Dokko-no-yii " Spring of Shuzenji), from the bottom of a la]<e {Togo Hot
Springs in Hoki Province), etc. Sucli extraordinary circumstances as the above examples are not

rare. We may point out Beppu and ltd as tlie most prominent examples of these places where hot

spring veins are numerous and abundant and their sources may easily be found by boring almost at

any spot. The baths of the former hot springs number more than one thousand and those of the

latter more than three hundred.

The Temperature of Hot Springs. The temperature of hot springs in Japan ranges very widely

and numerous springs {Naruko, 0-yu in Atami, Scnami, etc.,) are above one hundred degrees

Centigrade, while such hot springs as Noboribetsu, N'akabiisa, Yumura, Otvakidani in Hakonc, Obavia,

Beppu, Kamegawa, etc., show above ninety degrees Centigrade. Other hot springs of below eighty

degrees are too numerous to be referred to in this brief work.

The Composition of Hot Springs. The composition of hot springs is of a complete variety, and

it is no exaggeration to state that Japanese hot springs comprise all possible kinds of hot springs

known to the world. As might be expected simple and salt springs are the most numerous, but

apart from these, the greatest bulk of the remainder are sulphur springs, these being followed in number
by the alkaline carbondioxated springs. Most springs of peculiar properties are those containing

free mineral acids {Kusatsu, Nasu, Noboribetsu, Kirishiina, etc.,) and a large quantity of alumina

and iron [Kusatsu, Kannmva, etc.,), while not a few springs contain a small proportion of boric acid,

iodine, bromine, lithium, manganese, etc.

The mineral springs of Japan, either hot or cold, may be chemically classified, as follows :

—

Table VIH.

Classification of Mineral Springs in Japan.

Classification \
Central

Japan*

Eastern

Japan*

Western

Japan*

Northern

Japan*
Hokkaido Kyushu Taiwan Chosen Total

Simple cold springs

.Simple thermals

Simple carbondioxated springs . .

Earthy carbondioxated springs . .

Alkaline carbondioxated springs .

Common salt springs

Bitter springs

Iron springs

Sulphur springs

Acid hydrogen sulphide springs .

Acid vitriol springs

Alum vitriol springs

Not yet examined

64

41

4

39

55

6

19

50

60

7

5

3S

60

27

14

26

6

5

o

8

9

4

o

10

o

o

o

7

10

2S

I

6

9

"4

I

20
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Bathing Equipments. Japan has the largest number of hot springs but they leave still much
to be desired as regards bathing equipments. Only very few of them are decently equipped with

private baths, so that foreign visitors may take baths at ease. This lack of privacy is due to the

custom of common bathing to which Japanese have been accustomed for many centuries, distinctions

being made only for both sexes but not for individuals. Also many of the most efficacious hot

springs are found in remote districts and are chiefly patronized by the neighbouring inhabitants.

At present in Japan, such poorer classes as farmers living among isolated mountain districts take

* Sec Mhi> of Imperial GoverDiiient Railways,

t See Chapter XIH.
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ad\antagc of tlio medical treatment with their local hot sprintjs, more often than the better classes

from towns and cities. As it is difficult for such poor people to find good doctoring, they economically

patronize the natural methods of therapeutics so conveniently at hand. Successive generations of

these people have been taught that liot springs are good for almost all diseases, and without any
consideration of individual cases or ailments, in simple faith, they invariably go for prolonged stays

to hot springs in the neighbourhood as the sole means for recuperation. The people of the better
classes consider hot springs simple holidaj' resorts, and, to our great regret, do not often realize their

importance for medical purposes. In recent j-ears physical therapy has been more seriously considered

among well-informed circles, some of whom now arc tiying to experiment on the therapeutic efficacy

of such natural treatments as balneo-therapy, sun basking, air baths, etc. Under such transitional

circumstances, we have to be contented to await de\'eIopment with the present lack of proj^er hygienic

equipments at most hot spring resorts.

Baths. For bathing accommodation houses arc built near the source of springs and water is

conducted to baths therein by bamboo, wooden or iron conduit-pipes, etc., the water being thus

kept always fresh. At some places baths are made directly over the source. The most comfortable

are natural baths hollowed out of the rock formation with hot water flowing in from the rock crevices. "'„"'''^ "

The housing accommodation is frequently very simple, but from the modern scientific view-point of

the emanation therapy, it should be found to be ideal. Ordinary baths are in most ca.ses made of

wood but also not seldom of marble and other natural rocks. Generally clear and pure water is "' '''"i'

'

conducted from hot springs and offered for drinking.

The Use of Mineral Springs. Besides the ordinary use of mineral springs for bathing the body,

there are some places with combined vapour baths as well, these being prepared with the natural

steam from hot springs {Bcppu, Shima, A^akabusa, Naruko, etc.). A method of bathing 5X;culiar scrriau-37

to Japan is that of utilizing hot waterfalls, artificially made where the flow of hot spring water is

abundant. These waterfalls are u.sed for the so-called hot spring massage, bathers standing under

them so that the falling water may strike their head, shoulder, etc. In the hot springs of Noboribetsu,

Kirislihna, Bcppji, Sliiobara, Knsatsu, Takco, Nakabusa, Shima, Naruko, etc., there are these water-
^']^„'J'J,'"

'

falls of different forms, breadths, quantities, heights, temperatures, etc., to suit the individual require-

ments of bathers. Indeed this method is delightful beyond description and may well be said to be

an ideal massage method. It is a custom of ancient origin in this country to drink mineral spring

waters, so that long experience has taught the people the characteristic efficacy of various springs.

At many hot spring resorts, the sediments deposited in reservoirs, conduit-pipes and other parts, are

collected and sold as " yn-no-haria" (flower of .spring), which are again used for preparing household

baths. Large quantities of these .sediments are produced at some places, e. g., Knsatsu, Ikao, Bcppu, ''^^ "/' '

Hakone, Sliiobara, Aritna, etc. These substances contain very often sulphur, iron oxide and alumina.

Concentrated common salt springs are evaporated and their residue is sold being similar and replacing

the salt produced at Karlsbad i^Isobe mineral spring salt). Iron springs are utilized for dyeing at

Arinia, Ikao, Beppu, etc., and textiles thus dyed are bought by visitors as mementoes. At various

places small quantities of mineral vvater are used in the making of wafers, but the only kind, more

or less effective, are those of Isobe, while others are in value simply nominal or of minor

consequence.

At Beppu and Kannaxva we observe that vegetables, cereals, and other daily food-stuffs, are

cooked with the heat of steam rising from the ground. There arc ovens at the road side in front

of ever>' house, on which pans and kettles are placed when necessary, the cooking being done within

a few minutes. This is certainly a case of fully utilizing natures resources and a curious sight. At "y,^,_ ,,'„„/j

Yumura in Tajima Province, the source of the hot springs forms a small pond, in which \illagers

dip and boil rice, wheat, beans, fresh vegetables, eggs, bean curds, etc. In that village only very

few houses are provided with charcoal heated ovens. There is also a laundry at a spot on the river,

a little below its junction with the hot water. The practice of cooking half-boiled eggs is witnessed '"/;""'' ^'

at different hot .springs, and the temperature of the springs at Yamanaka and Yamashiro in Kaga
Province quite answers this purpose. When eggs are dipped in these springs for six or seven minutes,

the yolk congeals and the white is boiled to a palatable nicety. At some places hot-houses are

set up over hot springs {Ozvani Hot Springs), and at others the heat of .springs is utilized to evaporate

sea water {Asainushi Hot Springs). In the districts with subterranean hot .spring water circulation

we find the cultivation of vegetables is much quickened. {Misasa Hot Springs in Hoki Province), s^t n<ut do
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sec Plates ^2

Although mineral spring waters are drunk at many places, comparatively few are bottled for

sale or export to foreign countries. The principal ones exploited are the carbonated springs oi Aritita,

Takarazuka, Xiinobiki, Kasagi, Isobe, lizaka, Mlsuini, etc. As Japan has mineral springs of all

known kinds of chemical composion, it is not difficult to find good mineral waters that are equal, or

sometimes superior, to the world-famous ApoUinaris, \'ichy. Ems, Facliingcn, Setters, Karlsbad, etc.

We CTreatl}- regret that the complete analyses of Japanese mineral springs have not yet been made

known to the world and no enterprisers have undertaken their bottling on a large scale.

Public and Private Baths. There are two kinds of baths, viz., public and private. At the hot

spring resorts where the gush is not abundant, it is not easy for everj- inn to have its own baths

supplied from the spring. This difficulty is experienced particularly at those places that are much

below the level of the origin of hot springs. The hot water may be conducted to make public baths

but may not be of such a strong flow as to supply private baths of each inn. Seeing the better

class people prefer only hot spring resorts having private baths available, naturally such resorts alone

prosper. No charge is generally made for common baths which are mostly open at all hours to

the public. The cure ta.x or the like as in Europe and America is not collected at Japanese hot

springs.

As Japaneses enjoy and make a habit of frequent bathing, not only health seekers and holiday

makers but also ordinary travellers avoid towns for staying overnight, if hot spring places are at

all conveniently near and such bathing to be had. This is well exemplified by the case of Beppu

Hot Springs and the Town of Oita.

As a rule, hot spring resorts have ample water supply in the neighbourhood and there is no

necessity of water-works. Though no special arrangements may be made for drainage, it is generally

satisfactory. Such being the case, it is very rare indeed any epidemic touches hot spring resorts,

in spite of the absence of these artificial arrangements. Some hot spring resorts are provided with

small parks or gardens for short walks and also with amusement halls. Generally there are such

historic monuments and remains as temples, shrines, old castles, etc., which are numerous all over

this country, and these add greatly to the interest of walks in the neighbourhood and visitors are

easily beguiled of any tedium of long stays.

The Means of Access,

means of access leave sti

large cities, the

now the facility

As hot springs are generally situated far away from

much to be desired. But the more famous ones have

of light railways, and electric and horse

tramways, and at others omunibuses and

jhirikisha are available. Across steep

passes, where it is difficult to walk over,

people can travel by " kago " (a kind of

sedan chair) or on horse-back. Even if

all these means fail, one generally finds

full compensation in any personal efibrt

walking through beautiful sceneiy on the

way to the desired destination. •inrikisha

As for provisions, one may find some difficulty at most hot

.springs in securing luxurious food the daily fare being usually of

a simple kind. When there are railway communications, daily one

the sea, while again often this is replaced by fish caught in rivers and lakes

Trout abounds in mountain lakes and constitute chief dishes at hot springs

Eresh vegetables, chickens, and eggs are obtainable everj'where, but milk

is rare except in the environs of cities and towns.

Inns. Hot spring inns are generally built on a thoughtfully selected site commanding a beautiful

view, this at the same time being in close proximity to the origin of the springs, though sometimes

there are separate well fit up buildings providing private baths for guests' use. We can count but

a limited number of hotels, at hot spring resorts that accommodate foreigners adequately, but these

are all highly recommendable and well managed, homely and comfortable in their appointments,

giving a good table and attendance at a most reasonable rate. But foreign tourists with some little

knowledge of Japanese manners and customs will find genuine native inns rather interesting, and if

ready to put up with slight incidental inconveniences, this personal adaption affords the visitor such

kago

can get fresh fish from

in the neighbourhood.

resorts in their vicinity.
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a wider latitude not alone in the cloice of route but in a closer and more intimate enjoyment of

the best the countr}' has to offer.

The Methods of Bathing. As previously stated, the majority of Japanese hot springs are chiefly

patronized by farmers and tlieir families from the adjacent districts. They come either to recuperate

(known as " tbji " or hot spring cure) or for a change and rest to be simply free from the cares

and drudgery of daily tasks during the spring, when at short periods there is not much work on
their farms. They take baths quite frequently and for great lengths of time, .so much so that it is

not seldom to find them bathing more than ten times a day and passing the whole night in baths,

even in sleep. They sometimes bathe in rather hot water for one or two hours. Of course the

length of time for bathing depends much upon the temperature of the spring. This long bathing

is due to the possibly erroneous belief that the longer they bathe, the more effective it should be.

But curious to say, this method, generally considered unhealthy, is not hurtful to them, probably
on account of its being a habit. Even ignorant farmers .strictly observe the rules for bathing set

down for eveiy spring and do not fail in propriety and inborn sense of politeness and good manners.
The Therapeutic Efficacy of Hot Springs. These farmers know from experience the therapeutic

efficacy of hot springs and make full use of their knowledge. They have an implicit confidential

faith in the tradition of each hot spring and choose the particular .spring adapted, to their needs,

with the result they are invariably successful in healing their weaknesses. If the desired cure is not

entirely complete with one years baths they know a stubborn ca,se needs patience and thus they

make a practice of coming for a certain period every year. The largest percentage of these patients

are sufferers from wounds, burns, rheumatism, affections of stomach, skin diseases, syphilis, disorders

of brain, uterus diseases, neuralgia, etc. There is a curious superstition quite popular among the

lower class people that one can be exempted from disea.ses during that year, if one take spring baths on
a certain day in the middle of June. On that particular day all hot springs are crowded with people

of both se.xes and all ages, coming from far and near. All bath-tubs are filled with bathers from the

early dawn and the confusion defies description but possibly can be left to the readers imagination.

The most curious of all methods of bathing is the so-called " time-bath " at Kjisatsu, which is :

worth while describing in some details. Four baths daily at stated definite hours are the rule. Before

entering the water, at the word of command of the bath-master all bathers take deal boards and stir up
the water in the tub with a concerted rhjthm of motion to cool it. This cooling operation is an

amusingly novel sight to visitors. Then bathers kneel in rows along bath beams and each one

pours one or two hundred dippers full of the hot Avater over their heads to prevent vertigo on entering

the water, and it is said to clear the head and freshen the brain. Now by the direction of the

bath-master they gradually enter the water. The time of a bath is not allowed to exceed three

minutes, the temperature being about 52° C. The second row of bathers stand along the side of

the tub waiting for the first bathers to leave the water. There are often a third, fourth, or even

fifth row of bathers, and the more the number the later they enter the water, the last batch getting

a less heat. The bath-master gives the following signals one after another :
" two minutes remain ";

" only one minute "
;

" put up with it a little longer "
;

" perseverance is necessary "
; and " now

then, get out." At the final order, who would remain behind ! in.stantly all bathers jump out of the

water. Bathers must submit to a sort of semi-military discipline and be obedient to the orders of

the bath-master. This is certainly a curiosity of bathing procedure. Another oddity resembling this

" time-bath " is the " numbering bath " of Nasti Hot Springs. Bathers count one thousand on their

fingers, remaining motionless in the water during that time. On finishing one thousand they leave

the water with a gasp. These methods are practiced to compel people to bathe for a certain length

of time in water of a most uncomfortably high temperature. At Yunogo Mot Springs in Mimasaka

Province, the temperature of the springs is equal to that of the human body and bathers are accu.stomed

to bathings for great lengths of time. F,ven short baths are for two or three hours, during which

time bathers remain in the water. Gradually they prolong the length of time and not a few bathe

overnight. They say it is most plea.sant in the winter to sleep in warm water. After all, the various

seemingly .strange practices and queer methods of bathing at remote hot springs have but been taught

by the ex{>erience of many years, and it is little wonder that the.se are sometimes found to be quite

in conformity with the scientific theories of the latest balneo-therapy.

The Chance Causes of Spring Discovery. The discovery of Japanese hot springs is very often

traceable back to the mythological Age of the Gods, especially is this so with famous ones.
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According to history and traditions, the instances of accidental discovery are numerous
;
some springs

were found on seeing animals, especially deer, herons, etc., drink or heal at them ; others were

accidently discovered by huntsmen, wood-cutters, itinerant priests, etc., when they were climbing

mountains, etc. Hence we have such names as "spring of deer," "spring of herons," etc., which

arc veiy frequently met with. The locations of some hot springs are said to have been communicated

to the discoverers in dreams. Several hot springs have been not seldom discovered on account of

snow tha\\^ing too early or grasses growing too fast in the early spring on the grounds over them.

Chapter VII

JAPANESE MINEEAL SPKINGS AND THEIR THEEAPEUTICAL FACTOKS.

Since the recent discovery of radium, the scientific and medical investigations as regards radio-

activity have revealed the fact, that thej2dio-acJ.ivjty^£jTlineral springs is one of the most effective

therajjcutic factors. Thus the hygienic authorities and hot spring managers^ began to pajT^'ious

attentioli~to the~matter. Last year the Department for Home Affairs ordered the Hygienic

Laboratories to investigate the radio-activity of the principal mineral springs in Japan. This

investigation is entirely in the charge of Dr. R. Ishizu, expert of the Tokyo Hygienic Laboratoiy,

and Mr. Y. Kinugasa and Mr. H. Kibezaki, both being assistant experts of the Hygienic Laboratory.

Up to the date of writing more than 150 mineral springs of more than 1,000 origins have been

experimented upon. The above do not cover the whole number of mineral springs now known in

existence in the empire and even some famous hot springs are owing to the brief notice given left

unrecorded. But the results of these experiments are sufficient to .show the general nature and value

of the radio-activity of Japanese mineral springs. This chapter, therefore, is devoted to the report

thereof; and together with the table of analyses, we trust, will prove of some service for balneologists,

physicians, patients, etc. in general.

According to the experiments so far made, the quantity of radium emanation iii--anv- mineral '

spring is closely connected with the geology, rather than altitude of the place, chemical composition

and_JjejQip£rature of the water, etc.

The _bullc-aL_Japanese hot .springs are located among volcanic rocks and these have very ^small

quantities of radium emanation, e. g., Noborlbcisji, Nasii, Bandai, Kusatsu, Hakone, Beppu, Aso,

KirishUna, Sakurajima, etc. ; all these are sulphur springs. Mineral springs with large quantities

of radium emanation gu.sh out only from granite formations, just as radio-active rocks are found
see Plates 3s, exclusivclv in granite regions. Masutomi in Kai Province, Naes:i and environs in Mino Province,
3S and ,?9 •' _ ° e> > o

Misasa in Hoki Province, Murasugi and Tochioinata in Echigo Province, etc., are prominent examples.
see Plates II, Masutomi and Takayama, are cold mineral springs. The former is at the foot of Mt. Kimbu-zan
to, 22 and 23 ' ' X- o

to the north-west of Mitake ; and there are found in the neighbourhood, scheelite, apatite, tourmaline,

sulphide ores, etc. The latter named place is a granite region along the River Kiso, and affords

tin sand, together with wolframite and fergusonite, besides monazite and naegite which both contain

thorium. All hot springs of strong radio-activity are located in granite regions, but we cannot say

that hot springs gushing out of granite formations are usually strong in radio-activity.

If we compare these mineral springs with those of the strongest radio-activity in pAirope,-^

Masutomi is inferior only to JoacJiimstlial and Brambacli (both in Austria), but superior to Gastcin,

Landcck, Baden-Baden, etc., holding undoubtedly the third position in the world. Misasa is only

next to Ischia (Italy) and almost equal to the most radio-active hot spring in Gastcin, being superior

to all other hot springs of the world in radio-activity.

As stated above, not only may Japan well be proud of the fact that it holds a prominent position

in the world as regards the radio-activity of mineral springs, but also it holds a great healing blessing

to our countrymen. These mineral springs cannot be said to lie in remote places, but their real value

has not yet been fully realized by the general public. As yet opportunity is not still ripe for paving

the way to a fuller access, protecting the origins of the .springs, and equipping them properly so as to

be used for therapeutic ends. Nothing is more regretable than that we have to leave their manage-

ment, in spite of their rich qualities, to the small means and limited exploitation of local enterprisers.
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EASTERN PAET OF SM-IN DISTRICT with most radio-active hot springs of Japan
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Some well-informed men have of late realized their importance and are undertaking to improve
their present conditions. If necessary arrangements be made and it become possible that their

therapeutic efticacy is fully utilized for the benefit of patients in general, we believe this must be
a great boon to the public at large. Especially considering this country is endowed with a mild
climate and the natural beauties of sceneiy left undamaged by abuse of modern culture; and, moreover
the prices of daily necessaries being cheap, these place Japan in a position to ultimately become a
health resort, unri\alled all the world o\'er.

We find many hot springs of excellent composition, but there are very few where proper care

is taken to protect the source of springs, conduct the water, build baths, and encourage bathing, so

as to suit the theoiy of emanation therapy. In spite of the existence of gases with strong radio-

activity at many places, no inhalatorium has yet been established to turn them to account. This
deplorable state of affairs is ascribablc to the fact, that emanation therapy has only been very
recently introduced to Japan and veiy few hot spring managers have a thorough knowledge or idea

of its theoretical and practical importance. But as the hygienic authorities have the matter under

attention and are enforcing improvements, undoubtedly all the Japanese hot springs will be greatly

improved in the not very distant future.

^^>^ We are going to point out a few facts witnessed at various hot spring resorts in Japan that

go to prove that radium emanation constitutes an important therapeutic factor of mineral springs.

1

.

Original springs are generally believed to be more efficacious, than the baths into which

the water is conducted.

2. The baths prepared with cold mineral water, artificially heated, are generally inferior to

natural hot springs in their therapeutic efficacy.

3. Baths are built as close as possible to the source of springs.

4. The efficacy of hot springs is fully experienced, when a bath is taken in the early morning

before other bathers.

5- People bathe in those hot springs of which the temperature is somewhat equal to that

of the human body, without heightening their heat artificially.

6. To wash the body with fresh water after bathing is generally believed to lessen the

therapeutic efficacy of the .springs.

7. People try, while taking baths, to be as near as possible to the source of springs, and

apply the water fresh from the source to particular diseased parts.

8. There is a popular belief that it is best to drink at the source of springs.

Although of course there may be found more facts, by more attentive observation, the above

are the most generally known and entirely conform with the theories of the modern emanation

therapy.

Chapter VIII

SHORT EEMARKS ABOUT EMANATION THEEAPY.

The radio-activity of mineral waters has attracted much attention during the last decade, and
it is now widely believed that the therapeutic value of many waters is largely due to their content of

radio-active substances. Tests have shown that many of the slightly mmeralized waters, which have

proved to be efficacious for certain diseases, have various degrees of radio-activity, and consequently,

as radium compounds have been found to cau.se marked physiologic reactions, the improvement in

health following sojourn at springs has very naturally attributed to the radio-active properties of the

waters. There are yet too few experimental data to .settle this point definitely.

The emanation has been u.'^ed therapeutically in various ways
;

it has been inhaled, injected,

taken in drau'^hts. and administered by means of baths ! Some natural waters are radio-acti\e, and

their efficacy may in part be due to this! It is well known that a bottled mineral water drunk at

home does not produce the same active benefit that it does when drunk fresh and nascent at the

spririg, nni-1 thi»j_rnay be due to the decay of its radio-activity. This will also e.\plain the impo.ssibility

of successfully imitating a natural mineral water ; it must be made radio-active as well as of the

same chemical composition.
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In the case of injection or other introduction directly into contact with the tissue the emanation

tends to diffuse itself throughout the tissues ; it has a predilection for the glands which form an

internal secretion, and especially for the suprarenal capsules. It is eliminated by the lungs and the

skin, and to a small extent by the kindneys. Injections of water or of vasehne impregnated with

the emanation have been made by Radcliffe Crocker, Wickham and Degrais, in lupus, mycosis

funo-oides, and cancers, with benefit, and baths and drinks containing the emanation have been

administered successfully by Strasser in cases of chronic articular rheumatism, sciatica, and neuritis.

Gout is also favourably influenced by this treatment.

Lowenthal states that the emanation is chiefly absorbed by the respiratory passages, that it is

of value in the treatment of chronic inflammatory processes and residues of the same, and that in

therapeutic doses it is quite harmless. In order to subject the body to the permanent action of the

emanation, it is necessaiy to apply the source of emanation several times a day, since the body

gets rid of all traces through the urine and expired air within three or four hours. It is necessaiy

in the case of baths so to construct the baths that the no.se lies within the space of the bath itself,

so that as much emanation may be absorbed as possible. He has found that the emanation is capable

of activizing body ferments ; this action would mean that the absorbing power of the body would

be increased, and in this way the beneficial action on inflammatory processes would be explained.

Lowenthal comes to the conclusion that specific urate-dissolving powers are to be found in mineral

waters ; there may be an action whereby ferments which form and destroy uric acid may be activized

by radium. It can be shown that by drinking the radium-containing waters of Baden-Baden the

excretion of urea is increased by 34 per cent., while that of urates increased by 14 per cent., as

compared to the excretion when the person is drinking the same quantity of ordinary water warmed

to the same temperature.

Recently some valuable experiments to test the bactericidal action of radium rays have been

carried out by Dr. Helen Chambers and S. Russ, and communicated by them to the Royal Society

of Medicine. Their paper concludes as follows :

" I. The emanation in concentration of less than a millicurie per cubic centimeter has a

marked bactericidal action.

2. Agglutination of bacteria in distilled water is an early .sequel to their erradiation.

3. Bacteria are more quickly destroyed by the emanation than are opsonine and leucocytes."

Dr. Saubermann and Prof. Paul Lazarus have recently conducted a valuable research into the

action and use of the emanation. The following remarks are taken from papers contributed by them

to the meeting of the Rontgen Society on April 1st, 191 3:
" Radium emanation can enter the organism in several ways, but in accordance with the character

of an inert gas it totally and rapidly leaves the body. The main portion leaves through the lungs,

a large part through the intestines, and some through the skin and kidneys. The mode of entry

decides the degree and .speed of the passage of the emanation through the organism. It lasts scco/u/s

by inhaling, viiniiics with an injection, hours when taken by the mouth and stomach or per rectum.

Consequently we distinguish five ways of _absorbing emanation :

Through the lungs.

Through the digestive organs.

3. Through the skin.

I 4. Through the medium of different forms of injections.

I 5. Through the employment of local external applications—on wounds, for instance.

Prof Lazarus went on to speak of emanation administered by the mouth through the drinking

of emanation water. This entered the organism in three ways : the first, by direct penetration of

the stomach and intestines ; the second, by diffusion into the capillaries of the lymph and portal

vein systems, the emanation circulating through the liver ; the third, a method which he termed

' retrospiration,' for his tests left no doubt that a very large portion of the imbibed emanation

reached the arterial blood. By inhalation the emanation reached primarily the lungs, and secondly

the intestines ; but the opposite took place in the drink cure. The difference between the two resided

principally in the speed of the passage of the emanation through the body. Though the emanation

was absorbed more rapidly in the case of primary inhalation, it would be retained scarcely as long

as it was being breathed ; but in the ca.se of the drink cure the emanation was gradually introduced

into the circulation, and it left the .system also relatively slowly. The important feature in emanation

r
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treatment was the constant saturation of the body, which was best achieved by giving the patient

a dose to drink every 20 miinites for a jx-riod of 3 hours. By administering 10 or more doses or

sips from a bottle containing the total quantity, a constant saturation of the body was maintained
in a manner that would have been impossible had the total quantity been administered at once.

He called this form of application the ' sipping cure '."

In a concluding passage, after dealing with the established fact of the absorption of emanation
through the intact skin, Prof. Lazarus was thus quoted by his colleague :

" Emanation injections, whether intravenous, subcutaneous, or intramuscular, must prove useless,

because the emanation will escape per pulmones in a very short time. Effects can only be obtained

if solutions of radium salts are employed, as though establishing a kind of radium depot within the

body, which can produce emanation for some time. I have practiced such injections for the past

six years in exsudations, in joints, or in serous cavities, but always locally, and I have never been

able to record a damaging effect by permanently depositing emanation within the organi.sm."

Gener.\l Piivsiologic.\l Results obtained by the Use of the R.\i)ium I^m.vnwtio.n.

" I. It promotes the growth of healthy cells while inimical to morbid cells.

2. It produces diuresis.

3. It stimulates the activity of the digestive tract, and also promotes digestion and relieves

' constipation.

4. It increases the excretion of uric acid.

5. It lowers the blood-pressure by dilating the capillaries and diminishing the viscosity of

the blood.

.

6. It increases the sexual activity and power of generation. Some .spas—e. g. Gastein and

Baden-Baden—now known to be markedly radio-active have for a long time enjoyed a reputation

as rejuvenating waters. Engelmann refers to Von Noorden's observations, and to the results of

O. Hertwig's experiments, who ascertained a specific effect of radium rays on the nuclear substances

of the two sexual cells, and to the observations of Halben, who succeeded in enhancing the

secondary .symptoms of sexual passion in water newts by radium emanation. Affections of the

kindneys, tendency to breeding, and tendency to miscarriage, are regarded at present as contra-

indications.

C^ 7. It modifies the constitution of the blood by diminishing the number of white corpuscles, and

by increasing the number of red." (Saubermann, Archives of the Rontgen Ray, August, 19 13).

Diseases for which Emanation Tre.\t.ment is Suitable.

Gout, chronic articulaii^jjieumatjsm^^onorrhoeal rheumatism, rheumatoid arthritis, neuralgias of

all kjnds, certain diseases nf wompn, high._blood-pressure, premature old age .

There is a general con.sensus of medical opinion as to the efficacy of radium emanation treatment

in gout (Engelmann, Von Noorden, Lowenthal, etc.). Treatment may combine drinking, inhalation,

baths, compresses, but the mo.st important is the sipp'mg aire. The patient should every half hour

sip a dose of water containing the emanation ; the total daily do.se should not exceed 1,000 Mache's

units to begin with, but this may be gradually increased to as much as 10,000. The body will thus

be kept constantly saturated with the emanation. After a few days a gouty reaction, accompanied

by pains in the joints, sets in, to be followed by a slow but general improvement. Engelmann

recommends a six weeks' course of treatment, which should be repeated once or twice yearly. The

same general plan of treatment can be followed for the other di.seases enumerated above. Engelmann,

in recommending radium emanation treatment for neuritis and neuralgia, states that he has seen

two extremely obstinate cases of herpes zoster in jjcrsons advanced in years, which had defied every

other kind of treatment, quite surprisingly bettered. Even the lancinating pains of tabes are relieved.

The author has successfully treated an obstinate case of post-herpetic neuralgia by the radiation of

solid radium. Engelmann further recommends the emanation in bronchial asthma, arterio-sclerosis,

and diseases of women, especially in cases in which it is important to assist the absorption of chronic

exsudates and swellings ; and in general adhesions, tissue thicknings of every kind cannot be otherwise

than favourably influenced by a combined local and general emanation treatment. Advantageous

results, he .says, after radiation with radium preparations in ca.ses of myoma and disturbances in
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menstruation, have quite recently been reported from the Freiburg clinic for women. In these cases

the radiation with radium rays took the place of radiation with X-rays. A histologically demonstrable

influencing of the ovaries, and also occurrence of miscarriage after mere drinking of emanation water,

have already been experimentally ascertained. The X-ray treatment of myoma might, in the authors'

opinion, be replaced by radium radiations, for the latter possess two intrinsic advantages : the dose

can be measured more accurately, and the gamma rays are more penetrating. Testimony as to the

value of emanation treatment in arthritis deformans is to be found in the report of the Radium
Institute (British Medical Journal, January 25, 1913):

" This extremely obstinate, progressive, and crippling malady is not infrequently strikingly

benefited by the daily drinking of 250 cc of I'adium emanation solution of a strength of 1-2 millicuries

per litre. The treatment must, however, be persisted in for quite a long time, and at least six weeks

are hkely to elapse before any change is noted. In a favourable case the articular and muscular

pains are lessened or disappear, the movements of the affected joints become much freer, and are

accompanied by less grating ; the muscles controling the joints regain much of their lost tone, and

the general health of the patients is greatly impro\-ed. With the majority of the patients the emanation

solution produces a definite diuresis, and with a few it acts slight laxative. Up to the present only

21 patients have been treated, but the results obtained are sufficient to warrant the hope that radium

emanation solution will prove a most valuable addition routine medical treatment."

Cases of emanation treatment and its therapeutical effects, which are to be found in literature

till 191 1, are given in the following table:

Table IX.

Summaiv.

No. Name of Disease

Number
of

Treatment

of which in per cent

cured benefited cured benefited

3

4

5

6

7

S

9

10

n
12

1.3

14

15

16

17

iS

9
20

21

22

23

24

25

26

27

28

29

30

Anaemia

Ankylosis

Acne,

Asthma bronchiale

Anaesthesia and paraeslhesia in the fiftli nerve

Apoplexie

Apoplexia cerebri

Arteriosclerosis (stenocordie)

Arthritis uvica

Arthritis chronica

Arthritis rheumat. chron

Arthritis urica

Arthritis subacuta

.•\rthritis rheum, suliacuta

Arthritis rheumatica

Arthritis deformans

Arthritis chron. deformans

Arthritis tbc

Bronchial catarrh

Bronchitis chron

Care. mam. inop

Care, oesoph. inop

Catarrh of frontal sinu^ and super, maxil.

Cephalaea

Cephalaca traumat

Cephalaea rheumat., etc

Cystitis chronica

Dercuni's disease

Diabetes insipidus

Distorsion (after treatment)

10

10

42

91

7

2

67

3

4

38

3

18

10

I

I

10

I

4

<>3

9

5

2

3

5

16

52

7

2

56

9,09

3o,S

23.07

66,6

70

30

42,86

13,2

).30

90.9

:oo

90,9

100

100

100

100

9^.9

100

So

50,4

69.23

17,7

100

30

50

3S,o9

57.1

100

100

84

66,6

25

33

9.1

100

100

100

"2,5

100
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No. Name of Disease

33

34

35

36

37

3S

39

40

41

42

43

44

45

46

47

48

49

50

51

52

53

54

55

56

57

58

59

60

61

62

63

64

65

66

67

68

69

70

71

7-

73

74

75

76

77

78

79

80

81

82

83

84

S5

Diipiiylren's contraction

Ec/.enia

Exacerb. pains after affect, of acces. sinus . . .

E.\suilate of joint

Gastroenteritis cliion

Gout

Glandular growth

Hcmicrania

Hydrosalpinx

Hypertrophy of prostate

Laryngitis

Lumbago ....
Lymphoma the. colli

Malignant swelling

Metritis chronica

Muscular rheumat. of head

Muscular rheumat. of shoulder

Muscular rheumat. of neck

Muscular rheumat. of breast

Myelitis chronica

Myocarditis

Myocarditis chronica

Myositis traumatica

Neuralgia of brachial plexus

Neuralgia in the 2 a. 3 branch, of the fifth nerve ....
Neuralgia and paraesthesia in ramus supraorb. after herpes zosler

Neuralgia (Neuritis)

Neuritis chron. and traum

Neurasthenia

Omarthritis simpl. and dupl

Usteomalacia

Ozaena

Psoriasis

Paralysis nervi facialis rheumatica

Paralysis infantum

Paralysis agitans

Parametritis and perimetritis

Peritonitis tbc. and chron

Pyosalpinx

Polyarthritis

Polyarthritis rheumatica chron

Rectum fistula tbc

Rhynitis chronica

Rheumat. muse, acut

Rheumat. muse. sub. and chronica

Rheumat. artic. chron

Rheumat. gonorrh

Residua after fractur

Sciatica

Sclerodermic . . . .

Tales dorsalis

Tbc. pulmonum

Uterus myomatosus

Vaginitis

Vitium cordis

N\nnbcr

of

Treatment

of whicli

cured benefited

in per cent

curtd benefited

I

9

I

21

II

II

I

2

I

21

10

2

7

4
10

5

3

4

35

5

I

8

4

I

35

58

S

I

4

3

I

3

5

15

4

I

19

25

2

oS

10

40

250

5

7

ISo

2

66

6

It

I

S

13

21

4

I

16

10

19

4

10

93

6

95

4

I

I

I

-7

4

I

2

3

I

"5

2

29

2

I

4

I

I

I

10

I

7

I

8

4

22

27

4

59

II

I

II,

I

100

42,86

9.09

36.4

50

100

57,

t

50

50

80

66,7

62,5

37.2

36.2

SO

33.3

50

100

84,2

40

50

50

40

40

37.2

85.

6

5 2.8

100

55-5

52.4

54.54

45.5

50

100

ICX3

100

28.6

90

50

100

;o

40

20

33.3

25

77.2

So

100

25

75

100

42,8

too

50

25

100

100

66,7

I03

33.3

20

66,7

25

28

50

21.

1

40

55

50,8

So

33

100

50

33.3

100
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The Thorium Emanation.

The thorium emanation is given off more or less freely from the compounds of thorium, the

best source, according to Prof. Soddy, being a preparation of radiothorium in a moist condition.

Radiothorium is derived from thorium through two intermediate products named respectively

methothorium No. i and methothorium No. 2. Methotorium No. i is produced as a by-product in

the manufacture of gas-mantles ; it resembles radium in its chemical nature, and cannot be separated

from it ; it disintegrates into methothorium No. 2. The latter radiates beta and gamma rays, and

yields radiothorium. From the latter thorium X is produced, and from thorium X the thorium

emanation. The emanation has a life of about 26 .seconds. It radiates alpha rays, and leaves an

active deposit called thorium A. This integrates into thorium B, this into thorium C, and this into

thoriom D. The important members of this group, from the medical point of view, are methothorium,

thorium X, and its emanation.

The thorium emanation would also probably be found of use in the same class of cases in which

the radium emanation has proved of value. The class of cases referred to include gout and

rheumatism and other general diseases for which natural mineral waters are prescribed. It has been

found that these waters are as a rule radio-active, and that with the smallest mineral content are

the most radio-active. W. His states that radio-active baths and waters owe their therapeutic value

to the emanation of radium. After three years' experience observations have been taken on over

100 cases of gout, and the large majority have been so obviously benefited that the results cannot have

been due to chance. The emanation decomposes uric acid into urea and carbonic acid. Lowenthal

states that the emanation stimulates the body ferments and increases the gaseous exchange.

Use of Radio-active Earths.— Reference has already been made to the production and use of the

emanation. It can also be administered by the employment of radio-active earths. One of the best

known of the.se is obtained in the process of uranium extraction ; it contains certain oxides of iron,

aluminium, uranium, and manganese, and traces of actinium, radium, and polonium. Of the latter,

actinium is the most important. Pure actinium is estimated bys ome physicists (pure actinium

has not been isolated, but it is believed that it would show an activity comparable with that of

radium—Rutherford) to be ten times as radio-active as radium, the quantity present in the earth

suffices to confer upon it a radio-activity of 0,15 as compared to 2,000,000 in the case of radium.

The following is a table of comparative radio-activities (Claude) :

Actinium about 20,ooo,coo Uranium aliout I

Radium about 2,000,000 Eartli about 0,15

One centigramme of the earth .spread over one square centimeter yields a radiation about one-
seventh the strength of that of uranium. The earth is an extremely weak radio-active preparation,

which yields alpha, beta, and ganmia rays, and an emanation. It is, however, relatively to radium,

very cheap, a kilogramme costing thirteen shillings.

The earth has been employed for some time by Dr. Claude and others in the hospitals of Paris

in the treatment of arthritis deformans, subacute and chronic rheumatism, and gonorrhceal rheumatism,

also for neuralgia and certain cutaneous (pruritus) and gynecological affections.

The affected joint having been cleansed, the moi.stened earth is spread in the form of a compress

around it, and maintained in position by a piece of o;l-silk and a bandage. It must not be allowed

to become dry. No emanation would b3 given off if it became diy. The plaster can be left on all

night, and applied on alternate nights for ten days.

It should always be rcmoistened and made quite plastic and soft before application. It does not

lose its strength. In some cases it may be advisable to sterilize it by heat (open sores, introduction

into the cavities of the body) ; this will not affect its activity.

Dr. Guyenot prepares radio-active earth or mud by mixing powdered pitchblende with twice

its volume of hot water. This is applied direct to the part to be treated, and can be left on several

hours under a piece of waterproof. This mud exerci.ses a .sedative effect, and is believed to promote

the absorption of exsudations. It does not irriate the skin, its radio-activity is permanent ; but when
it has been used, it mu.st be allowed to dry for a fortnight before it is used again.

Another method of employing the earth is to make the use of baths. 250 grm of the earth

arc mixed with the warm water of the bath ; more may be used if desired, but this is the usual
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streni^tli. The patient can remain in the hath for half an hour, and have a scries of a dozen in a

fortniglit or longer.

Good results are claimeil to have been obtained by Claude and Teuliere in arthralgia and

subacute forms of arthritis. The pain, redness, and swelling, usually disapi)ear with great rapidity,

but affections of the lower limb appear to be more rebellious than those of the upper limb. The
best results appear to have been obtained in subacute gonorrhceal rheumatism.

Mud biths have been for a long time in vogue at certain health resorts in Europe ; it is

possible that the beneficial results may have depended upon the presence of traces of radio-active

substances.

Chapter IX

DETEEMINATION OF EADIUM EMANATION.

For measuring the radio-activity of mineral waters, Schmidt's electronuter (made by Spindler

and Hoyer, Gottingen) was employed. It has been standardized with a radium solution of known

strength. In our tests the so-called bubbling method was employed. The water for examination

was carefully poured into a vessel. After the circulating .system was completed, air was bubbled

through the water by means of a circulation rubber bulb, in order that the greater part of the

emanation should be taken up by the air. The air was then freed from its humidity by a calcium

chloride tube and pressed into the ionisation chamber. Great care was taken to have the emanation

equally distributed in the whole circulation system. On the stop-cocks of the ionisation chamber

being closed the quantity of emanation was determined in the usual way from the diminution in the

charge after the maximum current had been reached. Here the leaf of the electrometer was always

charged negatively, so as to concentrate the active deposit on the inner electrode.

As by this method only a part of the emanation present in the water was determined, the leak

therefore was multiplied with a factor in order to get the leak of the total emanation contained in

I litre of spring water.

The results of measurements of radium emanation have unfortunately been expressed in a great

variety of units, and as a natural consequence it is impossible to compare some reports of radio-activity

with others. In England and America it is customary to express radio-activity as an equivalent of

radium or of uranium, a radio-active substance ; on the Continent it is customary to express the

results in electrostatic units. It is quite general, irrespecti\'e of the unit, to report the radio-activity

per litre of water or per litre of the gas in the water. The quantity of emanation in equilibrium

with I gram of radium is known as a curie of emanation, but as this is a very large unit estimates

are expressed in fractional parts of a curie; thus, 51 6,87 x lO"'" curies per litre means that one litre

of the water contains 516,87 ten-billionths of the quantity of emanation in equilibrium with i gram

of radium. The Mache's unit, frequently encountered in reports of radio-activity, is defined as the

saturation ionization current due to the radium emanation, free from decay products from a litre of

water or gas, expres.sed in electrostatic units (/') multiplied by lOOO; and i curie of emanation per

litre equals a concentration of 2,75 billion Mache's units.

The Mache's unit being recognized and still in general u.se amongst medical circles, we

have recalculated our result (as expres.sed in the international unit) by using the following

factor :

The saturation current produced by the radiation from one curie (international unit) of emanation

by itself is 2,75 x 10" e. s. units, (Rutherford's " Radio-active Substances and their Radiations," 1913,

p. 502).

So we have

2,75 X 10" Mache's units= i curie,

so that

I X 10'" curies= o,275 Mache's units.

For simplicity of manipulation, the original fontactoscopc of C. ICngler and H. Sieveking (made

by Giinther and Tegetmeyer, Braunschweig) or sometimes the .same modified b\- Kohlrausch and
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Lowenthal was employed in most cases of our determination instead of Schmidt's electrometer. The

determination was carried on exactly according to the authors' original instructions. The corrections

for the absorption of emanation in water, and for the absorption of the radiation by the walls of the

ionisation chamber were made taking also the effect of active deposit into consideration. The gas

evolvinf with the spring which was examined, was collected over the spring water by replacement

as usual and was examined practically by the same method as adopted with the water. The volume

of gas was reduced to the normal temperature, though the correction due to the atmospheric pressure

was neglected as its observation were not made.

Those spring waters impregnated with considerable quantities of gas, for example, carbonic

acid, hydrogen sulphide, etc., were previously treated with a sufficient quantity of caustic soda,

whereat the eventual loss of emanation due to occlusion by precipitates was not taken into

consideration.

As for the measurement of the volume of the circulation system, (excepting bottle for spring

water to be examined) we have adopted the replacement method. The air in the system in question

(ionisation chamber, circulation rubber bulb, calcium chloride tube, rubber tubes for connection, etc.)

was first replaced with pure dried carbonic ac'.d gas, the latter being introduced into a weighed potash

bulb by a current of dried air free from carbonic acid, and then the quantity of carbonic acid absorbed

was from this gravimetrically determined. From the quantity of carbonic acid gas the volume of

the space which occupies the system can be easily calculated, taking into account variation of volume

of gas due to temperature and atmospheric pressure.

The general opinion that most spring waters do not contain radium itself, but radium emanation

derived from contact with radium-bearing minerals, is logically based on the fact that nearly all spring

waters gradually lose their radio-activity after being removed from the source, whereas a solution

of a radium salt, after having once reached equilibrium, continues to drive off radium emanation.

There are, as far as we know, only a few cases of mineral waters, where the radio-activity is due

to the presence of dissolved radium salt :

—

The spring water of Kreuznach has proved to have rest-activity of radium. 8 litres of the thermal

spring in Gastein caused after being removed of emanation yet a discharge of 0,5-0,8 volt per minute

after 14 days, while in a test of Carlsbad waters a discharge of 1,065 x 10'^ electrostatic units was

observed after 25 days (Dora).

It is probable that the thorium emanation also has a share along with that of radium in radio-

activity of mineral waters, but the former generally escapes our usual method of measurements.

We know only that thorium emanation was found in some spring waters in Homburg v. d. Hoke

(Kaiserbrunnen and Elisabethbrunnen).

Observation has as not yet been made upon the thorium emanation of the spring waters of

Japan.

Table X.

Absorption of the Radium Emanation by Water (Boyle).

'rcmpcraUirc
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Table XI.

Decnv of Radium Emanation.

Time / (in lirs.)
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Obama belongs to a region of honiblende-andesite, erupted from tlu isolated volcano Unzen-

dakc. One of the springs, called " Funto-yu" is a geyser from a bore-hole protected by an iron

pipe about 25 meters in length and 6 cm. in diameter. Here small sinter-cones are being formed

at the bottom of a wooden tank placed above the bore-hole, from which the water is conducted by

a pipe into the baths.

"'fig''''

^'
Th*-" cone, shown in Plate 4, fig. i, is a good specimen of typical form, taken in 1900 and

exhibited at present in the Mineral Mu.seum of the Imperial Geological Survey (Tokyo).

Denzo Sato who described the one of the cones writes as follows :—

•

" The whole time required for its deposition seems to have been about five months, so that the

daily precipitation amounts ca. 43 grm., which nearly coincides with that of the sinter-cones of

"'/ig-.'z'a.^j Yuzawa. The water of this geyser is slightly alkaline and faintly salty in taste. The temperature

is 100° C. (at air temperature 15°), flow of water about 39 hectolitres in 24 hours. The geyser is

of intermittent nature and there is a single greater ejection in a number of smaller ones. The latter,

which throws the water to a height of about 3 meters, occur every second, while the greater one,

which sends it up to about 4,5 meters, takes place every five seconds.

Analysis made in the Geological Survey is as follows :

—

Total residue per litre of water: 9,2. Specific gravity: 1,006 at 15,5° C.

NaCl 5,6634 CaCOa 0,3215

KCl 1.6339 CaClj 0,2754

Na2S04 0,6358 SiOj 0,2180

MgCl2 0,5358 FeCOa 0,0163

Thus the water has nearly the .same composition as that of Yuzawa Hot Springs.

The cone from Obama is snow-white, and so loose that it can be scratched with the finger nail.

The cone consists of:

—

CaO 38,28 ^i CI 1,03 %
CO2 23,28 „ N.12O 0,89 „

Si02 16,59 > FeoOj 0,41 ,,

Ign. loss 10,46 „ K2O 0,20 ,,

MgO 7,28 „ A^Oa 0,18 „

MnO 1,80 „

The cone is flat and symmetrical, gently sloping, with a broad truncation, and a central orifice

about 6 cm. in diameter. The slope is about 50° near the top, about 35° in the middle, and about

20° near the base. The peculiar surface sculpture consists of radial valleys, narrowed and deepened

towards the bottom, instead of towards the top as is usually the case on volcanoes. Between the

valleys there are rounded ridges cut across by broad grooves. The formation of those valleys is

probably due to the erosive action of the hot water flowing down the slopes. The specimen,

represented in the figure, weighs about 6,457 grm., and measures about 13,7 cm. in height and about

37 cm. in diameter at the base."

B. The Tufci Concs=i= torined cit \\\c lUirlLRinui Hot Spring

in fhc Province of SI\inAozi.iKc.

Regular cones of sinter are being produced at Yuzawa in Kuriyama-mura, Shimozuke Province,

a place deep in the mountain and seldom visited by men. This locality lies about 19,5 m. N. W.
of Nikko, on an affluent of the upper course of the Kinu-gawa.

All the vicinity of Yuzawa is composed of liparite from which .several hot springs gush out.

The .same rock standing on the western side of the Yuzawa waterfall has a long horizontal crevice,

about 10 ft. above the river-level, with hot waters rushing out horizontally. From a cliff near by,

y?^. ^
' almo.st on the same level, are found two other gey.sers, which are ejecting hot waters vertically to

a height of about 10 ft. The horizontal as well as vertical geysers form cones around their jets,

which grow naturally larger in the latter than in the former. The.se vertical sinter-cones consist of

carbonate of lime, with a very small quantity of silica and sulphur. The inner part is of compact

« Prof. Wataru Walanabe—Nippon Kogyo-Kwai.shi (Jonrn. of the Mining Institute of Jajjan) No. 194, p. 863, 1909.
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aragonite. The compact part has the hardness 3 and specific gravity 3,017 (a little higher than

ordinary aragonite). The sinter cones are provided with a central canal, the wall of which is covered

to unequal thickness with sharp-])ointed crystals, slight!}- reddish bj' the presence of manganous
carbonate. The canal becomes thus narrower, as the cone increases in height ; and the emis.sion of

hot water decreases in force.

On account of the depression of pressure and temperature of the spring water, after gushing

out from the ground, a part of calcium bicarbonate contained in .solution loses carbonic acid and

forms the neutral carbonate which forms a deposit on the jets of spring, increasing gradually

in size and compactness. The sinter cone, shown in Plate 4, fig. 2, is the one, which has been "'y^'"I'
*'

formed during a period of about ten months (304 days) from Aug. 26th., 1907, to June 25th., 1908.

and consisting of a white ciy.stalline mass with a conical canal. Height : 2 ft. Diameter at the

base: I ft. Weight: 3,7 kwamme (13,85 kilograms). Amount of daily precipitation: 12,1 inoinme

(45,4 grams). The other one, fig. 3, has been formed during a period of about nine and half "'r,^'"^'
^'

months (286 days) from Aug. 27th., 1908, to June 9th., 1909, at the same jet of geyser, showing a

similarity to Mt. Fuji with the explo.sion-crater of H6-eizan. This cone has two narrow canals opening

at the top. The cone is white, but looks yellowish on the outside, by presence of floury sulphur^

Height: about 8 inches. Diameter at the base: i ft. Weight: 3,25 kwamme (12,2 kilograms),

Amount of daily precipitation: 11,3 inomine (42,4 grams). The idea of pre.sei-vation of .scientifically

interesting natural objects being quite rudimentaiy among ordinary sightseers, they damage these

beautiful cones as soon as they grow up, apparently without anj- purpose of utilization. A cone,

which has been grown to a height of more than 5 ft. and regarded as one of the largest ever

found, was said to have been destroyed b\- an inundation of Sept., 1904.

The water of the geysers is transparent and colourless, weak salty in taste, and the temperature

of spring measured at the orifice is 94° C. The flow of water amounts to 4,26 litres per minute.

Analysis of water made by Prof M. Kawakjta, in the Engineering College of Tokyo Imjierial

Uni\ersit)', in 1909, gave the following results:— Specific gravity: 1,02.

In I kilogram of water are contained :

Sodium 0.5293 Chlorine 0,7065

Potassium 0,0238 Sulphuric acid 0,0883

Calcium 0,0640 Silicic acid 0,1266

Magnesium small quantity Carbonic acid 0,2076

Aluminium .. Total 1.7461

Iron

Hypothetical form of combination.

Sodium chloride 1,1642 Magnesium carbonate small quantity

Calcium carbonate 0,1600 Ferrous carbonate

Silica 0,1266 Manganous carbonate „

Sodium bicarbonate 0.1241 .Alumina

Sodium sulphate 0,1134 Total '.74 '4

Potassium sulphate 0,0531

C Sinter-coared Leaves, Sinter l^alks, and other SiiUer Denosif.s.

Some of the mineral springs, especially the earthy carbondioxated .springs, produce more or less

abundant sinter deposits at the source and on the creek bed on which they flow, besides in the

conduit and at the bathing-place. The deposits vary in form, .structure, texture, colour, etc., according

to the composition and teinperature of the water, as well as the velocity of flow and other conditions.

All the.se determine also the rate of growth of different sinters. Some of the sinter shows a con-

siderable growth in a short time, that the wooden conduits ought to be replaced by new ones, evcr>-

four or five years, unless the crust formed on the inner wall is removed from time to time.
^^^ ^^^^^ ^

Plate I, fig. 2 shows a piece of the regularly .stratified calcite .sinter, 5 cm. in thickness, formed "^. 1"'

at the Shigaku Hot Springs, Shimane Prefecture, in a wooden conduit running along the sloix- of

Mt. Sambe-yama, from the source lying about 0,6 m. off the bathing resort. The breadth of the

surface in contact with hot water is 1 1,0 cm. and that of the face in contact with the wood is 18,5 cm.

The whole thickness of this six-cimen, (5 cm.), is told to be the growth in less than eight years.
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The colour is yellowish-brown, varying in intensity in different layers, which differ from one another

also in compactness.
set Plate t,

¥\g. 3 is a pair of weights made of the same sinter, for the hanging picture in Japanese rooms,

just for the object of souvenir sold to visitors. Each of the pieces, about 45 grm. in weight, is in

"tf

'"''''' '' ^^^^ form of a short hexagonal prism, 45 mm. in length, and 30 mm. in diameter, with a longitudinal

canal right through the middle.

Plate I, fig. I shows the same kind of the grayish-white sinter, deposited in a wooden conduit

of the Akaknra Hot Springs, Ecliigo Province. The hot water flows down o\'er a distance of more

than 4 miles, along a steep mountain path on the middle slope of Mt. Myoko. The upper figure

(a) shows the lower surface of a fragment of the deposit, 24,3-28,0 cm. in length and 20,0-22,5 cm.

in breadth, weighing 7,65 kilograms and showing the impression of the grain of wood, (b) is a

fracture surface of the same, measuring 7,3 cm. in breadth. This .specimen was produced in a conduit

with a comparatively low gradient, and shows such a loose texture as to be easily scratched with

the finger nail. Those found in one of a .steeper gradient is generally thinner, but harder and more

compact.

Sinter-coated leaves occur on the creek-bed, near the Masutorni Mineral Springs in Kai Province,

with the water oi " Kinsen-td" flowing in. They are represented in natural sizes in Plate 2, fig. i.

"/i^.""^' The largest and most complete leaf measures about 12,0 cm. in length and 5,5 cm. in the broadest

part, and 3,0-3,5 mm. in thickness. The deposits are yellowish-brown in colour, but are sometimes

coated with green algae.

The sinter, fig. 2, was collected in the neighbourhood of the hot waterfall at the source of the

"'fig'"^'
^' Ogaiva Hot Springs, Etchu Province. \Ve find there root of plants covered with sinter, consisting

chiefly of veiy minute crystal individuals of calcite lying one upon another.

The sinter-balls of calcite, fig. 3, are collected from the basin of the hot waterfall of Ogawa.

^"fig."/
'' Some of them are almost perfectly spherical, but all the others are more or less irregular in .shape.

In some specimens, the surface is quite smooth and lustrous but in others it is slightly drusy. The
colour of the balls is yellowish-brown, as in the other sinter deposits above mentioned. The largest

.specimen in the figure is about 22 mm. in diameter, and about 13,8 grm. in weight, while the smallest

one is 10 mm. in diameter and about 3,5 grm. in weight.

Chapter XI

A FEW WOKDS ABOUT THE EADIO-AOTIVE MINEEAL8 IN JAPAN.

The occurrence of radio-active minerals is already known in Japan, but none of tlicni affords

good quantit}'. The following .species have up to the present been found.

1. HOKLTOLITB.

Hokutolite is the new radio-active mineral, found in .streamlets of the Hokut5 Spring in the island

of Taiwan (Formosa) and at the Shibukuro Spring on the Yake-yama Volcano in the Province of Ugo.

This mineral name was given by Prof Kotora Jimbo. (See Li.st of New Minerals, in Mineralogical

Magazine, London, Vol. XVI, p. 362, 191 3.) The mineral is a mixture of BaSO, and PbSOj,

cry.stallizcd in minute rhombic platy cry.stals of a yellowish-gray or brown colour and a resinous

luster.

Hokuto, Taiwan. This well known place with its hotels and baths is situated on the south-

western side of Mt. Shichisei-zan, which forms a part of the Daiton Volcano Group in Northern

Taiwan. There are a number of solfataras with a considerable quantity of sulphur deposits and

an explosion-crater having a perfectly flat bottom. Hot springs of 80° to 90° C. issue out of the

bottom of this crater, and unite in forming a creek, here not more than half a meter in depth, and only

about three meters in width. Almost all of the hotels use this water for bathing purpo.se, an ex-

ception being one large modern bath which is fed from a different source. The e.xplosion-crater as is

usual shows rocks bleached and decomposed to earthy matter, carrying efflorescence of a white

.soluble substance, accompanied by a small quantity of flouty sulphur. The following analytical result
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was obtained with water from this creek, taken at the seat of a common bath now out of use, where
the creek bed is aheady broad and suddenly descends, makinir a low waterfall, as if cut across by
a fault line. yf^. j

NaoSOj 19.055 MgSO< 2,024
NaCl 9,990 Al2(HP04):, 0,012

KCl ; 7>i3o BaS04 0,007
Alo(S04):,

.'

6,588 PbS04 trace

NH4CI 6,073 HaSiOs 2,174
CaSO^ 4,787 HBOo 0,710
FeS04 trace Free acid (HCl) '9.596
Fe»(S04>, 5,420

This water is colourless and almost free from suspended matter. The taste is strongly acid

and the smell of sulphuretted h}"drogen is noticeable. The above analysis perfectly coincides with

that of the water obtained at the .spot where the streamlets on the crater bottom finally unite together

on the western side, and therefore it is most probable that the waters at the original spring have

the same composition as this. It must be emphasized that there is observed no deposition of hokutulite

at the point of origin, the temperature of water being possibly too high. The gravel in the creek

is mostly of andesite, more or less decomposed on the surface, sometimes one meter in diameter,

but usually not larger than a man's head. These blocks are cemented together by the river sand,

and a yellow or brown ferruginous substance. The gravels, as well as the consolidated sand, are

covered with a thin fibrous crust of liohtt'olite, the outer part of which forms druses of rhombic tabular

cr^'stals. In the following tables are given (I) the analysis of the ciystalline crust, and (II) that oi "'''!"'' ^'

its well crj-stallized external part :

—

1 II I II

PbO 21,96 19,38 K2O 0,00 0,14

BaO 32,04 42,27 Na^O 0,53 1,53

SrO 0,93 trace HoO 2,53 —
CaO 0,51 0,17 Ign. loss — 2,74

SO3 30,81 31,70 P2O5 0,01 0,00

Fe^jO:, 3,93 0,43 SiOi 1,27 0,97

AL():i o,8S 0,48 Total 96.44 100,09

MgO 1,04 0,28

Fluorine is present in I, but its quantity was not determined. The mineral contains, moreover,

three radio-active elements, ionium, polonium and radium, besides 2 per cent of CeOj and La.,0:i, taken

together. It is most noticeable that this mineral contains no uranium. It is also remarkable that

the deposition of hohitblite is almost entirely restricted to those parts of stones now covered with

hot water. Considering that BaS04 and PbSO, exist only in an extremely small quantity in the

water, it is doubtful whether this mineral is really deposited by the present spring water or not.

At the water line, a dirty gray compact crust is formed with no crystal formation and no radio-

activity, and of following composition, quite different from Iiokniolitc :
—

«C /'/<lif J,

SiO. 77,10 Na^O 0,73

SO3 2,48 K,0 0,14

AI2O3 2,27 TiO., trace

FeoO^ 2,11 P0O5 trace

Cab 0,13 Ign. loss 14.94

MgO 0,30 Total 100,20

The colour of hokutolite varies from brown or brownish-yellow to almost white. The crystals

are in minute thick rhombic plates, about 2,5 mm. in diameter and half as

much in thickness ; and there are besides the prism and the base, minute

pyramidal faces. The plates mostly form a subparallel growth on the basal

pinacoid, which is the direction of distinct cleavage. Hardness is about 3,5

and specific gravity nearly 6.

Radio-activity is zvell noticeable.

Shibukuro, Ujjo. On the volcano Yake-yama, a hot spring water is issuing, distinguished by its

exceedingly thick deposit of floury sulphur, collected and .sold for use in medical baths. The bottom
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so this hot water shows scanty deposits of hokiitdlitv, but the mineral forms a deposit of about 6 cm.

in thickness at a distance of about 2,640 ft. (800 meters) lower down the creek, where the water is

not veiy high in temperature. Close to the bathing hut, there is a deposit of Iiokutblitc in an old

dried-up bed of a creek formerly supplied with hot water. The mineral from the Shibukuro Spring

is apparently identical with that of Hokiita, but the gray-coloured deposit found on the water line

is missing at Shibukuro.

Radio-activity is less distinct than that of hokutolite from Hokuto.

Ryoichi Ohashi, lecturer at the Akita Mining College, in 19 13, using a small piece of Hokutolite

found at the Shibukuro Hot Springs, Ugo Province, observed the radio-activity of the mineral by

the photographic effect.

The specimen is a radial-concentric crust with the nucleus of a conglomerate, with alternate

zones of white opaque and dull yellow; and blow-pipe tests indicate the presence

of- a comparatively large quantity of lead in the former, while in the latter a

verj' small amount of it. The test specimen was cut and polished perpendicular

to the concentric shells. After having been sufficiently dried a sensible

photographic plate (Lion-special rapid), with tlie film upwards, was placed on

the polished surface of the mineral, a sheet of paraffin paper interposed between

the plate and the object.

Outer surface

Conglomerate

Fig. I shows a photograph of this

kind obtained after exposure for three

weeks, giving a different impression

of different layers of the crust. The
photograph of the same section of the

specimen, is shown below the radio-

graph of the same for comparison

(Fig. 2).

It may be easily seen from the

figure that the outer part of the crust

affects the plate generally more sensi-

bly than the inner part, and the white

layer presents stronger radio-activity

than that of the dull yellow colour.

It is noticeable that the mineral has

only a weak power of penetration, as

the rays emitted are relatively very

'#«*r--f^'^¥^^

Fig I.

Hokutolite contaiiiing radio-active eleuieiUs, pliotographed by its own rays.

^^fa
^^.

white op.aque 'i'^' ^*''i'"^*«icP*f'>i' .*l^^>'t- -~;v-;' •

'

dull yellow
<»~;»--..

>>>,?

:-v,w:i ^ xiL
t^'

Fig. 2. ^
The same in natural si/.e and slate.

easily stopped, a single sheet of

paraffin paper intercepting them.

If the mineral be applied directly

to the plate without any screen, it

will be observed that the exposure

may be shortened to two weeks in

order to obtain the radiograph of the

same intensity as shown in the figure,

while a piece of red paraffin paper is

sufficient to stop their rays almost

completely.

Care must be taken for taking

radiograph of the mineral to desiccate

it well, as even a faint trace of water

weakens considerably the .sensibility

of the plate for radiation.
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RADIOBARHE.

Shibukuro, Ugo. The w hite to rcddisli-whito ra liobarite of the Sliibukuru Spring is collected <jnly

from the lieap of rock dug out of the liot water creek with IwkiitdlUc. Crystals arc thick rhombic
fabular, parallel to the biisal pinacoid and generally 2-3 mm. in the longest diameter. The faces

observed are the basal, pinacoid, the unit prism and the unit pyramid. Hardness is about 3.

Radio-activity is lucak.

3. NAEQITE.

Nacgitc is a mineral nearl\- identical with zircon. The name was given by Tsunashiro W'ada
after its locality, Naegi, in the Province of Mino, where it is collected in tin placers together with

beryl, tonrnialine, quartz, etc. Nacgite is greenish or brownish in colour and forms im[x:rfect globular

aggregates, sometimes more than 2,5 cm. in diameter, upon who.se surface the terminal faces of cr)'.stal

individuals are distinguishable. Single cr}-stals varying from 3 to 5 mm. in length are not rare. The
fresh ciystals are generally highly vitreous in lustre. The cry.stal habit is often pyramidal but

generally prismatic ; the faces are the protoprism and a proto-pyramid, besides a verj^ subordinate

face of the other prism. Hardness is about 7,5 and specific gravity 4,09. The crystals are not

uniform in colour throughout, the terminal portion being often turned to reddish-brown, while the

inner part is grass-green. E.xtinction is straight. Refraction is strong but double refraction is weak.

The result of chemical analysis is as follows :

—

ZrO, • 55,30 Xb.,0.,\ ,

ThO, 5,01 TaoOJ ''^^

SiO:; 20.58 VtaOa 9,12

UO:i 3,03 Total 100,73

Radio-activity is stron
t̂o

•

4. ZIRCON.

Zircon in good macroscopic crystals are of rare occurrence in Japan, being found in well

tleveloix'd but minute cr\ stals in the gold placers near Kiirun (Keelung) in Taiwan (Formosa) ; and

as large crystals in a graphite deposit of Chosen (Korea).

Placers near Kiirun. Zircon is found there in minute columnar crystals, not more than [ mm.
in length, and shows the tetragonal prism, and ditetragonal and tetragonal pyramids. Crystals are

sometimes beautifully red, but also yellow, brown, gray, violet or colourless. The red colour of

the mineral fades away on ignition. Specific gravitj' is 4,7 and hardness is 7,5. Distinctly radio-acttve

.

Shimpy5=ri, Chosen (Korea). The zircon crystals, which arc found at this place, are dark violet-

red and translucent, and prismatic in habit, with two kinds of tetragonal p\-ramids and the unit

prism. The individuals attain 7 cm. in length and 2,5 cm. in width. The chemical analysis is as

follows :

—

SiOj 33,06 TiO. 0,00

ZrOa 63.32 Residue o,2y

FeoOa 3.33 'l"otal 100,00

Radio-activity is indistinct.

5. MONAZITE.

Monazite occurs in gold placers and in the mother-rock i)egmatite of Ishikawa-yama in the

Province of Iwaki, as yellow to brownish, .semi-transparent crystals of a thick tabular form showing

the faces of the orthopinacoid, two domes, the unit prism and the base. The individuals are minute

and rarely exceed half a centimeter in the longest diameter. Rad o-activity is ivcll noticeable.

A red crystal badly developed within a topaz ciystal of Tanokami-yama in the Province of Omi,

shows strong similarity to monazite. It runs up to 6 mm. in the longest tiiamelcr.
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6. COLUMBITE.

Coljimbitc occurs in pegmatite as well as in diluvial sand deposits, near Ishikawa-j-anui in the

Province of Iwaki, and in pegmatite at Yamano-o in the Province of Hitachi.

Ishikawa°yama, Iwaki. The black crystals, sometimes attaining the length of 9 cm. and the width

of 5 cm., show the two vertical pinacoids prevailing and well developed, besides the base, prisms

and pyramids. Cleavage is parallel to the macropinacoid. The mineral is there found embraced by

hcryl, quartz or feldspar. Radio-activity is distinct.

YamanO'O, Hitachi. Some small crystals of this mineral were collected there. The chemical

composition is as follows :

—

Nb-jOs 57.95 MgO 2,26

TaaOs 22,19 Sn(X 0,49

FcO 10,81 WO:i trace

MnO 7.06 Total 99,89

CaO 1,13

Radio-activity is ii/d/stiiict.

7. FERQUSONITK.

The mineral is found in a scanty amount, in the river sand of the environs of Naegi in the

Province of Mino.

Naegi. The crystal individual is irregularly columnar, tapering on one end, showing hemihedral

faces (the pyramid, prism and the base), usually not more than half a centimeter in length. Colour

of the mineral varies from dark-gray to light-gray. The faces are rough and curved, except the

pyramid. Specific gravity is 4,3. The chemical analysis gave the following result :

—

Ta.bj / ^'''•'^ Fe.O;, 1,04

UO:, 2,95 H.,0 4,12

CeOo. . . 5,69 Total 99,89

Co)ispicH02isly radio-active.

8. ORTHHE.

Macroscopically visible crystals of ortliitc are found in the biotite granite of Mt. Hiei^zan near Kyoto.

They are minute, columnar, almost black, and with a vitreou-; luster. The ob.served faces are the

ba.se, the orthopinacoid, pyramids and the unit prism. The crystals are as usual elongated in b a.xis,

and developed on both ends ; they measure sometimes nearly I cm. in length and a few mm. in width.

Zonal structure is almost wanting, while pleochroism is very strong. Radio-activity is distinct.
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Chapter XII

ON THE GEYSER IN ATAMI.

I5V K. Honda and T. Teraoa.

Piivsic.u. LAnoRATdKV, Imperial Univhrsity Thkyo, December 28, 1905.

Difibrent from other geysers, the geyser of Atanii in the Province of Izu is cliaracteri.sed by

the regularit}' of the eruption, which consists in alternate projections of hot water and steam, usuall}-

five times in succession. Tlie water projected does not return to the orifice as it does in several

other geysers. The orifice, which originally opened vertically upward, has been covered by a heap

of stones to prevent the dangers caused by the eruption. At present three orifices are exposed,

among which one is distinguished as the principal opening. Besides, there is another mouth hidden

underground ; the water projected by these orifices is distributed to several bath-houses by conduits.

The water is of a strong saline taste, containing about JS^ per cent, of sodium chloride, /. e., about

one fifth of that contained in the .sea water. The mouth of the geyser is not far from the sea coast

and about 22 meters above the sea-level.

The eruption occurs usually five times in a day and night. During the time of repose, we see

only a small quantity of steam rising from the mouth. As the time of the eruption approaches, a

rumbling sound is heard underneath. The boiling water appears just inside the mouth. It soon

retires and again appears. This state continues for about three quarters of an hour. Ne.\t a .small

quantit}' of hot water flows out intermittently. This is followed by an intermittent stream of moderate

quantity with a longer period. The activity soon attains its maximum. A torrent of hot water

gradually increasing in force is torn into a violent splash and projected with a great velocity by

steam which gradually increases with the diminising water. When the roaring sound of steam reaches

the maximum, the water almost disappears. The steam now diminishes and is soon followed by

the second gush of water. After these states ha\e been repeated five or six times, the activity ends

with the last steam which gradually subsides into an inconsiderable amount as seen at the beginning.

It takes abo\e two hours from the beginning to the last stage of the eruption. The time of repo.se

is a little less than three hours on the average. These regular recurrences are often interrupted by

an abnormal outburst, called nagaivaki, at which the water and steam come out incessant!)' for above

twelve hours and after which a long repose follows as a rule. In years rich in this anomaly it

occurred almost monthl}-, whereas in the last few j'ears only once or twice.

Our excursion to Atami was undertaken to make detailed observations as to the manner of

eruption and if possible to get an insight into the internal mechanism of the geyser. Arrangements

were contrived to keep records of the manner of each successive eruption.

A pendulum consisting of a brass rod and a hea\y lead ball was hung before the principal

orifice. The water and steam, projected nearly horizontally, deviate the pendulum by the impulsive

pressure. The motion of the pendulum was transmitted by a cord and pulley to a recording pen

guided by two vertical pillars with grooves, in which roll two friction-wheels attached to the penholder.

The vertical displacement of the pen was recorded on a cylinder making one revolution e\ery two

hours. The pendulum was afterward removed to a position where the impulsive action of \'aixir and

splash was shielded off and the flow of water only could be recorded.

To record the manner in which the .steam is ejected, an arrangement was used which was

nothing more than an air-thermograph. A small cylinder of .sheet zinc was introduced into a mouth

neighboring to the principal orifice, where it was possible to find a position such that the bulb was

exposed to the heating of the steam only. This orifice, being a smaller branch of the main one,

could be considered as representing the main one on a reduced scale. The bulb was connected by

a fine copper capillary tube to one of the arms of a U-tube containing mercury. The motion of the

mercury' meniscus in another arm was recorded on a cylinder by a pen mounted on a float on the

mercury and guided by two vertical pillars with grooves and two friction-wheels attached to the

IK-nholdcr. To determine the temperature of the water and .steam a maximum thermometer was

u.sed.
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To take continuous records of tlie exact time of eruption, and also tlie general manner of each

eruption, a mercur>' tide-gauge, constructed after Mr. Xakamura's design,* was used. The lead pipe

of the instrument was inserted to the neck of the geyser. The pressure of the projected water at

the neck during each eruption was recorded on a cylinder revolving once every 24 hours. The
automatic records of daily eruptions have been taken during the last two years.

In the following lines, a brief account of our results of observation is given.

I. OrDIN.^RV ERUFnON.

An ordinarj' eruption consists of three distinct series, termed conventional!)- the first, the second

and the third, differing in period and force and
10^ am

succeeding one another very regularly. Fig. i

is a reproduction of one of the records obtained

by our pendulum recorder. The abscissa re-

presents the time, and the ordinate the deflection

of the pendulum b\- the pressure of water. The ^'S- '•

dotted line shows the velocity of the steam

obtained by our air-thermograph. The
first series, which begins the outburst,

consists of a small quantity of water ap-

pearing with an average period of i minute

and 40 seconds. After this intermittence

j,-j„ , has been repeated a score of times the

.second series follows. A moderate quantity

of water comes out three or four times with a mean period of six minutes. The water increases

in quantity and force till at last the third or principal series sets in. On the finst outbunst of the

third series we see veiy often the superposition of the last one of the second series. The third series

is to be distinguished from the previous series by its violence and the quantity of water and steam.

The sequence of the water and steam occurs usually five or six times witli a mean period of about

1 1 minutes. Fig. 2 is a record obtained by the mercury tide-gauge, and shows regular periodic

.sequence of eruptions with a mean period of 24/5 hours.

II. Abnorm.'VL Eruption ; Nagaw.\ki.

The first nagawaki recorded by our arrangement began at 4:30 A.M. on Januai-j' 14, 1905,

from the fourth eruption of the third series. During two or three days before the nagazvaki, the

period of successive eruptions seems to ha\-e been slightly diminished ; but in such a degree that

may be found not seldom in our records without leading to either nagawaki, or anything extraordinarj'.

The nagawaki began, as it were, almost suddenly in the midst of an ordinary eruption. The flow

of hot water continued without interruption, gradually decreasing in quantity and mixed with steam.

At 7:40 P.M., it came to a sudden repose; at 2:40 A.M. on the 15th, an intermittent flow of

hot water resembling the second series of an ordinaiy eruption began and continued for about three

hours. After a repose of four hours ordinary eruptions at last set in, but with the period remarkably

shortened and the activity strikingly reduced. The number of eruptions per day was ten, a remarkable

contrast to the ordinary frequency of five. The frequency decreased afterward very slowh" with the

time, and recovered its original value after the lapse of about a month.

The .second nagaivaki, which occurred on Ma}' 26, was quite similar to the previous one in its

general a.spects, though it took place in conjunction with the extraordinary decrea.se of the general

activity.

It is an interesting coincidence that the two nagaivakis of January and Ala}- began at the same
phase of the ordinary eruption at nearly the same hour of day, and that a center of low atmospheric

pressure was approaching from the Pacific in each case.

* S. Nakamura, Procecaings of the Tokyo PliysicoMathematical Society, Vol. I., No. 13, p. 123, 1902.
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III. Influence of Atmospheric Pressure.

cmarkabic fact that low atmo.sphcricExamiiiinfj our records of long observation, wo found a

pressure irtnnh and high atmospheric pressine accelerates the

eruption of the geyser. This curious fact may be seen from

Fig. 3. Times of the successive eruptions are plotted as the

ordinates corresponding to each day which is laid off as

abscissa ; corresponding points for successive days are con-

nected into five broken cun'es {l>)-{f)- Curve («) represents

the daily change of the mean atmospheric pressure. The
probable cause of the strange coincidence would be given

later.

I\'. Tf.iiperature of Hot Water during Eruption.

A maximum thermometer was placed about 1,5 meters

inside the orifice and the temperature has been read daily since

last April. It was found that the temperature at this depth

was almost invariably I03°-I04° C. At the orifice, however,

it was about 100° C, indicating a rapid cooling of the hot

water. Hence it may easily be conjectured how hot the

underground water would be at a depth of some ten meters.

Fi"

V. Velocities of Water m;t> Steam.

The pressures of water and steam upon the bob of a special pendulum arrangement were recorded

on the cylinder, and estimated afterward by the substitution of known weights. The total pressure

upon a sphere is known to be approximately equal to one half of that upon a circular disk of the

same diameter. Hence

p =—i— , or zr = {
,

2 -rp

where
fi is the pressure, r the radius of the bob,

f>
the density and <' the velocity of water or steam.

For the water we obtained, at the mouth,

jy= 1.5-2.0 meters per second,

and for the steam
J'- 18-24 meters pt:'' second,

the velocities vaiying within the limits according to the phase of each eruption. In this calculation,

we took for the value of p the density of saturated vapor under ordinar}- atmospheric pressure.

VI. Quantities of Water and Steam.

For the rough estimation of the quantity of water thrown out in an eruption, we measured

directly the amount supplied to a number of tanks and calculated the total from the sections of

.several conduits. The quantity thus estimated amounts to 45 cubic meters.

The rough estimation of the quantity of steam was carried out in the fjllowing way :

Let the quantity of steam be denoted by Q. Then

Q =
f

Svpdt,

when S is the area of the orifice. If T be the ordinate in the curve re])reseiiting the relation of

\elocity of steam to time, obtained by our special thermograph above referred to, we may put

Since 7' was determined by the pendulum exiJeriment, and the corresponding f from the thermograph

cur\'e, /6 can easily be known ; by calculation, it was found to be 500. 5 was estimateil to be

200 cm." ; for an in.stancc, we obtained
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! V,it = 6500, .-. g = 500 /;;'-,

the number must be considered as giving only the order of magnitude.

VII. Extraordinary Decrease of Activity.

During the course of the last few years, several wells have been bored in this district. Most of

them give a moderate quantity of hot water only by pumping. Since the last year, the number of

wells was greatly increased, amounting to about twenty in all. Sawaguchi's well, bored on March 27

of this year, burst out with great violence, throwing up a column of hot water about 8 meters high.

On May 22, another one, Yonekura's well, of greater activity, has been opened within a few

hundred meters of the geyser, giving hot water at a rate of 310 cubic meters per day. Two days

afterwards another one, Higuchi's well, of not much less activity, was bored. After the boring of

the Sawaguchi's a slight decrease in the frequency of the gey.ser was observed ; on May 20 it was

reduced to 4.4, though the force of each eruption presented no appreciable change. After the boring

of the other two the frequency remarkably decreased ; it was 3.6 on May 26. Moreover, the first and

second series of each eruption became

fih 17* pa

considerably longer and the principal series

was considerably lessened in force. After

the nagmvaki of May 27, the frequency

was temporarily increased ; but on June

i-w-pja II, it fell again to 3.2. As shown in Fig.

4, the first and .second series lasted for

three and a half hours and the third was
Fig. 4.

reduced to only three weak eruptions. Consequent decrease in the quantity of hot water caused

trouble to several bath-houses supplied by the geyser, and therefore the above three wells were all

stopped—Yonekura's on June 12, Sawaguchi's on the next day and Miguchi's on July 12. The
frequency of eruption has gradually increased since then, and in the middle of August, it attained 4.5

which is yet somewhat short of the original value. As for the mode of each eruption, it has quite

recovered in force.

VIII. Level Change and Temperature of Wells.

Level change of two wells near the geyser were recorded by means of Honda's limnimeter.

Nomura's well, which is within 200 meters of the

geyser and quite high above the sea-level, shows a

regular up and down motion corresponding to the

eruption and repose of the neighboring geyser.

Effects of the tidal and atmospheric pressure are also

recognizable, but not very remarkably. (Fig. 5.)

The temperature of the water of this well is 50°- Fig. 5.

60° C. In Suzuki's well, which is more remote

from the geyser than Nomura's, the effect of the

geyser is not observed, but the level rises and falls

with the tide. (Fig. 6.) The head of the water

is 22 meters above the sea-level. Temperature

measiu'cment with a maximum thermometer was

made in Abo's well, which is situated in the

midway between the geyser and Yonekura's well.

The results are tabulated as follows :

62°.o C.

95°-S
98°.3

io4°.7

Il8°.2

Fig. 6.

At ihe surface of water,

23.0 meters below,

28.5

297
31-0

Thus, a remarkably high temperature was found to exist in the surface layer of the district.
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fig- 7-

IX. KXPI.ANATION' OF THE PHENOMENA.

Existing theories on geysers fail to explain the e.xact manner of eruption of the gcy.ser of Atanii.

After a series of experiments with several forms of models, we arrived at a theory which we hope

may fairly explain the phenomena of the geyser in question.

Referring to fig. 7, ^ is a cavity lying in a considerable

depth ; a is the vertical pipe and b a canal which supplies

the water to A. We conceive a side canal c intermediate

between A and a, which leads to a second cavity C, not

shown in the figure. The temperature of the water in a and

c is suppo.sed to be lower than the corresponding boiling

point. Water in A is heated by the wall of the cavity, the

temperature of which is supposed to be decidedly higher than

the boiling point at the depth. The source of the heat is

probably to be attributed to the hot water and steam running

through numerous veins and canals extending in the depth

of the district. When the tension of the vapor in the cavity

attains a critical value, the water is thrown off and then the

steam follows. When a certain amount of steam is given off, the pressure in the neck is reduced

to such a degree that the water flows in from the side canal and stops the eruption momentarily.

Soon the downward pressure of the water column is overcome by the tension of vapor and the

second gush follows. These eruptions are repeated several times, till the vapor pressure is so reduced

as to admit the comparatively colder water from the feed

canal b and also from c. Thus the activity is quenched for

a while till the next eruption begins. A model (hig. 8)

constructed according to this view, worked very satisfactorily.

The manner of eruption was imitated in many details. The
number of intermittences in an eruption increases with the

temperature of the water in c.

The phenomena of nagaivaki may be e.xplained partly

b\- the supposition that the underground temperature is raised

above its normal value and so the temperature of the cavity

C becomes higher than the ordinary case. If the temperature

of the cavity C in our model be raised to a certain value,

the eruption corresponding to nagazvaki begins. It resembles

the actual one even in some details. The cause of this

occasional change of temperature is probably the change of

the subterranean volcanic activity which kee[is the under-

ground temperature in this district considerably above the

boiling point of water.

The fact that the frequency of eruptions immediately after nagmuaki, is nearly doubled, may

partly be explained, if we consider that the temperature of the heating cavity was raised during the

course of the nagwdjaki by the incessant flow^ing of superheated water from a great depth. It may

be added as a very suggestive foct that if in our model, a quantity of air be blown into the heating

cavity, the freciuency of eruption increases at first remarkably and gradually decreases with the

gradual expulsion of air by successive eruptions ; even the weakness of activity in the actual case

is imitated with great faithfulness. During a 'im.w hours after nagaivaki, the cavities as well as the

canals leading to the orifice remain drained out, so that it is possible that air or other gases may

enter into the cavities and cause the increased frequency of the eruption.

It is a common fact of observation that tiie temperature of .some ordinary hot springs ri.scs with

low atmospheric pressure. This is undoubtedly due to the increase of How due to the enhanced

circulation of water caused by the reduction of the pressure. If in the supposed heating cavity of

the geyser, the interchange of water due to the slow circulation through numerous veins and fissures

(not shown in the figure), be accelerated by some cause, the time required for the sufficient heating

for eruption must neces.sarily be prolonged. This consideration .seems to exi)lain partly the influence

Yw. S.
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of atmosplicric pressure on ihc period of eruption above mentioned. Again, tlu possible inlluence

of well-boring on the geyser, may be explained on the same basis. Such a well may increase the

circulation of underground water in its vicinity and result in the retardation of the eruption of the

geyser in a similar manner. Moreover, it is quite natural that the hot water should find its easier

vent through a new passage opened with a less resistance, at the expense of the quantity originally

given out by the old one alone. The prolongation of the first and second series of an eruption,

suggests the slowness with which the pressure in the heating cavity approaches the critical \'alue.

The careful investigation of the variation of the frequency in connection with the boring and stopping

of the wells, leads us to the strong belief that the striking coincidence of the well-boring and the

decrease of the activity of the geyser, is a necessary, and not an accidental one. If the frequency

of eruption does not yet quite attain its former value long after the stopping of the wells, we need

not wonder at all, since some irreversible change in the subterranean mechanism might have happened

during the period of the anomaly.

Chapter XIII

A. CLASSIFICATION OF MINERAL SPRINGS

As for the classification of the mineral springs, we have adopted the new system, Avhich was

proposed lately by the German chemists. Prof Dr. E. Hintz and Dr. L Griinhut in W'ie.sbaden.

The classification is made according to their chemical constitution, based on the modern physico-

chemical theory of solution.

According to the system the springs are classified as below : (The quantity of dissolved solid

constituents given in this article is always that contained in i kilogram of the sjjring water).

1. Simple (indifferent) thermals. Simple (indifferent) thermals may be defined as those which

issue from the earth at a higher temperature than 37° C. throughout the whole year, and at the

same time are poor in free carbon dioxide and also in dissolved solid constituents. The quantity of

free carbon dioxide should be less than i gram.

The simple earthy tJiernials may also be included in this division.

2. Simple carbondio.xated springs. Simple carbondioxated springs contain more than i gram of

free carbon dioxide, but less than i gram of the dissolved solid constituents.

Should springs contain less than 10 milligram-equivalents of ferrous or ferric ions and their

presence still give the water a pharmacodynamic value, they may also be included under this heading,

as far as the above condition applies.

3. Earthy carbondioxated springs. Earthy carbondioxated springs contain more than i gram of

both free carbon dioxide and the dissolved solid constituents, as anions hydrocarbonate ions

[jredominating and as cations calcium and magnesium ions. (Therefore calcium bicarbonate and
magnesium bicarbonate appear as predominating constituents besides free carbon dioxide in the salt

calculation).

4. Alkaline springs. Alkaline springs contain more than i gram of dissolved solid constituents,

as anions hydrocarbonate ions predominating and as cations alkaline ions. When these si>ring waters

are boiled, the carbonic acid gas evolves and the hydrocarbonate ions are changed into carbonate

ions, which combine partly with the alkaline earth metal ions to form precipitates, while the greater

part of the hydrocarbonate ions remains unchanged. Its hydrolysis causes the alkaline reaction of

the water. When the quantity of free carbon dioxide exceeds i gram, we call the springs alkaline

carbondioxated springs.

Should chlorine, sulphate, or alkaline earth metal ions be i^resent in a predominating quantity,

we call the sj)rings alkaline iniiriated, alkaline saline, alkaline muriated saline, or alkaline earthy

springs respccti\-elj-, instead oi pure alkaline springs.

5. Common salt springs. Common salt .springs {iniiriated springs) contain more than i gram of

dissolved solid constituents, chlorine ions being the predominating anions, and sodium ions the main
cations. (Thus common salt appears to be present in the salt calculation as the most predominating

constituent).
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These springs may be called simple (weak) common salt springs, when the niiantily uf chlorine

ions as well as that of sodium ions is less than 260 milligram-equivalents (or 1 5 gram of common
salt in the salt calculation), but concentrated common salt springs when of larger iiuantities.

When the quantity of free carbon dioxide exceeds i gram, we call the springs carbondioxated
common salt springs. When hydrocarbonate or sulphate ions are present in a predominating quantit)',

the common salt springs are not called real ones, but alkaline, saline, or alkaline saline common salt

springs respectively. But when alkaline earth metal ions, or these and hydrocarbonate ions, or
alkahne earth metal and sulphate ions predominate, the springs are called eartk-mnriated, earthy or
snlphatcd common salt springs respectively.

6. Bitter springs. Bitter springs contain more than i gram of dissolved solid constituents, the
sulphate ions predominating among anions. Should the sodium, calcium or magnesium ions be the

principal cations, the springs are classified as saline bitter springs, sulphated bitter springs, or real

bitter springs, as the case may be. If chlorine ions be present in addition to one of these three

cations, the springs are named mnriatcd saline, mnriated snlpliated or muriated real bitter springs

respectively.

7. Iron carbonate springs. Iron carbonate springs contain generally more than 0,01 gram of
ferrous ions with h\-drocarbonate ions.

8. Vitriol springs. Vitriol springs contain generally more than 0,01 gram of ferrous or ferric

ions with sulphate ions.

9. Alum vitriol springs. Alum vitriol springs contain generally more than 0,0 [ gram of ferrous

or ferric ions with sulphate ions. The quantity of aluminium ions exceeds 10 milligram-equivalents.

10. Acid vitriol springs. Acid vitriol springs contain generally more than 0,01 gram of ferrous

or ferric ions besides sulpliate and h\-drogen ions.

11. Acid alum springs. Acid alum springs maybe defined as those which contain sulphate and
hydrogen ions, and in which the quantits' of aluminium ions exceeds 10 milligram-eciuivalents.

12. Acid alum vitriol springs. Acid alum vitriol .springs contain generally more than 0,01 gram of

ferrous or ferric ions, with sulphate and hydrogen ions, and more than 10 milligram-equivalents of

aluminium ions.

13. Sulphur springs. Sulphur springs are those which contain hydrosulphide ions and sometimes

free hydrogen sulphide in addition. Whether the springs contain free carbon dio.xide, and consequently

also free hydrogen sulphide, or not, we call them hydrogen sulphide springs or sulphur springs in

the strict sense.

14. Acid hydrogen sulphide springs. Acid hydrogen sulphide springs contain free hydrogen

sulphide with hydrogen ions.

B. KINDS OF MEDICINAL SPRINGS AND THEIR INDICATIONS.-

L_Sjn\Dic cold SpriiKls.

Internal use of cold water stimulates peristaltic motion of the stomach ami itilesliiies, which

cau.ses as a result promotion of stool (evacuation of the bowels), especially when somewhat larger

quantities of cold water are taken to the empty stomach in the morning. It is necessary for assisting

rapid evacuation of the bowels to favour the action by adequate bodily exercise.

If one aims at the local .specific action of waters, they should be taken warm.

The spas with cold mineral sj:)rings are therefore recommended to patients, who are disposed

to take cold, also reconvalescents on the one hand, and those who suffer nervous, neurasthenic,

hypochonderic complaints with congestion, but without any advanced organic disturbance, on the

other hand.

Cold baths may be regarded also as one of the fat lowering sy.stems. Adecjuate diet ami the

exercise cure are both es.sential in assisting the action.

Thus they are contra-indicated for the patients, when temperature of the body and fat deiwsit

must be economized, such as is the case with nervous subjects and reconvalescents.

* Coiiicrnini!; tbc iiidirations of iiiincral springs and Uic usn of batta wo caiiuot do letter than <iuulo the roniarku of other nnthon. Thus

Mic rolloiviiig lines wore taken, |«artly fruiu " Dcutsclies Hiidcrbuch," partly from " Tho Princiides and Practice of .Medical Hydrology " by Korlesciie

Fox, 1913.
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The actual effects of cold baths must obviously depend on their duration and teni[)erature in

each case.

.

'->. Si|]tDic Thcnnals. _

The healing property of this class of springs is based only on the action of water and its

temperature, it being simply the local influence upon or through the outer surface of the skin.

3. Sinipic Cai'DoiulioxcUed Spil nps.

The therapeutical effect of the waters of this class is based on the hyperbolic action of water,

as well as carbon dioxide, especially in the sense of local stimulation. The waters are used both

internally or externally, but for external use as baths far the more frequently. Some of these waters

are exported exclusively as table water, not being employed locally in any way for medical purposes.

Internal use: (i). If taken cold, the water promotes peristaltic action of the stomach and

consequently cleansing and clearing it of its contents. (2). Local stimulation by carbon dioxide

causes the dilatation of vessels of the mucous membrane and thus leads to an increased secretion

and accelerated reabsorption of water thus influencing the amount of nutriment taken up ; therefore

if drunk in moderate quantity with or preferably after a meal, it promotes nutritive digestive action

of the stomach and also drives off oppressive flatulency or sensation of fullness found sometimes after

a generous meal.

When taken too frequent!)' or in too large quantities, the gastric juice is diluted too strongly

on the one hand, and, also as caibon dioxide leads to importunity, when it causes the stomach to

dilate, disturbs its function on the other hand.

For the same reason it is unsuitable to use table water which is impregnated with an excess

of carbon dioxide, as is used with artificial carbonic acid waters, unless it is drunk after dilution.

When taken moderately, the water is beneficial in alleviating slight disturbance of digestion, atony,

dyspesia, catarrhs of stomach and the upper intestines, and also for patients suffering from urinary,

kidney and bladder diseases, as well as disturbance of assimilation, gout, uric acid diathesis, and

poisonings, etc. As for the action of elimination it surpasses the simple waters, both cold and warm,

owing to its influence in accelerating the absorption of water. It is advisable to associate the milk

cure in the first place with the treatment, taking some milk suitably warmed with the spring water.

_l

—

\zc]\' \ h{\ Caiboitclioxatcd Springs.

These waters can be used as carbonic acid baths, owing to their content of free carbon dioxide,

like the simple carbondioxated springs, when they are protected against loss of carbonic acid at

heating. The presence of earth-alkaline metals invests them also with a feeble astringent property,

which proves to be useful for the treatment of some di.seases of the skin.

In the case of internal use also the action of carbonate of calcium and magnesium equally joins

in those of water and carbonic acid, ju.st as with the simple carbodioxated springs. They arc

recommended for chronic diarrhoea, gout, urine concrement, catarrh of the bladder and urinay

passage.

5. Mluilinc Sprinys.

The nature of the action of these baths is not well known or understood up to the present.

When the water contains a considerable quantity of carbonic acid, it stimulates the skin, as is

the ca.se with simple carbondioxated springs, and suitable temperature of bath is often beneficious

for the catarrhic state of the female genital organs. The drink cure is contra-indicated for loss of

vitality. The use of alkaline beverages is generally injurious when a little amount of acid is present

in the gastric juice and the disposition of the .stomach and intestines to catarrh is observed, such as

in atonic dyspepsia of anaemia, clorose and convalescence. Against phtisis pulmonum, malicious

tumors, and every kind of invalidity, the use of stronger alkaline waters should absolutely be avoided.

It is stated that the continual use of such mineral waters in large quantities may cause emaciation,

atonic dyspepsia and at last cachexie even upon healthy person. The habit of many gouty patients

to drink strongly alkaline waters for a long period as a dialetic beverage is therefore dangerous.
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Consequently tlic ciuantity of water wliich is to be taken, and the duration of cure should be controlled

by spa p!i_\-s:cian. On the contraiy, weak alkaline waters containing carbonic acid gas can be used

as a daily beverage for healthy person.

It may be, however, not hygienically advantageous, when such mineral water is impregnated

with too large quantities of carbonic acid gas for such to be used as a table water. The volume of

gas needs not exceed one and a half to one of water, the be.st waters of this class containing this

amount of carbonic acid in the natural .state ; if three to four volumes of carbonic acid be added to

the water, such a product must be regarded as injurious. The .stomach of the drinker becomes
swollen and b}- habitual use permanent dilatation of the stomacli ma\^ be the result.

. 6. Coiiwiou 5cilt Springs.

Baths of common salt springs of 0,5 to 25 per cent common salt content may be used with

good result for : mal-nutrition, diseases of the blood and lymph, di.seases of the bones and medulla,

swelling of the spleen and the liver, exsudate formation, compensatoiy disturbance of the circulatory

system, habitual abortus, gout, rheumatism, general adipositas, diabetes mellitus, a large number of

diseases of the skin and scar formation.

For the drink cure also secondary constituents such as litliiuin, iron, Glauber's .salt, etc., mu.st

be taken into consideration. The common salt springs, which are suitable for drinking (of about

25 per cent common salt content), have .stimulating influence on the .secretion of gastric juice and

act in accelerating the proteid dige.stion. In the .same manner al.so the motilitj' of the stomach is

stimulated. Moreover the common salt can be easily absorbed and acts then diuretically, while waters

containing common salt have the further action of promoting peristaltic of the inte.stines and .seem

to act with stimulation upon the bile secretion, thus proving to be advantageous for bile .stasis in

the liver.

Hence the common salt springs are recommendable for ca.ses of mal-nutrition, disturbance of the

motility and secretion of the stomach, retarded function of tlie inte.stines, further for a large number

of metabolism-anomalies, for which also other secondary constituents are probably efficacious. Besides

the.se, the drink cure may be used for such afflictions as swelling of the liver and the spleen, in-

flammatory diseases of pancreas, and in the first place for exsudate formation in the body cavity.

Another curative method adopted at common .salt spring resorts is by inhalation. It is

recommendable for every form of chronic catarrh of respiratory organs, chronic bronchitis, catarrh

of larynx, secondarj^ diseases after catarrh of lung, callosity formation, atelectasis, and lastly also for

scrofulous disea.ses of conjunctiva and chronic diseases of the no.se and pharyn.x (rhinitis, ozaena).

For the last mentioned diseases the nose douche, and gargling are also advisable.

7. Billcr Springs.

By the use of waters of this class the evacuation of the excrement increa.ses and the dark colour

of the latter proves a strong secretion of bile. When the drink cure is stopped, the e\'acuation of

the bowels usually decreases ver}' rapidly, so that constipation follows usually for a few days after

the use of the water, while the increase of urine, which takes place during the use of bitter waters,

also has its reaction lasting a few days, after the taking of the bitter waters ceases. The .secretion

of urea and sodium chloride increase, but that of uric acid on the contrary decreases. The influence

of the water upon the mucous membranes of the .stomach and inte.stines, /. e. the stimulation for

their secretion, may be voluntarily regulated by the quantity of water ; if taken in smaller quantities

(250 grm.), the action is weakly diuretic, but in larger quantities (500 grm.), very strongly. Larger

quantities of the water, if taken for a long duration, may cause sometimes heavy dyspep.sia, or

catarrhic phenomena, while smaller quantities do not disturb the function of the .stomach, but ma>-

produce even an accelerating influence on its mobility and absorption, but results are somewhat

different from the above when the waters are taken in much smaller quantities.

In the use of less than about 50 grm., though taken a few times daily, the bitter waters can

be absorbed, but sometimes cause constipation even in the case of already existing catarrh of the

intestines. A part of the sulphates decompose in its passage into sulphides and hydrogen sulphide.

The recommendation of the waters to suit each particular ailment differs according to the cntents

being sodium, calcium or magnesium ion, or chlorine ion present in predominant quantities. As a
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general rule tlie taking of the bitter waters arc advisable for habitual constipation of a strong and

well nourished person, nervous stages of abdomen and bowels with their secondary condition, and

for excessive fat formation ; equally a number of nervous disturbances which accompany congestion

may be favourably treated. Also diabetes and gout may be benefited by the drink cure. In the

ca.se of the.se diseases, especiallj' diabetes, the defective power of the organs for oxidation finds

considerable assistance, evidently due to the influence of the sulphates. Smaller quantities of A\ater

can be used with greater frequency over an extended period in ca.ses of .stasis of liver, and for

laziness of intestines during pregnancy when organic heart trouble is present.

o. Iron Spi'iivis.

The therapeutically most important constituent of the iron springs is, as the name denotes, of

course iron. It is almost equivalent in its action in organism, whether it is contained in the form

of ferric or ferrous ion in water. Iron spring waters are now regarded as one of the most suitable

forms of introducing iron into the system, as we find by practical experience that it is able to supply

the requisite iron to the blood by means of natural spring water for a longer duration without any

interference of digestion or disturbance on the part of the stomach, and thus preferable to any other

form of iron tonic remedy. Besides the iron the presence of free acids in these waters mu.st be

taken into consideration as highly valuable and efficacious constituents. These are hydrocarbonate

ion and free carbonic acid, in the case of vitriol springs sulphate ion and in some few cases be.sides

these, free sulphuric acid.

Iron carbonate and vitriol springs are used therapeutically for both drinking and bathing.

The drink cure is advocated in the first place for various kinds of anaemia and clorose, further-

more the iron waters containing arsenic are u.sed for chronic nervous diseases and functional neurosis :

hysteria, neurasthenia ; the local action of the waters upon the mucous membrane of the stomach

and intestines being beneficially utilized for chronic dyspepsia, and the waters of vitriol springs are

specially applicable in cases of chronic diarrhoea. As in the bath cure the absorption of iron (or

arsenic) into the body through the skin is naturally out of question, only the carbonic acid free or

.set free is under consideration as an active agent. For this reason the water to be used for bathing

purpose should be carefully warmed. They are equally as with baths containing carbonic acid

recommended for cases of functional neurosis, viz. neurosis of the heart, affections of the female

genital organs, especially for irregularity or period disturbance, chronic inflammation, di.sposition to

abortus, functional sterility and affections of the masculine genital organs : Spermatorrhoea, pollution,

impotence caused by weakness.

The bath cure with vitriol springs containing no carbonic acid is applicable only for treatment of

di.seases of the skin when the waters contain a large quantity of arsenic.

All sulphur waters are easily decomposable. Though clear greenish or bluish when pouring

forth from springs they quickly become cloudy on atmospheric contact and then sooner or later

appear milky owing to deposited sulphur produced by the oxidation of hydrogen sulphide or suljjhides.

I'^ven in closed bottles oxidation follows in a course of time. In consequence of this quick decom-
po.sition sulphur waters should be drunk at the spring, or taken only when fresh bottled.

In most sulphur springs the sulphur discharge varies in its proportion. The cau.se of this

unstableness may be due to the variation of the pressure of the atmo.sphere. Under a higher pressure

of air more hydrogen sulphide gas remains in the water than under a lower.

The origin of sulphur springs is various and in its details still only a little explained. In contrast

witli the sulphur content in thermal springs from yonger formations, that in hot sulphur .sjirings

issucing from the crystalline schists, and between these and the transition formation, /. c. from granite,

schists or crystalline limestones, may be derived from the decoinijosition of metal sulphides by hot

water. Hydrogen sulphide in sulphur springs, both cold or warm, from younger formations, with

more or less gypsum beds containing fossil remains of extinct plants or animals, is probably formed

by decomposition of sulphates by organic matter in the wet way. l'2speciall)% when water containing

calcium sulphate comes into contact with organic remains for a long time do we find organic
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substances are exidized at the expense of oxygen in gypsum and changed into carbonic acid. On
tlie other hand, the sulphate is reduced to calcium sulphide by the carbon and hydrogen in organic
substances. One part of calcium sulphide is, however, decompo.sed in the presence of the carbonic
acid and water

;
and calcium carbonate is produced anil the hydrogen sulphide liberated.

As all these decomposed products actually occur in sulphur springs from younger formations
rich in fossil remains, we accept the afore mentioned explanation for the formation of iiydrogen
sulphide.

Sulphur waters are for drink cures, baths, douches, and also as a supplement of mud baths and
inhalation.

The physiological action of sulphur waters by internal or external use is not yet sufficiently

investigated
; with regard to this subject we are directed for the most part to suppo.sition and

hypothesis.

The indications of sulphur springs concerned has been found ([uite empirically, hi the drink
cure with a sulphur spring water it seems to be of no importance whether sulphur is contained in

the form of free hydrogen sulphide or of sulphides. In both cases sulphur is ab.sorbed from the
.stomach and intestines. In the u.se of water for batlis it is assumed that hydrogen sulphide enters

into the body through the skin. In the blood, iron sulphide will be, it is assumed, formed through
the iron of the blood and con.sequently a normal reformation of blood globules, formation taking

place constantly, be quickened and the a.ssimilation stimulated. At the same time a strong influence

takes place upon the liver, the bile secretion being greatly increased. One part of the sulphur
compounds, which are entered into the blood, is oxidized by o.xygen which is pre.sent in the blood
in abundance and this forms sulphates thrown off later in the urine.

Xot all hydrogen sulphide absorbed is decomposed in the body, a small part of it departs

unchanged through the skin and lungs. The evident influence on the respiration and the blood

circulation is only partly attributed to the local action of gas upon the lungs. It seems that hydrogen

sulphide acts by the mediation of the vagus, on the nerve centres of respiration and blood circulation.

With excessive application of strong sulphur waters, anaemia and weakening of the heart action

may be the result. The therapeutical action of the drink cure with strong suli)liur waters for

furunculose is believed to be probably ba.sed on its anti.septic action. By the .secondary constituents

of sulphur waters (calcium, silicic acid, etc.), mineral nutriment can be given to the system.

One drinks from lOO to i,ooo ccm. of water daily this being divided into morning and afternoon

potions and taken cold or warm, sometimes with warm milk. One should drink slowly and with

long pauses and also take some form of physical exercise. One soon gets accustomed to the taste

and smell of the water.

The baths are taken at the temperature of 33° to 36° C. and of different duration, between 10

and 40 minutes. Prolonged baths for three hours as are usual in some health resorts in Switzerland

are not gi\-en in Germany, although it is .said that they have an antimicrobic effect and .so the

prolonged sulphur baths have had high reputation for ages as a valuable remedy for wounds and

ulcus, but we would not recommend prolonged baths in this water. After every sulphur bath, one

hour's rest in bed is advisable.

One bathing course consists of 2 1 to 28 baths ; but as patients always take a rest after .several

bathing days, 4 to 5 weeks are calculated for a cure.

For douching it is best to u.se a movable pipe, by which one can make the sulphur water act

upon any part of body one may choo.se and under any desired pressure (as at Aachen, Xcnndorf

and other bath.s).

The douches are given in various degrees, moderate or weak, and at the same time lukewarm,

warm or hot, and usually combined with sulphur plunge baths.

In the sulphur water inhalation it is not necessary to .spray fluid upon the body, but merely

to take in the liberated gases thrown into the room. Therefore the apparatus seen in celebrated

sulphur gas in.stitutions is an arrangement consisting of a flat fountain basin with a sulphur water

spring in the centre, rising up in many fine sprays ; the agitated particles falling giving off gas to

the atmosphere. In such an inhalation house the patients remain usually from a quarter to one hour.

According to York Schwartz, who analyzed the air of the sulphur gas inhalatorium at Xenndorf

(Archivder Pharmazie, Bd. 26, S. 761, 1888) the sulphur is not, as one formerly thought, contained
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in form of hydrogen sulphide, but as thiosulphuric acid. Schwartz explained the chemical process

of the decomposition of sulphur waters as follows :

The main part of hydrogen sulphuide will bj oxidized to thiosulphuric acid, probably because

hydrogen superoxide, in consequence of the strong evaporation of water produced in the inhalation

room, acts as oxidizing agent. Schwartz found on an average 1,5 grm. thiosulphuric acid in i cubic

metre of inhalation air, but only a small quantity hydrogen sulphide on the contrar}\ When sulphur

water was sprayed around, the characteristic smell disappeared in the inhalation room, all hydrogen

sulphide becoming quickly transformed into water and sulphur in consequence of this fine di.sper.sion,

without producing any intermediate product.

The sedative effect of inhalation, especially for coughs and dyspnoea, is attributed to the other

spring gases, such as carbonic acid, nitrogen, etc., but its antibacterial action is due to the thio-

sulphuric acid produced from hydrogen sulphide. Therefore we hold the inhalation of sulphur water

especially good for infectious catarrhs of the respiratory organs.

For sulphur gas baths, small rooms heated to 28° C, are filled with sulphur gas by means of

the hydrogen sulphide fountain, in the same manner as above mentioned. The nude patient sits on

a cane chair, so that the gas may op3rate freely on all parts of the body surface. Such baths

are especially prescribed for itching cutaneous diseases, .sensibility neurosis, chronic catarrh of the

respiratoiy organs and asthma nervosum.

In some sulphur thermals, sweating boxes and inhalation rooms are provided, being filled with

vapour direct from springs. Gargling and no.se douching with sulphur water is of great value for

several chronic diseases of the mouth, phaiyn.x, and no.se.

The high credit of sulphur waters as a remedy is founded on old experience.

For a combined drink and bath cure, under circumstances in connection with sulphur gas

inhalation or sulphur gas plunge baths come into consideration :

Gout (arthritis uratica) in every stage and in all forms, as Hufeland has .stated, " perhaps the

good effect lies here in the influence of sulphur water on the Ii\'er," which ma\- be considered as

the place of the uric acid formation.

Conge.stive hyperaemie of the liver, where swelling of the affected organs can easily and quick-ly

be reduced by a sulphur water drink cure.

Formation of biliary calculus, as a much richer and diluter bile flows during and after the

drink cure.

Haemorrhoids and abdominal plethora.

Diseases of respiratory organs, especially old cases of catarrh of the nose, phar)'n.x, larynx,

trachea, and bronchus, besides bronchial asthma, and even the first stage of phtisis pulmonum.
Subacute and chronic rheumatism of the joints and muscles, for which the suljjhur mud bath is

especially effective.

Arthritis deformans.

Neuralgia of various neurvous stems and branches (ischias, lumbago, intercostal neuralgia,

prosopalgia, etc.).

Neurosis, as chorea minor (chorea St. Viti) of rheumatic origin, neurasthenia and hysteria.

Paralysis of a rheumatic, goutic, and traumatic nature, also paralysis deriving from mercurialism
;

but not such, where organic destruction in the brain or spinal cord underlies. In the first stage of

tabes dorsalis sulphur mud baths are of value in alleviating lancinating pains, but they cannot affect

the course of the illness or prevent its development.

Blood dyscrasia. Several cases of chlorose, especially those where the iron treatment proves

to be ineffective, are beneficially treated with the sulphur water drink cure.

Chronic metal poisonings of mercury or lead.

Di.sea.ses of the skin : Sulphur baths ha\'e .stood for years in high reputation for the.se diseases.

The best result is to be obtained especiallj- for chronic eczema (wet and diy lichen), acne vulgaris

(face pimples), acne rosacea (copper pimples, copper nose), psoriasis vulgaris, pitiosis versicolor,

furunculosis (disposition to furunkcl and carbunkcl formation), atonic ulcus crusis. On prurigo,

pruritus cutaneus (skin itching) and ichtyosis an improvement is noticeable.

Di.scases of women : Fspecially for catarrhs of uterus and vagina, disturbances or irregularities,

perimetritic and parametritic exsudates, chronic ovarial inflammation, metritis and endometritis.
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adhesive process in Fallopian tube and ovaiy, and also for complaints arising during klimaktcrium,
sitz-baths and plungc-balhs of sulphur water and sulphur nuid batiis are of great benefit.

Complaints which arise after wounds of soft parts of bones through shot, bruise or sting,

suppurated wounds, bone pains after fracture, painful scars, etc.

Bone disea.ses.

Syphilis and their sequela. In these cases sulphur cures are combined with inunction treatment
with mercury.

^10. Alum .Sniiivis.

Il is quite noticeable that hot springs containing comparatively large quantities of alum are not
sekloni met with in Japan, especially in volcanic districts. In most of these waters are present also

ferric or ferrous compounds, but some of them contain only a trace of iron.

Alum waters are used internally for acute and chronic catarrhs and haemorrhage of the stomach
and intestines, anaemia, neuralgia, haemorrhoids, etc. They are indicated as baths for catarrhs of

mucous membrane of the female genital organs, mal-nutrition, rheumatism, and convalescence after

various diseases.

Baths of alum waters arc given at Kiisatsii, Myuban-Onsen near Beppu, etc., in Japan.

Certain thermal waters, particularly the geyser springs of New Zealand and America, arc

distinguished by the presence of free acids. Free hydrochloric acid is present in considerable

quantities in the Lemonade Spring, in California, at Tuscarora in Sour Spring, and in sonic of

Canada.

Japan is rich in acid springs which contain considerable quantities of free mineral acids, with

or without iron compounds. Those thermals, which issue in volcanic regions, belong to this class

in most cases. Knsatsu, Nasii, Gora in Hakone, SJiibii, Noboribetsii, Kirishima, Unzeii, Aso, Hokitto,

etc., are good examples of ac'd waters.

One of the most remarkable of acid springs is to be found among the Oak Orchard Springs,

in New York State, which is said to contain free sulphuric acid in the proportion of 40 per cent,

of its total mineral content. The same acid exists, with or without hydrochloric acid, in the " acid

sulphur waters " of Rotorua (New Zealand), to the amount of from 4 to 22 gr. per gallon. These

waters and geyser springs of the Yellow Stone National Park (America), and of Iceland, contain

certain large quantities of silicic acid. There is in Europe nothing comparable to this class of waters.

They are not employed internally. In the bath their action is stated to be powerfully rubefacient

and decongestive.

C. KINDS OF BATHS AND THEIK USE.

J. SuDthcniuii ncillLs.

The temperature of the baths is somewhat near the point of thermal indifference 32,2° to 34° C.

(90°-93° F.), ranging between 36,6° and 26,7° C. (98°-8o° F.), or a little lower. Moreover the

climatic character, the traditions and genious of the spa, promote and intensify the sedative action of

the bath. Schlangenbad, Neris, Bains-les-Bains, Baden-Weiler, Ragatz, Plombiercs, Buxton, are sta-

tions of this kind.

Subthermal baths are both sedative and stimulating, and have a very large place in spa treatment.

They withdraw heat to a moderate extent, and by reducing peripheral tone invite the blood into

the extremities and the skin. The cardiac action is increased in force and markedly slowed; nervous

excitation, whether peripheral or central, is diminished by the massive and equable impression of the

water. The.se baths are, therefore, indicated in irritability of the va.scular and nervous .system, as

well as in general debility and motor weakness, and in i>eripheral and inscipient and reflex paralyses,

in hyperaesthesia, nervous insomnia and neuralgias. They favour nutrition, moderate senile changes,

and are much used in degenerative arthritis, atonic gout ami rheumatism, and nervous exhaustion

and convalescence.
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Prolonged Subthermal Baths.—Immersion in waters at the ])oint of tlicrmal indifference may be pro-

longed for n'!an\' hours or even day without discomfort. At the sub-alpine spa Loeche-les-Bains

(4600 ft.) baths at 33,7° to 23,9° C. (93°-75° F.) are commonly prolonged for from one to six

hours; and similar baths are taken at Neris (1150 ft.), Schinznach (1140 ft.), Bagneres de Bigorre

(1800 ft.), at La Bourboule (2780 ft.), at certain subthermal spas in Japan such as Yi/nogo, Tocliioviata,

Sldmobe, etc., and elsewhere. Their effect is both sedative and mtensive.

Besides their value for .some intractable skin affections, they are useful in a variety of nervous

disorders, visceral, and especially entero-colic neuralgias, sciatica, spastic arterial hypertension, and

occa.sionally in exophthalmic goitre.

2. HiiperthemAal Baths.

Such baths range in temperature from 40° to 54,4° C. (104°-! 30° F.). They are of necessity

so limited in duration that the late and enervating effects of heat should not be developed.

Hyperthermal baths freely open the surface arterial system, accelerate the pulse and, after an

initial rise, diminish the blood pressure. Always taken with very .short immersions, one, two or three

minutes, they constitute a veiy useful means of treatment for many cases. The hyperthermal baths

supplies the powerful primar>^ stimulation of heat, without its dangerous reactions.

Japan and New Zealand furnish typical examples of natural hyperthermal baths. At Knsatsn

the temperature of the water is from 54,4° to 71° C. (i30°-i6o° P\). It is reduced by .spla.shing

to 48,9° C. (120° F.). Hot water is poured over the head before entering the bath, and the bather

remains in the water for three or four minutes. The bodily temperature rises to 40° C. (104° F.)

in si.x or eight minutes, and returns to normal in half an hour. Cold affusions are u.sed after the

bath. Hundreds of .syphilitic and leprous patients are submitted to the treatment.

At Teplitz, Hamman-Meskoutine, and elsewhere various degrees of high temperature treatment

are employed. It should be applied in practice with much care. The brief intensive and stimulating

effect of these baths is helpful in many of the conditions enumerated in the last section, particularly

in torpid skin and circulation. The hyperthermal footbath {pcdiluviiiiii) is a valuable form of deri-

vative treatment in many chronic ailments, especially in poor circulation with weak heart, in neuralgia,

catarrhs, and constipation ; and is insufficiently employed at the British spas. These and other hyper-

thermal applications induce locally arterial hypsraemia and raise the temperature of the part. They

stimulate the oxidizing processes in clu-onic disease and may be used with much benefit where, as

in arthritis, the arterial circulation is defective.

5,3!aK)UllBarhS (Ital. Stuk; Fr. EtuvL^.

Steam baths, natural or artificial, have been used in medicine from ancient times. The Romans

utilized the vapour of the hot springs in their thermce; and there are many natural vapour baths,

like the cave at Monsummano (temperature 33,3° to 35° C. (92°-95° F.)). In the island of Ischia

there are hotter stiife, such as San Lorenzo 51° C. (124° F.) and Castiglione SG° C. (133° F.),

and a similer one at the Bagni di Nerone, near Pozzuoli.

The ancient Roman hypjrthermal vapour bath is still in use at Plombieres. Warm aqueous

vapour softens the skin, induces perspiration and increases the fullness and frequency of the pulse.

Both the cutaneous and pulmonary capillaries are dilated. Hot vapour baths soften and stimulate the

harsh, hard, thickened, and inactive skin. In sensitive subjects the regulation of temperature is

essential. When a sedative and tranquillising influence is sought, the moisture must predominate over

the heat (as at Monsummano). It may be .stated as a general law that the heat of every thermal

api)lication should bear an inverse proportion to the febrile excitement or nervous sensibility of the

patient.

Assolini used vapour baths below blood-heat in inflammatory affections of the throat and res-

l)iratory pas.sages. In chronic catarrhs a more stimulating vapour—Plombieres, Mont Dore, or Ems
—can be employed.

Natural, or artificial, vapours may also be applied locally, as at Aix-les-Bains and Luchon (the

" Berthollet " bath) and at Bath and elsewhere. In Japan such baths are found at Bcppii, Ataiiii,

Shiiiia, iVai'adiisu, Naruko, etc. In addition to the indications already mentioned, vapour baths are
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helpful in jxiinfii! rheumatic and gouty affections (lumbago, sciatica, and neuralgia), and generally in

the disorders for which the more stimulating and less sedative liot air batli is employed.

4. Sea 13a rhs.

The sea bath comprises several factors. There is, first, the proper effect of the salt water at

the natural temperature, varj-ing according to season and the coast. Tiien the element of movement
in the water.

This again varies from the gentlest undulation to strong meciianical .stimulation, equivalent to

a rapid succession of douches. The constant movement of water, the impact of the waves and the

wind are all to be taken into account. It has been ascertained that the loss of heat in water moving
at half a meter per second is one-third more than in a bath of still water. On the other hand, the

deposit of salt on the skin from a hj'pertonic bath inhibits the evaporation of sweat after the bath,

and this, in addition to the salt stimulus of peripheral nerves, makes the risk of " catching cold
"

much less after a marine than after a fresh-water bath. Lastly, the local climatic influences modify
tlie effect, in the sense of augmenting or diminishing the stimulus. The .sea bath causes an energetic

primary contraction of the skin vessels with the " first chill." The circulatory and thermic reactions

are more rapid than with ordinary water. Hayem has well .said that the reaction is the " therajx;utic

event most desired and sought for." It is, therefore, important for the bather to leave the water
before the " second chill," indicating the failure of reaction, occurs. Sea baths are believed to

diminish the elimination of uric acid but to increase that of urea. All the vital actions are .stimulated
;

body weight is increased. It follows that marine baths have their chief medical opportunity in

lymphatic and scrofulous affections, local tuberculosis of glands, bones, joints, and in whatever

conditions tonic salt baths are indicated. They are inadmissible in cardiac and rheumatic and gouty

cases, in renal disease, bronchitis, emphysema, asthma, and in haemorrhagic phthisis and in other

tates.

vS, Effervescent DafhS (Carbonated or Gaseous Baths, Luflperlbader).

Natural effervescing waters owe their acidulous quality to varj'ing proportions of carbonic acid

gas. This gas, dissolved under a certain pressure, is uniformly diffused through the water, and e.xists

partly in the dissociated form as ions. When the pressure is reduced, as in the bath, the gas is

liberated and attaches itself in minute bubbles to the skin.

Among the thermal waters of this class are : Xauheini, in the (irand Duchy of Hesse 27,8°

to 35° C. (82°-95° F.), which contains 2 to 3 per cent, of chloride of sodium ; Oeynhausen, in

Westphalia 25° to 32,8° C. (77°-9i° F.), possessing a muriated water veiy rich in carbonic acid

gas; Soden in the Taunus, and Salins-Moutier, at 35,6° C. (96° F.), with 1,3 per cent, of chloride

of sodium. At Royat, in the Auvergne mountains, the Saint Mart and Cesar Springs furnish a

valuable thermal effervescing bath, slightly alkaline and salt. Chatel-Guyon, in the .same district,

has an effervescent alkaline muriated water at 31,7° C. (89° F.), which is employed for "flowing

baths."

Among the cold waters there are effervescing chalybeate springs at Spa in Belgium, at

Schwalbach, and at St. Moritz ; and " ga.seous iron baths " are to be had at the.se more or less

tonic stations at subthermal temperatures. Also at Kissingen in Bavaria, Tarasp-Schuls in the

Kngadine, Marienbad in Bohemia, and elsewhere. Yiinogu in Japan is one of the baths of this

kind.

The peculiar effect of effervescent baths is due to the contained carbonic acid gas, and is to be

e.\i)lained by the fact that the specific heat of this gas is one-fifth that of water whilst its conductivity

for heat is only one-fiftieth that of water. The point of thermal indifference for the human skin

which is about 33,9° C. (93° l'.) for water, is only 23,9° C. (75° F.) for carbonic acid gas, and in

an effervescing bath the indifferent point must, therefore, lie somewhere between these two figures.

As a rule, the cooler the water the more gas it will contain, and it is owing to the stimulation

of the gas that such baths can be taken nmcli cooler than ordinaiy baths. In an effervescing bath

of say 32,2° C. (90° F.), tile body is exposed to thermic stimuli both of cold and heat, coe.\i.sting

side by .side on innumerable minute contiguous areas of the .skin and con.stantly alternating upon

the same area, the cold stimulus taking effect where the surflice is in contact with the water and
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the hot stimuhis from the bubbles of gas. Some of the carbonic acid gas is absorbed ; and, acting

upon the sensoiy nerve endings, and directly or indirectly upon the blood vessels, alters and

increases the circulation. On entering an effervescing bath below skin temperature there is, there-

fore, a momentary chilliness, soon succeeded by a sense of prickling or warmth, due to the collection

of innumerable bubbles on the skin. The increasing feeling of warmth soon overcomes the feeling

of cold, because the relative heat of the carbonic acid gas [Indifferent point 23,9° C. (75° F.)] more

than neutralises the relative coolness of the water. The vaso-constrictor action of the water is an

antagoni.sed by the vaso-dilator action of the gas, the arterioles relax, and there is a more or less vivid

reddening of the surface. The activity of the surface action is shown by the comparative pallor of

those parts of the body not immersed in the bath.

Following the direct effect upon the skin, there is an indirect result upon the distribution of the

blood, known as " decongestion of the viscera," in obedience to the law of inverse relation between

the circulation of deep and superficial parts. The heart's action becomes less frequent to the existence

of perhaps four to six or ten beats less per minute, the systole stronger, and the pulse more ample,

from dilatation of the arteiy. The effect of the blood pressure varies. It is reduced in baths above

the skin temperature, where the vaso-dilator action of the gas has overcome the vaso-constriction

of cold, and in all cases where the peripheral vascular dilatation is marked. At lower temperatures,

any below 31° C. (88° F.), the blood pressure may be raised, but the action is not the same in all

persons and depends partly on the duration of the bath. Many observers have noted by jsercussion

or by the X-rays, a diminution in the cardiac area, especially on the right side, after effervescing

baths.

The total effect of these baths depends not only on their temperature and duration but on their

saline and gaseous contents. A brief bath is usually purely stimulant whilst a prolonged bath is

sedative and tonic. Diaphoresis and diuresis are reflexly encouraged. The effect on the nervous

system is that of a mild, continuous subthermal stimulation, passing into .sedation. Owing to the

thermic stimulation of the gas these baths appear to be warmer than they really are. Con.sequently

their action may be said to be twofold: (i) they favour an increased loss of heat, corresponding to

their actual temperature and so induce the direct and indirect results of cooling baths
; (2) they

produce an active dilatation of the surface vessels such as results from thermal baths, but without

application of positive heat or any elevation of the temperature of the body. The merit of efferervescing

baths, therefore, is that they combine the tonic and antipyretic effect of cool temperatures with an

active peripheral stimulation. The presence of sodium chloride with the gas accelerates and enhances

the peripheral effect. In addition to cardiac affections effervescing baths are employed for the

sedative and tonic action in many conditions of nei-vous weakness, in the convalescence from influenza

and other debilitating illness, in Graves's disease, also in anaemia, amenorrhoea, and congestive

dysmenorrhoea. They are contra-indicated in advanced aortic disease and cardiac dyspnoea, but may
be used with good results in many cases of angina pectoris.

iV'cit Bcithi (Aloor- uiid Schlaiumbadcr).

Peat, or moor, baths are prepared from the brown organic deposit underlying, often to the

considerable depth, the more fibrous " fuel peat " in many northern peat mosses or bogs. This

material consists largely of humus derived from the decomposition of sphagnum moss, and contains

resins, silica, free sulphuric acid, and generally carbonate of iron and various salts. When exposed

to the action of the heat, formic and other volatile acids are produced. Peats are usually classed

as ferruginous, saline, or sulphuretted ; and at many spas are fortified by mi.xture with the mineral

water or with " mother lye."

During the last century the use of these baths has been especially developed in Bohemia. They

were first used at Franzensbad, and employed there by Dr. Poschmann in 18 10 to 181 5. Not long

afterwards they were introduced at Marienbad. They are now given extensively in Germany, at

Pyrmont, Schwalbach and other chalybeate baths, at Spa in Belgium and at Ronneby in Sweden.

They were first employed in Great Britain in 1889 at Strathpeffer, and afterwards at Harrogate and

Buxton.

The area of the peat deposits at Franzen.sbad is near a little e.xtinct volcano outside the town.

The moor is traversed by mineral springs containing iron. When first cut in the winter time it has
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a greyish lardaccous apjx>aranco witli an odour of sulphuretted hydrogen. After cutting it is exposed
to the air for several months, during which time the sulphides of iron are converted into sulphates
and the moor acquires an acid reaction. The " iron mineral-moor " of l-'ranzen.sbad is said to

contain as much as 32 per cent, of protosulphate of iron. It is friable, of a dark brown colour with
a bituminous odour and an inky taste. When dry it is ground in a mill, treated with hot mineral

water and stirred by hand. I'he temperature is adjusted by injecting steam into the bath. A single

bath is said to contain nearly one pound of formic acid and other volatile substances.

Dr. Paul Cartellieri, the first writer on peat baths (1841) proved that the heat-conducting power
of peat was less than that of water. For this rea.son the peat bath given at a temperature above
the point of thermal indifference 33,9° C. (93° F.) does not feel so hot as water, and if given below
that point does not abstract heat to the same extent as water does. The specific heat of peat is

much lower than that of water. Upon entering the bath the layer of peat nearest to the skin rapidly

cools to about the skin temperature. In the case of both mud and peat baths there is no constant

changing of the particles which are in contact with a body. The layer next to the .sk'n maintains

a more or less constant temperature during the whole period of the bath, and the presence of this

comparatively cool and non-conducting layer moderates and equalises the effects of heat. The point

of thermal indiffirence for the peat bath is considerably higher than that of water, and has been

placed b\- Kisch as high as 38,9° C. (102° F.). To the thermal effects must be added the stimulation

due to constant chemical action taking place at the surface of the body, the astringent effect of the

iron compounds and the antiseptic action of some of the acids. Lastly, the weight and comparative

immobility of the peat or mud bath and the friction of the semi-solid poultice-like mass exert certain

pressure on the surface circulation and impede muscular movements, especially those of respiration.

In suitable cases peat baths may be given at temperatures ranging from 37,8° to 44,4° C.

(iOO°-i 12° F.), and the higher temperatures are well borne if the bath is followed by cold affusion, as

at Strathpeffer. When the heart's action or breathing are at all embarassed, and always in baths of

high temperature, the peat should not cover the front of the chest. A cold compress should be

always applied to the head. Half baths or three-quarter baths are in these circumstances to be

preferred. Local applications of peat, at from 46,1° to 48,9° C. (115°-! 20° F.) are often used,

principally as a poultice to the abdomen or as foot baths.

They furnish a convenient form of thermal treatment with marked cutaneous stimulation. They
are prescribed for torpidity of the skin and circulation, in neuralgia and neuritis, especially of the

peripheral nerves, in di.sorders of common sensation, inc hronic rheumatic affections, and to promote

the absorjJtion of morbid deposits, as in pelvic peritonitis. In conjunction with chalybeate waters they

are used for dysmenorrhoea and amenorhhoea in anaemic subjects, as at Schwalbach and Strathix"ffer.

They are also employed locally at high temjieratures to the feet and legs, the arms or abdomen,

cither for their derivative effect, or to set up active hyperaemia in chronic arthritis, etc.

niKl HcltlVS (Rains dc Boue, Fango).

At man)- thermal sulphur spas .soft, " butter-like " deposits are obtained from the \-icinity of the

.springs, which are used as an application, often at high temperatures. At Postyen and Mehadia, in

Hungary, and at the northern Italien spas (Vinadio, Acqui, Battaglia, Abano), as well as at Baden,

near Vienna, a sulphuretted mud, or fango, is extensively employed. It is also imported into Lngland

for local applications, as at Matlock.

The mud bath may be given at 40° C. (104° F.), and at much higher temperatures 48,9° to

50° C. (i20°-l22° F.) applied locally. These deposits, besides containing various mineral and organic

matter, often exhibit a high degree of radio-activity. Sulphuretted mud baths are exten.sively used

at Saint Amand in France and a similar mud is obtained from river deposits at Dax, near Bordeaux.

In Germany sulphur mud baths are used at Kilsen and Nenndorf, and in Sweden at Loka, in

combination with massage.

In Japan the mineral mud bath can be had only at Kainegmva, near Beppu.

A .second variety of mud baths is prepared from sea, or salt, mud, such as those of the Baltic

provinces, of the " Limans " on the Black Sea coast, and of Saki and others in the Crimea. The

salt mud is heated by the sun, or artificially, to a high temperature, and plastered over the body,

either wholly or partially. Similar .salt muds are u.sed at Laurvik, Modum, and Sandefjord, in
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Norway, at Ischl and at Arensburg, in Livonia. Mud baths are essentially a hj-perthermal treatment.

The actions and indications are otherwise much the same as for peat baths, but the strong salt muds,

like those of the Limans are especially valued for chronic rheumatism, for scrofulous conditions, and

as an accessory treatment for syphilis. The pressure exerted by the mud has been regarded as

helpful for the relief of varicose veins (as at Saint Amand).

This ancient method of thermal treatment consists in immersing the bod}-, wholly or in part,

in sand, heated—by the sun or otherwise—to from 43,3° to 54-4° C. (i I0°-I30° I<".). Profuse

perspiration ensues ; the .skin becomes reddened and encrusted with sand ; and, the normal loss of

heat being reduced, the body temperature may rise three or more degrees. These baths have been

used since Roman times in the island of Ischia, and recently at Lavey, in Switzerland, and Koestritz,

in Germany. They are employed sometimes, together with sun baths, for their special thermal

effects in chronic diseases of the joints, especially degenerative arthritis. Cold, moist sand baths are

also used as a vascular and nervous tonic in neurasthenia.

D. NOTABLE MINEKAL SPEINGS AKKANGED AOCOKDING

TO CHEMICAL COMPOSITION.

1. Simple cold springs.

No.
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9. Vitriol springs.

No.
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16. Acid springs.

No.
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The orifice of the geyser opens at the south-western end of the basin and leads obhquel}- deep

into the rock-bed. Wlien the pool thoroughl)' dries up, as it does after an eruption, a full sight

can be obtained of the mouth of the subterranean canal. The interior of the canal forms a curve

and is completely shut out from view. The mouth of the orifice is five inches by one feet. There

are two stones and a piece of timber lying in front of the orifice and are said to be a relic of the

abnormal overflow of the streams in the vicinity on the occasion of a flood in 19 lo. Formerly there

was another orifice near the south-eastern rim of the basin, but it has now been blocked, leaving

vestiges of its mouth no longer in action. (Fig. i and 2)

Fig. I Fie. 2

According to tradition, the " Fuki-age " Geyser is said to have been known as far back as the

era of the Emperor Ojin, a sovereign in the remote period of the history of Japan. Upwards of

1080 years ago, the north-eastern part of Japan was visited by tremendous earthquakes lasting for

several days, when, we are told, a number of mountains crumbled down, and several hot springs

made their appearance. Towards the beginning of the 19th centuiy, a certain Oba, a native of Akita

Prefecture, settled down near the basin of the geyser, and later on, his descendants erected a bath-

room for the convenience of bathers in general.

At that time there were two orifices, one called " Kod5 " and the other " Fudo." It was always
" Kodo " or the left orifice that first burst in eruption, and as soon as its activity ceased, the " Fudo "

or the right orifice followed in action. This order was seldom disturbed. The " Kdi5 " was copious

in volume of the outflow, but it shot up only a little over ten feet in height, while the " Fudo "

with smaller mouth shot up to a height of between 30 and 40 feet. Tradition goes that on one

occasion the eruption blighted branches of some trees growing over the cliff This tale taken as

a fact may be explained by the supposition that the activity of the geyser must have shown a secular

variation, allowing the trees to grow fully in the epoch of comparative inactivity and blasting them

when in later years the eruption acquired its full intensity. It is also said that the source of the

spring was lined with stone all around so as to collect the water into a pool which was partially

dammed up by wooden boards, and that, at the request of visitors, the basin could be drained and

the eruption thus excited artificially.

Down to fifty or sixty years ago, the two orifices remained in activity, repeating eruptions three

times in a day and night /. e. about at 7 a. m., noon and 5 p. m. The ejection from the one orifice

attained a height of over 10 feet and la.sted in action for a minute or so, and after the lapse of half

a minute the other commenced activity, shooting up to a height of between 34 and 25 feet with

a terrific vigour for an interval of about two minutes. Later on, the geyser began to lose its force

by degrees, and especially since, in May 1875, the Miyazawa spring in the \'icinity has burst in a

sudden explosion and killed 39 persons, even the height of the " Fudj" decreased to 14 or 15 feet.
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When in 1894 Mr. Juzo Iwasaki made a visit to the region, he fourul tlie two orifices still in

activity, tlu frequencj' of the eruption bjing 7 times in a day and night with the interval of 3 hours
and 25 minutes on the average.

The observations of Mr. Iwasaki were subsequently publi.shed in the " Chisliitsu-gaku Zasshi
"

(vide No. 15, Vol. II) which are quoted below with few corrections as regards the dimensions of
the orifices.

" The two orifices, the larger and the smaller, are located along the major axis of the pool,

the smaller one near the stream and the larger at some distance from it. The larger apjrture
shoot up columns of hot water as high as above 20 feet for a period of 3 minutes. After that the

water vanishes from the basin, leaving heaps of stones and sands very hot to touch. After the
lapse of about two minutes, a faint sound is heard far from the bottom of the smaller orifice, when
all of a sudden water bursts out of it, rising to an altitude of 30 feet. The eruption lasts 2 or 3
minutes. Then the basin is again drained of its contents. 1 lalf an hour later, the water appears
again inside the mouth of the smaller orifice, and fills up the basin as well as the larger orifice."

After 1898-9 the smaller orifice gradually declined in activity. In August 1910 the district

was devastated by a flood of a very disastrous description, and the bath-house which had been run

for generations by the Obas was washed away, causing the loss of 23 lives. Since then the geyser

has been greatly lessened in force, its height diminishing to between 7 and 8 feet, though it increased

a good deal in frequency.

The following is an extract of the observations made by Mr. Denzo Sato in July, 19 13 :

—

" Directl}' after the eruption, the basin is found completely dried up, leaving only heaps of

stones, but in a few moments the water gradually begins to fill up the orifice, and makes its appear-

ance in the bottom of the basin till, after the lapse of half an hour, it brims over and finds its way
out over the depressed part of the south-eastern rim. Just at this moment effervescence is observed

to take place near the orifice and this is succeeded by ebullition, the overflow gaining in volume

at the same time. Still the eruption is not yet .set in. Meanwhile the ebullition grows in intensity

and after a certain inter\-al of time the outflow shows a sudden increase in volume until it ov-erflows

the southern rim, too, as if it were pushed by some unknown agency underneath. There is, however,

no noise heard yet. At the same time the water in ebullition presents a state of extraordinary

agitation, followed by a sudden eruption torn into violent splashes, rising up first to the height of

5 or 6 inches, then to i or 2 feet and ultimately reaching the climax of 4 or 5 feet. The splashes

attain the height of even more than 7 feet. Taken altogether, it is to be remarked that the eruption

has considerably decreased in altitude compared with previous years. After continuing in action

for some forty seconds, the spouts become lower and lower and finally collapse, when, almost

simultaneously, the water in the basin disappears in the orifice, leaving heaps of stones thoroughly

dried up. As the water is being drained into the aperture, a faint rumbling sound is heard. It takes

one minute and a half from the beginning to the last stage of the display. After the quiescence

of one hour and five minutes the ne.xt eruption sets in."

The abov^e may, in substance, be taken as a fairly accurate description of the present state of

the geyser, and it entirely coincides with the results of our {jensonal observations made last year.

To investigate the period of eruption and its variations corresponding to different external

influences, we constructed a kind of self-recording air-thermometer, the bulb of which was fixed in

front of the orifice. The apparatus proved veiy trustworthy in keeping record of the successive

eruptions which were repeated 22 or 23 times in 24 hours with fairly regular intervals. A closer

examination, however, showed that the periods of eruptions during the course of a day varied within

a certain range.

Considering that the period of eruption may be affected by the pressure, we carried out experi-

ments by raising the level of the water artificially. The embanking the basin all around so as to

dam up the issuing water, the water level was rai.sed by about 60 mm., and several observations

were carried out.

It was ascertained that the period of the erui^ion which recorded about 70 minutes at tlie normal

level of water, was prolonged to about 75 minutes when the level was raised by roughly 60 mm.

Next the relations between the variation in atmospheric pressure and the jx-riod of eruption

demanded our attention. The results of our ob.servations showed that a ri.se of about 4 mm. in the
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mercury column which corresponds to about 60 mm. in the water level, brought about a prolongation

of the period by approximately 10 minutes.

Now in the foregoing experiments relating to the artificial elevation of water level, a prolongation

of only 5 minutes was brought about by an increase of 60 mm. in the water level, so that the

explanation based on the assumption that the increa.se of the atmospheric pressure is simply equivalent

to the elevation of water level and brings about the rise of boiling point, is inadequate to account

for this phenomenon. The explanation must be sought elsewhere.

It is a well-known fact that the temperature of some ordinary hot springs rises with low

atmospheric pressure. The explanation generally accepted is that the reduction of pressure facilitates

the flow of the underground water and hence retards the cooling of water as it circulate through

the surface layer of the earth crust. This phenomenon must be taken into account as affecting

the period of eruption in the case of the Onikobe geyser. Strange to observe, in the case of the

Atami geyser, low pressure is noted to prolong the period of eruption, a phenomenon which is quite

contrary to the case under notice. This apparent contradiction mu.st assuredly be attributed to the

difference of internal structure and arrangements between the two geysers, the applausible assumption

being that the subterranean cavity at Atami lies at a greater depth, while that at Onikobe is nearer

the surface of the earth. In support of this hypothesis, we may note the fact that in the latter the

difference of water level affects the period of eruption in no small measure. If the cavity lies deep

in the earth, the wall surrounding the cavity will generally maintain higher temperature than the

subterranean water, and supplies heat to water flowing into it, while in the case of a cavity seated

in a smaller depth where the earth crust is not high in temperature, the water in the cavity will,

on the contrary, get heated by the flow of the subterranean water of relatively higher temperature.

In short, the process that the water in the cavity is heated will be different according as the supply

of heat comes from the surrounding wall or is derived from the superheated subterranean water

flowing into it. Thus, at the time of low pressure which causes vigorous circulation of water, the

heating of the water in the cavity will be slow in the former case and quick in the latter. This

may suffice to explain wliy the low pressure brings about the prolongation of the period of eruption

at Atami and to shorten it at Onikobe. The conclusion we have arrived at is entirely different from

the view set forth by Messrs. Iwasaki and Shimizu who regarded that the surrounding wall as

heating the water in the cavity.

In order to estimate the quantity of water issuing from the orifice, we measured the overflow

with a tub, by receiving in it the water as it flows out of the outlet in the embankment erected

around the pool to that special end in view. The quantity thus obtained measured about IJ litre

per minute at 20 minutes and 39 litre at between 2 and 3 minutes before eruption, indicating thereb\'

that hot water always gushes out at practically fi.xed rates.

The temperature of the water at the mouth of the orifice stood at 97° C. both in autumn and

winter, and as for its temjierature in the canal, we measured it by inserting, at the time of repose,

a maximum thermometer 2 or 3 metres deep into it, and found it reading 104,5° C. It was

impossible to push the thermometer any further into the canal as it was found to curve inward,

but it was sufficient to indicate that the cavity must generally maintain a pretty high temperature.

EXPL.\NAT10N OF THE PlIKNOMENA.

The results of our ob.servations afore mentioned lead to the following consideration with regard

to the construction of the geyser, by which the characteristic phenomena of the eruption may be

explained :

—

In the past period, in which two orifices have been still active, two cavities, one with the larger

neck (1) and another with the smaller one (11), must have been connected with the pool by the

vertical channels C and D respectively, both opening side by side at the bottom of the pool.

These cavities receive hot water heated in the deeper part of the earth crust flowing up from several

narrow canals and the water ascends into the pool through the channels, heating in the mean time

the water present in the cavities.
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Tlic position of tlic cavities may be considered to be
cither nearly at tlie same level under the surface of the

ijround or in the depths, somewhat different from one
another, provided only that the amount of water supplied

to the cavity (ii) is always considerably smaller than that

to (,).

It can be easily seen according to the above conside-

ration that the waters in the cavities are heated chielly by
the subterranean water of high tem{x;rature coming forth

from the underground, because the temperature of the wall

of the cavities l}'ing not veiy deep under the ground may
not be sufficiently high, and the water in the cavity (i)

will be as necessary consequence heated more rapidly than

that in (ii). Therefore, even when the cavity (i) has

attained a definite high temperature and the gradually

increasing tension of vapor occupying the upper part of the cavity above the water level causes at

last an eruption of hot water from the larger orifice, the vapor tension in the cavity (ii) is not yet

sufficient to urge the water to eruption. As soon as the water of the pool is sucked in by the

cavit)' (i) after the eruption from the larger orifice, the ebullition of water in the smaller cavity is

brought about owing to the decreases of pressure under which it has been subjected and the water

vapor generated will accumulate in its upper portion ((/).

As the latent heat necessary for the evaporation of water must be supplied from the hot

subterranean water flowing into the cavity and the increase of vapor tension in the space requires

a definite time in order to attain its full strength sufficient for eruption, it follows that the eruption

from the smaller orifice takes place in a definite lapse of time after that from the larger. It seems

that the interval between the eruption from the larger orifice and the beginning of that from the

smaller one has \aried according to ages to some extent, /. e. about 30 seconds to 2 minutes.

The fact that the water level at the larger orifice does not descend after the eruption, holding

a certain height for some time, agrees well with the above explanation.

Moreover, the volume of the cavity (i) may be considered to be somewhat larger than that of

(a), as the determination of the amount of ejected water actually shows. As for the difference of

the heights of water column thrown up into the air from two orifices, we may explain it by the

presence of some obstacles near the orifices.

As for the recent quiescence of eruption from the smaller orifice there arc of course several

causes to be considered, but it is most probable that the narrow canals leading to the cavity (11)

have become gradually narrower by deposition of mineral sinter, so that the hot water cannot heat

the cavit)- to a degree sufficient to cause eruption.

Also the period of eruption has a tendency to become shorter in the course of time, /. c. the

period of about 5 hours which was observed 50-60 years ago, has decreased to 3,5 hours in 1895,

and at present again to only i hour and 6 minutes.

The decrease of the amount of jets as well as the activity of eruption of this geyser may probably

be explained if we assume that the gradual erosion of the projected parts of the neck of the cavities,

A and B, has decreased the effective volume of the cavity available for eruption, for the activitj-

of intermittent eruption does not depend on the total volume of the cavity, but only on that portion

{g and h) occupying its upper part ; the erosion of the neck must cause not only the decrease of

the effective volume of the cavity, but also the decrease of the period as well as the activity of

eruption.

If the.se considerations be correct, the intermittent spring of Onikobe will gradually shorten its

period of eruption in the course of time and at last be deprived of its intermittent character after

several decades.
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PART II (A)

(I) The Tables of Analyses, Radio=activity, Electric Conductivity,

Flow of Water, etc., of Mineral Springs, arranged

geographically.





NOBORIBETSU
Location.—Noboribetsii-imira, Hmobeisu-gun, Province Ibiiri, Hokkaido.

The springs issue from the Tufaceous Clay.

The hot spring " Taki-no-yu "

Analysis (calculated from the original numljers).

i\nalysed by The Tokyo Imperial Hygienic Liboratory. 1910.

Specific gravity : 1,0001 at 14° C. Temperature: *7i,5° C.

Total residue: ca. o.Si. Flow of water: ca. 54000 hectohtres in 24 hours.

In I kiloi^ram of ihe mineral water are contained:

„ Milli- Milligram-
Cations, (.rams

|,,g|g equivalents

Hydrogen ion (H-) 0,00241 2,38703 2,38703

Potassium ion (K") 0,01302 0.33597 0,33597

Sodium ion (Na-) 0,07791 308004 3.3S004

Ammonium ion (XH-4) . . . 0,00662 0,36615 0,36615

Calcium ion (Ca") 0,02669 0.66725 1,3345°

Magnesium ion (Mg"). . . . 0.00682 0.27997 0.55994

Ferric ion (Fe") 0,01818 0,32464 0,97392

AUiminium ion (Al—) .... 0,01420 0,52399 1,57197

10,90952

Anions.
Chlorine ion (CI') 0,05730 1,61636 1,61636

Hydrosulphate ion (HSO^'). 0,23157 2,38560 2,38560

Siilphate ion (SOj") 0.33177 3,45378 6,90756

The mineral water corresponds approximately in its

composition to a solution containing in I kilogram :

Grams

Potassium chloride (KCl) 0,02481

Sodium chloride (NaCl) 0,05368

Ammonium chloride (NH.,C1) 0,01960

Sodium sulphate (N'aoSOi) 0,17502

Calcium sulphate (CaSO.,) 0,09078

Magnesium sulphate (Mg.SO,) 0,03371

Ferric sulphate [Fc2(S04)3] 0,06495

Aluminium sulphate [AliiSOj)^] 0,09001

Free sulphuric acid (HaSO^) 0,23157

Boric acid (meta) (HBOj) 0,00227

Silicic acid (meta) (HoSiOa) 0,22671

1,01311

Boric acid (meta) (HBO^). .

Silicic acid (meta) (H^SiO^).

0,78649

0,00227

0,22671

1.01547

15,72078 10.90952

The spring thus may be classified as " acid vitriol spring ".

Radio-activity. O.I8 Mache's units in I litre of water at 14,5° C.

(Kohl.-Low. fontact.: V. Kinugasa, Oct. 16, 1913).

Electric conductivity. /.,sXio-'=i4,S8.

*The temperature of the water was measured at the uppermost end of conduit, about 1/3 m. up from the batli.

The hot spring " Okawa-no-yu

Analysis (calculated from the original numbers).

Analysed by The Tokyo Imperial Hygienic Laboratory. 1910.

Specific gravity: 1,0011 at 13° C. Temperature: 61° C.

Total residue : ca. 0,88. Flow of water : ca. 450 hectolitres in 24 hours,

In I kilogram of the mineral water are contained :

Cations. Grams

Potassium ion (K') 0,01719
Sodium ion (NV) 0,10580

Ammonium ion (NH.i') . . . 0.00037

Calcium ion (Ca") 0,07534
Magnesium ion (Mg"). . . . 0,00717

Ferrous ion (Fc") 0,00028

Milli-
1U0I.S

0,43908



Anions. Ferrous bicarbonate [Fe(HC03)2] 0,00089

Chlorine ion (CK) 0,15708 443'03 4.43I03 Horic acid (nieta) (HBOo) 0,00057

Siilplmte ion (SO/') 0,15289 1,59161 3,18322 Silicic acid (meta) (HoSiO:,) 0.25523

Hydrocarbonate ion (HCO3') 0,10988 1,80099 1,80099 0,88181

0,62600 15,05603 9,41524 Free carbon dioxide (CO2) 0,00153

Horic acid (meta) (HBOo). . 0,00057 0,88334

Silicic acid (meta) (HoSiOa). 0,25523

0,88180

Free cai'bon dioxide (CO,) . 0,00153. .0,03477

0,88333

The spring thus may be classified as " simple thermal ".

Radio-activity. 0,30 Mache's units in i litre of w.ater at 15,6° C.

(Kohl.-Low. font.tct. ; Y. Kinu^.tsa, On. 16. 1913).

Electric conductivity. •/.isxio-<=7,78.

The hot spring " Manju-no-yu " No. 1.

Analysis (calculated from the original numbers).

Analysed by The Tokyo Imperial Hygienic laboratory. 1910.

Specific gravity: 1,0009 f^t I4.5° C. Temperature: 50° C.

Total residue : ca. 0,84. Flow of water : ra. 540 hectolitres in 24 hours.

The spring, lieing in its composition nearly the same as that of " Okawa-no-yu ", may be classified as

" simple thermal ".

Radio-activity. 0,39 Mache's units in I litre of water .at i6° C.

(Kohl.-Low. fontart. ; Y. Kinugasa, Oct. 16, 1913).

Electric conductivity. y.i.;xio '=7,44.

The hot spring " Shio-no-yu (Shimo-no-yu

)

»5

Analysis (calculated from the original numbers).

Analysed by The Tokyo Imperial Hygienic Laboratory. 1910.

Specific gravity: 1,0041 at 15° C. Tempenature : 76° C.

Total residue: ca. 4,51. Flow of water: ca. 630 hectolitres in 24 hours.

In I kilogram of the mineral water are contained :

Milli-
mols

Milligrani-
equivalentsCations. G''"""^

Potassium ion (K') 0,09535 2,43550 2,43550

Sodium ion (Xa') 1,18642 51,47158 51,47158

Ammonium ion (NH^") . . . 0,00177 0,09790 0,09790

Calcium ion (Ca") 0,32809 8,20225 16,40450

Magnesium ion (Mg") . . . . 0,02135 0,87644

Ferrous ion (Fe") 0,00028 0,00500

Anions.
Chlorine ion (CV) 2,43286 68,62793

Hydrocarbonate ion (HCO;/) 0,21625 3.54443

^8237 135,26103^72,17236

Boric acid (meta) (HBOo). . 0,00114

Silicic acid (meta) (HoSiO,) 0,25605

68,62793

3.54443

The mineral water corresponds approximately in its

composition to a solution containing in i kilogram :

Grams

Potassium chloride (KCl) 0,18169

Sodium cldoride (NaCl) 3,01122

Ammonium chloride (N'H4C1) 0,00524

Calcium chloride (CaCU) 0,81065

Calcium bicarbonate [Ca(HCOs)J 0,14455

Magnesium bicarbonate [Mg(HCO:,)2]. . . 0,12831

Ferrous bicarbonate [Fe(HCOa)a] 0,00086

Boric acid (meta) (HBO2) 0,00114

Sihcic acid (meta) (HoSiO.,) 0,25605

4.53971^

Free carbon dioxide (COi.) 0,00804

4.54775

4.53956
0,00804 . . 0,18273Free carbon dioxide (COo).

4.54760

Besides tliese trace of sulphate ion.

The spring thus may be classified as " common salt spring ".

Radio-activity. 0,46 Mache's units in i litre of water at 13,8° C.

(Kohl.-Low, fontact. ; Y. Kinugasa, Oct. 16, 1913).

Electric conductivity. /.i.xio-j= 49,80.
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AOYAMA
Location.—Minaini-bhinbetsii-nuim, lioya-yim, Province Shiriljeshi, Hokkaido.

The hot spring; " Furokaku-no-yu " No. 1.

Analysis.

Analysed by K. Saiki, apotheairy of Sapporo, lyio.

Specific gravity ; i ,00248 at 1
5° C. Temperature : 44° C.

Totiil residue : ca. 2,97. Flow of water : ca. 2772 hectolitres in 24 hours.

In I kilogram of the mineral water are contained :

Grams Uraiu8

Potassium chloride (KCl) 0,18593 Ferric o.xide and alumina (Fc-CXi+ALO.,) 0,01350

Sodium chloride (NaCl) 1,72372 Silica (SiOo) 0,14500

Sodium bicarbonate (XaHCOs) 0,30642 3,28569'

Calcium sulphate (CaSOj) 0,23215 Free carbon dioxide (CO..) 0.24364

Calcium bicarbonate [Ca(HCO.i)jJ 0,38653 3,52933"

Magnesium bicarbonate [Mg(HC0s)2] 0,29244

The spring may he classified a^ " earthy common salt Spring ".

Radio-activity. I.39 Machcs units in I litre of water at 11,5'' C.

(Kohl.-Low. fontact. ; Y. Kinugasii, Oct. 18, 1913).

Electric conductivity. /hxio-i = 36,17.

Table 4.



In 1 kilogram of the mineral water are contained :

Urams

Potassium (K) • . 0,064 Sulphuric anhydride (SO;t)

Sodium (N'a) i,735 Silica (SiOo)

Calcium (Ca) 0,644 Organic substances

Magnesium (Mg) 0,177 tree carbon dioxide (CO^)

Chlorine (CI) 3409

Besides these trace of iron and phosphoric acid.

The spring may be classified as
" earth-muriated common salt spring"-

Radio-activity. 7,35 Mache's units in i litre of water at 16,9° C.

(Ivohl.-Lou . Contact. ;
\'. Kimigasa, Oct.

82,31; .Mache'b units in 1 litre of gas at 0° C.

(Eng.-Siev. fontact. ; V. Kimigasa, Oct.

Electric conductivity. /.|„xio-j=83,38.

Grams

0,761

0,054

0,065

0,615

S. 1913)-

10, iyi3j.

Table 5.



ASAMUSHI
Location.—Nonai-muia, Higashi-tsugaru-gun, Province Miitsii, Aoniori-ken.

The springs issue from the Andesite overlaid b\- Alluvium.

The hot spring " Hadaka-no-yu "

Analysis (calculated from the salt table).

Analysed by The Medical Department of the Army.

Flow- of water: ca. 360 hectolitres in 24 hours.

Temperaivire : 61,5° C.

Total residue : ca. 1 .34.

In I kilogram of the mineral water are contained

Cations. "'""=*

Potassium ion (K-) 0,0082

Sodium ion (Na") 0,1895

Calcium ion (Ca") 0,1844

Magnesium ion (Mg") .... 0,0050

Anions.
Chlorine ion (CK) 0,1988

Sulphate ion (S0^") 0,5914

Hvdrorarbonate ion (HCO3') o.po58_

1,1831

Silicic acid (ineta) (H^SiOs) . ,0792

Milli-
raols

0,2097

8,2213

4.5985

0,2053

5.6079

6,1565

0,0951

Milligmio-
equivnlents

0,2097

8,2213

9,1970

0,4106

18,0386

5.6079

12,3130

0,0951

The mineral water corresponds approximately in its

composition to a solution containing in I kilograin :

Grains

Sodium chloride (XaCl) 0,3280

Potassium sulphate (KJSO^) 0,0182

Sodium sulphate (Xa^SOj) 0,1860

Calcium sulphate (CaS(^4) 0,6250

Magnesium sulphate (MgS04') 0,0189

Magnesium bicarbonate [Mg(HCO:,)2] . . . 0,0070

Silicic acid (meta) (H^SiOn) 0,0792

1,2623

25,0943 18,0160

1,2623

Besides these trace of ferrous, hydrophosphate ion and boric acid.

The spring thus may be classified as " sulphated bitter spring ".

Radio-activity. 0,77 Mache's units in i litre of water at I9,7°C.

(Kohl.-Liiw. fontact. ; Y. Kinugasa, Oct. 6, t9l3).

Electric conductivity. y.isxio-<= 13,72.

The hot spring " O-yu "

Analysis.
Analysed by R. Minami, apothecary of Aomori. 1909. Temperature: 66° C.

Flow of water: ca. 270 hectolitres in 24 hours. Total residue: ca. 1,15.

The spring, being in its composition nearly the same as that of " Hadaka-no-yu ", may be classified as

"bitter spring".

Radio-activity. 1,73 Mache's units in i litre of water at 16,9° C

(Kohl.-Low. fontact.; V. Kinugasa, Oct. 6, 1913).

Electric conductivity, /..sx 10-1=11,01.

The hot spring " Tsubaki-no-yu " No. 1.

Analysis.
.Analysed by The Hirosjiki Garrison Hospital. 1912. Specific gravity: 1,00442 at 15° C.

Temperature: 79° C. Total residue: ca. 1,23.

The spring, being in its composition nearly the same as that of "Hadaka-no-yu", may be classified as

'' sulphated bitter spring ".

Radio-activity. 1.I3 M.u-he's units in I litre of water at 16° C.

(Kohl.-Low. fontact.; Y. Kinugasa, OcU 6, 1913).

Electric conductivity, -tisx 10-1=13,25.



The hot spring " Yanagi-no-yu "

Analysis.

Analysed by The Hirosaki Garrison Hospital. 191 2.

Specific gravity: 1,00418 at 15° C. Temperature: 63° C.

Total residue: ca. 1,25. Flow of water: ca. 360 hectolitres in 24 hours.

The spring, being in its composition nearly the same as that of " Hadaka-no-yu ", may be classified as

" sulphated bitter spring ".

Radio-activity. 0,47 M.iche's units in I litre of water at 15,8° C.

(Kohl.-Low. foniact. ; Y. Kinugasa, Oct. 6, 1913).

Electric conductivity. /.,,«>< io-j= 13,82.

Table 6.

No.



The hot spring " Yamabuki-no-yu "

Analysis.

Analysl : I'nknown. Teinpeiatuie : 67° C. Flow of water : ca. 108 hectolitres in 24 lumrs.

The spring, being in its composition nearly the s;ime as that of " Umeka-no-yu ", may be classified as

" common salt spring ".

Radio-activity. l.SO M.uhe's units in I litre of wa:er at 18,4° C.

(Kohl.-Low. fontact. ; Y. Kinugasa and T. Saito, Oct. 20, 1913).

Electric conductivity. x,vXio-t= 44,38.

Table 7.
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The hot spring " O-yu

Analysis.

Analyst : Unknown. Temperature : 72° C.

Total residue: ca. 2,33. Flow of water: ra. 540 hectoli;res in 24 hours.

The spring, being in its composition nearly the same as that of " Shimo-no-yu ", m.ay be classified as

"common salt spring".

Radio-activity. 2,60 Maclie's units in r litre of water at 19,4° C.

(Kohl.-Low. fontact. ; V. Kinugasa and T. Saito, Oct. 21 1913).

Electric conductivity. xisxio-j= 28,22.

The hot spring " Hoyoen-no-yu "

Analysis.

Analysed by P.. (Jkawa, apothecary of Hirosaki. 1912. Temperature: 78° C.

Specific gravity: 1,0023 nl 15° C. Total residue: ca. 2,39.

The spring, being in its composition nearly the same as that of " Shimo-no-yu ", may be classified as

"common salt spring".

Radio-activity. I.87 .Mache's units in i litre of water at 12.2° C.

(Kohl.-Low. fontact.; V. Kinugasa and T. Saito, Oct. 21, 1913).

Electric conductivity, xisxio-i =29,63.

Table 8.



II

In I kilogram of the mineral water are contained:
Grams Oranis

Potassium chloride (KCl) 0,06952

Sodium chloride (NaCl) 1,01255

Potassium sulphate (KoSOj) 0,00211

Calcium sulphate (CaSOj) 0,07718

Magnesium sulphate (MgSOj) 0,00381

Ferrous sulphate (FeSO^) 0,00225

Calcium bicarbonate [Ca(HC0s)2] 0,02108

Besides these trace of bromine, iodine and boric acid.

The spring ma\- be classified as " common salt spring "
.

Radio-activity. 1,20 Machc's units in I litre of water at l6.6° C.

(Kohl.-I.6w. lontatt.
; V. Kinugasa and T. Saito, Oct. 22, 1913)

Electric conductivity. y.,,xio-i = i8„?7.

Ferrous bicarbonate [Fe(HC03)2] 0,00225
Aluminium phosphate (A1P0<) 0,00250
Silica (SiOj) 0,12690

'.320'5
Carbon dio.Kide (free and in torni of bicarbo-

nates) (CO3) 0,06900

1,38915

The hot spring " Fuji-no-yu (Kuzuya-no-yu)

"

Analysis.

Analysed by the Hirosaki tJarrison Hospital. 1902.

Temperature: 55° C. Total residue: ca. 1,30.

The spring, being in its lomposition nearly the same as that nf " Netsu-no-yu ", may be classified as

" common salt spring ".

Radio-activity. 0.92 Machc's unitb in i litre of water at 18,2° C.

(Kohl.-Low. fontact. ; Y. Kinugasa and T. Saito, Oct. 22, 1913).

Electric conductivity. y.isxio-i=i6,73.

The hot spring " Taki-no-yu "

Analysis.

Analysed by the Hirosaki Hospital. 1907. Temperature : 61° C.

Total residue: ca. 1,62. Flow of water: ca. 630 hectolitres in 24 hours.

The spring, being in its composition nearly the same as that of " Xetsu-no-yu ", may be classified as

"common salt spring".

Radio-activity. I,27 Maches units in i litre of water at 18,5° C.

(Kohl.-Low. fontact.; V. Kinugas;i ;ind T. Siiito, Oct. 22, 1913).

Electric conductivity. •/.i,xio-)=i8,75.

Table 9.
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DAI
Location.—Vnmoto-inuia, Hienuki-ynn, I'roxinee Rilsuchu, Iwatc-ken.

The springs issue from the Dihivium.

Table 10.

No.
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No.
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The sprins, beins in its composition nearly tlie same as that of " Shimo-no-yu ", may be classified as

"common salt spring".

Radio-activity. 0.66 M.u-he's units in I litre of water at 16,5° C.

(Kohl.-Low. fontact. ; Y. Kinugasa and T. Sailo, Oct. 25. 1913).

Electric conductivity, /.kx 10-1=28,19.

The hot spring " Kami-no-yu "

Analysis.
Analysed by the Hygienic Laboratory of Akit.vken. 1913.

Specific gravity: i.ooi at 15° C. Temperature: 58° C.

Total residue: ca. 1,62. Flow of water: ca. 630 hectoitres in 24 hours.

The spring, being in its composition nearly the same as that of " Shiino-no-yu ", m.av be classified as
" common salt spring ".

Radio-activity. 0,98 M.ache's units in i litre of water at i6,8° C.

(KohL-Liiw. fontact.: V. Kinugasa and T. Saito, Oct. 25, 1913).

Electric conductivity, /...xio ' = i9,8s.

The hot spring " Arase-no-yu "

Analysis.
Analysed by the Hygienic Laboratory of Akita-ken. 191 3.

Specific gravity: 1,00888 at 15° C. Temperature: 46° C.

Total residue: ca. 2,03. Flow of water: ca. 619 hectolitres in 24 hours.

The spring, being in its composition nearly the same as that of " Shimo-no-yu ", may be classified as
" common salt spring ".

Radio-activicy. 0,8I Maches units in i litre of water at 15,9° C.

(Kohl.-Lijw. fontact.; Y. Kinugasa and T. Saito, Oct. 25, 1913).

Electric conductivity, /isx io-t=i6,6i.

Table 13.
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In I kilogram of the mineral water are contained :

Grams Grams

Potassium chloride (KCl) 0,17572 Silica (SiOo) 0,04214

Sodium chloride (XaCl) 0,84384 Boric acid (H.iBO.i) trace

Sodium sulphate (Na2S04) 0,36612 2,23956
Sodium carbonate (NasCOs) 0,03832 H\drogen sulphide (HoS) 0,00216

Calcium sulphate (CaSO^) 0,76541 2,24172

Magnesium sulphate (MgS04) o,ooSoi

The spring may be classified as "sulphur spring".

Radio-activity. 0,93 Mache's units in l litre of water at 12.0° C.

(Kohl.-Low. fontact. ; Y. Kinugasa and T. Saito, Oct. 24, 1913).

Electric conductivity. •/.]sxio-<=23,37.

Table 14.

No.
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INNAI-YUNOSAWA
Location.— Innai-iiiachi, Okachi-gun, Province Ugo, Akita-ken.

The springs issue from the Tertiary.

The hot spring " Yunosawa-Onsen "

Analysis.
.•\nalysed by Dr. K. Ishizu and V. Kiizuoka. 1904.

Specific gravity : 1,0004 at 15° C. Temperature: 40,5° C.

Total residue: ca. 0.13. Flow of water: ca. 24624 hectolitres in 24 hours.

In I kiloj^ram of tlic mineral water are contained:

Hypothetical form of combjnatioii

Grains

Potassium oxide (KoO) 0,011203

Sodium oxide (NaoO) 0,01:700

Oilciuni oxide (CaO) o,o252oCi

.Magnesia (MgO) 0,004424

Ferric oxide (Fe^-Os) 0,002403

Alumina (AUOs) trace

Chlorine (CI) 0,010851

Nitric anhydride (X2O5) trace

Sulphuric anhydride (SO.'i) 0,014150

Silica (SiOi) 0,040103

Carl)on dioxide (COo) 0,017332

The spring may be classified as " simple thermal ".

Radio-activity. I.O6 Marhe's units in I litre of water at 13,6° C.

Potassium chloride (KCl) 0,008950
Sodium chloride (NaCl) 0,01 1050
Calcium sulphate (CaS04) 0,024055
Ferrous bicarbonate [Fe(HC03)2] 0,002674

Calcium bicarbonate [Ca(HC03)2] 0,044264

Magnesium bicarbonate [Mg(HCO.i)2| • 0,016147

Silica (SiOo) 0,040103

07147243

(KohL-Liiw. fontact. ; Y. Kinugasa and T. Saito, Oct. 27, 1913).

Electric conductivity. 7.1^x10-^ = 1,24.

Table 15.
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TAMATSUKURI
Location.—Yiiiziimi-muni, ramatsiikiiri-gun, I'roxincc Rikuzen, Miyagi-ken.

The springs of Naruko, Shin-kiiiuma. AFoto-kiiruma and Aka-yu issue from the I'yroxene Andesite, but

that of Kawatabi from the Tcrtiarv.

Table 16.
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arc contained :

Cations.



20

Table 17.
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KAMINOYAMA
Location.—Kami-no-yama-maclii, .Minanii-mura>ama-giin, I'rovince L'zen, Yaiiiagata-kcn.

The springs issue from the Liparite.

Table 18.
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Anions.
Chlorine ion (CI') 1.5239 42,9873 42,9873 Calcium sulphate (CaSO^) 0,2958

Sulphate ion (SO4") 0,2085 2,1705 4.3410 Silicic acid (niela) (HoSiO;,) 0,0519

Hydrocarbonate ion (HCO:,') . . 0,1296 2,1242 2,1242 3^206
2,9687 89,6111 49,4525 Free carbon dioxide (CO2) 0,0208

Silicic acid (meta) (HoSiO:!) . . . 0,0519 3,0414

3,0206

Free carbon dioxide (COo) . . . 0,0208 . . 0,4727

3.04'4

Besides these trace of ferrous, aluminium, iodine, hydrophosphate ion and boric acid.

The spring thus ma\- be classified as " earth-muriated common salt spring ".

Radio-activity. 1.33 Mache's units in i litre of water at l6,6° C.

(Kohl.-Low. fontact. ; Y. Kiniigasa and T. Saito, Oct. 29, 1913).

Electric conductivity. /.i>x 10-1=36,29.

The hot spring "O-yu"

Analysis (c.Uculated from the salt table).

Analysed by the Tokyo Imperial Hygienic Laboratory. 1907.

Specific gravity: 1,0025 '-^^ '5° C. Temperature: 58° C.

Total residue : ca. 3,07. Flow of water : ca. 908 hectolitres in 24 hours.

The spring, being in its composition nearly the same as that of " Tamlw-no-yu ", mav be classified as

"earth-muriated common salt spring".

Radio-activity. 1.45 Maches units in I litre of water at 16,6° C.

(Kohl.-Low. fontact.; Y. Kinugasa and T. Saito, Oct. 29, 1913).

Electric conductivity, /.i^x 10-1=44,40.

The hot spring " Ama-yu "

Analysis (calculated from the salt table).

-Analysed by the Tokyo Imperial Hygienic Lalioratorj'. 1903.

Specific gravity: 1,0015 'i' '3,5° C. Temperature: 49° C.

Total residue: ai. 2,91. Flow of water: ca. 179 hectolitres in 24 hours.

The spring, being in its coinpositinn nearly the same as that of " Tamba-no-yu ", may be classified as

" earth-muriated common salt spring ".

Radio-activity. I,38 Mache's units in i litre of water at 16,1" C.

(Kohl.-Low. fontact. ; Y. Kinugasa and T. Saito Oct. 29, 1913).

Electric conductivity. /i.sxio-j= 40,83.

Table 19.
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ONOGAWA
Location.—Misawa-niiii-i, Minami-okitaiiia-gun, Province Uzen, Vamagata-ken.

The springs issue from the Tertiary.

The hot spring " Onogawa-Onsen "

Analysis (calculated from the salt table).

Analysed by the Tokyo Imperial Hygienic Laboratory. 1906.

Specific gravity: 1,0045 at 15° C. Temperature: 66° C. Total residue: ca. 5,67.

In I kilogram of the niinenU water are contained : The mineral water corresponds approximately in its

Cations. '^'•••""'*
inois

Potassium ion (K") 0,1310 3,3461

Sodium ion (Na") 1.5369 66,6767

Calcium ion (Ca") 0,4644 11,5801

Magnesium ion (Mg") .... 0,0110 0.4516

Anions.
Chlorine ion (CK) 3,2252 90,9788

Sulphate ion (SO4") 0,0929 0,9671

Hydrocarbonate ion (HCO3'). 0,0714 1. 1 703

Milligram- composition to a solution containing in 1 kilogram :

<"1''"»"^"^* Grams
Potassium chloride (KCl) 0,2496

Sodium chloride (NaCl) 3.9007

Calcium chloride (CaClo) 1,1629

Calcium sulphate (CaS04) 0,1318

Calcium bicarbonate [Ca(HC03)2] 0,0217

Magnesium bicarbon.ite [Mg(ilC03)o] . . . 0,0661

Silicic acid (meta) (H2Si03) 0,1229^

3.3461

66.6767

23,1602

0,9032

94,0862

90,9788

1.9342

1,1703

Silicic acid (meta) (HoSiOs)

Free carbon dioxide (COo) .

5.5328 175.1707

0.1229

5.6557

0,0156 . . 0,3545

94.0833

5.6557

Free carbon dioxide (CO^) 0,0156

5.6713

Besides these trace of iodine, hydrophosphate ion and boric acid.

The spring thus may be classified as " earth-muriated common salt spring ".

Table 20.

Xo.
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NAMEGAWA
Location.—Yamakami-mura, Minami-okitama-giin, Province Uzen, Yamagata-ken.

The spring issues from the Tertiary.

The hot spring " Namegawa-Onsen "

Analysis.

Analysed by the Hygienic laboratory of Yamagata-ken. 1909.

Specific gravity: i,ooo6g. Temperature: 55° C. (air temp. 22° C).

Total residue: ca. 1,43. Flow of water: ca. 340 hectolitres in 24 hours.

In I kilogram of the mineral water are contained :

(Iraras

Magnesium carbonate (MgCOa)
Aluminiuin phosphate (.^IPO^) .

Silica (SiO.)

Potassium chloride (KCl) 0,1109

Sodium chloride (NaCl) 0,5364
Calcium chloride (CaCU) 0,5067

Calcium sulphate (CaS04) o.i457

Calcium carbonate (CaCOa) 0,2764

The spring may be classified as
" earth-muriated common salt spring'

Grams

0.0730

0,0416

0.0450

1.7357

GOSHIKI
Location.—Yamakami-mura, Minami-okitama-gun, Province l^zen, Yamagata-ken.

The springs issue from the Tertiarv.

The hot spring " Goshiki-Onsen " No. 1

Analysis (calculated from the salt table).

Analysed by the Tokyo Imperial Hygienic L;iboratory. 1 904.

Specific gravity: 1,001 at 14° C. Temperature: ca. 44,5° C.

Total residue : ca. 0,87. Flow of water : ca. 778 hectolitres in 24 hours.

In I kilogram of the mineral water are contained :

Cations. CTams

Potassium ion (K-) 0,0316

Sodium ion (Na-) 0,2329 10.104

Calcium ion (Ca") 0,0580

Magnesium ion (Mg") 0,0020

Anions.
Chlorine ion (CK) 0,1644

Sulphate ion (SO,") 0,0416

Hydrocarbonate ion (HCO3'). . 0.5166

Milli- Milligrain-
mols equivalents

0,8072 0,8072

10.1041

2,8928

0,1676

3.9717

1,4464

0,0838

4.6375

0,4331

8,4680

Silicic acid (meta) (HoSiO;,)

.

Free carbon dioxide (CO2) .

1,0471

0,0805

1,1276

0,3762 .

25,9801

. 8,5500

4.6375

0,8662

8,4680

13.9717

The mineral water corresponds approximateU' in its

composition to a solution containing in i kilogram :

Grams

Potassium chloride (KCl) 0,0602

Sodium chloride (NaCl) 0.2241

Sodium bicarbonate (NaHCOj) 0.5274

Calcium sulphate (CaSO,) 0,0475

Magnesium sulphate (MgS04) 0,0101

Calcium bicarbonate [Ca(HCOa)j] 0,1779

Silicic acid (meta) (HoSiO,) . 0^805

Free carbon dioxide (COo) 0,3762

1.5039

1,5038

Besides these trace of ferrous, aluminiuin, hydrophosphate ion and boric acid.

The spring thus may be classified as " alkaline spring ".

Radio-activity. 1,25 Machc's units in I litre of water at 6,1° C.

(Kohl.-Low. fontact. ; Y. Kinug.asa and T. Saito, Nov. I, 1913).

Electric conductivity, /[.x 10-1 = 10,22.
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The hot spring " Kitsune-yu "

Analysis (calculated from the salt table).

Analysed by the Tokyo Imperial Hygienic Laboratory. 1898. Temijeratiire : 49° C.

Flow of water : ca. 540 hectolitres in 24 hours. Total residue : ca. 0,64.

The spring, being in its composition nearly the same as that of " Hashimoto-no-yu ", may be classified as

"simple thermal".

Radio-activity. 0,36 :\larhe's units in I litre of water at 16,8° C.

(Kohl.-Low. fontact. ; Y. Kinugasa and T. Saito, Sept. 25, 1913).

Electric conductivity. x,sxio-< = io,93.

Table 22.
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NEKONAKI
Location.—Ishikawa-inachi, Ishikawa-gun, Province Iwaki, Kukushima-ken.

The springs issue from the C.neiss.

Table 26.
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SENAMI
Location.—Senami-machi, hvafune-gun, Province Echigo, Niigata-ken.

The hot spring " Senami-Funto "

Analysis (calculated from the salt table).

Analysed by the Tokyo Imperial Hygienic Laboratory 1905.

Specific gravity: 1,0035 a' '4° C. Temperature: 102° C.

Total residue: ca. 4,19. Flow of water: ca. 9000 hectolilrei in 34 hours.

In I kilogram of the mineral water are contained: The mineral water corresponds appro.ximately in its

Cations. G""'s
moJi" e"ui™"nts

composition to a solution containing in I kilogram

:

Potassium ion (K') 0,0786 2,0077 2,0077
1

Grams

Sodium ion (Xa-) ,,3333 57,8438 57,8438 l^T'^'^fTV^u^ °'"'^s
Calcium ion (Ca") 0,1323 3,2993 6,5996

^°^.um chlor.de (NaCl -^ 3.3748

Magnesium ion (Mg-) 0,0003 0,0127 0,0254 ^°f.""
^.carbonate (NaHCO,) 0,0,32

^ V o / J
, /

_.—^ Calcium sulphate (CaSO^) 0,39,0

. .
' Calcium bicarbonate [Ca(HC03)J 0,0695

Chl„r!ne ion (CP) 2,,, 62 59,6954 59.6954
Magnesium bicarbonate [Mg(HCO,)J . . . 0,0016

Sulphate ion (SO/') 0,2759 2.8722 5,7444 ^''"-"^ '''"'^ ^"''^'^'^ (H.SiOa) "
. 0,1928

Hvdrocarbonate ion (HCO3') . . 0,0632 1,0359 1,0359
4.1926

3,9998 ,26.7670 66,4757
^""^ '^'"'^°" ^''°''''''= ^'-^^ 0''596

Silicic acid (meta) (H^SiOs). . . 0,1928 4.3522

4.1926

Free carbon dioxide (COo) . . . 0,1596. .3,6273

4.3522

Besides these a small quantitiy of ferrous and aluminium ion and trace of ammonium, nitrate, hydrophosphate

ion and boric acid.

The spring thus ma\' be classified as " common salt spring ".

Radio-activity. 0,22xio-w curies in I litre of water at 28,0= C.

(Schmidt's electrom. ;
^. Kinugasa and T. Saito, Aug. 23, 1914).

0,06 Mache's units (recalculated).

ONNAGAWA
Locatiiin.—Onnagawa-mura, hvafune-gun, Province Echigo, Niigata-ken.

The hot spring " Takanosu-Onsen "

Analysis (calcul.ned from the salt table).

Analysed by the Tokyo Imperial Hygienic I^iboratory. 1904.

Specific gravity: 1,002 at 15° C. Temperature: 63° C. (air temp. 31° C.)

Total residue : ca. 2,45. Flow of water : ca. 979 hectolitres in 24 licnir^.

In , kilogram of the mineral water are contained: The mineral water corresponds appro.\imately in its

Cations. G'-ims *™^-
e^^j^lf^nb

composition to a solution containing in , kilogram :

Piitassium ion (K') 0,04,4 1,0575 1,0575 Orams

Sodium ion (Ka') 0,6836 29,6573 29,6573 Potassium chloride (KCl) 0,0788

Calcium ion (Ca") 0,1376 3,4314 6,8628 Sodium chloride (XaCl) ",3032

Magnesium ion (Mg") 0,0020 0,0821 0,1642 Sodium sulphate (NaoSC^) 0,5250

37,7418 Calcium sulphate (CaSOi) 0,2984
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Anions.
Chlorine ion (CI') 0,8271 23,3315 23,3315

Sulphate ion (804") 0,5732 5,9671 11,9342

Hydrocarbonate ion (HCOs')

Silicic acid (nieta) (H..Si03)

.

Free carbon dio.xide (COo) .

0,1511 2,4768 2,4768

Magnesium sulphate (.Mj;S04) . .

Calcium bicarbonate [Ca(HC03)^.]

Silicic acid (meta) (HoSiO,) . . . .

Free carbon dio.xide (CO2).

0,0094

0,2007

0,0980

2.5140

0,1418

2,6558

2,4160 66,0037 37.7425

0,0980

2.5 '40

0,1418 . . 3,2227

T,6j58

liesides these trace of hydrophosphate ion.

The spring thus may be classified as " common salt spring ".

Radio-activity. 4,00 Mache's units in i litre of water at 27,0° C.

(Kohl.-Low. fontact.
; Y. Kinugasa and T. Saito, Aug. 25, 1914).

Table 28.

No.
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Discharge of Radium Emanation.

Spring



Table 30.
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Discharge of Radium Emanation.
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Table 32.
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Table 33.

N...
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NASU
Location.—Nasu-mur.i, N"asu-i;uii. l^rovince Shiiiiozuke, Tochigi-ken.

The s]iiins;s issue from the Augite Andesite.

YUMOTO

The hot spring " Shika-no-yu "

Analysis (calculated trom the salt table).

Analysed l)y the Tokyo Imperial Hygienic Laborator;

Teniperature : 74,5° C.

In 1 kilogram of the mineral water are contained:

Milligram-
equivalents

11,6832

0,1814

1,5922

3.0474

18S1.

Cations. "^"""

Hydrogen ion (H) 0.0118

Potassium ion (K') 0,0071

Sodium ion (NV) 0,0367

Calcium ion (Ca") _ 0,0611

Magnesium ion (Mg") 0,0609

Ferrous ion (Fe") 0,0219

.Muminium ion (Al"') 0.0507

Anions.
Chlorine ion (CK) 0,2080

Hydrosulphate ion (HSO^'). . 0,5551

Sulphate ion (SO4") 0,7828

Milli-

ntols

11,6832

0,1814

1.5922

1.5237

2,5000

0,3918

1,8708

5.8674

5,7186

8.I49I

5,0000

0,7836

5,6124

27,9002

5.8674

5.7186

16,2982

1,7961

0,2530

39,4782 27,8842

Total residue: ca. 1,91.

The mineral water corresponds appro.xiniately in its

composition to a solution containing in I kilogram

:

Grams
Potassium sulphate (K2SO<) 0,0158

Sodium sulphate (Na2S04) o"33
Calcium sulphate (CaS04) 0,2072

Magnesium sulphate (MgSO^) 0,3045

Ferrous sulphate (FeSOj) 0,0595

-Muminium sulphate [Al2(S04)3j 0,3209

Free hydrochloric acid (HCl) 0,2140

Free sulphuric acid (H2SO4) 0,5609

Silicic acid (meta) (HoSiOa) 0.2530

2,0491

Free hydrogen sulphide (HoS) 0.0240

2,0731

Silicic acid (meta) (HoSiOs)

2,0491

Free hydrogen sulphide (HoS). 0,0240

2,0731

liesides these trace of hydrophosphate ion and organic substances.

The spring thus may be classified as " acid hydrogen svilphide vitriol spring ".

Radio-activity. 0.41 Mache's units in i litre of water at 13,9° C.

(Kohl.-Low. fontact. : Y. Kinugasa and T. Saito, Nov. 7,

Electric conductivity. /.isXio-i=37,.S7.

>9«3)-

The hot spring " Komatsu-no-yu "

Analysis.
."uialysed by the Hygienic l.;i1)or.i(ory of Tochigi-ken. 1912. Specific gravity: 1,0013 ^i' '5° <-'•

Temperature : 43° C. Total residue : ca. 0,72.

The spring, being in its composition neiirly the same as that of "Shika-no-yu", differing miK in the

smaller proportion of iron from the latter, may be classified as "acid hydrogen sulphide spring".

Radio-activity. 0,S6 .Mache's units in i litre of water al 13.8° C.

(Kohl.-Low. fontact.; V. Kinugasa and T. S^iito, Nov. 7, 1913).

Electric conductivity. /.,,,x 10-1=23,47.

The hot spring " Kiraku-no-yu

Analysis.
.Analysed by the Hygienic laboratory of Tochigi-ken. iyl2.

Temperature : 28° C.

hpccilK gra\ U\ .
i.o^jii m 15" C

Total residue : ca. 0,62.
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In I kilogram of the mineral water are contained :

Grams Graras

Sodium chloride (NaCI) 0,0356 Silica (SiOo) o.'jOj

Potassium sulphate (K2S04) 0,0294 0,6248

Sodium sulphate (NasSO^) 0,0092 Carbon dioxide (free and in form of bicar-

Sodium carbonate (NaoCOa) 0,0740 bonates) (CO2) 0,1078

Calcium sulphate (CaSOj) 0,2308 Free hydrogen sulphide (H^S) o.o29-

Magnesium carbonate (MgCO.,) 0,1082 0,7618

Ferric oxide and alumina (FeoOs+AlaOs) .... 0,0073

Besides these a very small quantity of phosphoric acid and trace of organic substances.

The spring may be classified as " hydrogen sulphide spring ".

Radio-activity. 1,08 Mache's units in i litre of water at 13,0" C.

(Kohl.-Low. fontact. ; V. Kinugasa and T. Saito, Nov. 7, 1913)

Electric conductivity. x,sxio^=6,3i.

KITA

The hot spring " Ai-no-yu "

Analysis.
Analysed by the Hygienic Laboratory of Tochigi-ken. 191 2. Specific gravity: 1,0010 at 15° C.

Temperature : 54° C. Total residue : ca. 0,64.

In I kilogram of the mineral water are contained :

Grams Grams

Potassium chloride (KCl) 0,0111 Ferric oxide and alumina (FciOsf-AUOs). . . 0,0024

Potassium sulphate (KoS04) 0,0026 Silica (SiOj) o.'598

Sodium sulphate (XaoSOi) 0.0511 0,6144

Sodium carbonate (Na2C03) 0,1173 Carbon dioxide (free and in form of bicar-

Calcium sulphate (CaSOj) 0,2188 bonates) (CO.) 0.3398

Magnesium carbonate (MgCOa) 0,0513 0,9542

Beside these trace of iodine, phosphoric and borii acid.

The spring may be classified as " simple thermal ".

Radio-activity. I.IS Mache's units in I litre of water at 15,3° C.

(Kohl.-Lbw. fontact.; Y. Kinugasa and T. Saito, Nov. 7, 191 3).

Electric conductivity. >tisxio-i=5.5S.

BENTEN

The hot spring " Kawa-no-yu "

Analysis.
.Analysed by the Hygienic Laboratory of Tochigi-ken. 1912. Specific gravity: 1,0010 at 16° C.

Temperature : 54° C. Total residue : ca. 0,85.

In I kilogram of the mineral water are contained :

Graras Grains

Sodium chloride (NaCl) 0,0410 Alumina (ALO;,) 0,0008

Potassium sulphate (KoSOj) 0,0096 Silica (SiOz) ".'SSg

Sodium sulphate (NajSO^) 0,1615 0,9171

Sodium bicarbonate (NaHCO.,) 0,1044 Carbon dioxide (free and m torm of bicarbo-

Cakium sulphate (CaS04) 0,2770 nates) (CO,) 0.-705

Magnesium bicarbonate [Mg(HC03)2] 0,1617 1,1876

Ferrous bicarbonate [Fe(HC03)2] 0,0022

Besides these trace of phosphoric and boric acid.

The spring may Le classified as " simple thermal ".

Radio-activity. 2,07 Mache's units in i litre of water at 10,2° C.

(Kohl.-Lbw. fontact.; "S'. Kinugasa and T. Saito, Nov. 7, 1913).

Electric conductivity. xijxio-«=8,i3.
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DAIMARU-ZUKA

The hot spring " Sakura-no-yu "

Analysis.
Analysed by the Hygienic Laboratory of Tochigi-ken. 1911. Specific gravity: i.ooog at 15° C.

Temperature: 71° C. Total residue: ca. 0,75.

In I l<ilograni of the mineral water are contained :

Grams Grams
Potassium sulphate (KoS04) 0,0389 Silica (SiOo) 0.20S3

Sodium sulphate (NaoS04) 0,1665 0,7540
Calcium sulphate (CaS04) 0,2174 Carbon dioxide (free and in form of bicar-

Magnesium sulphate (MgS04) 0,0740 bonates) (COo) 0,0190

Magnesium carbonate (MgCO^) 0,0479 0,7730
Ferric oxide and alumina (FcaOj+AloOa) .... 0,0010

Besides these trace of chlorine, iodine, nitric and phosphoric acid.

The spring may be classified as " simple thermal "
.

Radio-activity. 0,42 Mache's units in i litre of water at 13,4° C.

(Kohl.-Low. fontact. ; Y. Kinugasa and T. Saito, Nov. 7, 1913).

Electric conductivity. •/.isxio-i=6,46.

SANDO-GOYA

The hot spring " Sando-goya-Onsen "

Analysis.
Analysed by the Hygienic Laboratory of Tochigi-ken. 191 1.

Specific gravity: 1,0005 at 15° C. Temperature: 52° C. (air temp. 18° C.)

Total residue: ca. 0,59. Flow of water: ca. 1800 hectolitres in 24 hours.

In I kilogram of the mineral water are contained:

Grams Gmms
Sodium chloride (NaCl) 0,0031 Alumina (AloO,) 0,0014

Sodium sulphate (Na2S04) 0,1837 Silica (SiOo) 0,3385

Sodium carbonate (XaoCOs) 0,0084 0,5973
Calcium sulphate (CaS04) 0.0006 Carbon dioxide (free and in form of bicar-

Magnesium carbonate (MgCO.,) 0,0578 bonates) (CO2) 0,1449
Ferrous carbonate (FeCOj) 0,0038 0,7422

Besides these trace of phosphoric acid.

The spring may be classified as " simple thermal ".

Composition of the sinter-deposit (analysed in 1912).

In lOO parts of the yellowish powder are found as main constituents :

Sulphur 92,10 Iron oxide, alumina and silica. . . small quantity

Ignition loss 1,34

Water 4,20

97.64
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Table 34.
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Anions. Calcium bicarbonate [Ca(HC03)2] 0,0649

Chlorine ion (Cl'j 0,03164 0,89252 0,89252 Boric acid (meta) (HBOo) 0,0085

Sulphate ion (SOj") 0,88050 9,16615 18.33230 Silicic acid (meta) (H^SiOa) °-°92-

Hydrocarbonate ion (HCO3') 0.04895 0,80233 0.80233 1,5040

1.40336 27,24547 20,02715 Free carbon dioxide (CO2) . . 0.0650

Boric acid (meta) (HBO„). . 0.00851 1I690
Silicic acid (meta) (H-^SiOa). 0,09218

1,50405

Free carbon dioxide (COo) . 0,06501 . . 1.47750

1,56906

The spring thus may be classified as "saline bitter spring".

Radio-activity, .is Mache'^ units in I litre of water at 8,0^ C.

(Kohl.-Low. fontact.; Y. Kinugasa and T. Sailo, \ov. 10, 191 3).

Electric conductivity, y-isx 10-4=16,19.

FUKUWATA

The springs issue from the Tertiary Tuff.

The hot spring " Hadaka-no-yu "

Analysis.
Analysed by the Yokohama Imperial Hygienic Laboratory. 1887. Specific gravity: 1,0014 at 15° C.

Temperature: 50° C. Total residue : ca. 1,41.

In I kilogram of the mineral water are contained

:

Grams Grams
Sodium chloride (NaCl) 0,7840 Alumina (AI0O3) 0,0020
Potassium sulphate (K2SO4) 0,0653 Silica (SiOo) 0,0720
Sodium sulphate (Na2S04) 0,1460 i 3501
Sodium carbonate (NajCOs) 0,0326 Carbon dioxide (free and in form of bicar-

Calcium carbonate (CaCOs) 0,2655 bonates) (CO2) 0,5544
Magnesium carbonate (MgCOa) 0,0212 1^944?
Ferrous carbonate Fe(C03) 0,0015

Besides these trace of lithium, strontium, manganese, bromine, iodine, and nitric, phosphoric and boric acid,

and organic substances.

The spring may be classified as " common salt spring ".

Radio-activity. 5,76 Mache's units in i litre of water at 12,6° C.

(Kohl.-Low. fontact.
; Y. Kinugasa and T. Saito, Nov. 8, 1913).

Electric conductivity, /.igx 10-1=19,63.

The hot sprmg "Hie-no-yu"
Analysis.

Analysed by the Yokohama Imperial Hygienic Laboratory. 1887. Specific gravity: 1,0019 at 15° C.

Temperature : 50° C. Tolal residue : ca. 2,36.

The spring, being in its composition nearly the same as that of " Hadaka-no-yu ", may be classified as

"common salt spring".

Radio-activity. I.^Z .Mache's units in i litre of water at 9,8° C.

(Kohl.-Low. fontact. ; Y. Kinugasa and T. Sailo, Nov. 8, 1913).

Electric conductivity. y.l,xIo-^= 30,16.
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SHIONOYU

The springs issue from the Tertiar\ Tuff.

The hot spring " Naka-no-yu "

Analysis.
.\nalysed by the Yokohama Imperial Hygienic Laboratory. 1887. Specific gravity: 1,0029 a'

Temperature; 71,5° C. Total residue: ca. 3,84.

In I kilogram of the mineral water are contained :

Grams

Potassium chloride (KCI) 0,1114

Sodium chloride (NaCl) 2,3271

Potassium sulphate (K2S04) 0,6645

Calcium chloride (CaClo) 0.0997

Calcium carbonate (CaCOa) 0,4240

Magnesium carbonate (MgCO.i) 0,0386

Ferrous carbonate (FeCO^) 0,0100

Alumina (AloO,,)

Silica (SiO.,). . .

Carbon dioxide (free and in form of bicar-

bonates (COq)

C.

Grams

0,0048

0.1306

3.8059

0.4958

4.3017

Besides these trace of lithium, strontium, manganese, bromine, iodine, and phosphoric and boric acid, and

organic substances.

Tlie spring may be classified as " common salt spring ".

Radio-activity. 0,87 Mache's units in i litre of water at 12,5° C.

(Kohl.-Low. fontact. ; Y. Kinugasa and T. Saito, Nov. 9, 1913).

Electric conductivity. •/.isxio-t=5i,oo.

HATAORI

The springs issue from the Tertiary.

Analysis of the spring water (calculated from the salt table).

Analysed by the Tokyo Imperial Hygienic Laboratory. 1901. Total residue

In I kilogram of the mineral water are contained :

Cations. Onma

Potassium ion (K) 0,0260

Sodium ion (Na') 0,4028

Calcium ion (Ca") 0,0571

Magnesium ion (Mg") 0,0144

Milli
luols

Milligram-
equivaleDt^

0,6641 0,6641

Anions.
Chlorine ion (CK)

Sulphate ion (SO/')

Hydrocarbonate ion (HCO,^') .

Silicic acid (meta) (H2Si03). .

Free carbon dio.\ide (CO2) . .

0.3780

0,0599
0,6261

17,4751

1,4240

0,5911

10,6629

0,6236

10,2623

1.5643

0,1716

1.7359

0.5569-

2,2928

41,7031

12,6568

17,4751

2,8480

1,1824

22,1694

10.6629

1,2472

10.2623

22,1724

The mineral water corresponds appro.ximately in its

composition to a solution containing in l kilogram

:

Grams

Sodium chloride (NaCl) 0,6238

Potassium sulphate (K2S04) 0,0580

Sodium sulphate (Na2S04) 0,0413

Sodium bicarbonate (NaHCOj) 0.5234

Calcium bicarbonate [CaiHCO,-,);] 0,2312

Magnesium bicarbonate [Mg(HCO.,)2] . . . 0,0866

Silicic acid (meta) (HoSiO.,) 0,1716

1.7359

Free carbon dioxide (CO2) 0,5569

2,2928

Besides these trace of lithium, ferrous, manganous, aluminium, bromine, iodine and hydrophosphate ion, boric

acid, and organic substances.

The spring thus may be classified as "muriated alkaline spring".
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SUMAKI
The springs issue from the Tertiary.

The hot spring "Taki-no-yu"

Analysis.

Analysed by the Yokohama Imperial Hygienic Laboratory. 1887. Specific gravity: 1,0011 at 15^ C.

Temperature : 62,5° C. Total residue : ca. 0.78.

In 1 kilogram of the mineral water are contained:

Grams Grams
Potassium chloride (KCI) 0,0097 Alumina 0,0012

Sodium chloride (XaCl) 0,2849 Siliox (AUOj) 0,1660

Potassium sulphate (KoSO^) 0,0575 0,7900
Sodium carbonate (Xa2C03) 0,0352 Carbon dioxide (free and in form of bicar-

Calcium carbonate (CaCOs) 0,1763 bonates) {CO2) 0,3161

Magnesium carbonate (MgCOs) o.o573 1.1061

Ferrous carbonate (FeCOs) 0,00 ig

Besides these trace of lithium, strontium, manganese, bromine, iodine, phosphoric acid, boric acid and organic

substances.

The spring ma\- be classified as " simple thermal ".

Radio-activity. 0,91 Mache's units in I litre of water at 9,6° C.

(Kohl.-Low. fontact. ; Y. Kinugasa and T. Saito, Nov. 10, 1913).

Electric conductivity, xivx 10-1= 11,44.

MONZEN
The springs issue from the Tertiary.

The hot spring " Kawara-no-yu "

. Analysis.

Analysed by the Yokohama Imperial Hygienic Laboratory. 1887. Specific gravity: 1,0012 at 15° C.

Temperature : 54° C. Total residue : ca. i ,33.

In I kilogram of the mineral water are contained:

Grams Grams

Potassium chloride (KCI) 0,0715 Alumina (AUO,) 0,0010

Sodium chloride (NaCl) 0,6745 Silica (SiOj) 0,2105

Potassium sulphate (K...SO4) 0,0051 1,4216

Sodium carbonate (XaoCOj) 0,0149 Carbon dioxide (free and in form of bicar-

Calcium carbonate (CaCOj) 0,2210 bonates) (CO2) 0.5102

Magnesium carbonate (MgCO,i) 0,1221 1.9318

Ferrous carbonate (FeCOs) 0,0024

Besides these trace of lithium, strontium, manganese, bromine, iodine, and nitric, phosphoric and boric acid, and

organic substances.

The spring may be classified as "common salt spring".

Radio-activity. 0,79 Mache's units in i litre of water at 12,0° C.

(Kohl.-Low. fontact.; Y. Kinugasa and T. Saito, Nov. 9, 1913).

Electric conductivity. /.i,x 10-1=21.01.
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The hot spring " Jirakubo-no-yn "

Analysis.

Analyst: Unknown. Specific gravity: 1,0015 at 15° C.

Temperature: 50° C. Total residue : ca. 148.

The spring, being in its composition nearly the same as that of " Kawara-no-ju ", may be classified as

" common salt spring ".

Radio-activity. I,03 Mache's units in 1 litre of water at 12,1° C.

(Kohl.-Low. fontact. ; Y. Kinugasa and T. Saito, Nov. 9, 1913).

Electric conductivity. y.i8xio-i=i6,09.

FURUMACHI
The springs issue from the Terliary.

The hot spring " Gosho-no-yu "

Analysis.
Analysed by the Yokohama Imperial Hygienic Laboratory. 1887. Specific gravity: 1,0013 at 15° C.

Temperature: 51,5° C. Total residue
:

ca. I,l6.

In I kilogram of the mineral water are contained :

Grams Grams

Sodium chloride (\aCl) 0,2564 Alumina (AI2O3) 0,0006

Potassium sulphate (K2SO4) o.io37 Silica (SiOo) o.'778

Sodium sulphate (Na2S04) 0,016; 1,2021

Sodium carbonate (Na2C0;i) 0,4977 Carbon dioxide (free and in form of bicar-

Calcium carbonate (CaCOs) 0,1023 bonates (CO2) o.4°8o

Magnesium carbonate (MgCOs) 0,0466 1,6101

Ferrous carbonate (FeCO:,) 0,0003

liesides these trace of lithium, strontium, manganese, bromine, iodine, and nitric, phosphoric and boric acid, and

organic substances.

The spring may be classified as "alkaline spring".

Radio-activity. 0,72 Mache's units in i litre of water at 12,1 °C.

(Kohl. -Low. fontact.; Y. Kinugasa and T. Saito, Nov. 9, 1913).

Electric conductivity. y.,sXio-j = H,54.

Composition of the sinter-deposit (analysed in 190S).

Sample 1.

In 100 parts of the grayish coarse grain, slightly soluble in water with a strong acid reaction, are

found as soluble constituents :

Free sulphuric acid 10,270 pts. Calcium oxide small (|uantity

Sulphates 0,789 „ Potassium o.xide '\

Iron oxide and alumina 0,680 ,, Sodium oxide / faint i|uantity

Ignition loss i ,94° .. Magnesia J

Chlorine trace

Sample 2.

In 100 parts of the lirownish coarse grain, almost soluble in water with a strong acid reaction, are found :

Insoluble part 20,866 pts.

CaO 0,600 pts.

,, , , ,
FeiO.1 4,320 ,,

^^'"'''e P-^« 79.134 pts.
{^,^(3^ g^g^ __

SO3 28,465 „
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Table 35.
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In I kilogram of the mineral water are contained :

Cations. Rrams

Potassium ion (K') 0,0269

Sodium ion (Na') 0,1452

Calcium ion (Ca") 0.1 535
Magnesium ion (Mg") 0,0061

Anions.
Chlorine ion (CK) 0.0788

Sulphate ion (SO4") 0,5843

H} drocarbonate ion (HCO.1')

.

0,0452

Milli-
mols

0,6871

6,2993

3.8279

0,2504

2,2228

6,0827

0,7409

Milligram-
equivalents

0,6871

6,2993

7.655S

0,5008

15.1430

2,2228

12,1654

0.7409

Silicic acid (meta) (HoSiOj). .

Free carbon dioxide (CCX,) . .

Free hydrogen sulphide (H2S).

1 ,0400

0,1168

20,1111 15.1291

1,1568

not determined

0,0500

The mineral water corresponds approximately in its

composition to a solution containing in 1 kilogram :

Grains

Sodium chloride (NaCl) 0,1300
Potassium sulphate (K2SO4) 0,0600

Sodium sulphate (Na2S04) 0,2900
Calcium sulphate (CaS04) 0,4700
Magnesium sulphate (MgSO^) 0,0300
Calcium bicarbonate [CafHCO,)^] 0,0600
Silicic acid (meta) (HoSiO.i") 0,1168

1,1568

Free carbon dioxide (CO2) not determined
Free hydrogen sulphide (H2S) 0,0500

1,2068

1,2068

The spring thus may be classified as "hydrogen sulphide spring".

Radio-activity. 1,S8 Mache's units in i litre of water at 7,0° C.

(Kohl.-Low. fontact. ; Y. Kinugasa and T. Saito, Nov. 12, 1913).

Electric conductivity. y.ifXio-f =12,45.

The hot spring " Ara-yu

Analysis.

Analysed by the Hygienic Laboratory of Tochigi-ken. 191 2.

Temperature : 69° C.

Specific gravity: 1,0010 at 15° C.

Total residue: ca. 1,16.

In I kilogram of the mineral water are contained

Grams

Sodium chloride (XaCl) 0,1160

Potassium sulphate (K2SO4) 0,0429

Sodium sulphate (NaoS04) 0,0302

Sodium carbonate (NaaCOj) 0,111

1

Calcium sulphate (CaS04) 0,6552

Magnesium carbonate (MgCOs) 0,0317

Ferric oxide and alumina (Fe203+Al203) .... 0,0058

Grams

Silica (SiOa) 0,1653

1,1582

Carbon dioxide (free and in form of bicar-

bonates) (CO2) 0,1749

Free hydrogen sulphide (H2S) 0,0289

Besides these a very small quantity of phosphoric acid, trace of iodine and organic substances.

The spring may be classified as '' hydrogen sulphide spring ".

Radio-activity. 0,88 Mache's units in 1 litre of water at 9,2° C.

(Kohl.-Lbw. fontact. ; Y. Kinugasa and T. Saito, Nov. 12, 1913).

Electric conductivity. x,px 10-1=12,25.

The hot spring " Tsuru-no-yu "

Analysis.

Analysed by the Hygienic Laboratory of Tochigi-ken. 1912. Specific gravity: 1,0013 'it '5' C.

Temperature : 62° C. Total residue : ca. 0,88.

The spring, being in its composition nearly the same as that of " Ara-yu ", may be classified as "hydrogen
sulphide spring".

Radio-activity. 2,08 Mache's units in i litre of water at 8,1° C.

(Kohl.-Low. fontact. ; Y. Kinugasa and T. Saito, Nov. 12, 1913).

Electric conductivity. •/.lsXIo^ = ll,87.
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The hot spring " Kawara-no-yu "

Analysis.

Analysed by the Hygienic Laboratory of Tochigi-ken. 191 2. Specific gravity: 1,0017 ^t '5° C.

Temperature: 64° C. Total residue: ca. r.44.

The sprinij, hein.i; in its composition nearly the same as that of " Ara-yu ", may be classified as " hydrogen
sulphide spring".

Radio-activity. 1,73 Mache's units in i litre of water at 8,4° C.

(Kohl-Low. fontact. ; Y. Kinugasa and T. Saito, No\. 12, 1913).

Electric conductivity. x,<x 10 1=12,72.

Table 36.
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In I kilogram of the mineral water

Cations. «'^'"'

Hydrogen ion (H") 0,03086

Potassium ion (K') 0,01703

Sodium ion (Na') 0,03670

Ammonium ion (NH4') . . . 0.00106

Calcium ion (Ca") 0,09967

Magnesium ion (Mg"). • • 0,03271

Ferrous ion (Fe") 0,11444

Aluminium ion (Al'") .... 0,17022

Anions.
Chlorine ion (CI') 0,64573

Hydrosulphate ion (HSO4'). 2,14506

Sulphate ion (SO4") 1,09275

Hydrophosphate ion(HP04") 0,00860

are contained

:
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In I kiloirnim of ihc mineral water are conlaineci :

Cations.
'•'"'"^

ilytlidgen ion iH') 0.0444

Sodium ion (NV) 0.0778

Calcium ion (Ca") 0.18S5

Muijnesiiini ion (Mg") 0.0466

Ferrous ion (Fe") 0,0989

Aluminium ion (Al") 0,0034

Anions.
Chlorine ion (CI') 0,7252

Hydrosulphate ion (HSOi') . . . 2,2633

Sulphate ion (SO/') 0,9871

Milli-
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The hot spring " Jizo-no-yu "

Analysis (calculated from the salt table).

Analysed by the Tokyo Imperial Hygienic Laboratory. 1881.

Temperatm-e : 56,5° C. (air temp. 11,2° C). Total residue: ca. 4,72.

The spring, being in its composition nearly the same as that of " Saino-kawara-no-yii ", may be classified as

"acid alum vitriol spring".

Radio-activity. O.U Mache's units in I litre of water at 15° C.

0,65 Mache's units in i litre of gas at 0° C.

(Kohl.-Lbw. fontact. ; Dr. R. Ishizu, April 5, 1913).

The hot spring " Netsu-no-yu "

Analysis (calculated from the salt table).

Analysed by the Tokyo Imperial Hygienic Laboratory. iSSi.

Temperature: 56° C. (air temp. 10,1° C). Total residue: ca. 4,57.

The spring, being in its composition nearly the same as that of " Saino-ka\vara-no-yu ", may be classified as

' acid alum vitriol spring ".

Radio-activity. 0,I6 Mache's units in 1 litre of water at 17,7° C.

(Kohl.-Lo-.v. fontact.; Dr. R. Ishizu, April 8, 191 3).

0,70 Mache's units in i litre of gas at 0° C.

(Kohl.-Low. fontact. ;
Dr. R. Ishizu, April 6, 19 13).

The hot spring " Shirane-san-no-yu "

Analysis (calculated from the salt table).

Analysed by the Tokyo Imperial Hygienic Laboratory. 1891.

Specific gravity: 1,0109 at 15° C. Total residue: ca. 7,25.

The spring, Ijeing in it> composition nearly the same as that of " Saino-ka\vara-no-yu ", may be classified as

"acid alum vitriol spring".

Composition of the sinter-deposit (analysed in 191 1).

too pans of the yellowish sinter-deposit consist of:

Soluble in water Insoluble in water

Total soluble matters 0.43O pts. Sulphur 94.42 pts.

of which Silica (SO,) 2.34 „

Free acids (as H2SO4) 0098 „ FeoO.,, AI2O3. MgO. CaO ;.oi

Composition of the gas (analysed in 19 '3)-

loco c.c. of gas* evolving from the spring consist of:

Shirahata-no-yu Netsu-no-yu Jiz6-no-yu.

CO; 730 c.c. 550 c.c. 670 c.c.

O., 20 ,, 75 ,, not determined

Hydrocarbons and nitrogen . . . not determined not determined ,,

* The analrsis is not accurate, %hc ntiniberi giriug only the approximate value.
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Table 37.

No.



Anions.
Chlorine ion (CV) 0,50122 14.13879 14,13879

Sulphate ion (SO4") ..... 0,32048 3,33625 6,67250

Hydrocarbonate ion(HCO.-j') 0,02503 0,41026 0,41026

1.31577 34.85512 21,22155

Boric acid (meta) (HBOo). . 0,05667

Silicic acid (meta) (HoSiOa)

.

0,10891

Ferrous bicarbonate [FeCHCOs)^]
Boric acid (meta) (HBO2) ....
Silicic acid (meta) (HaSiOs) . . .

Free carbon dioxide (CO^).

0,0045

0,0567

o,io8g

1,4816

0,0500

1. 5316

Free carbon dio.vide (CO-i)

1,48135

0.04995 1. 135-3

1. 53130

The spring thus may be classified as " sulphated common salt spring ".

Radio-activity. 0,82 Cache's units in i litre of water at 10,5° C.

(Kohl. -Low. fontact. ; Y. Kinugasa and T. Saito ; Nov. 15

Electric conductivity, /-i.xio-i = 18,66.

1913)-

The hot spring " Iwane-nc-yu "

Analysis.
Analysed by the Tokyo Imperial Hygienic Liiboratory. iSSi. Temperature; 83,5° C.

Flow of water : ta. 526 hectolitres in 24 hours. Total residue : ca. 2,48.

In I kilogram of the mineral water are contained :

Grams Graujs

Potassium chloride (KCl) 0,1349 Calcium sulphate (CaS04) 0,5865

Sodium chloride (NaCl) 1,4891 Silica (Si02) 0,1373

Sodium sulphate (Na2S04) 0,1137 2,4825

Magnesium chloride (MgCl^) 0,0210

Besides these trace of iron.

The spring may be classified as "common salt spring".

Radio-activity. I,27 Cache's units in i litre of water at 10,4° C.

(Kohl.-Lbw. fontact.; Y. Kinugasa and T. Saito, Nov. 15, 1913).

Electric conductivity, /.isxio-^ =30,66.

Table 38.

No.



Corrigendum to P. 53 :

—

This table of analysis is to be exchanged with the corresponding table which is misprinted.

In I kilogram of the mineral water

Cations. """"

Potassium ion (K") 1,43430

Sodium ion (NV) 9,82587

Ammonium ion (NH4') . . . 0,00254

Calcium ion (Ca") 0,26901

Magnesium ion (Mg"') .... 0,05976

Ferrous ion (Fe") 0,00410

Anions.
Chlorine ion (CV) 13.07537

Bromine ion (Br') 0,01133

Iodine ion (I') 0,00200

Hydrocarbonate ion(HC03') 6.86973

31.55401

Boric acid (meta) (HBO2) . . 0,99695

Sihcic acid (meta) (H2Si03) . 0,02279

32.57375

Free carbon dio.xide (CO2) . . 0,96555

33.53930

are contained :
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Anions.
Chlorine ion (CK) 0,50122 )4,i3S79 14,13879

Sulphate ion (SO4") ..... 0,32048 3,33625 6,67250

Hydrocarbonate ion(HC03') 0,02503 0,41026 0,41026

i.3>577

Boric acid (meta) (HBO2). . 0,05667

Silicic acid (meta) (H2Si03) . o,io8gi

1.48135

0.04995

34,85512 21,22155

Ferrous bicarbonate [FeCHCOsX'j 0,0045
Boric acid (meta) (HBO9) 0,0567

Silicic acid (meta) (HoSiOs) o,io8g

i,4Si6

Free carbon dioxide (CO2) 0,0500

i,5.Si6

Free carbon dio.xide (CO2' • 1.135=3

i.53'3o

The spring thus may be classified as " sulphated common salt spring".

Radio-activity. 0,82 Mache's units in i litre of uvtcr at 10,5° C.

(Kohl. -Low. fontact. ; Y. Kinugasa and T. Saito ; Nov. 15, 1913).

Electric conductivity. y-,sx io-i = 18,66.
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ISOBE
Location.— Isobe-mura, Usui-gun, Province Kozuke, Gumma-ken.

The springs issue from the Tertiary.

The cold spring " Isobe-Kosen "

Analysis (calculated from the original numbers).

Analysed by the Tokyo Imperial Hygienic Laboratory. 1914.

Specific gravity: 1,0249 at 10° C. Temperature: 15,5° C. (air temp. 5° C).

Flow of water : ca. 720 hectolitres in 24 hours.

The mineral water corresponds appro.ximalely in its

composition to a solution containing in I kilogram :

Grams
Potassium chlor de (KCl) 0.2735
Sodium chloride (\aCl) 21,3537

Total residue: ca. 26,91.

In I kilogram of the mineral water are contained :

Cations. Orams ^Jim- MilUgj^.

Potassium ion (K') 0,14343 3,66360 3.66360

Sodium ion (NV) 9.82587 426,28503 426,28503

.Ammonium ion (NH4") . . . 0,00254 0,14049 0,14049
Calcium ion (Ca'") 0,26901 6,72525 13,45050
Magnesium ion (Mg"). . . . 0,05976 2,45320 4,90640
Ferrous ion (Fe") 0,00410 0,07321 0.14642

448.59244
Anions.

Chlorine ion (CP) '3.07537 368,83970 368,83970

Bromine ion (Br') 0,01133 0.14170 0,14170

Iodine ion (I') 0,00200 0,01577 0,01577
Hydrocarbonate ion (HCO/

) 4,85816 79,62891 79,62891

28,25157 887,96686 448,62608

1.405 1

5

0,02279

Boric acid (meta) (HBO2).

Silicic acid (meta) (HoSiOj)

Free carbon dioxide (CO2)

Sodium bromide (NaBr) 0,0146
Sodium iodide (Nal) 00024
Ammonium chloride (XH4CI) 0,0075

Sodium bicarbonate (NaHCOj) 3,7293
Calcium bicarbonate [Ca(HC03)2] 1,0896

Magnesium bicarbc latc [Mg(HC03)2]. • • 0,359

r

Ferrous bicarbonate [Fe(HCO,'))o] 0,0130

Boric acid (meta) (HBO2) 0,9970

Silicic acid (meta) (H^SiOj) 0,0228

27,8625

Free carbon dioxide (CO^) 2,4158

03,2783

29,67951

2,41581, 5490477

32,09532

Besides these trace of nitrate and sulphate ion.

The spring thus may be classified as "alkaline carbondioxated concentrated common salt spring".

Radio-activity. 0,47xio-ii' curies in 1 litre of water at 15,5- C.

0,13 Mache's units (recalculated). (Schmidt's electrom.; S. Hanz;iwa, Jan. 30, 1914).

l,41xio-w curies in i litre of gas at 0° C.

0,39 Mache's units (reailculated). (Schmidt's electron!.; S. Hanzawa, Jan. 31, 1914).

Electric conductivity, /.isx 10-1=245,12.

The cold spring " Ji-no-yu "

Teinperature : 9° C. (air temp. 2° C).

Radio-activity. 3,78xio-'" curies in I litre of water at 9° C.

1,04 Mache's units (recalculated).

7,42xio«<' curies in I litre of gas at 0° C.

2,04 Mache's units (recalculated).

(Schmidt's electron!.; S. Hanz;iwa, Feb. i. 1914).

Electric conductivity. xi,x 10-1=34,83.
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Table 39.

No.
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Anions.
Chlorine ion (CI') 0,1055 2,9760 2,9760

Sulphate ion (SOj") 0,2754 2,8670 5,7340

Hydrocarbunaic ion (HCO3') . . 0.2498 4.0944 4,0944

0,8889 18.4051 12,8044

Silicic acid (meta) (HoSiO:,)- • - o,2o6S

1.0957

Free carbon dioxide (COo) . . . 0,6752 • '5.3568

"17714

Magnesium bicarbonate [Mg(HC03)2] . . . 0,0053

Ferrous bicarbonate [Fc(HC03)2] 0,0242

.Man<janous bicarbonate [Mn(HCOs)i] . . . 0,0055

Silicic acid (meta) (H^SiOa) 0.2068

1.0957'

Free carbon dioxide (COj) 0,6757

T77^4"

Besides these trace of aluminium, bromine, iodine, hydrophosphate ion and organic substances.

The spring thus may be classified as " sulphated bitter spring ".

Radio-activity. 0,67 Mache's units in i litre of water at 10,1° C.

(Kohl.-Lbw. fontact. ; Y. Kinugasa and T. Saito, Nov. 14, 1913).

Electric conductivity. /,sxio-j= 10,28.

The hot spring " Ohaguro-yu "

Analysis (calculated from the salt table).

Analysed by the Tokyo Imperial Hygienic Laboratory. 1903. Specific gravity: 1,001 at 15° C.

Temperature: 47° C. Total residue: ca. 1,34.

The spring, being in its composition nearly the same as that of " Nomi-vu ", may be classified as

"sulphated bitter spring".

Radio-activity. 0,47 Mache's units in i litre of water at 11,0° C.

(Kohl.-Lbw. fontact.; Y. Kinugasa and T. Saito, Nov. 14. 1913).

Electric conductivity, /.is xio-t= 13,41.

The hot spring " Oseki-no-yu * "

Analysis (calculated from the salt table).

.Analysed l)y the Tokyo Imperial Hygienic Laboratory. 1903.

Specific gravity: 1.0008 at 15° C. Tempeniture : 44,5° C.

Total residue : ca. 0.98. Flow of water : ca. 25400 hectolitres in 24 hours.

The spring, being in its composition nearly the same as that of " Nomi-yu ", may be classified as

"sulphated bitter spring".

Radio-activity. 0,37 Mache's units in I litre of water at lo,i° C.

(Kohl.-Low. fontact. ; Y. Kinugasa and T. Saito, Nov. 14. 19 13).

Electric conductivity, /.isxio-^sicsa.

Table 40.

No.
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YUJIKU
Location,—Xiiharu-nuira, Tone-giin, I'nnince Kozuke, Giimma-ken.

The springs issue from tlie 'I'ertian- Tuff.

The hot spring " Sen-to "

Analysis (cakula'ed from the original numiiers).

Analysed by the Tokyo Imperial Hygienic Laboratory.

Temperature : 67° C.

In I kilogram of the mineral water are contained:

1914.

Cations. Grams

Potassiuin ion (K) 0,01225

Sodium ion (Na') 0,28531

Ammonium ion (NH4") 0,00042

Calcium ion (Ca") 0,16417

Magnesium ion (Mg") 0,00044

Ferrous ion (Fe") 0,00035

Anions.
Chlorine ion (CK) 0,13095

Sulphate ion (SO4") 0,77710

Hydrocarbonate ion (HCO;/) . . 0.06697

Milli- Milligraiii-

niols equivalents

0,31289 0,31289

12,37786 12,37786

0,02323 0,02323

4,10425 8,20850

0,01806 0,03612

0,00625 0,01250

20,97110

3.69395 3.69395

8,08974 16,17948

1 ,09768 1 ,0976s

Specific gravity: 1,0007 a' '9° C.

Total residue: ca. 1,42.

The mineral water corresponds approximately in its

composition to a solution containing in i kilogram :

Grams
Potassium chloride (KCl) 0,02334

Sodium chloride (NaCl) 0,19644
Ammonium chloride (NH4CI) 0,00124

Sodium sulphate (Na2S04) 0,64110

Calcium sulphate (CaS04) 0,48712

Calcium bicarbonate [Ca(HC0s)2] 0,08489

Magnesium bicarbonate [Mg(HC03)2]. . . 0,00264

Ferrous bicarbonate [Fe(HC03)2] 0,00111

Boric acid (meta) (HBOo) 0,00710

Silicic acid (meta) (HoSiO^) 0,06098

1.50596^

Boric acid (meta) (HBOo) . .

Silicic acid (meta) (HoSiOs) .

Free carbon dioxide (COo) . .

5.43796 29,72391 20,97111

0,00710

0,06098

1,50604

small quantity

The spring thus may be classified as " saline bitter spring ".

Radio-activity. 2,30xio-w curies in 1 litre of water at iS,o° C.

(Schmidt's electroin.

0,63 Mache's units (recalculated).

33,36x10-1" curies in i litre of gas at 0° C.

9,18 Mache's units (recalculated).

(Schmidt's electrom.; M. Komori, April 30, 1914).

M. Komori, April 29, 1 914).

Table 41.
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YUBISO-YUBARA
Location.—Minakaini-iiuini, Tone-gun, Province Kozuke, tiunima-kcn.

The springs issue from the Granite.

The hot spring " Yubiso-no-yu " No. 2

Analysis (cakulatetl from (he orii,'iniil numbers).

Analysed by the Tokyo Imperial Hygienic Laboratory. 1914.

Specific gravity: 1.0001 at 16° C. Temperature: 8.S° C. (air temp. 2'')'' C).

Total residue: ca. 0.5. Flow of water: ca 974 hectolitres in 24 hours.

In I kilogram of the mineral water arc contained:

Cations.

Potassium ion (K') . . .

Sodium ion (Na-) . . .

Ammonium ion (NHj)
Calcium ion (Ca') . . .

Magnesium ion (Mg ") .

Ferrous ion (Fe"). . . .

Grams

0.0045

'

0,09000

0,00026

0.05214

0,00022

0,00070

Anions.
Clilorine ion (CP)

Sulphate ion (S04")

Hydrocarbonate ion (HCO;/) .

Boric acid (meta) (HBO.,) . . .

Silicic acid (meta) (HiSiO^) . .

Free carbon dioxide (COo) . .

Milli- MilligraTii-

tiiols equivalents

O.II520 0,11520

3.90-155 3.90455

0,01438 0,01438

1,30250 2,60500

0,00903 0,01806

0,01250 0,02500

6,68219

0,14650 4,13258 4,13258

0,06295 0,65532 1,31064

0.07568 1.24045 1,24045

0,43296

0,02838

0,08829

0,54963

0.04543 .

0.59505

38651 6,68367

1,03227

The mineral water corresponds approximately in its

composition to a solution containing in 1 kilogram :

(irants

Potassium chloride (KCl) 0,00859

Sodium chloride (XaCl) 0,22843

Ammonium chloride (NH4CI) 0,00077

Calcium chloride (CaClo) 0,00546

Calcium sulphate (CaS04) 0,08916

Calcium bicarbonate [Ca(HC03)|>] 0,09700

Magnesium bicarbonate [.Mg(HCO.i)o]. . . 0,00132

Ferrous bicarbonate [Fc(HCOs):;] 0,00223

Boric acid (meta) (HBO.,) 0,02838

Silicic acid (meta) (HoSiOs) 0,08829

0,54963

Free carlion dioxide (CO2) 0,04542

0.59505

The sprint; thus may be classified as " simple thermal ".

Radio-activity. 1,97 Mache's units in I litre of water at 19.5° C.

(Kohl. -Low. fontact. ; M. Komori and K Matsubara, April 30, 1914)

Table 42.
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miNOYU
Location —Sakamoto-machi, Usui-giin. Province Kozukc, Gumma-ken.

The springs issue from the Pyroxene Andesite.

The hot spring " Iri-no-yu "

Analysis (calculated from the salt table).

Analysed by the Tokyo Imperial Hygienic Laboratory. 1890.

Temperature: 37° C. (air temp. 1,5° C).

In I kilogram of the mineral water are contained :

Specific gravity: i.ooii at 15° C.

Total residue : ca. i ,90.

Cations. Grams ^"i'"
Mil.ligram-

mols equiTaleats

Potassium ion (K-) 0,0060 0.1533 °.I533
Sodium ion (Xa-) 0.6250 27,1150 27,1150
Calcium ion (Ca") 0,0537 1,3392

Magnesium ion (Mg") o,cx394 0.3S59

Anions-
Chlorine ion (CI') 0,9907 27,9464 27,9464
Sulphate ion (SO/') 0.133 3 1.3877 2.7754

2,6784

o,77'8

30,7185

The mineral water corresponds approximately in its

composition to a solution containing in i kilogram :

Grams
Potassium chloride (KCl) 0,0039
Sodium chloride (NaCl) 1,5864
Potassium sulphate (K:.SOj) 0,0089
Magnesium chloride (MgCl2) 0,0368

Calcium sulphate (CaSO^) 0,1821

Silicic acid (meta) (HoSiO^) 0,0325

1,8506

Silicic acid (meta) (H.,Si03)

.

1,8181 58,3275 30,7218

0,0325

1,8506

Besides these trace of hydrophosphate ion.

The spring thus may be classified as " common salt spring ".

Radio-activity. 0,77+ Mache's units in I litre of water at 4,8° C.

(Eng.-Siev. fontact.; S. Hanzawa and T. Saito, Feb. i, 1914).

Table 43.

No.
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AKAGI-NASHIKI
Location.—Kurohone-mura, Seta-gun. Province Kozuke, Gumma-ken.

The springs issue from the \'olcanic Detritus.

The cold spring " Nashiki-Kosen "

Analysis (calculated from the salt table).

Analysed by the Tokyo Imperial Hygienic Laborator)'. 1908.

Specific gravity: 1.0022 at 15° C.

Total residue : ca. 2.25.

In I kilogram of the mineral water are contained

Cations. Grams

Potassium ion (K") 0,0525

Sodium ion (Na) 04255
Calcium ion (Ca-) 0.1280

Magnesium ion (Mg") .... 0,1392

Milli-
lllrtls

1.3410

18.4599

3,1920

5.7143

Milligram-
equivalent.*

1,3410

18,4599

6.3S40

11.4286

Anions.
Chlorine ion (CI') 0,9241

Sulphate ion (SO/')

Hydrocarbonate ion (HCO3').

Silicic acid (meta) (HoSiOa). .

Free airbon dioxide (CO2) . .

0.021

1

0.6801

26,0677

0,2197

11,1474

37.6135

26,0677

0,4394

11,1474

2.3705

0.1298

2,5003

0,7901

66.1420 37,6545

17.956S

Temperature : 20° C.

Flow of water: ca. 195 hectolitres in 24 hours.

The mineral water corresponds approximately in its

composition to a solution containing in 1 kilogram :

Oranis

Potassium chloride (KCl) o.iooo

Sodium chloride (NaCl) i ,c8oo

Calcium chloride (CaCl.) 0.3300
Magnesium chloride (MgCl^) 0.0150
Calcium sulphate (CaS04) 0.0300
Magnesium bicarbonate [Mg(HC03)oJ . . . 0,8155
Silicic acid (meta) (HoSiOj) 0,1298

2.5003
Free carbon dioxide (CO^) 0.7901

3.2904

3,2904

Besides these trace of ferrous and aluminium ion.

The spring thus may be classified as "earthy common salt spring".

TOMOE
Location.—Tomoe-mura, Kashima-gun, Province Hitachi. Ibaraki-ken.

The springs issue from the Diluvium.

The cold spring ' Tomoe-Kosen " No. 1

Analysis (calculated from the original numbers).

Analysed by the Tokyo Imperial Hygienic Laboratory. 191 1.

Specific gravity: 10012 at 21° C. Temperature: 16.9° C.

Flow of water : ca. 270 hectolitres in 24 hours.

The mineral water corresponds approximately in its

composition to a solution containing in i kilogram :

Ciratns

Potassium chloride (KCl) 0.07064
Sodium chloride (NaCl) 2.66607

Ammonium chloride (NH^Cl) 0,00471

Sodium sulphate (Na2S04) 0.04903
Calcium sulphate (CaSQi) 0.12878

Magnesium sulphate (.MgSO^) 0.10033

54.35234 Magnesium bicarbonate |Mg(HCOj)sJ . . . 0,24981

Total residue :
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Anions. Ferrous bicarbonate [FeCHCOa)^] 0,cx37i2
Chlorine ion (CI') 1.65233 46,61016 46,61016 Silicic acid (nieta) (H.SiOj). .

.'
0,06544

Sulphate ion (SO/') 0,20408 2,12451 4,24902 3.34'93
Hydrocarbonate ion (HCO3') 0.21312 3.49320 3,49200 Free carbon dioxide (CO.,) 0.02135

3,27653 103,05225 54,352.^8 3,36328
Silicic acid (meta) (HoSiOa) . 0,06544

3.34197
Free carbon dio.xide (CO2) . 0.02135. .0,48523

3.36332

Besides these a small quantity of boric acid.

The spring thus may be classified as " common salt spring ".

Radio-activity. 4,72xio-i" curies in I litre of water at 19,8= C.

(Schmidt's electron!. ; M. Koniori, April 26, 19 14).

1,30 Mache's uniis (recalculated).

TSUKUBA
Location.—Ishioka-machi, Xiiharu-gun, Province Hitachi. Ibaraki-ken.

The springs issue from the Dilu\ luni.

Table 44.
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In I kilosrram of the mineral water are contained :

Cations.
Potassium ion (K").

Sodium ion (NV) . . .

Calcium ion (Ca") . . .

Magnesium ion (Mg")
Ferrous ion (Fe") . . .

Anions.
Chlorine ion (Cl'l

Hydrocarbonate ion (HCO3').

Silicic acid (nieta) (HoSiOa) .

Free carbon dioxide (CO2) . .

Milli-
IIIOls
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Radio-activity of mineral springs and well waters in Tokyo,

Yokohama and their neighbourhood.

Table 45.

No.
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The hot spring " Moto-yu

Analysis (calculated from the salt table).

Analysed by the Tokyo Imperial Hygienic Laborator)-. 1881

Total residue : ca. 0,57° C.

1 II I kilogram of the mineral water are contained :

Temperature : 42° C.

Flow of water : ca. 360 hectolitres in 24 hours.

Cations. «^""^

Potassium ion (K') 0,0128

Sodium ion (Na) 0,1805

Calcium ion (Ca") 0,0128

Anions.
Chlorine ion (CI') 0,1967

Sulphate ion (SO4") 0.1255

Hydrocarbonate ion (HCO3'). 0,0392

Milli-
mols

Milligram-
equivalents

0.3269 0,3269

7.8308

0,3192

5.54S7

1,3065

0.6425

7,8308

0,6384

8.7961

5.5487

2,6130

0,6425

The mineral water corresponds approximately in its

composition to a solution containing in 1 kilogram

:

Grams
Potassium chloride ( KCl) 0,0244

Sodium chloride (XaCl) 0.3055

Sodium sulphate (Na2S04) 0,1856

Calcium bicarbonate [Ca(HC03)»] 0,0520

Silicic acid (meta) (H2Si0.i) 0,0327

0,6002

Silicic acid (meta) (H2Si03)

15,9746 8,8042

Besides these trace of magnesium, ferrous ion and organic substances.

The spring thus may be classified as " simple thermal ".

The other noted hot springs

Spring Fukuzumi-no-yu Tamano-o-noyu Fujiya-no-yu Seklgucbiaoyu

Specific gravity — 1,000 4 (at 16° C.) 1,000 4 (at 18° C.) —
Temperature 44.0° C. 47,3° C. 45,5° C. 42,8° C.

Total residue ca. 0,57 ca. 0,64 ca. 0,62 ca. 0,50

Flow of water ca. 540 his. — — —
(in 24 hours)

The springs, Ijeing in their composition nearly the same as that of " Moto-yu ", may be classified as

" simple thermal ".

MIYANOSHITA
Location.—Onsen-mura, Ashigara-shimo-gun, Province Sagami, Kanagawa-ken.

The springs issue from the Augite Andesite and its Agglomerate.

The hot spring " Taiko-no-yu "

Analysis (calculated from the original numbers).

Analysed by the Tokyo Imperial Hygienic Laboratory. 1914.

Specific gravity: 1,0017 ^' '5° ^
Total residue : ca. 2,28.

In 1 kilogram of the mineral water are contained :

Temperature : 67° C.

Flow of water : ca. 208 hectolitres in 24 hours.

Cations.
''"""'

Potassium ion (K) 0,07160

Sodium ion (Na-) 0,65505

Ammonium ion (NH4). . . . 0,00053

Calcium ion (Ca") 0,07915

Magnesium ion (Mg") .... 0,00742

Ferrous ion (Fe") 0,00210

Milli- Milligram,
mots equivalents

1,82886 1.82886

28,41865 28.41865

0,02931 0,02931

I 97875 3.95750

0,30460 0,60920

0,037 50 0.07500

3491852

The mineral water corresponds approximately in its

composition to a solution containing in I kilogram

:

(irnnis

Potassium chloride (KCl) 0,13643

Sodium chloride (NaCl) 1,66256

Ammonium chloride (NH4CI) . 0,00157

Calcium chloride (CaClo) 0,12599

Calcium sulphate (CaS04) 0,05585

Calcium bicarbonate [Ca(HC03)2] 0,07003

Magnesium bicarbonate [Mg(HCOj)s]. . . 0,04459
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Anions.
Clilorine ion (CK) ....
Sulphate ion (SO4") 0,03943

Hvdrocarbonate ion (HCO3')

Boric acid (meta) (HBO2) . .

Silicic acid (nieta) (HoSiO.-)) .

M5393
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SOKOKURA
Location.—Onsen-imira, Ashigara-shimo-gun, Province Sagami, Kanagawa-ken.

The springs issue from the Aiigite Andesite and its Agglomerate.

The hot spring " Onjun-no-yu "

Analysis (calculated from the salt table).

Anahscd by the Yokohama Imperial Hygienic Laboratory. 1885. Specific gravity: 1,00192.

Temperature: 72° C. Total residue: ca. 2,19.

In I kilogram of the mineral water arc contained : The mineral water corresponds approximately in its

jlilli. Milligram- composition to a solution containing in l kilogram :

Cations. Grams
-^^^^i^ equivalents GraTiis

I'otassium ion (K") 0.0513 1.3103 1,3103 Potassium chloride (KCl) 0,0978

Sodium ion (NV) 0,6332 27,4707 27,4707 Sodium chloride (NaCl) 1,6071

Calcium ion (Ca") 0,1144 2,8529 5,7058 Calcium sulphate (CaSO^) 0,0595

Magnesium ion (Mg') .... 0,0092 0,3777 0,7554 Calcium bicarbonate [Ca(HC03)|,] 0,3920

35,2422 Magnesium bicarbonate [Mg(HCO:i)2j . . . 0,0552

Anions. Silicic acid (meta) (HoSiO;,) 0,1841

Chlorine ion (CK) 1.0204 28,7898 28,7898 2,3957"

Sulphate ion (SO4") 0,0419 0,4362 0,8724

Hydrocarbonate ion (HCOs'). 0,3412 5,5925 5.5925

2,2116 66,8301 35,2547
Silicic acid (meta) (HoSiO^) . 0,1841

Free carbon dioxide (COo). . not determined

Besides these trace of ferrous, aluminium, iodine and hydrophosphate ion, boric acid, and organic substances.

The spring thus may be classified as " common salt spring ".

The other noted hot springs

Spring Reisen-no-yu Maaju-no-yu Slnrel-no-yu

Specific gravity 1,00176 — —
Temperature 76,0° C. 70,0° C. 64,0° C.

Total residue ca. 2,18 ca. 1,92 ca. 1,83

Flow of water (in 24 hours). ca. 6 his. ca. 78 his. —

The springs, being in their composition nearly the same as that of " Onjun-no-yu ", may be classified as

"common salt spring".

KIGA
Location.—Miyagino-mura, Ashigara-shimo-gun, Province Sagiimi, Kanagawa-ken.

The springs issue from the Augite Andesite and its Agglomerate.

The hot spring " Odaki-no-yu "

Analysis (calculated from the salt table).

Analysed by the Tokyo Imperial Hygienic I..aboratory. 1881.

Temperature: 46,7° C. Total residue: ca. 1,39.
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In I kilogram of the mineral water are contained :

Cations. 'drains

Sodium ion (Na') o 2992

Calcium ion (Ca") 0,0859

Magnesium ion (Mg") .... 0,0573

Anions.
Chlorine ion (CI') 0.5440

Sulphate ion (SO4") 0,1620

Hydrocarbonate ion (HCO3'). 0,1980

Silicic acid (meta) (H^SiO,).

1.3464

0.1532

1 ,4996

Milli-
mols

12,9805

2,1421

2.3525

'5.3456

1 ,6864

3.2454

2537.752

Milligraiu-
equivalents

12,9805

4.2842

4.705°

21,9697

15,3456

3.3728

_3.2454
21,9638

The mineral water corresponds approximately in its

composion to a solution containing in 1 kilogram :

Grams

Sodium chloride (NaCl) 0,7595

Magnesium chloride (MgCU) 0,1125

Calcium sulphate (CaSO^) 0,2297

Calcium bicarbonate [Ca(HCOa)2] 0,0738

Magnesium bicarbonate [Mg(HC03)2] . . . 0,1709

Silicic acid (meta) (H2Si0.i) 0,1532

1.4996

Besides these trace of bromine ion and organic substances.

The spring thus may be classified as "common salt spring".

The other noted hot springs

Spring

Temperature

Total residue

Flow of water (in 24 hrs.

Kami-no-yu

40° C.

ca. 1,12

ca. 35 his.

Shobu no-yu

45° C.

ca. 1,05

Tani-no-yu

ca. 1,06

IwB-no-yu

42° C.

ca. 0,81

ca. 54 his.

The springs, except the last one, being in their composition nearly the same as that of " Odaki-no-yu ", may
be classified as "common salt spring", but " Iwa-no-yu ", containing the smaller proportion of solid

matters, as "simple thermal".

KOWAKIDANI
Location.—Miyagino-mura, Ashigara-shimo-gun, Province Sagami, Kanagawa-ken.

The springs issue from the Augite Andesite and its Agglomerate.

The hot spring " Kowakidani-Onsen "

Analysis (calculated from the salt table).

Analysed by the Yokohama Imperial Hygienic Laboratory.

Temperature: 35,6° C.

In I kilogram of the mineral water

Cations. <5™""

Hydrogen ion (H') 0,0020

Sodium ion (Na) 0,0209

Calcium ion (Ca") 0,0348

Magnesium ion (Mg") .... 0,0125

Ferrous ion (Fe') 0,1465

Manganous ion (Mn") .... 0,0015

Aluminium ion (Ak") 0,0295

Anions.
Hydrosulphate ion (HSO^') . o,igoo

Sulphate ion (SO/') 0,5877

Silicic acid (meta) (H^SiO:))

are contained :
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YUNOHANA-ZAWA
Location.—Moto-hakonc-mura, Ashigara-shimo-gun, Province Sagami, Kanagawa-ken.

The spring issues from tlie Aiigite Andesite and its Agglomerate.

The hot spring "Hana-no-yu"

Analysis (calculated from the salt table).

Analysed by the Tokyo Imperial Hygienic I^bordtor>\

Specific gravity: l,ooo6 at 15° C. Temperature: 40° C.

Total residue: ca. 0,7. Flow of water: oi. 691 hectolilres in 24 hours.

In I kilogram of the mineral water are contained :

Milligram-

Cations,
''rams

jij^jg equivalents

Hydrogen ion (H) 0,0047 4.653° 4,6530

Potassium ion (K-) 0,0091 0,2324 0,2324

Sodium ion (Na) 0,0213

Calcium ion (Ca") 0,0303

Magnesium ion (Mg") ... 0,0194

Aluminium ion (Al—) 0.0226

Milli-
mols

4.6530

0,2324

0.9241

0.7556

0,7964

0.8339

Anions.
Hydrosulphate ion (HSOj'). . 0,4557 4.6946

Sulphate ion (SO^") c.3262 3.395^

0,9241

1,51 12

1,5928

2,5017

11,4152

4,6946

6,7916

The mineral water corresponds appro.ximately in its

composition to a solution containing in i kilogram :

Grams
Potassium sulphate (K2SO4) 0,0202
Sodium sulphate (Na2S04) 0,0657
Calcium sulphate (CaS04) 0,1026
Magnesium sulphate (MgSO^) 0,0972
Aluminium sulphate [.Mo(S04)3] 0.1432
Free sulphuric acid ( HoSO^) 0,4604
Silicic acid (meta) (IloSiO^) 0,0180

0,9073
Free hydrogen sulphide (HjS) 0,1205

16,2858 11,486208893
Silicic acid (meta) (HoSiO^) . 0,0 1 80

0,9073

Free hydrogen sulphide (HoS) 0,1205

1,0278

Besides these trace of ferrous, chlorine and hydrophosphate ion, and organic substances.

The spring thus may be classified as " acid hydrogen sulphide spring ".

1,0278

SENGOKU-BARA
Location.—Sengokubara-mura, Ashigara-shimo-gun, Province .Sagami, Kanagawa-ken.

The springs issue from the Augite Andesite and its Agglomerate.

The hot spring " Sengoku-shin-yu "

Analysis (calculated from the salt table).

Analysed by the Yokohama Imperial Hygienic Laboratory

Specific gravity : 1 ,00095 ''t '^ *-.

In I kilogram of the mineral water are contained:

Cations. «'•''"'*

Potassium ion (K ) 0,0064

Sodium ion (NV) 0,0999
Calcium ion (Ca") 0,2544

Magnesium ion (Mg") .... 0,0649

Ferrous ion (Fe ") 0,0014

.Aluminium ion (Al"'). 0,0042

Anions.
Sulphate ion (SOj") 1,1088

Silicic acid (meta) (H.^SiOs)

1,5400

0,2726

Milli-
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UBAKO
Location.—Moto-hako e-niura, Asliigara-shimo-j;un, Province Sagami, Kanagawa-ken.

The spring issues from the Augitc Andesite and its Agglomerate.

The hot spring "Ubako-yu"

Analysis (calculated from the salt table).

Analysed by the Yokohama Imperial Hygienic Laboratory. 1885.

Temperature : 40° C

Specific gravity : i ,0006 at 1
3° C.

Total residue : ca. 0,65.

In I kilogram of the mineral water are contained:

Cations. <'™'"s

Potassium ion (K') 0,0054

Sodium ion (Na') 0,0284

Calcium ion (Ca") 0,0739

Magnesium ion (Mg") .... 0,0198

Aluminium ion (Al"") .... 0,0074

Anions.
Sulphate ion (SO4") 0,3609

Milli-
mols
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Table 46.
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ATAMI
Location.—Atanii-machi, Takata-gun, Province Izu, Shiziioka-lien.

Tlie springs issue from the Augite Andesite and its Agglomerate.

The hot spring "O-yu"

Analysis (calculated from the salt table).

Analysed by the Tokyo Imperial Hygienic Laboratory.

Flow of water: ca. 1296 hectolitres in 24 hours.

1881. Temperature : 108° C.

Total residue : ca. 9,24.

In I kilogram of the mineral water

Cations. Grams

Potassium ion (K') 0,1859

SodiuiTi ion (Na") 2,1312

Calcium ion (Ca") 1,0831

Magnesium ion (Mg") .... 0,0037

Ferrous ion (Fe"') 0,0006

Anions.
Chlorine ion (CP) 5-3053
Sulphate ion (804") 0,0926

Hydrocarbonate ion (HCO3')

.

0,0014

re contained :
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Table 47.
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Table 48.

No.
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Anions. Magnesium sulphate (MgSO.,) 0,0027
Chlorine ion (CK) 0,3421 9,6502 9.6S02 Silicic acid (meta) (HoSiO.,) o 1063
Sulphate ion (SO4") 0.2958 3,0793 6.1ii86

'

^ ^g,
Hydrocarbonate ion(HCO;/). 0,0596 0.9769 0,9769

1 ,0790 29,1057 16,7857

Silicic acid (ineta) (HoSiO.-)) . 0.1063

1. 1853

Free carbon dioxide (COo) . . not determined

Besides these trace of ferrous, manganous, aluminium and hydrophosphate ion, and boric acid.

The spring thus may be classified as " saline common salt spring ".

Radio-activity. I,3S Mache's units in i litre of water at 9,5° C.

(Kohl.-Lbw. fontact. ; Dr. R. Ishizu, Keb. 25, 1913).

8,73 .Mache's units in i litre of gas at 0° C.

(Kohl.-Low. fontact. ; Dr. R. Ishizu, Feb. 26, 1913).

The hot spring " Dokko-no-yu "

Analysis (calculated from the salt table).

Analysed by the Tokyo Imperial Hygienic Laboratory. 1881. Temperature: 69° C.

Flow of water: ca. 432 hectolitres in 24 hours. Total residue: ca. 1,12.

The spring, being in its composition nearly the same as that of " Ishi-yu ", may be classified as " saline

common salt spring ".

Radio-activity. 0,M Mache's units in l litre of water at 9.7° C.

4,11 Mache's units in I litre of gas at 0° C.

(Kohl.-Low. fontact. ; Y. Kinugasa, Feb. 25. 1913).

The hot spring " Ma-yu "

Analysis (calculated from the salt table).

Analysed by the Tokyo Imperial Hygienic Laboratory. 1881.

Temperature: 64° C. Total residue: ca. 1,21.

The spring, being in its composition nearly the same as that of " Ishi-yu ", may be classified as " saline

common salt spring".

Radio-activity. 0,13 Mache's units in I litre of water at 11.0° C.

(Kohl.-Low. fontact. ; Dr. R. Ishizu, Feb. 26, 1913).
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Table 49.

Xu.
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In 1 kilojrram of the mineral water arc contained :

Cations.
Grams

Potassium ion (K") 0.0016

Sodium ion (Na") 0,2077

Calcium ion (Ca") 0,0045

Anions.
Chlorine ion (CK) o.ii37

Sulphate ion (SO4") 0,2653

Hydrocarbonate ion (HCO3'). 0,0332

MiUi-
luols

0,0409

9,0108

0,1 122

MilliKr.-ini-

cquivalents

0,0409

9,0108

0,2244

9,2761

3.2073

2,7619

0,5442

3.2073

5.5238

0.5442

The mineral water corresponds approximately in its

composition to a solution containing in i kilogram :

Grams

Sodium chloride (NaCl) 0,1876

Potassium sulphate (K...SOj) 0,0036

Sodium sulphate (Na.2S04) 0,3737

Sodium bicarbonate (NaHCOj) 0,0458

Calcium sulphate (CaSO^) 0,0153

Silicic acid (mela) (H^SiO^) 0,0909

0.7169

Silicic acid (meta) (HoSiOj)

0,6260

0,0909

0,7169

15.6773 9.2753

Besides these a small quantity of aluminium ion, a very small (|uantily of ferrous, hydrophosphate ion, and

boric acid.

The spring thus may be classified as " simple thermal.".

Table 50.

Xo.
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NAKAISHIDA
Location.—Ooka-miira, Shunto-giin, Province Suniga, Shizuoka-ken.

1 he cold spring " Kametsuru-Onsen "

Temperature: 15,0° C. Total residue: ca. 0,14.

No accurate analysis has ever been made, but the spring seems to be "sulphur spring"-

Radio-activity. 0,U Mache's units in I litre of water at 137° C.

(Kohl.-Lbw. fontact. ; Y. Kinugasa, March 19, 1913).

HATAGE
Location.—Kwan-nami-mura, Takata-gun, Province Izu, Shizuoka-kcn.

The hot spring " Hatage-Onsen "

Analysis (calculated from the original numbers).

Analysed by the Tokyo Imperial Hygienic Laboratory. 1911.

Specific gravity : 1,000. Temperature: 43,3° C.

Flow of water: ca. 508 hectolitres in 24 hours. Total residue: ca. 0,11.

In I kilogram of ihc mineral water are contained: The mineral water corresponds approxiinately in its

.,.,,. ,,.,,. composition to a solution containing in I kilogram:
P Milli- Milligram- t- a a

Cations.
crrama

jji^]^ eiuivalerits Grams

Potassium ion (K-) 0,00097 0,02478 0,02478 Potassium chloride (KCl) 0,00185

Sodium ion (Na-) 0,04025 1,74620 1,74620 Sodium chloride (NaCI) 0,02942

Ammonium ion (NH.r) . . . 0,00021 0,01162 0,01162 Ammonium chloride (NH4CI) 0,00062

Calcium ion (Ca") 0,00771 ' 0,19275 0.38550 Sodium sulphate (Na2S04) 0,06894

2,16810 Sodium bicarbonate (NaHCO.i) 0,02298

Anions. Calcium bicarbonate [Ca(HCO,i)o] 0,03122

Chlorine ion (CP) 0,01912 0,53935 0,53935 Silicic acid (mcta) (H.,Si03) 0,0270

i

Sulphate ion (S04") 0,04658 0,48491 0,96982 0,18204

Hydrocarbonatc ion (HCO:/) 0,04020 0,65891 0,65891 Free carbon dioxide (CO2) 0,04442

0,15504 3,65852 2,16808 0,22646

Silicic acid (meta) (H^SiOs). 0,02701

0,18205

Free carbon dioxide (CO^;) . 0,04442 . . 1,00954

0,22647

The spring thus may be classified as " simple thermal ".
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Table 51.

No.
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The spring thus may be classified as "saline bitter spring".

Radio-activity. 0,20 Madie's units in i litre of water at 8,0° C.

1.77 Mache's units in i litre of gas at 0° C.

(Kohl.-Low. fontact.; Y. Kinugasa, March 11, 1913).

Table 52.

No.
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Table 53.

No.
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YUGANO
Location.—Kami-kawazu-mura, Kamo-gun, Province Izu, Shizuoka-ken.

The springs issue from the Andesite.

Table 55.

No.
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RENDAIJI
Location.—Inozawa-mura. Kanio-giin. Province Izu, Shiziioka-ken.

The spiings issue from the Tertiary.

Table 57.
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Table 58.
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The hot spring " Tohi-kwan-no-yu " No. 1

Analysis (calculated from the original numbers).

Analysed by tlic Tokyo Imperial Hygienic Laboratory. 1910. Temperature : 53,5° C.

Specific gravity: 1,0018 at 12,5° C. Total residue: ca. 1,41.

The spring, being in its composition nearly the same as that of " O-yu ", may be classified as " sillphated

bitter spring".

Radio-activity. 0,40 Mache"s units in i litre of water at 16,0° C.

(Kohl.-Low. fontact. ; Y. Kinugasa, March 18, 1913).

The hot spring " Tohi-kwan-no-yu " No. 2

Analysis (calculated from the original numbers).

Analysed by the Tokyo Imperial Hygienic Laboratory. 19 lo. Temperature: 56° C.

Specific gravity: 1,0022 at 10° C. Total residue: ca. 1,69.

The spring, being in its composition nearly the same as that of "O-yu", may be classified as "sulphated

bitter spring".

Radio-activity. 0,85 Mache's units in i litre of water at 15,3° C.

(Kohl.-Low. fontact. ; Y. Kinugasa, March 18, 1913).

Table 59.
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YUMURA
Location.—Omiva-mura, Nishi-vainanashi-irun, Province Kai, Yamanaslii-ken.

Table 60.

No.
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The cold spring " Shimobe-Onsen "

Analysis (calculated from the original numbers).

Analysed by the Tokyo Imperial Hygienic Laboratory. 1914.

Specific gravity: 0,9998 at 19° C. Temperature: 35° C.

Flow of water : ca. 6480 hectolitres in 24 hours.Total residue : ca. 0,46.

In I kilogram of the mineral water are contained :

Cations. ^"""'^

potassium ion (K') 0,00024

Sodium ion (Xa") 0,08059

Ammonium ion (\H<') .... 0,00021

Calcium ion (Ca") 0,05714

Magnesium ion (Mg") 0,00031

Ferrous ion (Fe") 0,00140

Anions.
Chlorine ion (CK) 0,06676

Sulphate ion (SO4") 0,20531

Hydrocarbonate ion (HCO3') . 0.01759

Milli-
iiiols

0,00613

3.49631

0,01162

1,42850

0,01273

0,02500

1,88322

2. '373'

0,28831

MilliKrani-
equiTalents

0,006 1

3

3.4963'

0,01 162

2,85700

0,02546

0.05000

6,44652

1,88322

4.27462

0,28831

Boric acid (meta) (HBO^^ .

Silicic acid (meta) (HoSiO:,)

Free carbon dioxide (CO2)

0,42955

0,01419

0,0^052

0,47426

0,00730

.

9,28913 6,44615

0,16591

The mineral water corresponds appro.vimately in its

composition to a solution containing in i kilogram

:

Grams
Potassium chloride (KCl) 0,00046
Sodium chloride (XaCl) 0,10913
Ammonium chloride (NH4CI) 0,00062
Sodium sulphate (NaoS04) 0,11591
Calcium sulphate (CaS04) 0,17987
Calcium bicarbonate [Ca(HC03)2] 0,01725
Magnesium bicarbonate [Mg(HC03)2] . . 0,00155
Ferrous bicarbonate [Fe(HC03)2] 0,00445
Boric acid (meta) (HBO2) 0,01419

Silicic acid (meta) (HoSiOa) 0,03052

014739^
Free carbon dioxide (CO2) 0,00730

0,48125

0,48156

The spring thus may be classified as "simple cold spring".

Table 62.
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Analysed by the Tokyo Imperial Hygienic Laboratory. 1914.

Specific gravity: 1,0070 at 10° C. Temperature: 23.5° C. (air temp. 4,5° C).

Total residue: ca. 7,41. Flow of water: ca. 77 hectolitres in 24 hours,

kilogram of the mineral water are contained :

Milligram-
equivalents

3.51596

105,58872

0,05863

11.83850

1,71182

0,05000

172,76363

Anions.
Chlorine ion (CI') 3.14674 88,76587 88.76587

Cations.

Potassium ion (K') . . .

Sodium ion (Na'). . . .

Ammonium ion (NH4)
Calcium ion (Ca") . . .

Magnesium ion (Mg")

Ferrous ion (Fe") . . .

Grams
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The cold spring " Tsugane-yu " No. 1(A)

Analysis (calculated from the original numbers).

Analysed by the Tokyo Imperial Hygienic Laboratory. 1914.

Specific gravity: i,cx>7o at 11° C. Temperature: 17,5° C. (air temp. 7° C).

Total residue ; ca. 7,94. Klow of water : ca. 45 hectolitres in 24 hours.

The spring, being in its composition nearly the same as that of " Nibuzawa " .No. i, may be classified as

"earthy common salt spring".

Radio-activity. 85<i.83x 10-10 ruric^ in I litre of water at 14,5° C.

(Schmidt's electrom ; V. Kinugasa, April I, 1914).

235,63 Mache's units (recalculated).

The cold spring " Kuridaira " No. 1

Analysis (calculated from the original numbers).

Analysed by the Tokyo Imperial Hygienic Laboratory. 1914.

Specific gravity: 1,0028 at 10° C. Temperature: 16,0° C. (air temp. 7,0° C).

Total residue: ca. 2,18. Flow of water: ca. 40 hectolitres in 24 hours.

The spring, being in its composition nearly the same as that of "Nibuzawa" No. I, differing only in the

smaller proportion of hydrocarbonates of alkaline-earth metals from the latter, may be classified as

"common salt spring".

Radio-activity. 2147,05xio-i» curies in I litre of water at 5,0° C.

(Schmidt's electrom.; Dr. R. Ishizu, Dec. 7, 191 3).

590,44 Mache's units (recalculated).

55W,30xio-"' curies in i litre of gas at 0° C.

(Schmidt's electrom.; Dr. R. Ishizu, Dec. 8, 1913).

1514,23 .Mache's units (recalculated).

The cold spring "Tochikubo" No. 1

Analysis (calculated from the origmal numbers).

Analysed by the Tokyo Imperial Hygienic Laboratory. 1914.

Specific gravity: 1.00S5 at 11° C. Temperature: 24,5° C. (air temp. 9,0° C).

Total residue : ca. 9,20. Flow of water : ca. 66 hectolitres in 24 hours.

The spring, being in its composition nearly the same as that of "Nibuzawa" No. i, may be classified as

"earthy common salt spring".

Radio-activity. 2S,87xio->ii curies in I litre of water at 14,0° C.

(Schmidt's electrom.; Dr. R. Ishizu, Dec. 9, 1913).

7.11 Mache's units (recalculated).

86,41 X 10-10 curies in i litre of gas at 0° C.

(Schmidt's electrom.; Dr. R. Ishizu, Dec. 13, 1913).

23.76 Mache's units (recalculated).

Composition of the gas (analysed in 1914).

1000 c.c. of gas* evolving from the spring consist of:

Kuridaira No. I Tochikubo No. i

Carbon dio.\ide (CO3) 870 c.c. 960 c.c.

Oxygen (O2) 10 ,, 10 „

The rest not determined not determined

* Tbe aoalyiia ia not accurate, the numben giving onlj the approximate value.
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Discharge of Radium Emanation.

Xo.
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SHIBU
Location.—Kitayama-mura, Suvva-gun, Province Shinano, Nagano-ken.

The springs issue fro.n the Andesite.

The cold spring " Shibu-iio-yu "

Analysis.

Analysed by Dr. R. Ishizu. 1904. Specific gravity: 1,0003 at 15° C.

Total residue : ca. 0.86. Temperature : 27° C.

Flow of water : abundant.

In I kilogram of the mineral water are contained :

Grams Grams

Potassium chloride (KCl) 0.0275 Aluminium sulphate [Al2(S04)3] 0,0976

Sodium chloride (NaCl) 0,0923 Free sulphuric acid (H2S04) 0,6692

Potassium sulphate (K2SO4) 0,1624 Silica (SiOj) 0,0890

Calcium sulphate (CaS04) 0,0326 1,1854

Magnesium sulphate (MgS04) 0,0046 Free hydrogen sulphide (H^S) 0,0167

Ferrous sulphate (FeS04) 0,0102 1,2021

The spring may be classified as "acid hydrogen sulphide spring".

Radio-activity. l,22xio-if curies in I litre of water* at 23° C.

(Schmidt's electron!. ; M. Komori, Oct. 6, 1914).

0,34 Mache's units (recalculated).

Composition of the mineral salt "Hana-jio" (analysed in 1904).

100 parts of the brownish crystalline crust, weak acid and saline in taste, consist of:

Potassium chloride (KCl) 0,4167 parts Ferrous sulphate (FeS04) 9,5390 parts

Sodium chloride (NaCl) 0,1053 •• Aluminium sulphate [Al2(S04)3] 16,1674 ,,

Sodium sulphate (Na2S04) 154596 ,, Sulphuric acid (H2SO4) 2.2395 ,,

Calcium sulphate (CaS04) 1,2250 ,, Silica (SiOa) 1.2504 „

Magnesium sulphate (MgS04) 0,7968 ,, Water 47,7850 ,,

Composition of the sinter-deposit " Yu-no-hana" (analysed in 1904).

100 parts of the yellowish-white powder, acid in taste, consist of:

Sulphur (S) 77.9959 parts Calcium sulphate (CaS04) 2,8422 parts

Potassium sulphate (K2SO4) 2,1258 ,, Ferric o.vide (FcoOa) 2,7703 ,,

Besides these a small cjuantity of magnesia, alumina, chlorine, silica, etc.

SUWA
Location.—Suwa-gun, Province Shinano, Nagano-ken.

The springs issue from the Alluvium.

The hot spring " Suwa-Onsen "

Analysis (calculated from the salt table).

Analysed by the Tokyo Imperial Hygienic Laboratory. 1 890. Temperature : 64.7° C.

Specific gravity: 1,00195 'i' '5° C. Total residue: ca. 1,06.

* Measurement was made with tUe sample brought to the laboratory b.v applicant, taking into account decay of rnciiuui eniaTiatiuu with the

time.
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In I kilogram of the mineral water are containetl :

Cations.
«""'

Potassium ion (K-) 0,0163

Sodium ion (Na-) 0,2451

Calcium ion (Ca") 0,0738

Anions.
Chlorine ion (CI') 0,2443

Sulphate ion (SO/') 0,3765

0,9560 23,7009

Silicic acid (meta) (HiSiOj) . 0,068 1

I 0241

Milli-

mols



Silicic acid (meta) (HoSiOj) 0,0491

0,4572

— 92

Anions.
Chlorine ion (CK) 0,0288 0,8124 0,8124

Sulphate ion (5O4") .2448 2,5484 5,0968
"04081 8^439 5^092

Silicic acid (meta) (HaSiOa) . . . 0,049

'

0,4572

Besides these a small quantity of ferrous and aluminium ion, trace of magnesium and hydrophosphate ion.

The spring thus may be classified as " simple thermal ".

Table 65.

N...
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Table 66.

No.
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Table 67.

Xo.
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The hot spring " Danjo-no-yu

Analysis.

Analysed by the Imperial Geological Survey. Specific gravity: i,oo at 15° C.

Temperature: 96° C. (air temp. 28° C). Total residue: ca. 0,71.

The spring, being in its romijosition nearly the same as that of " Shirataki-no-yu ", may be classified as

"alkaline sulphur spring".

Radio-activity. 0,79 Mache's units in 1 litre of water at 28,1° C.

(Kohl.-Low. fontact. ; Y. Kinugasa and T. Saito, ."^ug. 11, 1914).

The hot spring " Taki-no-yu "

Analysis.

Analysed by the Imperial (geological Survey. Specific gravity : i .00 at 1
5° C.

Temperature: 95.5° C. (air temp. 28° C). Total residue: ca. 1,14.

The spring, being in its composition nearly the same as that of " Shirataki-no-yu ", may be classified as

"alkaline sulphur spring".

Radio-activity. 0,77 Mache's units in i litre of water at 27° C.

(Kohl.-Low. fontact.; Y. Kinugasa and T. Saito, Aug. 11. 1914)-

The hot spring " Oyogi-no-yu "

Analysis.
.-Analysed by the Imperial Ceological Survey. Specific gravity: 0,99 at 15° C.

Temperature : 74° C. (air temp. 30° C). Total residue : ca. 0,46.

The spring, being in its composition nearly the same as that of " Shirataki-no-yu ", may be classified as

"alkaline sulphur spring".

Radio-activity. 1,28 Mache's units in i litre of water at 22,6° C.

(Kohl.-Low. fontact.; Y. Kinugasa and T. Saito, Aug. 11, 1914).

Table 68.
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KUZU
Location.—Taira-mura, Kita-azumi-gun, Province Shinano, Nagano-l<en.

The springs issue from the Granite.

Table 69.
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ANDAI
The springs issue from the Diluviiini.

The hot spring " O-yu "

Analysis (calculated from the salt table).

Analysed by the Tokyo Imperial Hygienic Laboratory- 1898.

Flow of water : ca. 648 hectolitres in 24 hours.

Temperature : 56° C.

Total residue : ca. 0,95.

In I kilogram of the mineral water are contained:

Cations. Grams

Potassium ion (K ) 0,0188

Sodium ion (Na") 0,2181

Calcium ion (Ca") 0,0735

Anions.
Chlorine ion (CI') 0,2746

Sulphate ion (SO/') 0,2812

The mineral water corresponds approximately in its

Milli- Milligram- composition to a solution containing in i kilogram :

liiols equivalents Grams
0.4803 0,4803 Sodium chloride (NaCl) 0.453'

Potassium sulphate (K2SO4) 0.0418
Sodium sulphate (Na2SO<) 0,1221

Calcium sulphate (CaSO^) 0,2492

Silicic acid (meta) (HoSiOs) 0,1064

0.9726

9.4577

1.8329

7.7461

2.9273

9.4577

3.6658

13,6038

7.7461

5.8546

Silicic acid (meta) (HoSiOg)

.

0,8662 22,4443 13,6007

0,1064

0,9726

Besides these trace of magnesium, ferrous, aluminium and hydrophosphate ion.

The spring thus may be classified as " simple thermal ".

Radio-activity. 0,97 Mache's units in i litre of water at 27,6° C.

(Kohl.-Low. fontact.; Y. Kinugasa and T. Saito, Sept. 6, 1914).

SHIBU
The springs issue from the Diluvium.

The hot spring " O-yu

Analysis (calculated from the salt ubie).

Analysed by the Tokyo Imperial Hygienic Laboratory. 18S7.

Specific gravity: 1,00203 at 14° C.

In I kilogram of the mineral water are contained :

Cations. Grams

Potassium ion (K') 0,0058

Sodium ion (Na') 0,2639

Calcium ion (Ca") 0,1052

Fi.'rrous inn (Fc") 0,0038

Anions.
Chlorine ion (CK) 0,3236

Sulphate ion (SO^") 0,3705

Hydrocarbonate ion (HCO3'). 0.0082

1,0810

0.1752

1.2562

Milli-
lllols

0,
1
48

1

I 1.4490

2,6190

0,0680

9.1283

3.8519

0,1310

Milliirram-
eqtiivalents

0.I.IS1

11,4490

5,2380

0,1360

i6,977r

9,1283

7,7138

0,1310

Silicic acid (meta) (HoSiO^). .

27.3953 i6.973>

Total residue: ca. 1,21.

The mineral water corresponds approximately in its

composition to a solution containing in i kilogram :

Grams

Sodium chloride (.NaCl) 0,5340

Potassium sulphate (KoSOj) 0,0130

Sodium sulphate (Na2S04) 0,1650

Calcium sulphate (CaSO<) 0,3570

Ferrous bicarbonate [Fe(HCO,)j]

Silicic acid (meta) (H2Si03)

0,0120

0.1752

1,2562

Besides these trace of magnesium, aluminium, iodine and hydrophosphate inn. and boric acid.

The spring thus may be classified as "sulphated common salt spring".
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Table 70.

Xo.
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The cold spring " Ena-Kosen " lYunoshima)

Analysis (calculated from the original numljcrs;.

Analysed by the Tokyo Imperial Hygienic Laboratory. 1914. Specilic gravity: 1,0002 at 15^ C.

ca. 0,12.Temperature: 10° C. (air temp. 13° C).

In I kilogram of the mineral water are contained

Milli* Milligram-
luoU etiuivaleats

0.00817 0,00817

Cations. ^"'"^

Potassium ion (K") 0,00032

Sodium ion (Na') 0,02773 '.20303 1.20303

Ammonium ion (N'H4) . . . 0,00016 0,00885 0,00885

Calciimi ion (Ca") 0,00714 0,17850 035700
Magnesium ion (Mg") .... 0,00022 0,00903 0,01806

Ferrous ion (Fe") 0,00140 0,02500 0,05000

~i',645Ti

Total residue :

The mineral water corresponds appro.\imateIy in its

composition to a solution containing in 1 kilogram

:

Grams
Potassium chlor dc (KCl) 0,00061
Sodium chloride (N'aCl) 0,05739
Ammonium chloride (NH^Cl) 0,00047
Sodium sulphate (N'a-S04) 0,00182
Sodium bicarbonate (XaHCO,,) o,ot652

Calcium bicarbonate [Ca(HC03)o] 0,02897
Magnesium bicarbonate [Mg(HC03)2]. . . 0,00136
Ferrous bicarbonate [Fe(HC03)J 0,00445
Silicic acid (nieta) (HoSiOj) 0,02597

0.13756

Anions.
Chlorine ion (CI') 0,03538 0,99803 0,99803

Sulphate ion (SO4") 0,00123 0,01280 0,02560

Hydrocarbonate ion(HCO.i')- 0,03801 0,62301 0,62301

0,11159 3.06642 1,64664

Silicic acid (meta) (HoSiOj) . 0,02597

0,13756

Besides these a small quantity of free carbon dioxide and trace of boric acid.

Tlie spring thus may be classified as " simple cold spring ".

Radio-activity. 1022,ISxio-i" curies in I litre of water at 11,0° C.

(Schmidt's clcctrom. ; Y. Kinugasa, April 13, 1914).

281,09 Mache's units (recalculated).

Table 71.
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OGAWA
Location.—Yamazaki-mura, Shinio-niikawa-gtin, Province Etchu, Toyama-ken.

The springs issue from the Liparite.

The hot spring " Ogawa-Onsen " * No. 5

Analysis (calculated from the original numbers).

Analysed by the Tokyo Imperial Hygienic Laboratory. 1913. Specific gravity: loot 17 at 15° C.

Total residue: ca. 1,14.Temperature : 60° C. (air temp. 26° C).

In I kilogram of the mineral water are contained:

nation.? Grams ^"j'' Mi'lisi-ii"-
Oations. mols cqvnvalents

Potassium ion (K') 0,01338 0,34176 0,34176
Sodium ion (Na') 0,35482 15,39349 15,39349

Calcium ion (Ca") 0,05147 1,28354 256708
Magnesium ion (Mg") . . . 0,00365 0,14984 0,29968

18 60201

Atiions.
Chlorine ion (CI') 0,40055 11,29901 11,29901

Sulphate ion (SO/') 0,03580 0,37268 0,74536
Hydrocarbonate ion (HCO3') 0,40007 6,55764 6,55764

•-597+ 35.39796 18,60201

Boric acid (meta) (HBO2). . 0,02870

Silicic acid (meta) (H2Si03). 0,08556

1,37400

Besides these a small quantity of free carbon dioxide and trace of aluminium, ferrous and hydrophosphate ion.

The spring thus may be classified as "alkaline common salt spring".

Radio-activity. 2,71 Mache's units in i litre of water at 23,5° C.

(Kohl.-Low. fontact.; Dr. R. Ishizu, July 24, 1913).

The mineral water corresponds approximately in its

composition to a solution containing in I kilogram :

Grams

Potassium chloride (KCI) 0,02550
Sodium chloride (NaCl) 0,64100

Sodium sulphate (Na2S04) 0,05298

Sodium bicarbonate (NuHCO.t) 0,31025

Calcium bicarbonate [Ca(HC0:i)2] 0,20808

Magnesium bicarbonate [Mg(HC03)2]. . . 0,02193

Boric acid (meta) (HBO2) 0,02870

Silicic acid (meta) (H2SiO.-i) 0,08556

1.37400

Table 72.

No.
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FUTAMI
Location.—Aimoto-miira, Shimo-niikawa-gun, Province Klchu, Toyama-ken.

The springs issue from tlie Granite.

The hot spring " Dai-ichi-no-yu "

Analysis.
Analysed by the Toyania Red Cross Hospital. 1913. Specific gravity: 1,0004 a' '5° C.

Temperature : 64,3° (air temp. 29° C). Total residue : ca. 0,50.

In I kilogram of the mineral water are contiiined

Grams

Potassium chloride (KCl) 0,0314

Sodium chloride (NaCl) 0,1514

Sodium bicarbonate (NaHCOa) 0,2057

Calcium sulphate (CaS04) 0.0126

Calcium bicarbonate [Ca(HC03)2] 0,0038

Magnesium bicarbonate [I\Ig(HCO.,)2] 0,0037

Ferrous bicarbonate [Fe(HC03)2] 0,0005

Grinis

Aluminium sulphate [Al2(S04)3] 0,0273

Boric acid (meta) (HBOo) 0,0204

Silicic acid (meta) (HjSiOs) 0,1664

0,6232

Free carbon d'oxide (CO2) 0,0067

Free hydrogen sulphide (HjS) 0,0004

0,6303

The spring may be classified as "sulphur spring".

Radio-activity. 2,69 Mache's units in i litre of water at 25,5° C.

(Kohl.-Low. fontact.; Y. Kinugasa and T. Saito, Sept. 3, 1914).

The hot spring " Dai-ni-nc-yu "

Analysis.

Analysed by the Toyama Red Cross Hospital. 1913. Specific gravity: 1,0006 at 15° C.

Temperature: 85° C. (air temp. 24° C). Total residue: ca. 0,61.

The spring, being in its composition nearly the same as that of " Dai-ichi-no-yu ", may be classified as

"sulphur spring".

Radio-activity. I,38 Mache's units in i litre of water at 24,2° C.

(Kohl.-Low. fontact. ; Y. Kinugasa and T. Saito, Sept. 3, 1913).

Table 73.

No.
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KANETSURI
Location.—Katakaidani-mura, Shimo-niikawa-gun, Province Etchu, Toyama-ken.

The spring issues from tlie Contact Zone of Granite and Limestone.

The hot spring " Kanetsuri-Onsen "

Temperature : 49° C. (air temp. 29,5^ C). Flow of water : ca. 180 hectolitres in 24 hours.

No accurate analysis has ever been made, but the spring seems to be " simple thermal ".

Radio-activity. 2,20 Mache's units in i litre of water at 26,8° C.

(Kohl.-Low. fontact. ; Y. Kinugasa and T. Saito, Sept. 3, 1914)-

OMAKI
Location.—Toga-mura, Higashi-tonami-gun, Province Etchu, Toyama-ken.

The spring issues from the Porphyrite Dyke.

The hot spring " Omaki-Onsen "

Analysis (calculated from the original numbers).

Analysed by the Tokyo Imperial Hygienic Laboratory. 191 i.

Specific gravity: 1,0127 at 23° C. Temperature: 49° C. (air temp. 25,5° C).

Total residue : ca. 3,29. Flow of water : ca. 346 hectolitres in 24 hours.

In I kilogram of the mineral water

Cations. Grams

Potassium ion (K') 0,01895

.Sodium ion (Na') 0,73404

Ammonium ion (NH4-) . . . 0,00048

Calcium ion (Ca") 0,39442

Anions.
Chlorine ion (CK) 1,41621

Sulphate ion (SO4") 0,57774
Hydrocarbonate ion(HC03') 0,00603

are contained :
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WAKURA
Location.— H.ishi-niura, Kashiina-gim, Province Noto, Ishikawa-ken.

The springs issue from tlie Tertiarv- Tufaceous Sandsione.

The hot spring " Wakura-Onsen "

Analysis (calculated from the salt table).

.Analysed by the Tokyo Imperial

Specific gravity: l,oS at 7,8° C.

Total residue : ca. 20,93.

In I kilojrram of the mineral water are contai

Milli-
molsCations. "'•""•s

Potassium ion (K") 0,2050 5,2366

Sodium ion (Na) 4.3456 188,5303

Calcium ion (Ca") 3.191S 79.5910

Anions.
Chlorine ion (CK) 12,3680 348,8857

Sulphate ion (SOj") 0.1943 2,0229

necl :

Milligram-
equtv.ilents

5.2366

188.5303

159.1820

352,9489

348,8857

4.0458

Hygienic Laboratory. 1897.

Temperature : 82° C.

Flow of water: ca. 2160 hectolitres in 24 hours.

The mineral water corresponds approximately in its

composition to a solution containing in

Potassium chloride (KCl)

Sodium chloride (NaCI) .

Calcium chloride (CaCU)
Calcium sulphate (CaSO<)

Silicic acid (meta) (HoSiOa)

kilogram

:

Grams

0,3905

1 1 ,0295

8,6091

0,2756

0,0922

20,3969

20,3047 624,2665

Silicic acid (meta) (HoSiOs). 0,0922

20.3969

Besides these trace of magnesium, ferrous.

The spring thus may be classified as
'

352,9315

aluminium, bromine, iodine and hydrophosphate ion.

earth-muriated common salt spring".

AWAZU
Location.—Awazu-mura, Xomi-gun, Province Kaga, Ishikawa-ken.

The springs issue from the Brecciated Liparite.

The hot spring " Awazu-Onsen "

Analysis.
Analysed by the Hygienic laboratory of Ishikawa-ken. 1912.

Specific gravity: 1,0032 at 15° C. Temperature: 47° C. (air temp. 4° C).

Total residue : ca. 2,24. Flow of water : ca. 2700 hectolitres in 24 hours.

In I kilogr.im of the mineral water are contained :

Hypothetical form of couibination.

Grams

Potassium oxide (K2O) 0,0354

Sodium o.\ide (Na20) 0,3840

Calcium oxide (CaO) 0,4595

Magnesia (MgO) 0,0098

Chlorine (CI) 0,2359

Sulphuric anhydride (SO3) 0,4727

Silica (Si02) 0,0121

Carbon dioxide (total) (COj) 0,6534

Free hydrogen sulphide (HoS) 0,0173

Grams

Potassium chloride (KCl) 0,0541

Sodium chloride (NaCl) 0,3471

Sodium bicarbonate (NaHCOj) 0,5937

Calcium sulphate (CaSO<) 0.S032

Calcium bicarbonate [Ca(HCO.,)..] 0,3725

Magnesium bicarbonate [Mg(HC03)a] 0.0360

Silica (SiO.) 0.0121

2.2187

Free carbon dioxide (CO2) 0,1457

Free hydrogen sulphide (H»S) 0.0173

2.3817

Besides these trace of iron oxide and alumina.

The spring may l)c classified as " sulphur spring ".
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KATAYAMAZU
Location.—Sakumi-mura, Enuma-gun, Province Kaga, Ishikawa-ken.

The springs issue from the Tcrtiar\-.

The hot spring " Katayamazu-Onsen "

Analysis.
Analysed by the Kanazawa Garrison Hospitah 1909.

Specific gravity: 1,01024 at '5° C. Temperature: 74° C.

Total residue: ca. 15,79. Flow of water: ca. 630 hectolitres in 24

In I kilogram of the mineral water are contained:

Grams
Potassium chloride (KCl) 5.>3ii Magnesium sulphate (MgSOj)
Sodium chloride (NaCl) 7,2840 Ferric oxide and alumina (FeiOs+ AUOa) .

Sodium carbonate (Na2C03) 0,0029 Silica (Si02)

Calcium chloride (CaCy 1,3009

Calcium sulphate (CaS04) 1. 1370

Besides these trace of phosphoric and boric acid.

The spring inay be classified as " common salt spring ".

GraDis

0,6513

0,1147

0,1606

57825

YAMASHIRO
Location.—Vamashiro-machi, Enuma-gun, Province Kaga, Ishikawa-ken.

The springs issue from the Tertiary Shale.

The hot spring " Yamashiro-Onsen "

Analysis (calculated from the salt tabic).

Analysed by the Tokyo Imperial Hygienic Laboratory. 1905.

Specific gravity: 1,0000 at 25° C. Temperature: 66° C.

Total residue: ca. 1,66. Flow of water: ca. 2142 hectolitres in 24 hours.

In I kilogram of the mineral water are contained :

Cations.
Potassium ion (K'). . .

Sodium ion (Na'). . . .

Calcium ion (Ca") . . .

Magnesium ion (Mg")

.

Anions.
Chlorine ion (CI')

Sulphate ion (SO/')

Hydrocarbonate ion (HCO3') . .

Silicic acid (meta) (H2SiO.-!) . . .

Free carbon dioxide (CO2) . . .

Free hydrogen sulphide (HoS) .

Grams
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YAMANAKA
Location.—Yamanaka-maclii, Ijuiiiia-^'iiii, Province Kaga, Ishikawa-ken.

The sprinj; issues from tlie Tertiary Tuff Breccia.

The hot spring ' Yamanaka-Onsen

Analysi (calculated from the salt table).

Analysed by the Kanazawa Garrison Hospital,

1,0016 at 15° C. Temperature: 49° C.

Flow of water: ca. 1800 hectolitres in 24 hours.

The mineral water corresponds approximately in its

Specific gravity

Total residue: ca. 1,65.

In I kilogram of the mineral water are contained

Cations. Grams

Potassium ion (K') 0,1698

Sodium ion (Na') 0,1416

Calcium ion (Ca") 0,2747
Magnesium ion (Mg") 0,0076

Anions.
Chlorine ion (CI') 0,0799
Sulphate ion (SO4") 1,0802

Hydrocarbonate ion (HCO3') . . 0,0023

Willi- Milligrain-
niols equiva.ents

4.3372

6,1432

6,8504

0,3120

2,2539

11,2451

0,0377

4.3372

6,1432

13,7008

0,6240

24.8052

2.2539

22,4902

0.0377

Silicic acid (meta) (H2Si0.i) . .

Free carbon dioxide (CO2) . .

Free hydrogen sulphide (HjS)

1,7561 31,1795

0.0441

1,8002

not determined

0,0010

24.7818

composition to a solution containing in I kilogram :

Grams
Sodium chloride (NaCl) 0,1318
Potassium sulphate (K2SO4) 0,3781
Sodium sulphate (.\a2SO4) 0,2741
Sodium bicarbonate (\aHCO3) 0,0032
Calcium sulphate (CaSO^) 0,9311
Magnesium sulphate (MgS04) 0,0378
Silicic acid (meta) (H2Si03) 0.0441

1 ,8002

Free hydrogen sulphide (H^S) 0,0010

1,8012

I,Soi2

Besides these trace of ferrous, aluminium and hydrophosphate ion and boric acid.

The spring thus may be classified as " sulphateti bitter sulphur spriug ".

YUWAKU
Location.—Yuwakudani-mura, Ishikawa-gun, Province Kaga, Ishikawa-ken.

The springs issue from the Tertiar).

The hot spring " Yuwaku-Onsen "

Analysis (calculated from the original numbers).

Analysed by the Tokyo Imperial

Specific gravity: 1,0020 at 17° C.

Flow of water; ca. 1800 hectolitres in 24 hours

In I kilogram of the mineral water are contained:

Cations. «"'"»

Potassium ion (K) 0,01287

Sodium ion (Na") 0,92424
Ammonium ion (NH4") . . . 0,00317

Calcium ion (Ca") 0,23096

Magnesium ion (Mg"). . . . 0,00175
Ferrous ion (Fe") 0,00140

Aluminium ion (Al"-) .... 0,00317

Milli-
mols

0,32874

40,097 1

8

0.17533

5.77400

0,07 1 84

0,02500

0,1 1700

Milligrain-
equivalenti

0,32874

40.09718

0.175^3

11,54800

0,14368

0,05000

0,35100

52.69393

Hygienic L;iboratory. 1912.

Temperature : 41° C.

Total residue: ca. 3.31.

The mineral water corresponds approximately in its

coinposition to a solution containing in I kilogram :

Grams

Potassium chloride (KCl) 0,02452

Sodium chloride (NaCl) 2,15305

.\mmonium cliloridc (NH4C1) 0,00938

Sodium sulphate (NaoS04) 0,23417

Calcium sulphate (CaS04) 0,70586

Calcium bicarbonate [Ca(HC03)2] 0,09494

Magnesium bicarbonate [Mg(HCOs)o]. . . 001052

Ferrous bicarbonate [Fe(HC03)o] 0,00426



Anions.
Chlorine ion (CK) 2261

Sulphate ion (SO/') 0,67343

Hydrocarbonate ion(HC03'). 0,08319

106

37,30917 37,30917

7,01051 14,02102

'.36356 1.36356

Alinninium sulphate [Al2(S04)3] 0,02003

Boric acid (meta) (HBOo) 0,11329

Silicic acid (meta) (HoSiOa) ,04923

3.41925

Boric acid (meta) (HBOo) . .

Silicic acid (meta) (HoSiO,).

3.25679

0,11329

0,04923

3.4>93i

92,27233 52,69375

Besides these a small quantity of free carbon dioxide.

The spring thus may be classified as " sulphated Common salt spring".

AWARA
Location.—Auara-mura, Sakai-gun, Province Echizen, Fukui-ken.

The springs issue from the Alluvium.

The hot spring " Beniya-uo-yu " (FunatsuNo. lOi

Analysis (calculated from the original numbers).

Analysed by the Tokyo Imperial Hygienic Laboratory. 1914.

Specific gravity: 1,0085 ^' '2° C. Temperature: 76° C.

Flow of water: ca. 152 hectolitres in 24 hours. Total residue: ca. 10,03.

In 1 kilogram of the mineral water are contained:

Cations. ^"""^'

Potassium ion (K") 0,11510

Sodium ion (Na') 2,32621

Ammonium ion (NH4). . 0,00212

Calcium ion (Ca") 1,28974

Magnesium ion (Mg") . • 0,00438

Ferrous ion (Fe") 0,00070

Anions.
Chlorine ion (CK) 5,7001 r

Sulphate ion (SO4") . • 0,38556

Hydrocarbonate ion(HC03') 0,00175

Milli-
niols
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Table 74.
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Anions. Calcium bicarbonate [CaCHCOs)^] 0.0065
Clilorine ion (CK) 0.0133 0.3752 0,3752 Silicic acid (meta) (HoSiO.,) 0,0221
Sulphate ion (SO4") 0,0021 0,0219 0,0438 0,1719

Hydrocarbonate ion (HCO3') . 0,0901 1,4768 1,4768

0,1498 3.7057 1.8958

Silicic acid (meta) (H2Si03) . . 0,0221

0,1719

Besides these a small quantity of ferrous and aluminium ion and trace of magnesium ion, boric acid and organic

substances.

The spring thus may be classified as " simple cold spring ".

Radio-activity. 8,I8 Mache's units in I litre of water at 13,4° C.

(Kohl.-Low. fontact. ; Y. Kinugasa, April 17. 1914).

Table 75.
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Besides these a small tiuaniity of hydrogen ai\d hydrosulphate ion, and trace of hydrophosphate ion.

The spring thus may be classified as " vitriol spring ".

Radio-activity. l,8<Jxio-i" curies in 1 htre of water at 17° C.

(Schmidt's electrom. ; H. Kibezaki, Sept. 12, 1913).
0,51 Machc's units (recalculated).

SHIRAYA
Location.— Kawakanii-miira, Yoshino-gun, Province Yaniato, Xara-kcn.

The springs issue from the Chichibu Series.

The cold spring " Shiraya-Kosen "

Analysis (calculated from the salt table).

Analysed by the Osaka Imperial Hygienic Laboratory. 1904.

Specific gravity: 1,0026 at 15° C. Total residue; ca. 1,74.

In I kilogram of the mineral water are contained: The mineral water corresponds approximately in its

Cations. G"'"^

Potassium ion (K') 0,0105

Sodium ion (Na) 0,2577
Calcium ion (Ca") 0.3553
Magnesium ion (Mg' ) .... 0,0194
Ferrous ion (Fe") 0,0015

Manganous ion (Mn") 0,0010

Anions.
Clilorine ion (CK) 0,0422

Hydrocarbonate ion (HCO3'). 1,8095

Milli- .Milligram- composiiion to a solution containing- in I kilogram:
niols equivalents

0,2682 0.2682

I I , I So I

8.8604

0,7964

0,0268

0,0182

1,1904

29.6597

11.1801

17.7208

1,5928

0,0536

0.0364

30,8519

1,1904

29,6597

Potassium chloride (KCl) 0.0200

Sodium chloride (XaCl) 0,0540
Sodium bicarbonate (NaHCOji 0,8622

Calcium bicarbonate [Ca(llC03)2j 1,4369
Magnesium bicarbonate [Mg(HC03)3] . . . 0,1163
Ferrous bicarbonate [Fe(HC03)2] 0.0046

Manganous bicarbonate [Mn(HC03)2] . . . 0,0031

Silicic acid (meta) (HoSiOa) 0,0082

2,5053
Free carbon dio.\ide (CO2) 1,4180

3.92332.4971 52.0002 30.8501

Silicic acid (meta) (HoSiOa) . 0,0082

2,5053
Free carbon dioxide (CO2). . 1,4180 . 32,2273

3.9233

Besides these trace of lithium, aluminium, iodine, nitrate, sulphate and hydrophosphate ion, boric acid and organic

substances.

The spring thus may be classified as "alkaline earthy carbondioxat?d spring".

SEDO-NO-KANAYAMA
Location.—Sedo-no-kanayama-mura, Nishi-muro-gun. Province Kii. Wakayama-ken.

The springs issue from the Younger Tertiary.

The hot spring ' Hama-no-yu "

Analysis.

Analysed by S. Hirohashi. 1901.

Specific gravity: 1.00465 at 22° C. Temperature: 52° C.

Total residue : ca. 4,82. Flow of water : ca. 1 56 hectolitres in 24 hours.
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In I kilogram of the mineral water are contained:

Grams Grams

Sodium chloride (NaCl) 2,03794 Silica (SieX) 0,1360 5

Potassium sulphate (K2SO4) 0.00943 6,56536

Sodium bicarbonate (NaHCOj) 4.16764 Total carbon dioxide (COo) 3,86100

Calcium bicarbonate [Ca(HC03)2] 0,12:59 Carbon dioxide (free and in form of bicar-

Magnesium bicarbonate [Mg(HC03)-,] 0,08471 bonates) (COo) 2.58900

Alumina and trace of iron oxide (AloO3+ Fe2O;0. 0.00700

Besides these a small quantity of potassium chloride.

The spring may be classified as "muriated alkaline carbondioxated spring".

Radio-activity. 0,43x10-1" curies in i litre of water at 52° C.

(Schmidt's electron!.; H. Kibezaki, March 28, 1913).

0,12 Mache's imits (recalculated).

The hot spring " Moto-no-yu "

Analysis.
Analysed by S. Hirohashi. 1901.

Specific gravity: 1,00425 at 22° C. Temperature: 49° C.

Flow of water; ca. 87 hectolitres in 24 hours. Total residue: ca. 4,26.

The spring, being in its composition ne.arlv the same as that of " Hama-no-yu ", may be classified as

"muriated alkaline carbondioxated spring".

Radio-activity. 0,53xio-i" curies in I litre of water at 49° C.

(Schmidt's electron!.; H. Kibezaki, March 29, 1913).

0,14 Mache's units (recalculated).

The hot spring " Saki-no-yu "

Analysis.
Analysed by S. Hirohashi. 1901.

Specific gravity: 1,00421 at 22° C. Temperature: 60° C.

Flow of water: ca. 260 hectolitres in 24 hours. Total residue: ca. 4,31.

The spring, being in ils composilinn nearly the same as lh:it of " Hama-no-yu ", may be classified as

"muriated alkaline carbondioxated spring".

Radio-activity. 0,36xio-i« cunes in I litre of water at 60° C.

(Schmidt's electron!.; H. Kibezaki, March 30, 191 3).

0,10 Mache's units (recalculated).

The hot spring " Yagata-yu "

Analysis.
Analysed by S. Hirohashi. 1901.

Specific gravity: 1,00413 at 22° C. Temiieralure : 42° C.

Flow of water: ca. 260 hectolitres in 24 Imurs. Total residue: ca. 4,09.

The spring, being in its com])osition nearl; the same as that ot " 1 lania-no-yu ", ni:iy be classified as

"muriated alkaline carbondioxated spring".

Radio-activity. 0,49x10-" curies in I litre of water at 42° C.

(Schmidt's electron!.; H. Kibezaki, March 30, 1913).

0,14 Mache's units (recalculated).
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Table 76.

No.
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KATSU-URA
Location.—Katsu-ura-machi, Higashi-muro-gun, Pro\ince Kii, Wakayama-ken.

The springs issue from the Tertiary.

The hot spring " Soto-no yu
Analysis.

Analysed by the Osaka Imperial Hygienic Laborator)-. 1900.

Specific gravity: 1.0008 at 15° C. Temperature: 38,5° C.

Flow of water : ca. 900 hectolitres in 24 hours. Total residue : ca. 0,93.

In I kilogram of the mineral water are contained :

Grams

Potassium chloride (KCl) 0,0078

Sodium chloride (NaCl) 0,6567

Calcium chloride (CaCU) 0,1244

Magnesium chloride (MgCU) 0,0037

Calcium sulphate (CaS04) 0,0524

Calcium carbonate (CaCOs) 0,0352

Ferric oxide (FeoOa) 0,0002

Alumina (AI2O3) 0,0002

Grams

Silica (SiOi) 0,0-51

0,9057
Carbon dioxide (free and in form of

bicarbonates) (COj) 0,0045

Free hydrogen sulphide (H2S) 0,00798

0,91818

Besides these trace of lithium, manganese, iodine and nitric, phosphoric and boric acid.

The spring thus may be classified as "sulphur spring".

Radio-activity. 3,09xlcrW curies in I litre of water at 38,5° C.

(Schmidt's electrom.; H. Kibezaki. April 8, 19F4)

0,85 Mache's units (recalculated).

Table 77.
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Table 78.

No.
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YOKOYAMA
Location.—Yokoyama-niiira. Sempoku-gun, Province Izumi, Osaka-fu.

The springs issue from the Tertiary.

The cold spring " Yokoyama-Kosen "

Analysis (calculateci from the salt table).

Analysed by the Osaka Imperial Hygienic Laboratory. 1903.

Specific gravity: 0,9983 at IJ° C.

In I kilogram of the mineral water arc contained :

Cations. Grams

Potassium ion (K) 0,0019

Sodium ion (Na') 0,0081

Calcium ion (Ca") 0,0099

Magnesium ion (Mg") . . . 0,0007

Ferrous ion (Fe") 0,0010

Anions.
Chlorine ion (CK) 0,0077

Hydrocarbonate ion (HCO3') 0,0471

Milli-
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No.
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In kilogram of the mineral water are contained :

Cations.
I'otassiiim ion (K-)

Sodium ion (Na )

Ammonium ion (XH4') . . . .

Calcium ion (Ca")

Magnesium ion (Mg") . . . .

Anions.
Chlorine ion (CI')

Hydrocarbonate ion (HCO3').

Silicic acid (meta) (HoSiO^) .

Free carbon dioxide (CO2) . .

ar.lnis
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HIRANO
Location.—Tada-miira, Kawabe-gun, Province Settsu, Hyogo-ken.

The springs issue from the Cliichibu Series.

The cold spring " Hirano-Kosen " (A)

Analysis (calculated from the salt table).

Analysed by the Osaka Imperial Hygienic Laboratory

Specific gravity : i ,0048.

In I kilogram of the mineral water are contained :

1893. Temperature :

Total residue :

27° C.

ca. 4,59.

Cations. Grams

Potassium ion (K') 0.0333

Sodium ion (Na") 1,4227

Calcium ion (Ca"') 0,2201

Magnesiiun ion (Mg") .... 0,0804

Ferrous ion (Fe-) 0,0107

Anions.
Chlorine ion (CP) 1,5867

Hydrocarbonate ion (HCO3')

.

2,1865

Milli-
inols

0,8506

61.7223

5,4888

3.3005

0,1914

44,7588

35.8384

Milligrani-
equivalents

0.8506

61,7223

10.9776

6,6010

0,3828

80,5343

44.7588

35,8384

Sihcic acid (meta) (H2Si03)

5.7108

Free carbon dio.xide (CO2) . . 1,1924,

6,9032

5,5404 152,1508

o, 1 704

80,5972

The mineral water corresponds approximately in its

composition to a solution containing in I kilogram;

6r.ims

Potassium chloride (KCl) 0,0635

Sodium chloride (NaCI) 2,5685

.Sodium bicarbonate (NaHCO,) i,499o

Calcium bicarbonate [Ca(HC03)2] 0,8910

Magnesium bicarbonate [Mg(HC03)2] . . . 0,4842

Ferrous bicarbonate [Fc(HCO:,)2] 0,0343

Silicic acid (meta) (H.iSiOs) 0,1704

'5710T
Free carbon dioxide (COo) 1,1924

6,9032

: 7 , 1 000

Besides these trace of aluminium ion and boric acid.

The spring thus may be classified as "earthy alkaline iron carbonate carbondioxated common
salt spring ".

TAKEDAO
Location.—Shioze-mura, Arima-gun, Province Settsu, Hyogo-ken.

The springs issue from the Quartz Porphyry.

The cold spring " Takedao-Kosen "

Analysis (calculated from the salt table).

Analysed by the Osaka Imperial Hygienic Laboratory. 1902. Specific gravity : i ,0005 at 1
5° C.

Total residue: ca. 1,13.

In 1 kilogram of the mineral water are contained:

Cations. "'""^

Pota^isium ion (K') 0,0040

Sodium ion (Na') 0,2885

Calcium ion (Ca") 0,0952

Magnesium iou (Mg") .... 0,0037

.Milli-
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Magnesium bicarljonate [Mg(HC03)2]

Silicic acid (iiicta) (HjSiOi,)

0,0222

0.0374

1.1413

Free hydrogen sulphide (H^.S) 0.00 1

4

1.1427

Anions.
Chlorine ion (CI') 0.5054. 14.2567 U,2567

Sulphate ion (SOj") 0,0045 0.0468 0,0936

Hydrocarbonate ion (HCO;,'). 0.2026 3,3207 3,3207

1.1039 3-'.7695 17.6710

Silicic acid (meta) (HoSiOa) . 0,0374

1. 1413

Free carbon dioxide (CO^) . . not determined

Free hydrogen sulphide (H^S) O.OOU

1.1427

Besides these trace of lithium, ferrous, manganous, aluminium, bromine, iodine and hydrophosphate ion and boric

acid.

The spring thus may be classified as " muriatsd sulphur spring ".

Table 81.
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In I kilogram of the mineral water are contai

^ Milli-

Cations. <^""'" .....is

Potassium ion (K') 0,6725 17, 1775

Sodium ion (Na") 57985 251,5617

Calcium ion (Ca") '.0455 26,0723

Ferrous ion (Fe") 0,1912 3.4707

Manganous ion (Mn") .... 0,0426 0,7745

Aluminium ion (Al'") .... 0,0059 0,2177

Anions.
Chlorine ion (CI') 11,4006 321,5966

Hydrocarbonate ion (HCO3'). 0,5121 8,3937

19,6689 629,2647

Silicic acid (meta) (HoSiOa) . 0,0753

19.7442

Free carbon dioxide (CO2) . . not determined

ned :

Milligram-
equivalents

17.1775

251,5617

52,1446

6.9414

1.5490

0.653'

330.0273

321,5966

8.3937

329.9903

The mineral water corresponds approximately in its

composition to a solution containing in I kilogram :

Grams

Potassium chloride (KCl) 1,2810

Sodium chloride (NaCl) 14,7170

Calcium chloride (CaCIj) 2,8960

Ferrous bicarbonate [Fe(HC03)2] 0,6088

Manganous bicarbonate [Mn(HC03)2|. . . 0.137

1

Aluminium chloride (AICI3) 0,0290

Silicic acid (meta) (H^SiOj) 0,0753

19.7442

Besides these trace of lithium, magnesium ion and organic substances.

The spring thus may be classified as "earth-muriated iron carbonate common salt spring".

The hot spring " Ikenobo-Kosen

Analysis (calculated from the salt table).

Analysed by the Dsaka Imperial Hygienic Laboratory. 1901.

Temperature; 47° C. Total residue: ca. 64.01.

In I kilogram of the mineral water are contained :

Cations. Grams

Potassium ion (K") 3.9485
Sodium ion (Xa-) 17,4712

Lithium ion (Li") 0,0256

Ammonium ion (Nll^ ) , . . . 0,0098

Calcium ion (Ca") 3.7688

Magnesium ion (Mg') .... 0,0435

Ferrous ion (Fe'") 0,2569

Manganous ion (Mn") . . . 0,0632

Aluminium ion (Al" ) 0,0053

Anions.
Chlorine ion (CI') 36,7229

Bromine ion (Br') 0,0854

Hydrocarbonate ion (HCO3'). 1,8221

MiUi-
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Table 82.
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Table 83.
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Besides these a very small quantity of boric acid, and trace of hydrogen sulphide and organic substances.

The spring thus may be classified as "alkaline carbondioxated spring"-

Radio-activity. 3,09xio-iu curies in I litre of water at 12,8^ C.

(Schmidt's electron!. ; Dr. R. Ishizu, March 14, 1914).
0,85 Mache's imits (recalculated).

Table 84.

No.
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IWAI
Location.— hvai-miira, Iwami-gun, Province Inaba, Tottori-ken.

Tiie springs issue from the Older Tertiary.

The hot spring " Moto-yu "

Analysis (calculated from tlie salt table).

Analysed by the Osaka Imperial Hygienic Laboratory. 1888.

Specific gravity: 1,002 at 15° C. Temperature: 58,5° C.

Total residue: ca. 1,91. Flow of water: ca. 4066 hectolitres in 24 hours

In I kilogram of the mineral water are contained

GramsCations.
Potassium ion (K') 0,0303

Sodiimi ion (Na") 0,2573

Calcium ion (Ca") 0,2894

Magnesium ion (Mg") .... 0,0078

Anions.
Chlorine ion (CI') 0,2070

Sulphate ion (SO4") 1,0170

Milli-
mols
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TOTTORI
Location.—Tottoii-shi, I'rovince Inaba, Tottori-kcn.

The springs issue from Uic Alluvium.

YOSHIKATA

The hot spring: " Tottori-Onseii "

Analysis (calculated tVoni the salt table).

Analysed by the Osaka Imperial Hygienic laboratory. 1906.

Temperature: 47,5° C. (air temp. 15° C).

Total residue : ca. 4,62.

The mineral water corresponds appro.xiniately in its

Specific gravity: 1,0045 '^' '5'5° C.

Flow of water : ca. 36 hectolitres in 24 hours.

In I kilogram of the mineral water are contained :

Cations. Gr.ims

Potassium ion (K") 0,1657

Sodium ion (Na") 1,4670

Calcium ion (Ca") 0,0971

Magnesium ion (Mg"). ... 0.0158

Anions.
Chlorine ion (CI') 1,0217

Sulphate ion (SO4") 1.6354

Hydrocarbonate ion (HCO.i'). 0,6801

Milli-

mols

4.2324

63,6432

2,4214

0,6486

28,8209

17,0247

11,1472

Milligrair-
e luiv.ilents

4.2324

63,6432

4,8428

1,2972

74,0156

28.8209

34,0494

11,1472

composition to a solution containing in i kilogram :

Grams
Sodium chloride (N'aCl) 1,6860

Potassium sulphate (K2S04) 0,3690

Sodium sulphate (Na2S04) 1,7760

Sodium bicarbonate (XaHCO.i) 0,8274

Calcium sulphate (CaS04) 0,3290

Magnesium bicarbonate [Mg(HC03)2] • • 0.0954

Silicic acid (meta) (H^SiOa) 0,4413

5.5241

5,0828 127,9384 74.0175

Silicic acid (meta) (HoSiOs) . 0,4413

5.5241

Besides these trace of ferrous, manganous, aluminium, bromine, iodine and hydrophosphate ion and boric acid.

The spring thus may be classified as "muriated saline bitter spring".

Radio-activity. ll,9lxio-io curies in I litre of water at 18,5° C.

(Schmidt's electron!.; Dr. R. Ishizu, Feb. 17, 1914).

3,28 Mache's units (recalculated).

The hot spring " Takasago-Onsen "

Analysis (calculated from the salt table).

Analysed by the Osaka Imperial Hygienic laboratory. 1905.

Specific gravity: 1,0044 at 15° C. Temperature: 43° C. (air temp. 15° C).

Flow of water : ca. 25 hectolitres in 24 hours. Total residue : ca. 4,03.

The spring, .being in its composition nearly the same as that of " Tottori-Onsen ", may be classified as

" muriated saline bitter spring ".

Radio-activity. 3,4S Mache's units in i litre of water at 16,3° C.

(Kohl.-Low. fontact. ; Ur. R. Ishizu, Feb. 17, 1914)-

TERAMACHI

The cold spring " Kasuga-Onsen

Analysis (calculated from the original numbers).

Analysed by the Osaka Imperial Hygienic Laboratory. 191 2.

Specific gravity : 1 ,0023 at 1
5° C.

Total residue : ca. 3,09.

Temperature : 28,5° C. (air temp. 10° C).
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The spring, being in its composition nearly the same as that of " Tottori-Onsen ", may be classified as

" muriated saline bitter spring ".

Radio-activity. 2,21xio-'o curies in I litre of water at 18,9° C.

(Schmidt's electron!.; Dr. R. Ishizu, Feb. 16, 1914).

0,61 Alache's units (recalculated).

8,76x10-10 curies in i litre of gas at 0° C.

(Schmidt's electron!.; Dr. R. Ishizu, Feb. 17, 1914).

2,41 Machc's units (recalculated).

Table 86.
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In I kilograiii of the mineral water

Cations. Grams

Potassium ion (K") 0.0557

Sodium ion (Na') 0.9494

Calcium ion (Ca") 0.05S9

Ferrous ion (Fe") 0.002;

Anions.
Chlorine ion (CIO 0.9506

Sulphate ion (SO^") 0,1070

Hydrocarbonate ion (HCO3'). 1,0123

are contained :
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The hot spring " Naka-no-yu "

Analysis (calculated from the salt table).

Analysed by the Osaka Imperial Hygienic Laboratory. 1888. Specific gravity: 1,0010 at 15° C.

Temperature: 52,5° C. (air temp. 15,5° C.). Total residue: ca. 0,58.

The spring, being in its composition nearly the same as that of " Kamei-dono-no-yu ", may be classified as

"simple thermal".

Radio-activity. 3,I9 Mache's units in i litre of water at 9,6° C.

(Kohl.-Low. fontact. ; Dr. R. Ishizu, Feb. 18, 1914).

The hot spring " Shimo-no-yu "

Analysis (calculated from the salt table).

Analysed by the Osaka Imperial Hygienic Laboratory. 1888. Specific gravity: 1,0005 at 15° C.

Temperature : 42,5° C. (air temp. 8° C). Total residue : ca. 0,68.

The spring, being in its composition nearly the same as that of " Kamei-dono-no-yu ", differing only in

containing hydrogen sulphide from the latter, may be classified as " sulphur spring ".

Radio-activity. 3,07 Mache's units in i litre of water at 10,2° C.

9,63 Mache's units in i litre of gas at 0° C.

(Kohl.-Low. fontact.; Dr. R. Ishizu, Feb. 18, 1914).

Table 87.
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HAMAMURA
Location.—Seijo-mura, Kedaka-giin, Province liKib.i, To(tori-ken.

The springs issue from the Alhivium with Granite Base.

KACHIMI

The hot spring " Nakataya-no-yu "

Analysis (calculated from the salt table).

Analysed by the Osaka Imperial Hygienic L-iboratory.

Specific gravity: 1,0013 ^' '5° C.

Temperature : 56° C.

Total residue : ca. i ,36.

In I kilogram of the mineral water are contained :

Cations. '^''""^

Potassmm ion (Kj 0,0304

Sodium ion (Na) 0,3146

Calcium ion (Ca") o,o6oS

Magnesium ion (Mg') .... 0,0037

Anions.
Chlorine ion (CV) 0,2894

Sulphate ion (804") 0,4612

Milli- Milligraiu-
mols equivalents

0.7765 o.77'^5

13,6486

1,5162

0,1519

8,1636

4,8012

13,6486

3.0324

0.3038

17.7613

8.1636

9,6024

The mineral water corresponds approximately in its

composition to a solution containing in i kilogram :

Grams

Sodium chloride (NaCl) 0,4775

Potassium sulphate (K2SO4) 0,0678

Sodium sulphate (NaoSOj) 0,3903

Calcium sulphate (CaS04) 0,2062

Magnesium sulphate (MgS04) 0,0183

Silicic acid (meta) (HiSiO;,) 0,3300

1,4901

1, 160 1 29,0580 17,7660

Silicic acid (meta) (H2Si03) . 0,3300

1,4901

Besides these a small quantity of free carbon dio.\idc and organic substances and trace of aluminium, bromine

and hydrophosphate ion.

The spring thus ma)- be classified as " muriated saline bitter spring ".

Radio-activity. 3l,l8xio-io curies in I litre of water at 16,3° C.

8,57 Mache's units (recalculated).

197,62x10-10 curies in l litre of gas at 0° C.

S4,3S Mache's units (recalculated).

(Schmidt's electrom.; Dr. R. Ishizu, Feb. 19, 1914).

HAMAMURA

The hot spring " Suzukiya-no-yu "

Analysis (calculated from the salt table).

Analysed by the Osaka Imperial Hygienic Laboratory. 1888. Temperature : 49° C.

Specific gravity : 1,0008. Total residue : ca. 1,07.

The spring, being in its composition nearly the same as that of " Nakatay.i-no-yu ". may be classified as

"muriated saline bitter spring".

Radio-activity. S,35 Mache's units in i litre of water at 13,0° C.

(Kohl.-I,6w. fonlacl.; Dr. R. ishizu, Feb. 19. 1914)-
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Table 88.

No.
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Table 90.



The hot spring " Kami-jyaya-no-yu "

Analysis (calculated from the siilt table).

Analysed by the Osaka Imperial Hygienic Laboratory. 1888.

Specific gravity : 1,0003. Temperature: 44,5° C.

Flow of water: ca. 270 hectolitres in 24 liours. Total residue: ca. 0,54.

The spring, bcinj; in its composition nearly the same as that of " Kubu-yu ", may be classified as

'sulphur spring".

Radio-activity. 32,41 Mache's units in i litre of water at 10,4° C.

(Kohl.-Low. fontact.; Dr. K. Ishizu, Feb. 23. 19 14).

Table 91.

1
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Besides these trace of ferrous, akmiiniiini, bromine, iodine and hydrophospliate ion, boric acid and organic

substances.

The spring thus may be classilied as "muriated SUlphur spring".

Radio-activity. H.W Mache's units in I hire of water at 12,0° C.

(Kohl.-Low. fontact.; Dr. R. Ishizu, Feb. 22, 1914).

The hot spring " Sakaya-no-yu " No. 2

Analysis (calculated from the salt table).

Analysed by the Osaka Imperial Hygienic Laboratory.

Temperature : 67° C.

In I kilocrram of the mineral water are contained :

1889. Specific gravity: 1,0003 at 16,5° C.

Total residue : ca. 0,87.

Cations. (ioms

Potassium ion (K") 0,0178

Sodium ion (Na') 0,2649

Calcium ion (Ca") 0,0194

Magnesium ion (Mg") .... 0,0003

Anions,
Chlorine ion (CK) 0,2991

Sulphate ion (SO4") 0.0812

Hydrocarbonate ion (HCO3'). 0,1715

Milli-
iiiols
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Table 92.

No.
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TAMATSUKURI
Location.—Tamayu-mura, Yatsuka-gun, Province Izumo, Shimane-lien.

The springs issue from the Tertiar)'.

The hot spring " Kami-no-yu "

Analysis.

Analysed by the Matsue Garrison Hospital. 1909.

Specific gravity: 1 oo2'5 at 15° C. Temperature: 64° C.

Flow of water: ca. 1953 h.ectolitres in 24 hours. Total residue: ca. 1,58.

In I kilogram of the mineral water are contained :

Grams Grams

Potassium chloride (KCl) 0,0415 Calcium sulphate (CaSO^) 0,1740

Sodium chloride (NaCl) 0,9125 Magnesium sulphate (l\lg504j 0,0254

Sodium sulphate (NaoSOj) 0,0375 12390
Sodium bicarbonate (NaHCOs) 0,0481

Besides these a small quantity of iron and trace of bromine, phosphoric and boric acid, silica and organic

substances.

The spring may be classified as "common salt spring".

Radio-activity. 10,79xio-i') curies in I litre of water at 15,1° C.

2,97 Mache's unils (recalculated).

I01,79x 10-10 curies in 1 litre of gas at 0° C.

27,99 Mache's imits (recalculated).

(.Schmidt's electron!. ; Dr. K. Ishizu and T. Saito, Feb. 25, 1914).

Table 93.
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HIROSE
Location.—linashi-mura, Nogi-gun, Province Iziimo, Shimane-ken.

The springs issue from the Tertiary.

Table 94.
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YUMURA
Location.—Yu-mura, Nita-gun, Province Izumo. Shimane-ken.

The springs issue from the Granite.

The hot spring " Shitsuui-no-yu "

Temperature : 43° C. (air temp. 8° C). Total residue : ca. 0,32.

Flow of water : ca. 388S hectolitres in 24 hours.

From the result of an old analysis made in 1881, the spring seems to be ''simple thermal".

Radio-activity. I3,60xio-'o curies in I litre of water at 16,1° C.

3,74 Mache's units (recalculated).

84,30 xio-w curies in i litre of gas at 0° C.

23,18 Mache's units (recalculated).

(Schmidt's electron!.; Dr. R. Ishizu and T. Saito, Feb. 28, 1914).

KAWAI
Location.—Kawai-mura, Anno-gun, Province Iwami, Shimane-ken.

The springs issue from the Granite.

The cold spring " Tokoji-no-yu "

Analysis.
Analysed by the Hygienic Laboratory of Shimane-ken. 191 1.

Specific gravity: 1,0079 at 16° C. Temperature: 14° C. (air temp. 12° C).

Total residue : ca. 9,77. Flow of water : ca. 29 hectolitres in 24 hours.

In I kilogram of the mineral water are contained:

Grams Grains

Potassium chloride (KCl) 0,2196 Ferrous bicarbonate [Fe(HC03).2] 0,0440

Sodium chloride (NaCl) 5,6670 Alumina (ALO.-i) 0,0188

Calcium chloride (CaCU) 2,3210 Silica (Si02) 0,0580

Calcium sulphate (CaS04) 0.9313 'o,5755

Calcium bicarbonate [Ca(HC0,-i)2] 0,6607 Free carbon dioxide (CO;,) 2,2815

Magnesium bicarbonate [Mg(HC03)o] 0.6551 12,8570

Besides these a small quantity of hone acid.

The spring may be classified as " earth-murlated iron Carbonate carbondioxated common salt

spring ".

Radio-activity. 1,01 Mache's units in i litre of water at 14,9'^ C.

2,03 Mache's units in i litre of gas at 0° C.

(Kohl.-Low. fontact.; Dr. R. Ishizu and T. Saito, March 3, 1914).

The cold spring " Urisaka-no-yu "

Analysis.
Analysed by the Hygienic Laboratory of Shimane-ken. 191 1.

Specific gravity: 1,0103 ^' '8° C. Temperature: 13° C. (air temp. 12° C).

Total residue: ca. 10,20. Flow of water: ca. 29 hectolitres in 24 hours.

In I kilogram of the mineral water are contained :

Grams Grams

Potassium chloride (KCl) 0,3029 Ferrous bicarbonate [Fe(HC03)i] 0,0114

Sodium chloride (NaCl) 7.2197 Alumina (ALO,) 0,0044
Pofcissium sulphate (K2SO4) 0,2174 Silica (Si02l 0.0700

Magnesium chloride (MgCK)) 0,4062 10,3574
Calcium sulphate (CaS04) 1,0545 Free carbon dioxide (COj) 2.0736

Magnesium bicarbonate [Mg(HC03)2] 1,0709 12,4310
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Beside these a very small quantity of boric acid.

riie spring may be classified as " carbondioxated commoD salt spring".

Radio-activity. I.I8 Mache's units in I lilre of water at 13,2° C.

2,21 Mache's units in i litre of gas at 0° C.

(Kohl.-Low. fontact. ; Dr. K. Ishizu and T. Saito, March 3, 1914).

SAHIME
Location.—Sahime-mura, Anno-gun, Province Iwami, Shimane-ken.

The springs issue from the Enstatite Andesite.

KOYABARA

The hot spring " Koyabara-Onsen "

Analysis.
Analysed by the Hygienic Laboratory- of Shimane-ken. 191 1.

Specific gravity: 1.0032 at 17° C. Temperature: 38,2^ C. (air temp. 8° C ).

Total residue: ca. 5,28. Flow of water: ca. 540 hectolitres in 24 hours.

In I kilogram of the inineral water are contained :

Grams Grams
Sodium chloride (NaCl) 3,9120 Alumina (AI2O:)) 0,0180
dlcium chloride (CaCL) 0,2837 Silica (SiOo) 0,1560
Calcium sulphate (CaS04) 0,3313 r 8395
Calcium bicarbonate [Ca(HC03)2] 0,6889 Free carbon dio.^ide (CO2) 0,9053
Magnesium bicarbonate [Mg(HC03)o] 0,4172 6,7448^
Ferrous bicarbonate [Fe(HC03)2] 0,0324

Beside these a small quantity of boric acid.

The spring may be classified as "iron carbonate common salt spring".

Radio-activity. 13,65xio-io curies in I litre of water at 18,7° C.

(Schmidt's electrom.; Dr. R. Ishizu and T. Saito, March 4, 1914).

3,75 Mache's units (recalculated).

29,53x10-10 curies in i litre of gas at 0° C.

(Schmidt's electrom. ; Dr. R. Ishizu and T. Saito, March 3, 1914).

8,12 Mache's units (recalculated).

SHIGAKU
The springs issue from the Enstatite Andesite.

The hot spring " Shigaku-Onsen "

Analysis.

Analysed by the Hygienic Laboratory of Shimane-ken. 191 1.

Specific gravity: 1,0028 at 17° C. Temperature: 46,5° C. (air temp. 18° C).

Total residue: ca. 2,39. Flow of water: ca. 31 100 hectolitres in 24 hours.

In I kilogram of the mineral water are contained:

tJninis Grams

Sodium chloride (NaCl) 1,5212 Ferrous bicarbonate [Fe(HC03)2] 0,0211

Sodium bicarbonate (NaHCOa) 0,0463 Silica (Si02) 0,1590

Calcium chloride (CaCU) 0,4151 2.5469

Calcium sulphate (CaSO^) 0,0302 Free carbon dioxide (CO2) 0.5932

Magnesium bicarbonate [Mg(HC03)2] 0,3540 3,i4oi

Besides these trace of alumina and boric acid.
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The spring may be classified as "common salt spring".

Radio-activity. I,06 Mache's units in i litre of water at 15,6° C.

1,56 Mache's units in 1 litre of gas at 0° C.

(Kohl.-Low. fontact. ; Dr. R. Ishizu and T. Saito, March 5, 1914).

Table 96.

No.
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FUKUMITSU
Location.—Kiikuiiiitsii-niura, Nima-giin, Province Iwanii, Shini.ine-kcn.

The spring issues fiom tlie Tertian-.

The cold spring " Yunohara-Onsen "

Analysis.

Analysed by the Hygienic Laboratory of Shimane-ken. 191 1.

Specific gravity: 1,0038 at 15° C. Temperature: 34,5° C. (air temp. 16° C.)

Total residue : ca. 4,48. Flow of water : ca. 77 hectolitres in 24 hours.

In 1 kilogram of the mineral water are contained:

Grams

Potassium chloride (KCl) 0,2395

Sodium chloride (NaCl) 2,6202

Sodium bicarbonate (NaHCOj) 0,6258

Calcium sulphate (CaS04) 0,4415

Calcium bicarbonate [Ca(HC03)o] 0,0616

Magnesium bicarbonate [Mg(HC03)2] 0,4061

Besides these trace of phosphoric and boric acid.

The spring may be classified as " carbondioxated common salt spring".

Radio-activity. 0,12 Mache's units in i litre of water at 21,6° C.

0,03 Mache's units in i litre of gas at 0° C.

(Kohl.-Low. fontact. ; Dr. R. Ishizu and T. Saito, March 7, 1914).

Ferrous bicarbonate [Fe(HC03)2] 0,0174

Alumina (.-vLO.-)) 0.0375

Silica (SiOo) 0,1025

4.5521

Free carbon dioxide (COo) 1,0617

T6T38

Table 97.
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The hot spring " Arifuku-Onsen "

Analysis.
Analysed by the Hygienic Laboratory of Shimane-ken. 1912.

Specific gravity: 1,0013 at 14° C. Total residue: ca. 0,29.

In I kilogram of the mineral water are contained:

Grams

Sodium chloride (NaCl) o, 1 40

1

Calcium sulphate (CaS04)

Potassium sulphate (K2SO4) 0,0141 Silica (Si02)

Magnesium chloride (MgCU) 0.0098

Besides these a small quantity of boric acid and organic substances.

The spring may be classified as "simple thermal".

Grams

0.0243

0,0560

0,2443

Table 98.

No.
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YUNOGO
Location.—Yunogo-mura, Katsuda-gun, Province Mimasaka, Okayama-ken.

The springs issue from the Liparite.

The hot spring "Sagi-no-yu

Analysis (calculated from the original numbers).

Analysed by the Tokyo Imperial Hygienic Laboratory

Specific gravity : 1,0022 at 13° C.

Total residue : ca. 2,27.

In I kilogram of the mineral water are contained :

Cations. <5"'"'

Potassium ion (K-) 0,02091

Sodium ion (Na) 0,46393

Calcium ion (Ca' ) 0,35208

Magnesium ion (Mg") . . o,coo44

Ferrous ion (Fe") 0,00084

Aluminium ion (.Al") .... 0,00042

Anions.
Chlorine ion (CK) 1,34209

Sulphate ion (SO4") 0,01560

Hydrocarbonate ion (HCO3') 0,01184

1914.

Temperature : 38° C. (air temp. 3° C).

Flow of water : ca. 1 296 hectolitres in 24 hours.

Milli-
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Table 99.

No.
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In I kilogram of ihc mineral water are contained :

GiaiiK Oraim
Potassium chloride (KCl) 0,12410 Magnesium bicarbonate fMg(HCO:,)iJ .... 0,00708

Sodium chloride (\aCI) 0,13842 Silica (Si02) 0,02692

Sodium sulphate (NaoSCi) 0,01677 0,39845
Sodium bicarbonate (NaHCOa) 0,04250 Free carbon dioxide (CO2) 0,00900

Calcium sulphate (CaSO^) 0,02499 0,40745
Calcium bicarbonate [Ca(HC03)2] 0,01767

Besides these trace of iron, alumina, phosphoric and boric acid.

The spring may be classified as " simple cold spring ".

Radio-activity. IT.Wxiq-"" curies in I litre of water at 13,0° C.

(Schmidt's electrom. ; Dr. R. Ishizu and T. Saito, Feb. 14, 19 14)

4,86 Machc's units (recalculated).

YUDA
Location.—Shimo-unoryo-mura, Yoshiki-gun, Province Suo, Yamaguchi-ken.

The springs issue from the Alluvium.

Table 100.

Xo.
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TAWARAYAMA
Location.—Tawarayama-mura, Otsu-gun, Province Nagato, Yaniaguchi-ken.

The springs issue from the Mesozoic Conglomerate.

Table 102.

Xo.
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Calcium sulphate (CaSO<)
Magnesium sulphate (MgSO<)

Carbon dioxide (free and in form of bicar-

bonatcs) (COi)

In 1 kilogram of the mineral wat r are contained
Grams

Sodium chloride (NaCl) 0,15597
Potassium sulphate (K2SO4) 0,03775
Sodium sulphate (Na2S04) 0,19669
Sodium bicarbonate (NaHCOj) 0,03964
Sodium phosphate (Na2HP04) 0,01597
Sodium silicate (NajSiOj) 0,13613

Besides these a very small quantity of ferrous oxide, boric acid and trace of nitric acid.

The spring may be classified as "simple thermal".

Radio-activity. U,47xio-ii> curies in I litre of water at 47,0° C.

(Schmidt's electrom.; H. Kibezaki, July

3,98 Mache's units (recalculated).

85,02x10-10 curies in i litre of gas.

(Schmidt's electrom. ; H. Kibezaki, July

23,38 Mache's units (recalculated).

Grains

0,11855

0,08758

0,78828

O.058S7

0,84715

10, 1913).

'5. '9'3)-

The hot spring " Yojyo-yu "

Analysis.
Analvsed by the Hygienic Laboratory of Hiroshima-ken. 1896. Temperature : 46° C.

Specific gravit)': 1,01418 at i;° C. Total residue: ca. 0,83.

The spring, being in its composition nearly the same as that of " Kami-no-yu ", may be classified as
" simple thermal ".

Radio-activity. I6,07xxo-io curies in I litre of water at 46,0° C.

(Schmidt's electrom.; H. Kibezaki, July 16, 1913).

4,42 Mache's units (recalculated).

Table 104.
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MUSASHI
Location.—Futsukaichi-niachi, Tsukuslii-gun, Province Chikuzen, Fukuoka-ken.

The springs issue from the Granite.

The hot spring " Yakushi-no-yu "

Analysis.
Analysed by the Hygienic Laboratory of Fukuoka-ken. 1897. Specific gravity: 1,002 at 12° C.

Flow of water: ca. 377 hectolitres in 24 hours. Total residue: ca. 0,72.

In I kilotrram of the mineral water are contained:

Graras

Potassium chloride (KCl) 0,02160

Sodium chloride (NaCl) 0.55285

Potassium sulphate (KoSO^) 0.00395

Sodium carbonate (Na.iCOa) 0,08244

Calcium sulphate (CaSO^) 0,02
1 5

1

Grams

Ferric oxide and alumina (FeeO^+ AloOs) . 0,00785

Silica (SiOo) 0,03366

0,72386

Free hjdrogen sulphide (H2S) 0,00226

0.72612

Besides these a small quantity of boric acid and trace of magnesia and phosphoric acid.

The spring may be classified as " sulphwr spring ".

Table 105.

No.
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In I kilogram of the mineral water are contained:

Cations. «'»"» ^!)^
Soilium ion (Na) 0,0185 0,8026
Calcium ion (Ca") 0,0168 0,4189
Mae^esium ion (Mg") .... 0,0058 0,2385
Ferrous ion (Fe") 0,0021 0,0376

Anions.
Chlorine ion (CK) 0.02S5 0,8142

Sulphate ion (SO/') 0,0183 0,1905

Hydrocarbonate ion (HCO3')

.

0,0609 0,9982

Milli^rain-
equivaleiita

0,8026

0,8378

0,4770

0,0752

2,1926

0,8142

0,3810

0,9982

Silicic acid (meta) (H^SiO:))

Free carbon dio.vide (CO.)).

0,1509

0,0430

0,1939

1.9391 .

2. '330

3,5005 2,1934

• 44.0705

The mineral water corresponds approximately in its

composition to a solution containing in i kilogram :

Grains

Sodium chloride (NaCl) 0,0470
Calcium sulphate (CnSOj) 0,0260
Calcium bicarbonate [Ca(HC0.,)2] 0,0364
Magnesium biairbonate |Mg(HC0.i)2l • • • 0,0349
Ferrous bicarbonate [Fc(HC03)2] 0,0066
Silicic acid (meta) (H.^SiOs) 0,0430

Free carbon dio.\ide (CO2).

Besides these trace of hydrophosphate ion.

The spring thus may be classified as "simple carbondioxated spring".

Table 106.

0,1939

0,8924

1.0863
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Anions. Silicic acid (meta) (H2Si03) 0,2548

Chlorine ion (CI') 0,1371 3,8646 3,8646 0,8651

Sulphate ion (SO4") 0.0377 0.3925 0,7850

Hydrocarbonate ion (HCO3') . 0,2631 4,3124 4,3124

0,6103 15.3095 8,9620

Silicic acid (meta) (HjSiOj) . 0.2548

0,8651

Free carbon dioxide (COo) . . not determined

Besides these trace of aluminium and hydrophosphate ion.

The spring thus may be classified as " iron carbonate spring ".

Radio-activity. 0.66x10-10 curies in i litre of water at 57,5° C.

(Schmidt's electron!.; H. Kibezaki, March 7, 1913)

0,18 iVIache's units (recalculated).

KWANKAIJI
Location.—Ishikaki-mura, Hayami-gun, Province Bungo, Oita-ken.

The spring issues from the P\T0.\ene Andesite and its Agglomerate.

The hot spring " Kwankaiji-Onsen "

Analysis.
Analysed by the Hygienic Laboratory of Oita-ken. 1906.

Specific gravity: 1,0004 at 15° C. Temperature: 57° C.

Total residue: ca. 0,77. Flow of water: ca. 216 hectolitres in 24 hours.

In I kilogram of the mineral water are contained:

Graros Grams

Potassium oxide (K2O) 0,0062 Chlorine (CI) 0,0732

Sodium oxide (XaoO) 0,0536 Sulphuric anhydride (SO3) 0,0346

Calcium oxide (CaO) 0,0818 Silica (Si02) 0.0936

Magnesia (MgO) 0,0357 Carbon dioxide (total) (COj) 0.5933

Ferric oxide and alumina (Fe203-t-Al203) .... 0,0590

Besides these trace of phosphoric and boric acid.

The spring may be classified as " iron Carbonate spring ".

Radio-activity. 0,07x10-1" curies in l litre of water at 57,0° C.

(Schmidt's electron!.; H. Kibezaki, March 8, 1913).

0,02 Mache's units (recalculated).

KANNAWA
Location.—Asahi-mura. Hayami-gun, Province Bungo, Oita-ken.

The springs issue from the Pyroxene Andesite and its Agglomerate.

The hot spring " Shibu-no-yu "

Analysis (calculated from the salt table).

Analysed by the Tokyo Imperial Hygienic Laboratory. 18S1.

Specific gravity : 1,00109 at 4° C. Temperature : 89° C.

Flow of water: ca. 414 hectolitres in 24 hours. Total residue: ca. 2,67.
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In I kilogram of the mineral water are contained :

_ .. r,w,„,a Milli- Milligram-
Cations. ''"'"*

mols equivalents

Hydrogen ion (H) 0.0221 2l,S8l2 21,8812

Potassium ion (K') 0,1128 2,8812 2,8812

Sodium ion (Na) 0,2957 12,8286 12,8286

Gilcium ion (Ca") 0,0657 1,6384 3,2768

Magnesium ion (Mg") .... 0,0162 0,6650 1.3300

Ferrous ion (Fe") 0.0 157 0,2809 0,8427

Aluminium ion (Al—) 0,0310 i,i439 3.4j'7

46.4722

Anions.
Chlorine ion (CI') 1.1402 32,1636 32,1636

Sulphate ion (SO4") 0,6801 7,0800 14,1600

The mineral water corresponds appro.ximately in its

composition to a solution containing in i kilogram :

Grams
Sodium chloride (NaCl) 0,0923
Potassium sulphate (KoSO^) 0,2514
Sodium sulphate (NajSOi) 0,8009
Calcium chloride (CaCU) 0.1820

Magnesium chloride (MgCU) 0,0635

Ferric chloride (FeClj) 0.0456
Aluminium chloride (AICI3) 0,1528

Free hydrochloric acid (HClj 0,7910

Silicic acid (meta) (HoSiOs) 0,3751

2,7546

Silicic acid (meta) (H2SiO.,)

2.3795

0.375'

2,7546

80,5628 46,3236

Besides these a small quantity of organic substances and a very small quantity of boric acid.

The spring thus may be classified as "acid vitriol spring".

Composition of the mineral salt " Yu-no-hana "

(analysed by the Hygienic Laboratory^ of Uita-ken in 1900).

100 parts of the yellowish crystalline mass, almost totally soluble in water with

an acid reaction and in an astringent taste, consist of:

Potassium sulphate (K2SO4) 0,11

Sodium sulphate (Na2S04) 0,93

Calcium sulphate (CaS04) 0,29

Magnesium sulphate (MgS04) 2,20

Ferric sulphate [Fe2(S04)3] 16,77

The s<ilt is used for bathing purpose.

Parts

35.51Aluminium sulphate [Al2(S04)3]

Calcium phosphate [Ca2(HP04)2] 0,15

Boric acid (H3BO3) trace

Insoluble matters 1,77

Water 42,23

The hot spring " Umi-Jigoku "

Analysis (calculated from the original numbers).

Analysed by the Tokyo Imperial Hygienic Laboratory. 1912. Total residue: ca. 3.51.

Specific gravity : l ,0029 at 1
5° C. Temperature : 90,5° C. (air temp. 26° C).

In 1 kilogram of the mineral water are contained

:

Cations. ""'"'
mois'

Hydrogen ion (H) 0,00613 6,06930

Potassium ion (K') 0,175(0 4,48531

Sodium ion (Na-) 0,82521 35,80086

Ammonium ion (NH4-) . . . 0,00154 0,08518

Calcium ion (Ca") 0,08456 2,11400

Magnesium ion (Mg"). . . . 0,03183 1,30660

Ferrous ion (Fe") 0,01293 0,23100

Aluminium ion (Al •) .... 0,00788 0,29077

Anions.
Chlorine ion (CK) 1,26300 35,62764

Sulphate ion (S04") 0.91216 9.49573

MilligraD)-
etiuivalents

6,06930

4.4S531

35,80086

0,085 1

8

4,228co

2,61320

0,46200

0,87210

54.61595

35.62764

18,99146

Boric acid (meta) (HBOj).

Silicic acid (meta) (H2SiOj)

3.32084

0,01414

0,48049

3.81547

95.50639 54.61910

The mineral water corresponds approximately in its

composition to a solution containing in I kilogram :

Oram

Sodium chloride (NaCl) 1.32380

Ammonium chloride (NH4CI) 0,00455

Potassium sulphate (K2SO4) 0,39102

Sodium sulphate (Na2Sb4) 0,93622

Calcium chloride (CaCU) 0,23444

Magnesium chloride (MgCl.) 0,12447

Ferrous sulphate (FCSO4) 0,03513

Aluminium sulphate fAl2(S04)3] 0,04977

Free hydrochloric acid (HCl) 0,22140

Boric acid (meta) (HBO2) 0,01414

Sihcic acid (meta) (HiSiOs) 0.48049

3.8 1 543

The spring thus may be classified as "acid vitriol spring".
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MYOBAN
I.ocation.—Asahi-mura, Hayami-gun, Province liungo, Oita-ken.

The springs issue from the Andesite.

The hot spring " Jizo-no-yu
"

Analysis (calculated from the salt table).

Analysed by the Osaka Imperial Hygienic Laboratory. 1S98.

Specific gravity: 1,003 at 20° C. Temperature: 91° C. (air temp. 22° C).

ca. 2,52. Flow of water: ca. 389 hectolitres in 24 hours.Total residue

:

In I kilogram of the mineral water are contained :

Cations, <^™"'^

Hydrogen ion (H) 0,0205

Potassium ion (!<) 0,0373

Sodium ion (Na-) 0,0480

Calcium ion (Ca") 0,0430

Ferrous ion (Fe") 0,0585

Ferric ion (Fe-) 0,0880

Aluminium ion (Al'' ) 0,1366

Anions.
Hydrosulphate ion (HSO4'). . i 9665

Sulphate ion (804^') 1,3026

Milli-

iiiols

20,2970

0,9528

2,0824

1,0723

1,0465

1,5742

5,0406

20,2586

i3,56o3

Milligrain-
equivalents

20,2970

0,9528

2,0824

2,1446

2,0930

4,7226

15,1218

47.4142

20,2586

27,1206

The mineral water corresponds appro.ximately in its

composition to a solution containing in I kilogram

:

Grams

Potassium sulphate (K0SO4) 0,0830

Sodium sulphate (Na2S04) 0,1480

Calcium sulphate (CaS04) 0,1460

Ferrous sulphate (FeS04) o, 1 590
Ferric sulphate [Fe2(S04)3] 0,3150

Aluminium sulphate [Al2(S04):)J 0,8630

Free sulphuric acid (H2SO4) 1 ,9870

Silicic acid (meta) (H2Si03) 0,4608

4,1618

Silicic acid (meta) (H2Si03)

3,7010

0,4608

65,8847 47.3792

4,1618

Besides these trace of magnesium, nitrate and chlorine ion and boric acid.

The spring thus may be classified as "acid alum vitriol spring".

Radio-activity. 0,I3 Mache's units in I litre of water at 25,0° C.

(Kohl.-Low. fontact. ; Dr. R. Ishizu, Oct. 11, 1913).

KAMEGAWA
Location.—Okoshi-machi, Hayami-gun, Province Hungo, Oila-ken.

The springs issue from the Pyio.xene Andesite and its Agglomerate.

The hot spring " Shi-no-yu "

Analysis (calculated from the salt table).

Analysed by the Osaka Imperial Hygienic Laboratory.

Flow of water: ca. 198 hectolitres in 24 hours.

In I kilogram of the mineral water are contained:

Cations. ^'"'"^

Potassium ion (K') 0,0377

Sodium ion (Na') 0,2939

Calcium ion (Ca") 0,0363

Magnesium ion (Mg ) .... 0,0085

Ferrous ion (Fe' ) 0,0022

16,3005

Milli-
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nions. Ferrous bicarbonate [Fe(HC0s)2] 0,0070
Chlorine ion (CK) 0,4109 11,5910 11,5910 Silicic acid (meta) (HoSiO,) .

.

'. 0,2557
Sulphate ion (804") o.'357 1,4127 2,8254 1,2957
Hydrocarbonate ion (HCO/) . 011 4S 1,8817 1,8817 Free carbon dioxide (COo) 0.0310

1,0400 29,8924 16,2981 Ti3267
Silicic acid (meta) (H.SiOj). . 0,2557

'.2957"

Free carbon dioxide (COo). . 0,0310 . . 0,7045

1.3267

Besides these trace of aluminium ion.

The spring thus may be classified as " common salt spring ".

Radio-activity. 0,22 Mache's units in I litre of water at 24,0° C.

(Kohl.-Low. fontact.; Ur. R. Ishizu, Oct. 14. 1913).

The hot spring " Kiyo-sen "

Analysis.

Analysed by the Hygienic Laboratory of Oita-ken. 1913.

Specific gravity: 1,0027 ^t '5° C. Temperature: 54° C. (air temp. 24,5° C).

Total residue : ca. 2,65. F"low of water : ca. 270 hectolitres in 24 hours.

The spring, being in its composition nearly the same as that of " Shi-no-yu ", may be classified as

"common salt spring".

Radio-activity. 0,32 Mache's units in i litre of water at 29,0° C.

(Kohl.-Low. fontact.; Dr. R. Ishizu, Oct. 14, 1913).

The hot spring " Chinoike-Jigoku "

Temperature : 76° C. (air temp. 26° C). Flow of water : abundant.*

No accurate analysis has ever been made, but the spring seems to be "acid Vitriol spring".

Composition of the gas (analysed by the Tokyo Imperial Hygienic Laboratory in 191 3).

1000 c.c. of gas evolving from the spring consist of:

Carbon dioxide (CO2) 450 c.c. Nitrogen (Nj) 477.5 c.c.

Oxygen (O2) 70 „ Ethane (C.Hr.) 2,5 „

The analysis is not so accurate, the number being only the approximate value.

Radio-activity. •4,82 Mache's units in i litre of gas, evolving from Vent No. I, at o" C.

(Kohl.-Low. fontact.; Dr. R. Ishizu, Oct. lo, 1913).

4,99 Mache's units in i litre of gas, evolving from Vent No. 2, at 0° C.

(Kohl.-Low. fontact.; Dr. R. Ishizu, Oct. 13, 191 3).

Composition of the sinter-deposit t (analysed by the Tokyo Imperial Hygienic I.aboratory in 191 3).

100 parts of the ochreous mass, almost insoluble in water consist of:

Parts I"«i't='

Ferric oxide (Fe^Os) 42,38 Calcium oxide (CaO) 0,40

Alumina (AUO,) 22.20 Sulphuric acid (H.jS04) trace

Silica (SiOa) 16,84 Chlorine (CI)

Magnesia (MgO) 0,58 Water 17.60

The ochreous clay is used for dyeing in the place near " Chi-no-ike ".

• The outflow of the boiling pool forms a steaming brook rushing down to tho sea.

tThe ochreous sinter-deposit Is found on the shore of ttio pool.
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SHIBASEKI
Location.—Okoshi-machi, Hayami-gun, Province Biingo, Oita-ken.

The springs issue from the Pyroxine Andesite and its Agglomerate.

The hot spring "Hijiri-yu"

Analysis.

Analysed by the Hygienic Laboratory of Oita-ken. Temperature : 69° C. (air temp. 23° C).

Flow of water: ca. 216 hectolitres in 24 hours. Total residue: ca. 1,59.

In I kilogram of the mineral water are contained

:

Grams

Ferrous bicarbonate [Fe(HC03)2] 0,22072

Alumina (ALOa) 0,00142

Silica (SiOs) 0,21802

Grams

Sodium chloride (NaCI) 0,36317

Potassium sulphate (KoSOj) 0,00600

Sodium sulphate (Na2S04) 0,43012

Sodium bicarbonate (NaHCOs) 0,23108

Calcium chloride (CaCl2) 0,20002

Magnesium chloride (MgCU) 0,06806

Magnesium bicarbonate [Mg(HC03)2] 0,01084

The spring may be classified as "iron carbonate spring".

Radio-activity. 0,31 Mache's units in i litre of water at 20,0° C.

1,91 Mache's units in i litre of gas at 0° C.

1 .74945

Free carbon dioxide (CO2) 0,01 ^31

1.76476

(Kohl.-Low. fontact. ; Dr. R. Ishizu, Oct. 13, 1913).

Table 107.
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No.
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The spring may be classified as " earth-muriated common salt spring ".

Radio-activity. 0,36x10-1" curies in I litre of water at 65,0° C.

(Schinidt's electrom. ; H. Kibezaki and S. Nishiniura, July 22, 1914).

0,10 Mache's units (recalculated).

Table 108.

No.
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In I kilojjram of the mineial water are contained :

Grains Grams
Potassium sulphate (K3SO4) 0,0183 ^'ee sulphuric acid (HaSOj) 0,0735
Sodium sulphate (Na^SOj) 0,09 f 7 Silica (SiOo) 0,0920
Calcium sulphate (CaS04) 0,0729 0,3634
Ferric oxide and alumina (Fe._>0.i + AI2O3) .... 0,0150

Besides these a very small i|uantity of free hydrochloric acid and phosphoric acid, trace of ammonia and
magnesium sulphate.

The spring may be classified as " acid spring ".

Radio-activity. l,46xicrio curies in I litre of water at 74,0° C.

(Schmidt's electron!.; H. Kibezaki and S. Nishimura, July 24, 1914).

ft40 Mache's units (recalculated).

Table 109.

No.
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The hot spring " Takeo-Onsen "

Analysis (calculated from the salt table).

Analysed by the Tokyo Imperial Hygienic Laborator)-. 1881.

Flow of water: ca. 1 5 12 hectolitres in 24 hours.

In I kilogram of the mineral water are contained:

Cations.
0'»'"^

Potassium ion (K") 0,0046

Sodium ion (Na-) 0,2154

Calcium ion (Ca") 0,0036

Anions.
Chlorine ion (CK) 0,1040

Hydrocarbonate ion (HCO3'). 0,4094

Milli- Milligrain-
mols equivalents

0,1252

9,3466

0,0898

2.9337

6,7104

0,1252

9,3466

0.1796

9,6514

2.9337

6,7104

Temperature : 49° C.

Total residue : ca. 0,77.

The mineral water corresponds approximately in its

composition to a solution containing in i kilogram :

Grams
Potassium chloride (KCl) 0,0088

Sodium chloride (NaCl) 0,1648

Sodium bicarbonate (NaHCOa) 0.5489

Calcium bicarbonate [Ca(HC03)2] 0,0145

Silicic acid (meta) (HjSiOa) 0,0480

0,7850

Silicic acid (meta) (H2Si03)

0,7370

0,0480

0,7850

19,2057 9,6441

Besides these trace of magnesium and hydrosulphide ion.

The spring thus may be classified as " simple thermal '

TOCHINOKI
Location.—Nagakita-mura, Aso-gun, Province Higo, Kumamoto-ken.

The springs issue from the Augite Andesite.

Table UO.
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The hot spring " Iwodani-Onsen "

Analysis (calculated from the salt table).

Analysed by the Tokyo Imperial Hygienic Laborator)-

Specific gravity : 1 ,0003 at 27° C.

In I kilogram of the mineral water are contained :

Cations. Grams

Potassium ion (K") 0,0213

Sodium ion (Na') 0.0483

Calcium ion (Ca") 0,0188

Magnesium ion (Mg'") 0.0050

Ferrous ion (Fe ) 0,0029

Anions.
Chlorine ion (CI') 0,0223

Sulphate ion (SO4") 0,0499

Hydrocarbonate ion (HCO.3'). 0,1171

Hydrosulphide ion (HS') . . . 0,0167

Milli-
mols
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ON-YO
Location.—JinshCi-men, Gazan-gun, Chusei-nando, Chosen.

The springs issue from the Granite.

The hot spring " On-yo-Onsen "

Analysis (calculated from the salt table).

Analysed by the Tokyo Imperial Hygienic Laboratory. 1906.

Specific gravity: 1,0004 at 15° C. Temperature: 38-42° C.

Total residue: ca. 0,21. Flow of water: ca. 233 hectolitres in 24 hours.

In I kilogram of the mineral water are contained : The mineral water corresponds appro.ximately in its

Milli Milligram composition to a solution containing in I kilogram :

Cations. Grams '^^^^ equivalents Grams

Potassium ion (K') 0,0051 0,1303 0,1303 Sodium chloride (NaCl) 0,0300

Sodium ion (Na") 0,0570 2,4729 2.4729 Potassium bicarbonate (KHCO3) 0,0130

2,6032 Sodium bicarbonate (NaHCOs) 0,1648
Anions. Silicic acid (meta) (HsSiOj) 0.0779

Chlorine ion (CK) 0,0182 0,5134 0,5134 0,2857
Hydrocarbonate ion (HCOg')- 0,1275 2,0898 2.0S98

0,2078 5,2064 2,6032

Silicic acid (meta) (H^SiOj) . 0,0779

0,2857

Besides these trace of ferrous and aluminium ion.

The spring thus may be classified as " simple thermal ".

TORAI
Location.—Torai-men, Torai-gun, Keisho-nando, Chosen.

The springs issue from the Granite.

The hot spring " Torai-Onsen "

Analysis.

Analysed by the Government Hygienic Laboratory of Chosen. 1908.

Specific gravity: 1,0012 at 15° C. Temperature: 52° C.

Total residue : ca. 5,50. Flow of water : ca. 907 hectolitres in 24 hours.

In I kilogram of the mineral water are contained :

Grams Grams
Sodium chloride (XaCl) 2,961 Ferrous oxyde and Alumina (FeO+ AUOs) . . 0,028
Potassium carbonate (K2COS) 0,068 Silica (SiO^) 0,540
Sodium carbonate (Na.2CO.i) 0,186 5,453
Calcium sulphate (CaS04) 0,700 Free carbon dioxide {CO2) 0,066
Calcium carbonate (CaCOj) 0,520 r cig
Magnesium carbonate (MgCOj) 0,450

The spring may be classified as " common salt spring ".
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HOKUTO
Location.—Hokuto-sho, Shimn-nilio, Uiihoku-cho. Taixvin ^Fonllosa).

The springs issue from the ^olcanic Rork.

The hot spring " Kaikosha-Onsen " -

Analysis (calculated from the original numbers).

Analysed by the Tokyo Imperial Hygienic Lalorntorv. 191 i.

Temperature :
Specific gravity

Flow of water :

In

1 ,0094 at 26° C.

ca. roSo hectolitres in 24 hours.

I kilogram of the mineral water are contained :

Total residue : ca.

C.

0,30.

Cations. ^"""^

Potassium ion (K-) 0,00355

Sodium ion (Na) 0,01034

Ammonium ion (NH4") . . . 0,01572

Calcium ion (Ca") 0,00679

Magnesium ion (Mg") .... 0,00306

Aluminium ion (Al") .... 0,01458

Anions.
Chlorine ion (CI') 0,00964

Sulphate ion (504") 0,16049

Milli-
uiols

0,09068

0,44859

0,86891

0,16975

0,12562

0,53801

0,27193

' .67073

Milligrunt-
eqnivalents

0,09068

0,44859

0,86891

0.33950

0,25124

1.6 1 403

3.61295

0,27193

3.34146

The mineral water corresponds approximately in its

composition to a solution containing in i kilogram :

Grams
Ammonium chloride (XHjCl) 0,01456

Potassium sulphate (KoSO^) 0,00790

Sodium sulphate (Na2S04) ." o,oji88

Ammonium sulphate [(NH4)2SO.,] 0,03945

Calcium sulphate (CaSOj) 0,02310

Magnesium sulphate (MgSO^) 0,01513

Aluminium sulphate [Al2(S04)3j 0,09210

Silicic acid (meta) (HoSiO.-j) 0,07582

0.29994

Silicic .acid (meta) (HoSiOs).

0,22417

0,07582

4,18422 3,61339

0,29999

Besides these trace of ferrous and ferric ion and boric acid.

The spring thus may be classified as "simple thermal'

The hot spring " Taki-no-yu "

Analysis (calculated from the original numbers).

Analysed by the Tokyo Imperial Hygienic Laboratorj-.

Flow of water : ca. 59530 hectolitres in 24 hours.

In I kilogram of the mineral water are contained :

Cations. Grams

Hydrogen ion (H ) 0,06575

Potassium ion (K") 0,41636

Sodium ion (Na") 1,12728

Ammonium ion (NH4). . . . 0,20867

Calcium ion (Ca") 0,12665

Magnesium ion (Mg ") .... 0,02686

Ferrous ion (Fe") 0,13791

Aluminium ion (Al") 0,15670

Anions.
Chlorine ion (CI') 3.76525
Sulphate ion (SO4") 2,91844
Hydrophosphate ion (HPO4") 0,00102

.Milli-
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SU-0
Location.—Su-o-sho, Ritakukan-ho, Giran-cho, Ta'u\an (Foriiiosa).

The spring issues from the Ckiy Slate.

The cold spring " Su-o-Kosen "

Analysis (calculated from the salt table).

Analysed Ijy the Tokyo Imperial Hygienic Laboratory. 1 901

Temperature : 23° C.

kilogram of the mineral water are contained :

Cations.
«'•'""=

Potassium ion (K") 0,0006

Sodium ion (Na") 0,0222

Calcium ion (Ca") 0,0148

Magnesium ion (Mg'') .... 0,0048

Aluminium ion (Ak") 0,0021

Anions.
Chlorine ion (CI') ...'.... 0,0111

Hydrocarbonate ion (HCO3'). 0,1242

Milli-
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(II) The Tables of Mineral Springs arranged according to:

I. Radio-activity.

II. Temperature.

III. Flow of Water.

IV, The Quantity of Solid Ingredients.

(III) A. The Tables of Hot Spring Spas arranged according to:

I. Altitude.

II. The Number of Visitors.

B. The Tables of Summer Resorts and Watering Places

arranged geographically.
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I. Radio-activity.

The sample of water for examination was generally taken directly from the source of each sprin;^.

Radio-activity of the water marked with Asterisk { ') was delermined with the sample brought to the laboratory by applicant,

taking into account decay of radium emanation with the time.

Table 1.

The quantity of radium emanation was de;ermined from the diminution in the charge after the maximum current had

been reached, by employing Schmidt's electrometer standardized with a normal solution of radium.

For recalculation of Mache's unit from the international unit foUoiving factor was used :

ixio-'o curie=0,27S Mache's units.

(A) Hot Springs.
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Table 2.

The determination of nidiun^ emanation was carried on with the fontactoscope of C. Engler and H. Sicveking modified by

Kohlrausch and Lowenthal exactly according to the authors' original instructions.

(A) Hot Springs.

Xo.

1

1

\2

'3

H
15

i6

I"

iS

19

2o

21

^3

^i

-5

26

28

29

30

31

32

33

34

35

3<^

37

3S

39

40

41

42

43

44

45

46

121,99

107,82

72,65

63.47

60,35

58.48

58,18

39.70

36.02

33,47

32.41

28,57

28,37

27.88

27,87

25,15

24,75

24,46

24.46

24,05

23,33

22,07

20,23

19.20

18,55

15.52

13.81

13.21

12,85

11,32

11,24

11.04

10.65

10.28

9,69

9,27

8.77

8.48

8.21

7.96

7..50

7.47

7.35

7.15

7,01

6,69

270

iSoo

236

90

216

loS

126

144

126

144

216

108

216

216

Classification Location

71,0°

51,0°

60,0°

64,0°

67,0°

49,0°

75.0°

56.0°

54.5°

42,0°

44,5°

69.5°

5S,5°

63.5°

44-5°

39,0°

46,0°

57,0°

67,0°

38,0°

39.0°

42,0°

72,0°

48,5°

63,0°

63,0°

7>o°
48,0''

52,0°

46,0°

40,5°

56,5°

46,0°

62,0°

63,0°

69,0°

62,5°

48,0°

49.0°

42,5°

67,0°

50,0°

50,0°

53.0°

56,0°

61,0°

simple

sulphur

simple

simple

sulphur

common salt

simple

earthy common salt

carbonated (?)

earthy common salt

t>

muriated sulphur

sulphur

common salt

salt

earthy coininon salt

Misasa

common salt

eartliy common salt

Sekigane

Misasa

Tochiomata

Misasa

Tochiomata

Sekigane

Misasa

Yunokawa

Misasa

Yunokawa

»»

Misasa

Sekigane

Owani

Yunokawa

Owani

Yunokawa

Kachimi

»»

Misasa

^(Kim^

m (.4 lb)

^ ( .. )

ffl ( " )

= m (,% «)

iSi

-X

h

)\\im^)

H IS ( .. )

Geology

Granite

;ii*tgis^
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No.

a- c

rt en I-

47

4S

49

50

5«

52

53

54

55

56

57

58

59

60

61

62

63

64

65

66

67

68

69

70

71

72

73

74

75

76

77

78

79

80

81

82

83

84

85

86

87

88

89

90

91

92

93

94

95

96

97

98

99

6.51

5,80

5,78

5.75

5.54

5,35

5.14

5,02

4,86

4,77

4,77

4,59

4,59

4,38

4,37

4,36

4,33

4,17

*4,17

4,15

4,14

4,11

4,10

4,06

4,00

3,89

3,83

3,70

3,62

3,60

3,59

3,56

3,55

3,52

3,45

3,45

3,43

3.43

3,39

3,38

.',24

3,23

3,20

3,20

3,20

3,20

3.19

3,17

3,14

3,12

3,07

3,02

3,02

126

504

544

360

65

1730

979

360

830

50.0°

51,5°

70,0°

50,0°

66,0°

49,0°

S4.o°

45.0°

47,0°

42,0°

72,0°

51,0°

42,0°

69.0°

46,0°

50,0°

56,0°

46,0°

37.0°

57,5°

56,0°

55.0°

50,0°

50,0°

63,0°

45.0°

56,0°

45.0°

56,0°

48,0°

57.0°

56,0°

43.5°

56,0°

68,0°

43-0°

53.0°

39,5°

43.0°

Classification Location

—
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No.
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rt

S

No.

204

205

:o6

207

20S

201)

210

211

212

213

214

^15

216

217

21S

2UJ

224

225

226

227

228

229

230

231

232

234

235

236

237

238

239

240

241

242

243

244

245

246

247

24S

249

250

251

252

253

254

255

256

1,26

1,25

1,24

1,23

1,23

1.22

1,21

1,20

1,20

1,15

1,15

1,15

1.15

1,14

1,13

1,13

I.I3

1,11

l.ll

1,11

1,11

Ml

1,09

1.08

1,07

1.06

1,06

1,06

1,06

*l,04

1,04

1,03

1,01

1,01

1,00

1,00

1,03

1,00

0,98

0,98

0,97

0,97

0,96

0,95

0,95

0,94

0,94

0,94

0,93

0,93

0,92

0.92

0,92

o
Classification l.ucaliuii

ca.
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No.
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No.
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No.
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Xo.

4IS
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(B) Cold Springs.

No.

-?. =

^ a
i:S -5 •" c

Clas.silication I«calion m «(/f-f 95^.1 Geology Spring

4

5

6

7

S

9

lo

1

1

12

M

19

=4

^5

26

27

2S

29

3°

31

32

33

34

35

36

37

38

39

40

41

42

43

44

45

46

47

48

49

50

5>

52

617,59

575.02

409,31

388,14

312,54

298,33

298,22

291,93

258,50

257,42

240,20

239,22

160,34

146.97

109,96

86,27

83,35

75,62

72,26

63,92

56,41

46,04

42,59

40,28

39,51

31,90

30,36

27,18

25,77

25,16

23,70

19,42

18,48

17,13

17,08

15,77

15,38

15,18

14,20

13,74

13,32

13,00

11,57

11,31

9,69

9,69

8,77

8,42

8,18

7,45

6,99

6,54

ca.

22

•3

100

77

100

13

45

530

236

108

ail' lelit|i.

21,5° (23.5°)

14.0°

21.5° m
20,0° (40)

22.5° (40)

19,0" (U,3°)

iS,o°

20,0°

20,0° (10,5°)

10,0° (K-jO)

17.5° (7°)

15,0° (10,5°)

17,0° (120)

18,5°

30,0° (14°)

19,0° (70)

16,0° (70)

10,0°

12,0° (20°)

13.0° (19°)

28,5° (24,5°)

25,6° (30°)

26,0° (31,5°)

13-5° (30°)

36,0° (27,5)

13,0° (21°)

13.0° (19°)

35.5° (26°)

12,0° (20°)

11,0° (20°)

10,0° (21,5°)

12,0° (23°)

9,5 (21°)

33.5° (9°)

22.5° ,:;h',

10,0° (7°)

14-5° (9,2°)

33.0° (27°)

31,0° (2S°)

15,7°

8,2°

4.5°

29,0° (13°)

18,7° (32°|

33.5° (20,5°)

8,2°

earthy common
sal:

common salt

earthv cnmmon
Kile

common salt

eartliv csmmon
simple

;liv csmu

»t

carbonated (?)

earthy common
salt

simple

carbonated

simple

simple

carbonated

simple

simple

carbonated

Masutomi

Takayama

Masutomi

Ikeda

Masutomi

llirakawa

Takayama

Tochiomala

Murasugi

Tochiomata

Takayama

..

Tochiomata

lllnikawa

Takayama

Kasubuchi

Takayama

Misasa

Takayama

Murasugi

Komono

Kaidani

Deyu

Tombara

Boliata

Masutomi

»i

Komono

Imaita

Deyu

Masutomi

mihm)

if IS(Ul^)

an

«5

fe

g

IU( ..

)

m .. )

1U( .. )

Granite Kamigawara A'o. i

No. 2

Kuridaira No. i Vent C

„ A'o. I Veiil A
Nibuzawa A'o. i

(Jshiba A'o. 1

Yunokubo No. i

Kuridaira No. i Vent B
^0. 3

Ena-Kosen
(
Yunoshiinti)

Tsugane-yu No. i {A)

Yunokubo-gawara-no-yu

Nobata-shin-yu

Hatcho-jyayashita A'o. 1

Ginsen-to

Tsugane-yu No. i (B)

A'o. r (C)

Yunomukai No. t

Ena-Kosen [Dairi- Yakns/ii)

„ (Shimizit-iiio)

Tochiomata-no-yu No. .f

Murasugi-Kosen No. i

No. 2

A'o. 3
Jizai-kwan-nchi-yu A'o. i

Ciknhora

Inari-no-yu

Tochiomata-noyu A'o. 3
Shimo-issliiki

Yamaki-noyu

Iclii-no-sawa A'o. i

Shimoyama No. i

Kami-no-ido

Buusaku-ido

Ichi-no-sawa A'o. j
m
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No.
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No.

iSl

Classification l.ucation Jtii ^(/SiK«) Geology Spring

107

108

109

no
III

112

"3
114

"5
116

117

iiS

ii'i

120

121

122

"23

124

125

126

127

128

129

130

I ;i

13^

133

134

135

136

37
13^

i3y

140

141

14:

'43

144

145

146

147

148

149

150

«5«

152

153

154

'55

156

57
15s

1,33

1,24

1,22

1.19

1.18

I.U

1,10

1,10

1.09

1,08

1,G6

1,02

1,0!

1.01

1.00

0.98

0,98

0,97

0,96

0,95

0,94

0,92

0,90

0,89

0,84

0,78

0,77

0,75

0,72

0.67

0,66

0.64

0,64

0,63

0,61

0,58

0,55

0,51

0,49

0,49

0,44

0,42

0.42

0,42

0,41

0,40

0,35

0.33

0,28

0,28

0,27

' 0,26

0,25

29

-')

I So

650

S64

3370

12,5°

34,0°

28,0° (:ia°)

13.0° (12°)

9.0° (2°)

16,0° (l;,0)

28,0°

14.0° y\-y,

3.6° (13°)

25,0° (10°)

--, rO

26,0° (Wj

7.5° 115°)

16,0° (14°)

16,0° (15°)

21,1°

32,0°

12,0° (4°)

13,6° (13°)

0,0^ (i I

2,5° ,-,^)

29.°° (30°)

14,0° (l:!,.50j

7.0° (14°)

8.5° (15°)

27,0°

34,0°

16,0° (16,5°)

7.0° (18°)

29,0°

22,0°

14,0° (14°)

36,0°

simple

ttirlwudiox.atod
coiiiinua salt

simple

hydrogen suli'hicle

f;irth-muriated
iron Girbon-

(Uoxated common
salt

muriattHi alkaline

sulphur (?)

hydrojren sulphide
common p;ilt

common sail

common salt

iron carbonate

simple

niuriated allvalinc

salt

simple

simple

salt

Cfirth-niuriflt4><t

common salt

simple

sulphated bitter

Isobe (Gumma-kcn)

( )yu7.a\va

Ilogijiku

Yamabe

Kawai

Yumura (Shimaue-ken)

Ishioka

Komatsu

Ilogijiku

Nasu—Yumoto

Ushio

Utsuno

Kawai

Kasagi

Yunogo

Oyuzawa

Tera-maclii LTottori]

Shingu

Yunogo

Tadate

Shingu

Komatsu

Akayu (Akita-kcn)

Hinobori

Kasagi

Tokyo—Azabu-ku

Yunogo

Tokyo—Azabu-ku

Gakuto

Yunogo

Kobu

Ilogijiku

Yumura <Shimaae-keu)

Koyabara

Futami

Yamabe

Ishioka

Tokyo—Azabu-ku

Ishioka

Dobata

(Jmori

Gakuto

Tokyo—Azabu-ku

Ito

Kawas.iki
(Kanagawa-kcn i

Omori

Shimoda

.J

Ishioka

Tohi

Saizu

Atami

ShimoJa

1 %m&)
x m mtm)

III m&.m

m^ni)

Tertiary

Diluvium

Granite

Tertiary

Granite

Diluvium

Alluvium

Granite

Anilcsite

Granite

^
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No.

rt OJ rt

a- -

U
Classification Location m =S(/ffiS«) Geology Spring

0,25

0.23

0,19

0,19

0,18

0,14

0.12

0,11

0,03

Emanalion per litre

of gas at o° C.

«59

i6o

i6i

162

•63

164

165

166

167

air temp.

77

I
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Xo.

Emanation per

litre of water

I"

iS

19

20

21

23

24

25

26

27

28

29

30

31

34

35

36

37

38

39

40

41

42

43

44

45

46

47

48

49

50

51

5^

53

54

55

56

57

58

59

60

61

62

63

64

65

66

67

68

69

9,68

9.40

8,92

8,86

8,72

8.58

8.24

8.16

8.04

7.97

7.91

7,85

7.83

7,78

7,32

7,04

6,70

6.45

6,02?

5,91

5,60

5,51

5.47

4.92

4.85

4.47

4.44

4.34

4,28

4,17

4.11

4.03

3,99

3.97

3,84

3,69

3.60

3.41

3.31

> 3.02

2,77

2.75

2,74

2,71

2,66

2.61

2,58

2,48

2.38

2.37

2.03

2.02

1.9
I

2,66

2.S9

2.4S

2,44

2.40

236

2J7

2.24

2.21

2.19

2.18

2.16

2.IS

2.14

2.01

1.94

1,84

1.77

1.66

1.63

1.S4

1.S2

1.50

1,45

1.33

IJ3

IJ2

1,19

1,18

1,15

1.13

1,11

1. 10

1,09

1.06

1.02

0.99

0.94

0.91

0.83

0.76

0.76

0,73

0.75

0,73

0,72

0,71

0,68

0,66

0,65

0,56

0,56

0,55

U

270

1400

432

900

207

450

152

504

450

389

J433

360

1400

air temp.

57.0°

6i,S°

44,5°

48,8°

46,6°

50,6°

8,8° (5°)

55,8°

15,6° (9,40)

45.0°

21,5°

14,7° (9,2°)

21 ^o

18,8°

44,2°

15,4° (S,G°)

59,2°

51,1°

56,0°

49,0°

24,5°

56.5°

76,0°

54-2°

19,0°

17,4°

46,0°

iS,S°

48,6°

69,1°

76,0°

50,6°

40,5°

47,0°

48,0°

25,0°

13,0°

50,5°

> 32,0° (25°)

53,2°

41,2°

13,0°

74,2°

39,0°

55,0=

57,'°

15,0° (29°)

16,5° (9,50)

62,10

54.5°

17,1° (9,90)

5 ',4°

Ciassjtication Location its ««».«;

saline bitter

earth -murwt^'d
c'oimnou salt

salt

carbonated
enrth-niuviateil
coiiinioii salt

simple earhon-
dioxattd

common salt

simple cavbnii-
<lioxatf(t

earth-niuriated
common s;ilt

simple carbon-
dioxated

earth-miiriat'^d
common salt

salt

simple

sulphated bitter
sulphur

carbonated
eai-th-miiriated
(onmion salt

salt

carbonated

,,

salt

carbonated

earth-muriaied
common salt

salt

earth-nmriated
common salt

„

.saline common salt

sulphated hitter
sulx'inir

salt

salt

earth-nmriated
common salt

salt

common salt

salt

acid alum vitriol

sulphated com-
mon salt

sulphur

salt

simple carbon

-

dioxateil

simple

earth-niuriatwl
connnon salt

cnrbondioxated
common salt

simple

Shiobara—Oam i

Kinosaki

,,

Sakunami

Namaze

Kinosaki

Takarazuka

Shiobara—Fukuwat

Kobe

Takarazuka

Kobe

-\rima

Kinosaki

Takarazuka

Kinosaki

Sakunami

Ao-ne

Yamanaka

Kobe

Kinosaki

VVakura

Togalta

Kobe

Arima

Togatta

Kobe

Kinosaki

Sakunami

Awara

K inosak i

Kamasaki

Yamanaka

Togatta

Takarazuka

Tatsunokuchi

Fukatani

Kinosaki

Yugawa

Sakunami

Akyu

Fukatani

Myoban

Yuwaku

Awazu

Gaga

Kawasaki
fMiyagi-ken)

Arima

Ilokuto

Kinosaki

Takarazuka

Ao-ne

fis

'i.

Geology

Tertiary

#
iij

m
•J;

M XI]

m

lU

g 2.

*t( ., )

_m .. )

U{ „ )

P( „ )

.!( ., )

*t( „ )

»( „ )

i^^i „ )

m „ )

m „ )

m ., )

m. ,. )

tfw;ii

*)

m „ )

m „ )

« .- )

ff(7IJl|)

ii(c;ii)

m „ )

*§( „ )

Granite

Tertiary

Granite

Tertiary

Granite

Quartz Torph.

Tertiary

Granite

Tertiary

Granite

Tertiary

„

Liparite

Granite

Quartz Porph

Liparite

Granite

Tertiary

•»

Alluvium

Tertiary

Andesite

Tertiary

Liparite

Granite

Tertiary

Tertiary-

Spring

Onna-yu

Gosho-no-yn J'e/it B
Mandara-no-yu I'eiit E
Iwamatsu-Shinyu

Me-no-yu

Kame-no-yu

Kamaze-Kosen

Mandara-no-yu I'eiit B
Tansan-sen C
Hadaka-yu

Jyareyama Tansan-sen .-/

Tansan-sen B
Jyareyama Tansan-sen B
Shoto-en Tansan-sen

Iclii-no-yu Vent D f^Knsi-yuj

Tansan-sen A
Ichi-no-yu Vent C

{San-na-yu)
Taka-no-joi

Shin-yu

Kiku-no-yu

Tenn5-K6sen

Ichi-no-yu Vent A
So-yu

Kamasaki-no-yu

Sunayama Tansan-sen

Sugigatani Tansan-sen

Special bath in Kaka-no-yu

Nunobiki Tansan-sen

Jizo-no-yu

Taki-no-yu

Artes. Well of Haiya-no-yu

Mandara-no-)ii Vent A
Mogamiya-no-yu

Ashi-no-yu

Me-no-yu

Drinking water

Tatsunokuchi Min. Spr.

Moto-yu

Mandara-no-yu Vent D
Yugawa-Onsen

Kawara-no-yu

„
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Table 7.

The quantity of radium emanation and the temperature of springs in the following table were determined by Dr. H. Kondo,
[vide Official Report of Kagoshima Prefecture (" Kagoshima-kcn KOho "), Aug., 1913].
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Radio-activity of Notable Spring Waters in Europe and

in the United States of America.

The following tables give the results of nieastirements of the radio-activity of several well-knov.n European mineral waters

and of a few American waters. Many of these waters also contain radio-acti\e gases. Reports of diflferent observations on the

same spring indicate that the waters and the gases in them vary greatly in radio-activity. Because of differences in the

methods of measurement and in allowance for disintegration products and also because of the uncertain or arbitrary nature of

some of the units of expression the figures have not been reduced to a common unit for direct comparison.

We have therefore recorded in these tables only the numbers from authentic origins which enable direct comparison.

In Remarks are given geology, flow of w^ater in 24 hours, and literature.

Abbreviations used in the tables :

Sommer Uber die Radioaktivitatsverhiiltnisse der natiirlichen Heilquellen des deutschen Sprachgebietes. \'on

Prof. Dr. Krnst Sonimcr.

Lazarus llandbuch der Radium-Biologie und Therapie von Prof. Dr. Paid Lazarus, 1913.

Curie Die Radioaktivitjit von M'™ P. Curie, 1912. Band 11.

Weidig Radioaktive Wiisser in Sachsen von Dr.-Ing. M. Weidig, 1912. 1\'. Teil.

Ch. K Chemiker Zeitung.

Ph. Z PhysikaUsche Zeitschrift.

Bot. Gaz N.ational Bottler's Gazette.

Table 9.

(A) Results of measurements expressed ia Mache's unit?.

Xo.
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No.
2 = -5

?. V s
y — _

34

35

3S

39

40

41

4-;

43

44

45

46

47

4>i

4'J

5"

54

55

5<^

57

59

(>o

61

62

('i

64

65

66

67

6S

69

70

71

'2

73

74

75

7"

31.50

28,53

27,90

27,69

26.03

24.00

23,49

23,49

22,60

22.,50

22.10

21.90

20.40

20.00

19.8)

17,50

16.30

16.20

16.03

16,03

14.50

14.20

14.03

12,50

11,95

11,44 1,00

11,00

10,10

9,00

8,73

8,16

8,00

7,S8

7,89

7.40

7,10

7,10

7,00

6,56

5,70

5,70

5,15

5,00

4,70

4,50

4,50

4,33

4,33

4.08

3.78

3.77

;»ir tomp
39,2° (?)

24,0°

8-3° (?)

59,0='

31.^°

Classification

1 1,1

cola

cold

42,0°

22,5-

C'la

10 0^

cmKI

farlKtndioxated
coiniiKHi salt

enrth-niuriated
oiiiinmn 8nlt

earthy Kiliiie

roti cnrlMiiidioxnted

Common salt

sulphur

lailh-inuriatod
oiiiinion salt

iitui-iat«<l lUkaliiic

iron

acid
lartliy carlxin-

ilit>\at''<l iximnion
salt

i-ai-tIi-iiiuri:U'?d

(-tiiiiiiinii salt

sulphatod liyrtro-

pcii sulphide

siilpliur

earthy alkaline
s;»liiie i\tM\

carlxnidioxated

alkaline snipliated
carlxindiosated ("}

common salt

>u1pliiir conmiou
salt

9,S°

simple

:ilkaline 5:iline

iniii carhon-
dii>xated t?i

furtliy carlfon-
ilinxaUnl couuuoii

Kilt

sulphur

iron carhon-
dioxattrd (?)

eartliy saline
iron i-arljoiidioxated

muriated bitter

104^

cold

13,0°
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No.
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(B) Results of measurements expressed in curies.

The qiinntity of radium emanation expressed in milligramn^e radium per minule in lo litres of gas or water quoted from

Curie's " Radioaktivilat " and that expressed in milligramme radium bromide (Ka Hr^) per minnte in i litre of gas or water

quoted from I^zarus' " Handbuch der Radium-Uiologie und Therapie " are recalculated into curies and Mache's units by using

the following factors :

1 millig. niin. emanation of radium = 1250 X lO-'" curies.

I millig. min. emanation of radium bromide (RaBro) = 734x lo''^ curies.

IXIO-W curie=0,27S Maclie's units.

The numlers in brackets denote the quantity of radium emanation calculated for reference under the supposition that the

original numbers given in Curie's work refer to milligramme radium bromide (RaBro) per minute, and not to milligramine

radium per minute.
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Radio-activity of Mineral Springs in Miyagi and Nagano Prefectures.

(Supplement to Tables i and 2)

Table 10.

(A) Determined with Schmidt's electrometer.
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II. Temperature.

Table 11.

Xo. w. <->

rt «
o •"

i_ o

5 - ~
Classification Location it!i i&iif^m^) Geology Spring

9

lo

II

12

1

3

>4

>S

l6

7
iS

19

20

21

23

24

25

;6

27

28

29

30

3'

32

33

34

35

36

37

38

39

40

41

42

43

44

108,0'

103.0'

lOZ.O'^

100,0'

190,0°

9M,0'

97,0'

%,0'

96,0'

95.0'

95,0°

95,0°

95,0'

94,0'

93,0°

91.0^

91,0'

90.C°

90,0'

88,5°

88,0'

88,0'

87,0'

84.0°

83,0°

82.0°

82.0'

80,3'

80,0'

80,0°

80,0°

79.3'

79.0'

79,0'

79,0°

78,0'

77,0'

76,0'

76,0'

76,0'

76,0'

76,0

76.0'

7.5.0°

ca.

9.24

3-52

4.19

1. 12

406

2.32

1.40

0,9s

0.40

0,15

2,39

1,26

1003-

ca.
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III. Flow of Water.

Table 12.

No.
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IV. The Quantity of Solid Ingredients.

Table 13.

^~'
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V. Hot Spring Spas arranged according to Altitude.

auto automobiles

avail available

betw between

ft foot or feet

No.
Altitvule

in ft.

GeoloiZV

I

2

.•i

4

5

6

7

S

9

10

1

1

12

3

>4

5

i6

17

iS

•9

20

21

22

23

24

25

26

27

28

29

30

31

32

33

34

69S0

6003

5468

5300

5180

5088

5000

4720

4640

4627

4509

4500

4500

4000

3785

3750

3464

3300

3200

>3000

3033

3039

2«)44

2760

2700

2700

2700-2500

2600

2510

2500

2500

2400

1223

1150

Spa

Andcsil'j

Ciiaiiitc

Andcsile

Quartz I'orpli.

Andesite

Granite

Vole. Delr.

Av.desitc

>»

Vole. LXtr.

Andesile

Tertiary

Cbichibu Sorie.i

Granite

Andesitc

Jurassic

Granite

Tertiary

Andesite

V.)l<-. Aali .<:

.Mliil l.:iv;l

Andesite

»»

AlUivimn

I.iparite

Andesite

Misaka Scries

Andesite

j»

Quartz Porpli.

Abbreviations used in the table :

jinr jinrikisha

L Lake

m miles

raid middle

Table 14.

omn omnibuses

R River

St station

vole volcano

ilk ^[.$fm^) Situation

Shiliu [Suwa]

Meiji [ „ ]

SiiKawa

Nakaliusa

Manza

NikkuVnuioto

Sandogoya

Kamikochi

Ka/awa

Tateyauia

Renge

Kusatsu

Hoppo

.^ugayu

Otaii

Sliiialione

Kawainata

Vunohanazawa
.Ii:vkoliil

Kawachi

Kaslii

Goshiki

Nasu-Yumoto

Takayu
( Y!Uimgiita-kL>n)

.\sliinoyu
^IIa^com')

Kirishinia

binoyu

Ikao

Suwa
I Ivaiiii iliiit Sliiiiioi

)o/ankei

Akakura

Shima

Unzen

Miyanosluta

.A rim a

i& mm] (fisf)

m-ttii .. ]( .. )

IS, )i(W.ir>)

±

lU(SlU)

mmu)
mum
ii(fiif)

#( .. )

Means of access

m

n\

1^ ?i(iii)f.J)

m ^ ji(fi'S)ii)

fl* ^ m " )

/i 111 mamm.)

m rm'm)

g ^ T('ii'l'SJil)

^1 Mi^m)

N. slope of ]Mt. Yatsiiga-take (9*^76

ft.).

Near Shibu.

Near the summit of I\It. Sukawa-dake
(5468 ft.).

On the mid. slope of Mt. Ariake

(8075 ft.) of Japan Alps

At the base of Mt. Manza {6494 ft.)

near Mt. Shirane.

By L. Yumoto ; E. of Mt. Nikk5-
Shirane (754411.).

Near the summit of Nasu vole.

(6310 ft-)-

Betw. Mt. Yake and Hotaka of Japan
Alps.

Betw. Ml. Asauia and Azumaya

;

S. W. of Manza spa.

On the Mt. Tate-yaina (9689^.).

Mid. slope of Mt. Renge (10035 ft.).

E. of Mt. Shirane (7500 ft.)

E. of Shibu [Hirao], on the way to

Kusatsu from Shibu.

S. W. of Mt. Hakkoda (5184 ft.).

Ft. of Mt. Amakazari (6732 ft.).

N. E. of Ml. Norikiira-ga-dake (10448

ft.) of Japan Alps.

N. of Mt. Nantai (8194^.).

At the ft. of Mt. Koma-ga-take of

Hakone.

W. slope of Mt. Hakusan (8867 ft.).

At the base of Mt. Asahi (6498 ft.).

On the Itaya-to^e, near Mt. Azuma
(vole, 6511 ft.).

S. E. ft. of Nasu vole. (6310 ft.).

N. ft, of Mt. Zau-dake (6034 ft.).

By L. Ashi ; at the base of Mt.
K.oma-ga-dal<e of Hakoiie.

S. \V. skirt of Mt. Karakuni-dake (or

Kirishinia), vole. (5610 ft.).

E. slope of Usui-togc (3088 ft.).

E. slope of Mt. Haruna (4808 ft.).

By L. Suwa, W. skirt of Mt. Yatsu-

ga-take (9676 ft.).

On the R. Toyohira.

E. slope of Mt. MyGko (8098 ft.).

Upper course of R. Agatsiniia.

On the mid. slope of Mt. Unzen
(4300 ft.).

On the upper reach of R. Ilayakawa,
at the base of Mt. Myojin and Myojo.

N. ft. of Ml. RokkG-zan (3059 ft.).

J 12,4 m. from Chino st, (Chino— 7.4 ni. by
( omn.—Sasahara—5 m. on ft.—spa).

f 9,8 m. from Chino st. via. Sasahara.
\2,5m. W. from Shibu [Suwa].

27 m. W. from Ichinoseki st. (Ichinoseki

—

i9j6 m. by omn.—Mayu— 7,4 m. on ft.—"ipa).

14 m. from Akashina st. (Akashina—5 m. by
omn.—Ariake—9 m. on ft. or horse-back
—spa).

1 10 m. from Kusatsu : 24,5 m. from Kawara-
( yu ; only on It.

17 m. from Nikko by jinr.

7,5 m. up from Nasu-Yumoio on horse-back.

27 m. from Matsumoto st. (Matsimioto

—

II m. by omn.—Shimajima— i6in. on ft.

—

spa).

9,8 m. from Tanaka st. on horse-back.

('32 m. from Toyama (Toyama—8,6 m. by
-c jinr.—Kamiiaki-machi—23,4 m. on ft. by
(sleep prah—spa).

23,3 m. from Itoigawa st. (steep path).

26,2 m. from Karuizawa. 50,8 m. from
'iakasaki st. via Nakanojo (whence to spa

25 m. on horse-back).

f 15,7 m. from Toyono st. (Toyono— 10 m.

I by auto.—Shibu—5,7 m. on ft.—spa).

25 m. from Aomori by steep path.

j 39 m. from Akashina st. via Omachi, omn.

\ avail.

[29,5 m. from Matsumoto st. (Matsnmolo

—

< 14,5 ni. by omn.— Inekoki—15 m. on it. or

i^
horse-back—spa).

\ zawa gold mine.

8 m. from Yumoto (Hakone).

39.2 m. from Komatsu si. (Komatsu—19,6 m.
by omn.—Onnabara).
31,9 m. f.om Fukui st. for 21,3m. jinr. avail.

14.3 m. from Shirakawa st. (Shirakawa

—

9.4 m. by jinr.—Mafune).

2 m. from Itaya St., on ft.

10.4 m. from Kuroiso st., omn. avail.

7,3 m. from Kaminoyama St., omn. avail.

8.5 m. from Yumoto (Hakone).

4,5 m. from Miyanosliita.

I
From Makizouo st. to Kami-nakatsu 4 m. by

[jinr., then 6 m. by kago or on horse-back.

6 m. down from Karuizawa, on ft.

r .6,6m. from Maebashi st. ^
^^ ^ ^[^^ ^^^^

[20,3m. from lakasakist.)

120 m. from lidamachi st. (Tukyu).

f 17,6 m. from Sapporo (S.ipporo—6,5 m. by

I
horse-tram.-Ishiyama).

4,3 m. from Taguchi St., jinr. avail.

11,3 m. from Nakanojo, omn. avail.

7 m. from Obama by chair.

4 m. from Yumoto (Hakone).

J
14 m. from Kobe by kago.

i6m. from Sanda st., auto, avail.
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VI. Politico-economic Statistics with regard to Hot Spring Spas.

Table 15.

(A) Arranged according to Number of Visitors (1909).
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No.
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N.'.
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VII. Summer Resorts (without hot sprinji) arranged geographically.

Aljbrevialions used in the table are the sauie as those in Table 14.

Table 16.

No.
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VIII. List of Watering Places (with the number of viaitora ill I'JOU)

arranged geographically.

Table 17.

:\M.





PART III

INOTES

on

Prominent Spas, Seaside Resorts,

and

Summer Retreats.





HOKKAhDO
Although hot springs in Hokkai-do are generally believed not to be small in number, those

already known are situated mostly in the south-western portion of the main island. Of these only

such ones, as located in the places accessible by some means of transportation, are utilized but not

a few are neglected owing to their remote and incon\cnicnt jjositions. Hot springs gushing out in

volcanic regions are, as a rule, sulphur springs of high temperature. In non-volcanic districts hot

springs are comparatively seldom met with and are inclined to be carbonated, saline, or weak saline

springs. We are going to describe some of these hot springs that arc comparatively abundant and

properly taken care of

NoboribetSU. These hot springs are the most famous in Hokkai-do and lie 4,3 m. N. \V. of

the Xobortbetsii station, jinrikisha or coaches being available over the distance. When these springs

were first discovered many years ago, no path was found to go there. It was only in the Ansei

Era ( 1 854-1 860) that officials were despatched by the Shogunate Government to lay out a road

there-to. In the course of the Meiji Era (1868-19 12), the road was much improved. The place is see piatr 12

600 ft. above sea-level and ver}' rich in scenic charms in all seasons, especially in spring with

various blossoms and in autumn with tinted leaves ; nevertheless it is delightfully cool in summer.

Baths and inns offer satisfactory accommodation and make the place an ideal holiday re.sort. Springs

gush out from a crater on the foot of a hill, 0,2-0,3 m- from the inns up the Noboribctsu River.

This place is the origin of the Kiisuri-e-san-betsit , a branch of the Noboribetsu, and forms a basin '<•<• Piatt u
surrounded by precipices on all sides except in the S. Abundant steam with sulphurous gases is

constantly issuing out with resounding noise from two or three places on its bottom and white

vapour fills the whole valley. Rocks acted upon by the steam especially on the precipices on

the N. and the E. side are turned to gray and loose masses sometimes with yellow ocher and

sulphur. Only in some spots, there is comparatively fresh andesite. Near the crater there are several

other spots, where springs of different temperature and composition occur.

Some 3,5 m. distant from the crater, we find an open-air bath of a hot spring called " Kanirusu."

About 0,2 m. to the N. W. of the crater, there is an old craterlet with a geyser, which was
throwing up water tens of feet high till 1880. Stepping a little distance further uphill we come
across an oblong pond of gray-coloured warm water extending to the N. E., with the circumference *<•< Plate 14

of 165 ft. and surrounded by rather steep hills. At the S. E. corner of this pond, there are cold

and hot springs. The sceneiy of this place is at its best in autumn when maples turn crimson,

and no holiday-maker can enjoy their stay too much. The Shiniofuri Waterfall, sometimes called

" Kachidoki-no-taki" is in the upper course of the Noboribetsu, and there are many scenic wonders

in its vicinit}^ Mt. Noboribetsu may be climbed from this place. The hot spring village has more
than fifty houses inhabited by some two hundred people and also a post office. Two inns out of fi^.tnnd'f

ten have their own baths and besides there are five public baths. There is a billiard room for visitors'

amusement. Bathers were numbered 4,975 in 1909 and their total sta}'s 33,250 days long. In recent

years foreign visitors have been gradually increasing and the average number is ten a day. Although
visitors come here all the year round, this place is most prosperous in summer.

KarurUSU. 8 m. N. W. of the Noboribetsu station ; 800 ft. above sea-level. A branch of Mt.

Noboribetsu slopes towards the place and surrounds the place on all sides, a clear stream flowing

across the valley and hot springs gushing out at its eastern extremity. The whole view is very

lovely. Temperature indoors neither runs above 85° F. even in dog days nor falls below 33° in

winter when snow covers the grounds 4 ft. high. Five houses. Although these springs were

recognized by ancient inhabitants, they came to the knowledge of people from Japan Proper about

in September, 1888, when surveyers accidentally discovered them during their engagement in the

survey for colonial troop barracks.

Omnibuses available over the di.stance of 4,2 m. from the Noboribetsu station (fare : 35 sen a

passenger), and farther stage of journey, 3,7 m. by mountain road (if on horse-back, charge '^O sett).

8,3 m. from the Horobetsu station (horse, fare 60 sen). Three inns, all without private baths. 298
bathers in 1909, mo.st bathers come from neighbouring places for recuperation.

There are two springs, one Kame-no-yu or " tortoise spring " and the other Tsiiru-no-yu or
" crane spring." The springs, it is said, are named after the famous AarA^?«' of Austria on account



of similar property. {Kanmisii is the Japanised pronunciation of " Kails ").

J5zankei. 17,6 m. from Sapporo up the Tcyohira 'R^wiv , 2,510 ft. above .sea-level. Jmrikisha

and coaches a\-ailable. Josankei is an important place on the road to Abuta. Although natives

knew their existence long ago, they were recorded in histoiy for the first time in the Ansei Era

(1854-1860). In August, 1869 an itinerant monk Jozan opened a bath, hence the pre.sent name.

The public bath in front of the place now called " Moto-yn " is the very one set up by the monk.

Hot springs gush out among a thickly wooded valley surrounded by high mountains and penetrated

by a beautiful stream of the Toyohira with wonderful rocks. .Yoka-no-yic or " middle spring " was

accidentally discovered by a visitor to " I\[oto-yn " while sauntering in the neighbourhood some time

in 1674. Shika-no-yu or "deer spring" was discovered in 1984-5. Three inns; baths are dug into

natural rocks and cemented all over. The bathers were numbered 2,080 in 1909 and their total

.stays 37,276 days long.

Sea-Bathing at ZenibakO. 0,5 m. N. E. of the town of Zenibako. The seashore is where

the wide expanse of Ishikari Plain meets the Japan Sea to the N. W., and the range of view is

broad and wide. The whole shore and the bottom of the sea 360 ft. off are of white sand. Sand

dunes stand side by side on the shore and there is a salt-manufactory. There are six rest-huts for

the use of bathers, besides two ordinary inns with hot sea-water bath. The place is patronized by

people from Sapporo, Ofmii, etc. The number of bathers was 10,000 in 19 12.

Aoysnia and Miyagawa. Both the hot springs are on the River Yuno-kaioa, 3 m. N. E.

of the Komlm station and 4,3 m. N. W. of the Kariputo station, and less than 0,2 m. distant from

each other. The district is a wide highland, forming a colony dotted with 75 farm-hou.ses and now
under cultivation.

Onuma Park. There are two lakes at the N. extremity of Kaincda-gori in Oshima province,

that is 0-niuiia and Ko-imma, both 400 ft- above .sea-level. The whole shape is like the numeral

8, the narrowest portion being called " sehatto." The part of the lakes to the W. of Sebatto is

named " Ko-numa " and that to its E. " O-numa," the entire water is known again as " O-numa."

This was certainly a crater of an ancient volcano. Ko-imina is 1,7 m. N. to S., the whole lakes

3,8 m. E. to W., and their circumference 21,2 m. There are three villages on the lake shore. The
whole surface of water looks like a large sheet of mirror, and water is clear and drinkable, its

depth being 2 or 3 to 10 fathoms. The bottom is generally of slate covered by grits, five streams

contributing to the lakes on all .sides ; Mt. Koma-ga-dake rears its sword-like peaks towards the

sky, and adds a great deal to the quaintness of the sight. There are islets of various shapes

and sizes, more than 140 in number, the biggest 180,000 square ft. and the smallest less than i

.square ft., all of them being thickly wooded, mostly with cherry, yew, maple, etc. The lake shore

has many indentations which form bays, and the water is very calm. O-numa is famous for carp, gibel,

etc., their annual production amounting to ¥ 3,000 worth. Thus the landscape is beautiful and

air is pure and invigorating. Temperature : 20° to 30° F. in winter, 40° to 60° in spring,70° to 80°

in summer, and 50° to 60° in autumn.

For the convenience of visitors a temporary station Onuma-Koen is opened every year from

May \st till October 31.^/, 18,3 m. from Hakodate.

Inns : Koyo-kivan (Maple Hou.se), Hyakkiva-cn (Gardens of Hundred Flowers), etc. The former

faces O-numa towards N. E., with its garden planted with maples, and commands a wide view of

cloud-capped Koma-ga-dake and islets in the lake. The latter stands on Ko-imuia with its fine

view of white-winged vessels sailing past among many islands. Boat to hire on the lakes. Foreign

and Japanese visitors are numbered more than 2,000 in Augu.st and September.

Yunokawa lies 3,5 m. N. E. of Hakodate, and not far from the volcano Koiua-ga-dake. The
district is flat, being located at the mouth of the Matsukura and facing the strait of Tsugarn.

Its .seashore is of white and beautiful sand, whence one can descry distant mountain ranges in

MutSH Province over the sea. The place is flanked by hills on the N. and the E. side and forms a

truly quiet pleasure resort. The scenery is best in spring, although of course it is attractive through

the whole year. Its climate is mild and not subject to sudden changes, thus making it a good health

resort. Houses 124 and population 593. Village, po.st, police offices and primary school. Many
shops .standing side by side form a regular street. Its discovery dates back to not later than 1654,

but the place was abandoned till 1886, in which year the citizens of Hakodate, convinced of the



existence of a hot spring vein in the neighbourliood, tried to bore the earth with a machine for

making a well. Their effort was in vain even when they reached 500 ft. to 1,900 ft., but overcoming

extreme financial difficulty, was awarded with ample success. As the quantity of this spring

amounted to 8,5 hectolitres per hour, next year they began to run the place as a public resort and

since then have contrived to bore more springs, lay out a park and repair roads leading there-to,

thus bringing about to-day's prosperity. Electric cars from Hakodate over the distance of 4,5 m.

The road is good and post, telegraph, and telephone communications are sufficient. Convenient

communications also with other places.

Eight hotels : the best are Senshin-kivan, Rincho-kwan, etc., all provided with private baths and %-.
j'"^'

three inns also with special baths for foreign visitors. Two doctors in the town and one shampooer.

The room charge for foreigners about ¥25 a month. Bathers come chiefly from Hakodate. The
average visitors are 2,500 per annum ; total .stays 600 days long. Not a few visitors from among
thj crews of foreign men-of-war anchoring at Hakodate and foreign summer tourists to Hokkai-do.

The season is from April to June.

AOMORI=KEN

Asomushj is at the S. head of .^t^wor/ Bay and 7,3 m. from Aoinori. A short distance from the

station of the same name. Broad seascape with small islands dotted here and there and the abundance

of pine trees add much to the charms of the surroundings. There are eight sources of hot .springs.

Histoiy tells us that the famous monk Enko Daishi on his N. E. itinerancy happened to come
here and noticed a deer bathing in the .sea. Convinced of the existence of a hot spring, he

persuaded the villagers to establish baths. This is generally believed to be the inception of the

present baths. Naturally early inhabitants religiously adored the springs and dared not to bathe

in them but used them only for the purpose of dipping and steaming hemp for clothings. Thus
the springs obtained the name of " Asa-imts/ii-tio-yu " or 'Spring for steaming hemp,' gradually

corrupted into the present characters. 210 houses; population 1,050. Salt-manufactories. Com-
munications also maintained by sea. The famous Tsuhaki-yania is 12,2 m. N. to the village. 26

inns
; 2 doctors. Bathers come from the neighbouring places but an appreciable number of visitors

from distant countries by railway, etc. Visitors 3,373 in 1909 and their total stays 11,997 days

long._

Owani. A icw minutes' walk from Oivani station on the O-u Line, about 7 m. from Hirosaki,

and 270 m. from Semiai.

The hot springs are situated to the S. W. of Aomori-ken, near the boundary of Akita-ken,

surrounded by mountains, of which Akara-yama to the S. and Iiuaki-san or the " Tsugani-Fiijiy

(4,600 ft. high) so called on account of its similarity in shape to the famous Mt. Fuji, rises to the

W. of the springs. The small stream Hira-kaxva runs through the village which has 615 houses

and 3,800 inhabitants. The spa lies at an elevation of 248 ft. above .sea-level. Excellent apples

are grown in the neighbourhood (the yearly production ca. ¥ 15,000).

In the environs of Owani bath there are many hot springs, namely Nurii=yu on the N. E.,

Yumoto at the foot of huaki-san and lkariga=seki on the S. E. and others. Kuradate hot springs lie

on the opposite side of the river from Owani. One of the hot springs, Yamabuki-no-yu, was found

before the Keicho Era (1596-161 5).

No less than 32 hot springs are found in Owani bath in the space of half a mile. There are

two resident doctors, 38 inns with private baths and 4 public baths at Owani Spa, in 1909 the visitors

numbered 27,082, the total .stays being 181,604 days.

Kuraddte. I'he bath lies on the opposite side of the river Hira-kawa to Owani. The village

has 469 houses and 3,400 inhabitants, 5 public baths. Each inn is provided with its own bath.

The inhabitants of the villages Owani and Kuradate built greenhouses near the source of springs,

utilizing the heat in the germination of soja beans and other vegetations to advantage. Kuradate

has one resident doctor. One of the hot springs, " Shimo-no-yii," was known in the Kenkyu Era

(1190-1199). Number of visitors : 1,755, their total stays being 6,157 days (1909).

Ikariga-seki. About 10 minutes' walk from the Jkariga-seki stdUon on the O-u Line, 5 m. S.

from dzvani, 36 m. S. from Aomori. Jinrikisha and omnibuses available.



The springs occur in a valley which runs N. and S. between the mountains. The village is

situated at an elevation of 680 ft. above sea-level and has about i,ooo inhabitants.

Post, telegraph and telephone office. Local places of interest : Senjo-cja-taki (' Ten thousand feet

Waterfall ') 5 m., Ito-taki (' Thread Waterfall ') 2 m., Furu-ake-fudo 2,5 m., ruins of an old castle

2 m., etc., are all worth visiting. The hot springs are here 5 in number, of which two belong to

public baths.

The hot .spring " Nttsn-iio-yu" was known before 1592. Number of visitors : 3,212, their total

stays being 33,304 days (1909)-

IVVATE=KEN

Dai. Passengers from the S. alight at Htinaviaki station on the N. E. Main Line, 22 m. N.

from Morioka, 91 m. N. from Sendai, those from the N. alighting at Ishidoriya station, both stations

are about 6 m. distant from the springs, jinrikislia and omnibuses being available.

Dm is a small bathing-place with mountains on all sides, lying on the bank of the upper

course of a tributary flowing into the River Kitakauil-gawa, and at an altitude of some 1 ,500 ft.

above sea-level. Pop. 170. A kind of porcelain called " Dai-yaki," produced in this village, is a

speciality of this district. Dai Mine is about 5 m. from the place.

There are more than 14 hot springs in the village, of which seven belong to public baths.

Number of visitors : 10,151, the total stays being 73,524 days (1909). Most bathers come from

neighbouring places for recuperation.

ShidO-daira. About 6 m. W. from the Hanamaki station, 91 m. N. from Sendai, and 308 m.

from Tokyo, the journey from the capital taking about 13 hours. Jiiinkisha and omunibuses

available from Hanauiaki.

The bathing-place lies on the N. bank of a small stream, the Toyosawa-gatva, with mountains

to the E. and W., at an elevation of 700 ft. above the sea. Pop. 120.

In this neighbourhood there are Osawa Hot Springs (1,5 m. from Shido-daira) and Naniari

Hot Springs (5 m.). Report claims that the spring was already known to the people before the

Enryaku Era (782-806 A.D.).

The place has only one spring and one inn. The new bath-house has recently been constructed

by the keeper of the inn Kubota Ryo-kwan, and has no equal in its constructon and appointments

in the neighbouring spas. Number of visitors ; 2,914 (1909).

Osawa. 8,5 m. W. from the Hananuiki station ; 1,5 m. from Shido-daira ; 2,5 m. from Namari
Hot Springs.

The place is situated on both banks of the Toyosawa-gawa, with mountains on the E., the

other three sides being open country communicating with the towns. Pop. 280. Post-office in the

village. 2 public baths and a playground on the hillside. The eight scenic views of Osawa are

well known in this place for their beauty. Number of visitors: 1,975 (1909).

AKITA=KEN
O-VUZaWa, 1,3 m. N. W. from the Jimba station on the O-u Line, jinrikisha available over

y^ of the distance, is shut in on all sides by densely wooded mountains, and here being one of the

three most beautiful forests of Japan. The bath-place lies at an elevation of 700 ft- above the sea,

and is a quiet summer retreat. The existence of the hot springs is believed to be dated from the

time of the eruption of Bandai-zan (an active volcano in Iwashiro Province) in 1889. Number of

visitors: 3,000, the total stays being 21,700 days (1909).

Akavu is situated a little higher up in the mountain 0,5 m. from 6-yuzawa, the water being
a carbonated .spring containing iron. Number of visitors : about 1 000, the total stays being about

10,00_0 days (1909)-

O-yu. From O-date (251,5 m. from Fukushiiiia on the O-u Line, in 12 hrs. 27 min.) to

Kosaka Mine (a mining town containing 14,975 inhabitants) by Kosaka Railway (14,1 m., in i

hr. 25 min.), built specially for the better exploitation of the Kosaka Mine, thence 8,6 m. S. E. by
jinrikisha or omnibuses.



The bath-placo is a small village with 5,438 inhabitants (660 households). Electricity, generated j« Piau is

by the waterfalls near the village, supplies both motive power and light to Kosaka Mine. The

hot spring " Kami-no-yu" is said to have been found in the Bummei Era (1469-1487 A.D.), but

the bath-houses were first constructed in the Era of Eiho (1673-1681). There are four springs in the

village, not more than 0,5 m. distant from each other, the water being all weak common salt springs.

Xumber of visitors : 2,125, the total stays being 14,875 days (1909)-

An interesting excursion may be made from the spas ir. this region to the beautiful mountain

lake Tciiuada with its wonderful landscape view. Lake Towada, literally "Ten Inlets Lake," 5,6m.

wide and 6,2 m. long, circumference 31 m., is 1,500 ft. above sea-level, is surrounded by the Mt.

Hanahc-yania (3,200 ft.), Tozvada-dake and Herai-dake (3,250 ft.). The Hakkoda mountain range

towers high on the horizon to the north, giving a fine view from the springs. The shore of the

lake is picturesquely studded with grotesque rock formations, and its irregular contour and many
windings, from which come the principal inlets, give an interest to all lovers of nature, the inlets in

number giving us the origin and meaning of the name " Ten Inlets Lake," while another attraction

is found at the southern end in a number of charming little islands {Ebisit-JuiM, Kabutu-jima, Voroi-

jima, lane-jima, Horai-jima, etc) and the famous old Shinto temple " Tozvada-jinja " in its setting

of greenery on the shore but a short distance from Ebisii-jima. In autumn the glories of the

wonderful foliage are shown in all their splendour, as the maples turn their leaves into brilliant

scarlets and reds, these being reflected in the placid waters present a sight never to be forgotten.

Boating facilities give opportunity for pleasure and enjoyment while the angler will find a sporting

satisfaction, the lake being abundant in trout. The outlet forms another interesting feature in the

cascade " C/ioshi-ito-taki," which tumbles in a foaming spray to pour itself into the River Oirase.

Refreshment places near the lake are open during the summer months.

Odaki (8,6 m. S. E. from the Odate station) lies by the S. bank of the Yoneshiro-ijawa, Odaki

having 300 inhabitants. The stream itself adds a beauty and distinction to the place. In the public

bath there is a hot waterfall for massage. Each inn is provided with private bath. Number of

visitors: 2.023, the total stays being 10,482 days (1909).

Innoi-Yunosawa. 1,8 m. from Innai station (122 m. from Fiikuslnma, in 7 hrs.) on foot.

The bath-place (679 ft- above the sea) is on the E. and W. enclosed by mountains, the stream

Vunosawa-gawa with clear water running close by the village. Pop. 800. Several waterfalls (Yn- see piau ib

no-taki, Tonaru-no-taki, 0-daki, Mitsuai-no-taki, etc.) each a wonderful sight. In 1907 the Garrison

Hospital of Akita built here a sanatorium. There are two hot springs in this spa, the flow of water

being very generous. Number of visitors : 2,488, the total stays being 12,858 days (1909).

Shibukuro. The valley of the upper course of the Tama-ganni, which originates from high

mountains, such as Yakc-yaiiia, Eboslii-dake (5,356 ft.), Koiiia-ga-dake (5,264 ft.), etc., bounding two

prefectures Iwate and Akita, is generally called " Shibukuro-zawa " or simply *' Shibukuro." In

this valley occur a number of hot springs, of which the most noted are Hato-no-yii, Tsunt-no-yu,

Kuro-yu, and Kani-no-yu.

These springs, more than 2,700 ft. above the sea, are located in Sempoku-gun, Akita Prefecture,

about 34-45 m. N. E. from the Omagari station on the O-u Main Line, not far from Lake Tazawa,

all being very difficult to be reached. Waters coming from the springs are all received by the

Tama-gawa, and on its bed is found sinter-deposit in crust of crystalline structure. It has been

lately a.scertained that the crust is identical with the so-called " Hokutolite." a kind of new mineral see Plate
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found at Hokuto Hot Springs in Taiwan.

/VllYAriI=KEN

The new Riku-u Line (94,6 m.) starts from Kogota and is to terminate at Sakata Harbour on

the Japan Sea. It crosses the O-u Line at Shinjo and runs along the bank of the Mogaini-gaiva.

The line is now under construction and only the section to Kaivatabi (20 m. from Kogota) has

been opened to traffic. In the vicinity of Kawatabi and Naruko many hot springs are found, of

which the following are noted :

YuiZUmi and OnikObe. Ihe hilly district N. W. of the town of Iwade-yama has been noted

for horse-breeding for centuries, and several of the favourite mounts of the late Emperor were



raised here. The neighbourhood being volcanic, hot springs are found issuing almost everywhere,

especialh- along the upj^er course of the Arao-gazva. These springs are in two clusters, one called

Yitiziimi Hatto, or the " Eight bath-resorts at Yuizumi," this latter term itself meaning "hot

spring." The other is called Onikobe Goto, or the " Five bath-resorts at Onikobe." The eight

spas of Yuizumi are Kaivatabi, Tanaka, Aka-yu, Moto-kiinima, Shin-kuruiiia, Nariiko, Kazuaia, and

Nakayama, and these are separated from each other by a distance varying from lOO yds. to 4 m.,

all being situated along the highway on the plain. Though l)-ing in out of the way places, these

resorts are reputed to be the best N. of Sendai in general arrangements and accommodation. Kaivatabi

(4 ni. from Ikezuki) has five baths and is credited with being efficacious for leg-dropsy ; Tanaka

1,3 m. W. is shelterd at the back by hills and has three baths; Aka-yu lies 0,5 m. off Tanaka, and

its three springs j^ield carbonic acid waters ; Moto-kurwna is 0,5 m. W. from the above and its waters

belong to salt springs ;
Shin-kuruma occupies about the centre of the eight resorts and has five

springs. Narnko, 3 m. from Kawatabi, is a prosperous village, containing more than one hundred

houses ; Kaicara lies 0,3 m. further \V., while the last resort, Nakayama, has two springs and is

bounded on one side by a river, the other three sides being shut in by mountains. The vicinity

abounds in natural beauty .spots such as Kokurosaki with its dense pine woods variegated with

maples, Ikcznki-nuiiia, and Mizuno-kojhna, the latter an islet in the Tamatsnkuri-gawa wath a shrine

to Benten standing on it. There are also watei-fixlls, pools, high cliffs, etc. Of these eight springs

above mentioned the tv\o, Tanaka and Naka\-ama, were completely destroyed by a terrible flood of

the Arao-gawa in 19 10.

The Onikobe Hot Springs, being located amidst hills and therefore less accessible than those of

Yuizumi, are not so generally known. Of the five resorts, the first in order is Sabiisatva, which

is 5 m. distant from Xaruko ; then Mitaki, separated by o,S m. from Sabusawa ; Todoroki, 2,4 m.

from Sabusawa, and lastly Ara-yti. The waters of all these springs except Ara-yu {sulphur spring)

are alkaline salt springs. At Todoroki is a geyser, or
'
fiiki-age.' Formerly there were two holes

from which intermittent hot springs gushed out with a loud detonation, but in 1901 the larger of

the two ceased to be active, and at present the geyser comes out only from the smaller hole, at

intervals of about 2 hrs., the column shooting up about 20 ft. The water contains bicarbonate of

calcium, sulphate of potash, etc., the geyser having the property of encrusting and transforming

into a fossilized state any plants or objects coming within its range.

It is veiy interesting to see the geyser in operation. The hot liquid gushes out from a hollow

(about 10 ft. long and 4 ft. wide) in rocks, which was formed by the action of the water in course

of time. A few minutes before the discharge of the geyser, steam evolves this being followed by
a fearful detonation, while bubbling water comes out from several spots, and at last the hot water

column shoots out suddenly straight up into the air, reaching a height of about 20 ft. The evolution

of bubbling water continues for about two or three minutes with the same force, forming a small

pool in the hollow to the depth of about i ft. As soon as the evolution stops, the whole amount
of hot water disappears entirely, so that the pool at once dries up, being probably received again

by the same hole under-ground from which the water comes forth. This process is repeated about

12-15 times every day.



YAMArjATA=KEN
AtsumI is situated on the C(X-ist lying between Niigata and Sakata, about 85 m. N. E. from s^,- ri„t, n

Niigata (in 8 hrs. by steamship, fare ¥ 1,40), on the N. bank of the Atsmni-gaiva, and is i m.

distant from the sea. The beach of Nczumi-ga-scki, noted for its beautiful scenery, is 7,5 m. S. W.
from the spa. The springs were found in 811 A.D., and are believed to be efficacious for anaemia,

wounds and disorders of the female genital organs. The Yunohama hot .springs lie also on the coast

17 m. further N. from the .spa. Atsumi has electric light and telejihone. Each inn is provided with

private bath. Number of visitors : 13,263, the total stays being 132,636 days (1909).

Yunohama. 2 m. N. W. from Kamo-machi, the steamship plying between Niigata and

Sakata calls the town Kama. A white sandy beach extends from the spa towards the N. E. to Sakata,

and near Yunohama issue hot springs from the water's edge on the beach, so that the spa affords al.so

facilit}- for hot sand baths. Good for .sea-bathing. Number of visitors : 4,203, the total staj's being

52,461 da\'s (1909). The result of meteorological ob.servations made in Kamo-machi is as follows :

Summarv.

Month



Kami-no-yama (47,8 m. from Fukushima, in 3 hrs. 28 min.) was formerly the residential

seat of a small Daimyo and famed as one of the most flourishing pleasure resorts in Dewa, both

on account of its hot springs and of the existence of its gay life. The spring issues near the Shinto

shrine of Hie, the waters being conducted by pipes to the bath-inns. To the E. of the town rises

the volcanic cone of Zao. Tsitkiok.i Park, on the W. elevation of the town, was formerly a residential

site of the Daimyo and commands a fine view of the Zao Range and the Mue-kaiva flowing below.

A Shinto shrine, dedicated to the memoiy of the feudal ancestors of the place, stands on the ground.

The spa lies at an elevation of 574 ft. above .sea-level, surrounded by mountains on three sides, viz.

on the S., E., and W. Pop. 8,600. 10 resident doctors
;

post, telegraph, and telephone office. 6

public baths. Number of visitors : 35,443, the total .stays being 55,325 days (1909). Inns: Yotie-ya,

Kanie-ya, Nakamura-ya, Vumoto-ya.

Meteorological Observations.

Summar\'.

Month



Aka-yu (36,1 m. from Fukushima, in 2 hrs. 53 min.) lies on the N. E. corner of the plain

of Yonc/.;i\\ a, on a slope of Ebosln-dake, and at an elevation of 700 ft. above the sea. The spa is

about a mile from the Aka-yii station and boast.s as its sights the Eboshi Park (or Kairaku-eri) where

are planted those remarkable blossoming cherry-trees, and the Haktiryo Pond. It is a pleasure

re.sort of the province, the healing waters having been used for bathing since 13 12 A.D. Pop.

'.'35; post, telegraph and telephone office; 2 resident doctors. Number of visitors : 26,875, the

total .stays being 58,471 days (1909). Inns : Gatcn-iitori, Tausan Hotel.

Meteorological Observation.

Summaiy.

Month
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Onogawa (5 m. S. W. of Yonezawa, jinrikisha or omnibuses available) lies on the E. bank of

the upper reaches of the Kinomo-gawa, which runs from the foot of Azujiia-san, and has an altitude

.., puu ,s of 1 000 ft. above the sea. The spa is shut in by mountains to the E. and W., the N. being open

country felicitating communication with the town. Pop. 175- The hot springs are reputed good for

disorders of the digestive system, the water being saline, colourless, and slightly alkaline in reaction.

-> public baths; 15 inns with private baths. Here one can find everywhere hot springs by boring.

The .springs were found before 848 A.D. Number of visitors : 1
1
,288, the total .stays being 22,450

days (1909). Inns : Ogi-ya, Onogawa Hotel.

Meteorological Observations.

Summaiy.

Month

Air temperature

Mean

Mean Max. Min. Range

Absolute

Max. Min.
A =<

No. of hours

with

Sunshine

Total

December

January

February

Marcli

April

May

For the year, 19 11.

4,7

Amount
of

Precipitation

Total

Wind

Velocity

Mean

-3.5 «.2
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Sekine-YunOSaWQ. About 1,3 m. S. from Sekiiie station on the D-u Line; also 1,3 m. W.
from tlie next station Osaioa, both an agreeable walking distance. There is only one spring, the

temperature being 28° C, and one bath-house in the village.

Namegawa (3,4 m. S. W. from the T^^ge station on the O-u Line and over 14,6 m. from s.-,- piau lo

Yoiusnu'ii) lies in a ravine on the slope of Azuina-sau in Uzen Province. Waterfalls are the chief

attraction of the spa. O-taki, the largest one, over 900 ft., is in a few minutes' walk, and Takaktira-

yama, wooded with old trees, affords a beautiful sight, especially in .spring and in autumn, on

account of rhododendrons and of maples. Number of visitors : 2,544, the total stays being 16,525

days (1909). Inn : Fukushivta-ya

.

Itaya (13,5 m. from Fukushima, in 18 min.) lies near the Itaya Pass through which the line

is laid. From the valley of Fukushima the ground gradually ascends, and the line passes through

many tunnels, i m. to 2 m. long, and peaks, mountain streams, and waterfalls greet the eyes of

the traveller in an everchanging confusion as the train emerges from one tunnel only to enter

another. The pass is about 2,460 ft. above the sea, and Toge station, ne.\t to Itaya, bears a

general resemblance to Knma-no-taira in the Usui Pass. This section of the country is subject to

a heavy snowfall, which not in-frequently blocks the track in winter. The waterfalls popular as

beauty spots in the neighbourhood are Nuiiobiki, O-taki, and Sangai-daki, the first descending over

600 ft.

Goshiki lies about 2 m. from Ittya and amidst the mountains of the same name. The distance

from Yonezawa is about 14,6 m. The spa, lying at an elevation of 3,000 ft. above the sea, affords set ptnu 20

a fine view over the surrounding mountains. Excellent skiing in winter. Only one inn. It is

really a lov^ely summer resort, where one can enjoy cool invigorating mountain air. The springs

were found previous to 686 A.D. Number of visitors: 2,860, the total stays being 31,400 days

(1909). Inn : Munekawa-ryokwan.

FUKUSHIMA=KEN
lizaka is a favourite pleasure resort of the people of Fukushima, the distance from the town

being 6 m., light railway and automobiles available. The village is situated on the bank of the

Surikami-};aica , over which a peculiar suspension bridge, called Totsnna-baslii, 222 ft. in length, has

been constructed. The place lies at an altitude of 550 ft. abo\-e the sea. The village on the opposite

side of the ri\-er is called Yuno and is also a bath-resort. The houses in the two villages, being

con.structed on the terraced banks of the stream, present a peculiar appearance ; for though they are

three or even four-storied structures when viewed from the river side, they appear to have only one

story as seen from the road. The ground rises towards the N. W., the highest portion being

Dinsaku-yauia, while an extensive plain extends towards the S. E. It is said, that Yaniato Dakc
or Ytiinato-Dake-iio-iiiikoto, a famous hero and militaiy genius of olden times (8i-i 13 A.D.), u.sed

the spring for the first time for bathing purposes though it is believed that the presence of the

spring was already known to the people before that time. There are 7 hot .springs in lizaka, the

water being all weak saline, the temperature ranging from 50° to 70° C. The water is believed

to be efficacious for wounds, swellings, etc. Number of visitors : 56,787 (1909). Houses 1,000.

Pop. 4,800. Inns : Kzvasiti-kzuan , Kado-ya, J\Iasu-ya, Sfisliu-kiikii, Akagawa-ya.

The spa Yuno has 616 houses. There are 7 hot springs in Yuno, all weak saline, the temperature

ranging from 45° to 71° C. The springs are said to be efficacious for rheumatism and other

complaints. Number of visitors : 39,275 (1909) ; 39,533 (1910).

HiQashi-yama lies 2,2 m. to the S. E. of the ll'akainiUsu station (38,7 m. from Kori-yama,

in 2 hrs. 55 rnin.) on the Gan-etsu Line and is the most popular spa in this district. Coaches and
automobiles are available. It is shut in by peaks on the N. and E., its W. side only being left

open and communicating with the city. The bath-houses stand on both banks of the rock and boulder

strewn little stream called Yu-gawa. The spa lies at an altitude of 850 ft. above the sea. There

are 11 hot springs, all weak saline, the temperature ranging from 38° to 61° C. Number of

visitors: 7,380 (1909); 22,000 (19 10). Inns: Shin-taki, Miikai-taki, Fudo-taki, Nihachi-ya, etc.

Kashi 14,3 m. W. from the 6V///-a/{'«rc'rt station on the N. E. Main Line (115,7 'ti- from Ueno,

in 4 hrs. 49 min.) ; from the named station 4,9 m. W. to Mafiuu-iiiiira, jinrikisha available, from

Mjfiine-mura as far as to Uma-gaeshi 7,3 m. on horse-back, thence only on foot.
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The bath-place lies by the banks of the upper flow of the Abtikuma-gawa on the E. slope of

Asahi-zan, which rises to the X. E. of the active volcano Nasu-zan (6,300 ft.)- The place, being at

an elevation of more than 3,000 ft. above the sea, affords a wide range of magnificent scener>'. The

stream, which is bedded with huge singularly shaped rocks, and its bank dotted with old pines,

wistaria, rhododendron, etc., adds charm to the natural beauty of this place. The hot springs issue

from the crevices of granite rocks, and some bath-houses are built directly on the rocks. Going up

the valley a little more than 2,4 m. W. towards the Asahi-zan, are found two waterfalls, i. e. 0-daki

and Me-daki (the former descends over 300 ft., the latter over 200 ft.).

Owing to their low temperature (48,5-51° C), the waters are used only in summer for bathing,

while the bath is closed during the winter. This may be found a quiet summer resort though

convenience is limited there being but one inn. Number of visitors : 4,367, the total stays being

18,633 days (1910).

Nekonaki. From Shirakaiua station on the N. E. Main Line (115,/ m. from Ueno, in 4 hrs.

49 min.) 14,7 m. E. to Ishikawa-machi by omnibus ; 0,8 m. W. from Isliikawa-inachi is situated

the cold spring. Two small streams, Kitasu-gawa and Tano-gaiva, run on the N. of the place, the

valley extending from E. to W. The cold .springs here gush out from the base of the hill. The
vicinity of Ishikawa is noted for the occurence of diverse kinds of minerals, especially rare. In the

granite (mostly pegmatite) are found : Quartz, Smoky Quartz, Yellow Quartz, Sinokv Crystal, Muscovite,

Biotite, Vermiculite , Tourmaline, Ahnandine , Andalusite, Columbite, Monazite, Titanite, etc. In the

crystalline schist are found : Rose Crystal, Fiedmontite, etc. In the contact rock are found : Garnet,

Epidote, Zoisite, etc. In \eins of iron ore is found Rhodonte. Monazite sand may be here found

also in the river-bed near the town, when the level of water becomes ver\' low. The waters

of Nekonaki are used for bathing, after they have been heated artificially. Number of visitors : 3,028,

the total stays being 3,550 days (1909). Most visitors come from the neighbouring villages.

Bobata. About 4,9 m. N. from Ishikazva-machi, jmrikisha available. The \-illage is shut in

on two sides, W. and E., by hills. The cold springs issue from the crevice of granite rocks, the

temperature being 14° C. and 27° C. respectively. On the banks of the stream there are two

springs, the upper one being called " Kavii-no-yu" the lower on the opposite side of the stream
" Shimo-no-yu" about 0,7 m. distant from each other.

Number of visitors : 2,166, the total stays being 6,300 days (1909).

NI1GATA=KEN

Senami. Tourists coming from Tokyo leave train at Murakami, the terminus of the Mura-

kami Line, a branch of Shin-etsu Line (junction: Niitsii), and ia.'kc jinrikisha from the station to

the spa (about 2 m.).

During the period of oil mania, which swept this country some years ago, some capitalists of

the village of Iwafune planned to bore the ground for oil at Senami. They selected a site on a

sand hill near the coast, about 1,3 m. S. from the town of Senami and N. from Iwafune (sea port),

and commenced the operations on July 9th, 1904. After laborious works the well attained the

depth of 500 ft., and still no oil coming out, the venture was considered a failure, though the works

went on. When they reached about 600 ft. in depth, the capital becoming exhausted, it was decided

to give up the undertaking. One of the enterprisers made up his mind to continue boring as long

as the remaining fuel could keep the boring machine going. When the well was 837 ft. deep, a

small quantity of lukewarm liquid flowed from the tube, which was at first believed to be volatile

oil. This was, however, not the case, but after a few hours a large amount of hot water began
to shoot up into the air, even more than 90 ft. high.

Though they were disappointed, as no oil was forthcoming, their attention was now fixed upon
the hot water that gushed out of the tube. It was soon discovered that the water contains mineral

ingredients, of which common salt predominates. Thus the place commenced to be a thriving

ttt Plate 21 watering-place in this region. The spa stands on a hill, wooded with pine-trees, close by the sea.

The Minomo-gawa is stocked with salmon, and the neighbouring sea abounds in tai (pagrus) and
iwashi (sardine). An island called Ao-jima (about 23 m. from Senami) adds to the scenic beauty
of the place. The sand hill, on which the spa lies, produces matsu-take (mushrooms), the opposite

bank of the Minomo being noted for shii-take (Cortinellus shiitake). Boiling water gushes out of
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an iron pipe (4 inches in diameter), so abundantly as about 9,000 hectolitres in 24 hours. The
temperature of the water, measured at the upper end of the pipe, shows 104° C. Mineral sinter,

which is deposited inside the pipe, should be removed every two months. There are 1 3 inns with

private baths in the .spa. The water is said to be efficacious for dy.spepsia, rheumatism, neurasthenia,

etc.

YuZQWa (at Onna-gawa-mura). About 15 m. N. E. from the Nakajo station on the Shin-etsu

Line : from Xakajo to Shimoseki-niura jinrikislui available. The hot springs are 0,5 m. from the

village, lying on the bank of the Aia-kawa. Pop. 200. There are two hot .springs in the neighbour-

hood, i. e. Takase=Onsen (0,7 m. E.) and Taka>no=su=Onsen (2,8 m. E.) up the valley. Bath-houses

are built direct upon the springs, which issue from the crevices in rocks close by a stream. Number of

visitors: 5,327, the total stays being 10,554 days (1909).

Takase. 0,7 m. E. from Yuzaiva, and 2,1 m. W. from Taka-no-su, situated on the bank of the

Ara-kaiva. Hot spring gushes out from the bottom of the river. Number of visitors : 8,377, the

total stays being 16,727 days (1909).

Takanosu. 3,1 m. from Takase and 2,8 m. from Yuzan'a. It stands on the bank of the

Ara-kaz^-'a. A wooden suspension bridge across the stream is a fine sight. The stream abounds in

ayu (Plecoglossus altivelis). One inn with baths in the spa. The water is said to be efficacious

for diseases of stomach, syphilis, etc. Number of visitors : 3,060, the total stays being 8,730 days

(1909).

Murasugi. 5,5 m. S. E. from the Suibara station on the Murakami Line ; for the further

stage ol journey jinrikisha (fare 45 sen) and omnibuses a\ailable. It lies at the W. foot of Hishi-

^^a-ditke, with mountains on the S. and the E., open on the N. and the W. towards the plain of

Niigata, and 400 ft. above the sea. The village has 250 inhabitants (33 households). There is

another hot spring " De=yu/' 2 m. N. from the .spa. Fish-shaped fossils called " iio-hva" are found

in the neighbourhood of Murasugi (0,5 ni. W .).

The springs issue from the side of granite hill and the water is conducted to baths by pipes.

The discovery of the springs dates back to the Era oi Kembu (1334-38). The temperature of springs

is 26° C. at 31° C. of air temperature, the water containing a small quantity of solid matters.

The water is therefore heated for bathing.

Since the springs were examined last year to test their radio-activity, the place has become a

thriving bathing-place in the province of Echigo. A number of big cryptinerias dot the spa, hence «,• piate 22

the name " Mura-sugi " or ' village cryptomeria.' Murasugi is also a pretty forest resort of the

province (pine and cr>'ptomerias abundant in the neighbourhood). The springs are said to be

efficacious especially for rheumatism, wounds and eczems. The public baths here are divided into

two classes, i.e. /c/ii-no-yu {isi class) and Ni-no-}'u {2iid class). Number of visitors : 8,300. the total

stays being 50,000 days (1909).

Deyu. 5 m. S. E. from Suibara station on the Murakami Line ; it lies at the \\'. foot of

GozH-san, 400 ft. above the sea, only 2 m. from Murasugi. The place has mountains on the E. and
VV. side. Pop. 388. Found in 808 by Kobo D.iishi. 9 inns, i public bath. The hot water issuing

from granite formation is conducted to the basin of a public bath called " C/iosen-kii/sii," built on

the temple-grounds of Kwntihd-ji. Number of visitors : 2,699, the total stays being 1 7,354 days

(1909); 23,200 bathers (1913).

The springs are said to be good for skin diseases, dyspepsia, metal poisoning, kakke, disorders

of the female genital organs, haemorrhoids, rheumatism, etc. Near Murasugi and Deyu lies a cold

spring " Imaita."

Tochiomata. Passengers coming from Tokyo take a Shin-etsu Line train to the Raiko-ji

.station (220,2 m. from Ueno, in 12 hrs. 2 min.), which is the junction for the Uonuma Light Railway,

leading to Ojiya, 18,1 m. in 45 min. Ojiya lies on the W'. bank of the Shiitaito-gazca and is noted

for silk and hempen fabrics for summer wear, /lahutae-ixssue, etc. From Raiko-ji the line traverses

an extensive and fertile plain of Echigo irrigated by the two large rivers of Shinaiw and Agano and

a number of smaller streams. A highroad leads from Ojiya towards the S. E. to the town of

Koide-machi (post, telegraph, and telephone office) up the stream Uono-gawa, the distance being

12,2 m, jinrikisha (fare, 75 scii) and omnibuses (fare, 50 j^v/) available; from Koidc-machi to Kami-

oritaU-mura 8,8 m. by a steep path Yiniotiint-kaido, jinrikisha available (fare Y i) ; from Kavii-oritatc-

mura to the hot .spring about 1,2 m. on foot. The bathing-place is located at the foot of
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Yatsutni-ymna, and on the right bank of the Yunosa'dKi-gawa, a branch of the River Siiftas/ii. The

s» Flat, 23 place, being shut in on all sides by high mountains, has a limited area and is 920 ft. above the

sea. The spot, where the hot springs gush out, is of granite formation. Bath-houses for public use

are built in a hollow of rocks, water issuing from their crevices.

As the temperature of the water is only a little higher (39° C.) than that of the human body,

bathers remain in the baths usually for a very long time, sometimes even 5-6 hours (see " Yti-no-go
"

Hot Springs in Okayama-ken). Healing property is said to be remarkable, especially for rheumatism,

chronic eczems, disorders of the female genital organs in various forms, hysteria, scrofula, skin

diseases, wounds, etc.

It must be noticed that the water contains a considerable amount of radium emanation, its

radio-activity being the strongest among all mineral springs in the Northern and Eastern Japan.

Murasugi Cold Springs are next Tochiomata in their radio-activity (see " Murasugi" Cold Springs in

Echigo). Moreover, the temperature of the spring here is higher than that of Murasugi. With regard

to the flow of water, the former is also superior to the latter. Number of \isitors : 2,007, the total

stays being 23,452 days (1909). 0,3 m. down the valley lies Oyu=0nsen on the opposite side of the

stream. Here hot springs are scattered all over the village. Bath can be taken in this spa in

winter, as the temperature of water is higher than that of Tochiomata. But the spring is of weak

radio-activity. Number of visitors : 831, the total stays being 2,798 days (1909).

Yuzawa. 24,2 m. S. from Koide-machi (12,2 m. from Ojiya station), jinrikisha available (6

hrs.). It is a poor mountain hamlet with 208 inhabitants, on the bank of the Uonc-gawa, about

1,000 ft. above the sea. Number of visitors : 5,524, the total stays being 20,362 days (1909),

Akakura is situated at the E. base of MyDkj-zan, 4,3 m. \V. of the Taguclii station (15S m.

"/T^'^'
*' from LJeno, in S hrs. 12 min. by the Shin-etsu Line), whence jinrikisha available. Water is conducted

from springs more than 4 m. up the mountain. The water shoots down so rapidly along a steep

slope of the mountain that it keeps almost its original temperature during the descent, the loss of

temperature being less than 10° C. even in winter. The inner surface of the wooden canals used

for the conduct of water gets thickh- co\-ered with sediments within a few years, which, therefore,

"' P''^' •• niust be removed from time to time. The sediments of different colours and densities grow gradually

thicker in the course of time, forming an apparent stratification, just as the year rings of trees. The
sit Plate s, thickness of the mineral sinter amounts to about half an inch in one year. The water is used for
Jig. ^ ^

the treatment of uterus diseases, affections of stomach and intestines, diseases of the skin, dyspepsia,

etc.

Inns stand 2,500 ft. abo\e the sea and command a view over the extensive plain of Echigo

and the Japan Sea, while in fine weather the islands of Sado is visible afar. A branch bath-house

has recently been established near the station, the water being brought down from the spring by
tee Plate b,

pipgg gn^j jg called Myoko=Onseii. There are two thermal springs Tsubarae=Onsen and Seki=Onsen, on

. the N. W. slope of the mountain, about 2 m. from Akakura. The former springs are sulphurous and

the latter ferruginous saline. Flow of water (Akakura) : 7,200 hectolitres in 24 hrs. The spa

Akakura is noted for its high location with an extensive view and also for its cool climate in

summer. Fresh sea-fish is obtainable easily from Naoctsu, 22 m. distant. 3 ]5ublic baths ; all inns

provided with their own baths. Number of visitors : 2,496; total stays: 1
1
,925 days (1909). Inns:

Kotin-kwa'i , Kogahi-ro, Akakura branch inn, Kashima-ya.

Myoku-zan (8,090 ft.) is called the " Fuji of Echigo " and stands opposite to 'Sit. Kurohiine,

from which it is separated by the valley of the Seki-gazva. It is best to climbe the mountain by

the pass leading to the hot spring which supplies water to the bath-houses at Akakura. There are

two .small solfataras where the hot spring gushes out. The pass becomes .steeper as it ascends,

iron chains being stretched in some places to aid climbers.

At its summit stands an Amida-d3, and is found a cold spring close b\-. The range of view

comprises such mountains as Asaina, Fuji, Kiirohinie, and Izuna, and also in the N. E. the Japan
Sea, the plain of Echigo, and the island of Sado in fine weather. Starting from the inns at Akakura
it takes six or seven hours both ways.

Matsunoyama. The highway leads from Takada (176,7 m. from Ueno, in 9 hrs. 15 min.)

to Oshinia-mtira via Yasuzuha, thence a steep and narrow path reaches the spa village via Alnrono-

tee Plate 24 uiura. The placc with 2 1 inhabitants lics at the N. foot of the Ant'iiisii Range, facing the stream



of the Hifuiiii-gaiija, and is about 33 m. Fl. from Takada. There are two public baths and all the

eight inns there are owned by one inn-keepjr Tanabe.

The springs are suitable for the treatment of eczema, rheumatism, gout, affections of genital

organs, urinary- diseases, chronic hysteria, etc. Xumber of visitors: 15,035, the total stays being

45,454 days (1909)-

TOCHlQhKEN
Nasu. rhe village of Yumoto (about 3,000 ft), w hich occupies a corner of the plain of N'asji

and is the most thriving communitj' in the neighbourhood, is really a small hamlet of little more
than 30 houses, mostly bath-house inns. It is sheltered on the N. E). by the mountain range and '" PMf ^s

opens towards the S. W. The springs issue from the E. bank of the Vti-gauui at the foot of .Vnsit-

dake, and the waters are stronglj- sulphurous with some quantity of iron. At 0,8 m. from Yumoto
is the Takao=mata Hot Spring (about 3,000 ft.), and, at about 2 m. from Yumoto, the Benten Hot Spring

(about 4,000 ft.), encircled on the three .sides by rocky elevations, and with a small temple for the

God Kivan-on situated near the spring. 1,2 m. E. is found Kita Hot Spring (about 4,000 ft.), in a

depression between hills, so that it is on)}' between 9 a.m. and 3 p.m. that the sun shines on the

place. I m. W., over a steep climb, is Daimaru Hot Spring (about 4,000 ft) with the waters issuing

from crevices in rocks, while Sando=goya (about 5,000 ft.) is situated 4,5 m. further on, by the new
road constructed along the side of Usu-ga-take and commanding a wide panorama below. The
waters here are partly .simple thermals, partly sulphur springs.

Itamuro Hot Spring is 1 1 m. from Sando-goya, the road making a wide detour around the S. W.
base of Chausn-yaiiia. On the N. E. and W. it is shut in by the Nasu Range and only on the S.

it is open towards the plain of Nasu. The bath-houses are shut up in winter, the keepers returning

to their respective \'illages. A short cut leads from here to Yumoto, while there is a path leading

S. to Kuroiso.

The water of Nasu Hot Spring being .strongly sulphurous, a too prolonged immersion maj- cause

skin eruption, headache, or dizziness. The sights near Nasu, besides the .springs already mentioned,

are St'sshd-seki and Onsen-jinja, etc.

Sessho-seki, or " Death-stone," no longer exists, but its site is pointed out near the river-bed,

about half a mile from the village. Though the stone no longer exi.sts, the whole .scene is extremely

desolate.

Nasu-dake. The Xasu volcanic range extends over the three provinces of S/timostike, Iwnskiro and Imaki, and is a lofty

chain running through the central part of N. E. Tapan. The range is composed of Chausn, Nangetsii-saii and Samhon-vari. The
first is a helmet-shaped active volcano, comparable to Asmna in Shinano, and its prominence and conspicuous .shape cause it to

eclipse all other peaks. The ascent, 7 m. from Yumoto, is very easy and follows the road leading to Benten Hot Spring, then
to Daimaru and Sando-goya bath resorts, .\bout 2.4 m. from the last mentioned place the path divides, one branch le-idin" to

Sando-goya, and the other to the top.

The air is strongly charged with sulphurous gas, but otherwise the ascent is very easy, for it is practicable even in palanquins.

The other path, though shorter, is far steeper and requires a guide. Striking left at the Onsenjinja, a wide panorama of the

Nnsit Plain, the Hakkosan Ridge, Tsukuba, etc.. is obtained. In scenic beauty Takaomata surpasses all other resorts in Xasu.

Continuing the ascent the path again branches, the left one leading to the top, and the right one to the Benten and Dmmarii
bath resorts. From this parting place upward it is a rather laborious climb up a sharp ascent and through liamboo grass, till

a narrow resting-place called Fudoiwa is reached. From here the rivers Nasu .-.nd Sliira-ka-vn appear like little ribbons.

Continuing the ascent we notice Nan^^etsit below us, while the side of Chamu-yamn is brought almost alongside us. Rhododendrons,
creeping pines, and other plants growing at high altitude make their appearance amidst volcanic rocks. The active volcano, with

its top like an inverted helmet, is brought strj near, and streaks of white smoke issuing from its fissure make a strange sight.

The path loads across a small level tract called Amiiia-ga-hara. where some stone images of Jho stand, and we reach Chausii.

On its side there is a crescent-shaped cave, called " Hakken-ishi no-omiiro" which is 5 ft. deep and exhales sulphurous smoke.
Climbing still, we come to a big rock, and below it are two craterp. "Male crater" and " Female crater," the former showing
greater activity than the other. The two craters lie between the big rocks standing to E. and W. on the top, but sma'l craters

and_solfataras are abundant. The spectacle is less awe-inspiring than that seen on Asama or Aso, but far more weird than that

at Ojigoku at Hakone.

5 public baths ; some inns are provided with delightful hot water baths. A peculiar .sort of

bathing, called " Kazoe-yu" or 'Numbering bath,' nearly the .same as the "Time bath" at Kusatsu,

can be .seen at some public baths at Yumoto Spa. Number of visitors : 7,603, the total stays being

86,447 days (1909). Inns: Koinatsu-ya, Matsuktm-a-ya, Matsu-ya, Tokizua-kwan.

Shiobaro.
Nishi-nasnno (92,1 m. from Ueno, in 3 hrs, 30 miii.) is a station where tho.se bound for

Shiobara Hot Springs have to leave the train, Shiobara being situated 13,5 m. tQ the N. W. of the
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station. As far as Sekiya, 7,3 m., where the ground begins to ascend, tramcars are in operation,

seven times a day, single fares 28 sen ordinary' class, and 42 sen special class. From Sekiya to

Shiobara jiiirikisha and omnibuses are in service.

ShiObara consists of 4 hamlets, called Shimo-Sliiobara, Naka-Shiobara, Kami-Shiohara, and

Yumoto-Shiobara, with a total population of 1,863. Hot springs issue at Oami, Fukuivata, Shiogama,

Shionoyn, Hataori, Monzen, Suinaki, Fum-maclii, Fuiu-Yiimoto, and Ara-yu, all situated along the

banks of the Hoki-gaiva or its tributaries, and within easy reach from one another. Of the above,

Fukuwata, Monzen, and Furu-machi are the most thriving and provide better accommodation than

the others. Shiobara is one of the most picturesque and most delightful pleasure and health resorts

within easy reach of Tokyo, affording all the year round, especially in spring and autumn, nature's

charming displays of flowers, with the crimson tints of foliage in the latter season, while the

cr>'stalline stream of the Hoki-gmva with its interesting rocks and cascade do not fail to delight those

who are susceptible to what is beautiful and romantic. In summer too the elevated situation of the

place makes it a delightfully cool retreat.

The discovery of these charming health resorts mu.st have occured in ancient times ; at any rate

the ubiquitous saint Kobo Daishi is said to have first visited the place about the middle of the 9th

century and bruited the efficacy of the waters. The local chieftain, Shiobara lyetada, then opened

roads and made the hot springs more accessible.

It was not till the Governorship of the late Viscount Misliivia, however, that attempts were

carried out on a large scale for building roads and otherwise facilitating the convenience of the

journey. About 1884, Viscount Mishima as Governor of Tochigi, reconstructed the road, removed

the rocks, and built bridges ; and his far-sighted undertakings, though stoutly opposed at that time

by the Local Assembly, have been amply justified by the result, for it was from that time that

Shiobara gradually grew in popularity, and to-day it contains a large number of villas of wealthy

people of Tokyo and other places ; there is also an Imperial villa in the place. Between Sekiya

and Oami (3,7 m.), the first hot springs in this series of spas, some romantic scenery begins, affording

a delightful change after the journey over a flat, uninteresting plain. The Nyu-shb-bashi, over the

small stream at the end of Sekiya, makes the beginning of the natural beauty of Shiobara proper,

with the narrow valley of the mountain stream of Hoki-gawa shut in by long ridges of hills. A
walk of about a mile brings us to the Mikaeri-hashi, spanning the stream about the cascade of the

same name. Here various sights abound, chiefly falls and cascades.

Inn Tariff: 15/ class ¥ 3, tiffin ¥1,5 ; 2«fl' class ¥ 2, tiffin ¥ i
;
yd class ¥ 1,5, tiffin 80 sen

;

rooms and bath are extra. Local souvenirs of Shiobara are Okina-avie (a kind of sweet-meat),

fossil leaves and other fossil objects, cotton fabric dyed with hot spring incrustations, Shiobara

wood-work, etc.

Oami (Inn, Soto). The .springs issue from crevices in big rock on the N. bank of the Hoki-ga^va.

The sights near this place are mostly falls and rocks. There is also a tunnel bored through a rock

measuring 102 ft. in length, 12 in height and 15 in width. The boring was done in 1884, when the

new road to Shiobara was constructed. Passing through this tunnel, which is called Hakiiiin-do, we
notice on the right some basaltic columns called Zaiinokn-iwa. The waters are saline bitter.

Fukuwata (Inns : Masu-ya, Matsu-ya, Iznmi-ya, Maru-ya, Kanb-ya, Yoshino-ya, Tama-ya,
Makino-ya, Sakaguchi-ya), 1,4 m. from Oami, forms part of Shimo-Shiobara and is 1,150 ft. above

the sea. The place is surrounded by peaks, while the Hoki-gawa flows pa.st its N. W. boundary,

the little stream of Fudo-gn-sawa joining the river on the opposite bank of Fukuwata proper. There
are a number of hot springs, as Fudb-no-yii, I'wa-no-yu, Saine-no-vn, Azva-no-yii, Yagcn-no-yu,

Hadaka-tw-yu, and others, the waters being all alkaline. The Imperial villa is situated at this place.

The sights are Fiiddga-sawa, Fukuwata Park, Onsen-jinja, Tengu-iwa, etc. The Tengu-iwa, or the
' Hobgoblin Rock ' overhangs the road, about 0,3 m. from Fukuwata and on it grow a number of

pines. The Nodachi-iwa, or ' Solitary Field Rock,' is a large flat boulder under the Hobgoblin
Rock and lies in the bed of the small .stream called Sayo. Hundreds of persons may stand on this

boulder. From the top of Torito-yania or of Ura-ynvia, rising respectively on the N. W. and the

S. W. of Fukuwata, the whole panorama'of Nasiino may be observed.

Shiogama (Inn, Ko-ume-ya), 0,5 m. further inward from Fukuwata, has hot alkaline springs

issuing from both banks of the Hoki-gawa. The tomb of Takao, who was born here, stands in this

place.. Noted sights are Ani-oioto-no-taki, Tamasudare-no-se , Kotaro-ga-fuclii, Oyakake-no-niatsjt, etc.



Shionoyu. 1,600 ft. above the sea, (Inns : Kaslirwa-ya, Tama-ya, Myjgn-yd), lies in a secluded

spot a mile from S^iiog-aiiici, reached after crossing the Shio-ivaki-bashi spanning the Hoki-gawa. It

lies on the bank of the another stream, called Kanoinnta-gawa, and is sheltered by mountains on E.

and W. Azaleas in spring and maples in autumn make a specially gorgeous display. There are

three common salt springs. Sights near this place are Seimin-izva, Shiro-yaina, ShiyTi-no-taki, Raitei-

iia-taki, Soreti->in-taki, Yulii-na-taki, etc. All these laki or cascades are among the grandest of the

70 falls and cascades in Shiobara. Raitei Fall is specially famous, its height being 150 ft. and
width 200 ft.

Hotaori (Inns: Njiri-ya, Kaun-ya, Yanmto-ya, Sano-yd) lies at a distance of 0,2 m. to the N. W.
of Shiogama and at the bend of the Hoki-gawa and contains five springs, all muriated alkaline.

On the S. rises Fuji and the range of KijTiroku. Fumon-ga-fiutu, Hoshu-no-taki, Kiyomi-no-taki, etc.,

are among the sights here. Tradition relates that the ]iainter named Fwnoti, believed to have been

a brother of Takao, was drowned in the pool, which is therefore called Fumon-ga-fuchi. His

Buddhist picture is kept at the Myoun-ji.

Monzen (Inns : Yaniagiic/ti-ya, Matsnmoto-ya , Fukuda-ya, Aoki-ya, Sakanioto-ya, Kikuchi-ya,

Miyata-ViT) lies N. of, and almost contiguous to, the last-named place, and about half a mile from

Shiogama. Sheltered on the N. E. by Tera-yama and bounded on the S. W. by the Hoki-gawa, it

is the most thriving village in Shiobara, possessing a village office, post-office, primar}' school and
other public institutions. This place has five springs, all of an alkaline nature. The Buddhist

temple of Mj'oun-ji is the largest and oldest temple in Shiobara, having been founded by Mymn,
nurse of Shigeinori, eldest son of Kiyomori. The temple preser\'es a long over-dress used by Takao

;

while on the premises stands the tomb of the founder.

Sumaki (Inn, Nemoto-yd) is 0,5 m. from Monzen and stands on the slopes of Kijijroku Range,
the place being at an elevation of 1,580 ft. An interesting feature of the bath-room here is that

several jets of hot water are brought down into the basin by pipes, the.se jets giving an excellent

massaging effect to whatever part of the body is placed under them.

Puru-machi (Inns : Kafi-ya, Kami-Aizit-ya, Yorosu-ya, Naka-Aiatt-ya, N^asu-ya, Fuseii-ro,

Koine-ya, Myoga-ya, Hitacld-yd) stands opposite Monzen on the other bank of the Hoki-gawa, the

two places being connected by an iron bridge called Horai-bashi. The hills Okubo and Hazama
rise to the N. E., while Kitrashita and Kijuroku stand opposite. Furu-machi is continuous with

Monzen, and the houses in the two combined give the largest total in the Shiobara villages. There

are six or seven springs of an alkaline nature. The sights in the neighbourhood are Onaen-sha,

Senskin-taki, Genzan-no-atm, Hachiumn-jinja, Shdji-gaifo, etc. Genzan-no-ana is a cave at the N. E.

base of Goten-yawa, N. W. of Furu-machi, where Aritsinia, grandson of Genzamvii Yorijnasa,

consealed himself. Hachiman-jinja, 360 yds. from the above, is dedicated to Howfa-tvake-no-M'tkoto,

and on the premi.ses are found three of the " Seven Wonders of Shiobara," these being Sakasa-siigi

(' cr\-ptomeria growing upside down '), Ichiya-take (' bamboo grown in one night ') and Fuyu-uo-tade

(' polygonum growing in winter '). The Shoji-gazva is included among the wonders, because fish

are entirely absent from it, though they come up to near the Hachiman-bashi where the Shoji joins

the Hoki. On the banks of the river grow Kafaha-no-ashi (' reeds with leaves growing on one side

only,' and hence regarded as another wonder). The two remaining marvels are the Fufii-gai-asu

(' pair of ravens ') at Ara-yu and the Fiiyu-no-momo (' winter peach ') at Shiogama, but this la.st no

more exists.

Ara-yu (Inns : Kame-ya, Kami-Fuji-ya, Daikokii-ya, Tsvta-va, Gensen-k-wati, Kiuiijivia-yn,

Shivw-Fiiji-yd) is 7 m. from Furu-machi, up the river and via Kami-Shiobara and Furu-Yumoto, the

road, which lies to the right, being fairly level. The left route is shorter, the distance being only

5 m., but the road is more laborious. There are two ponds en route. Ara-yu is at the greatest

elevation of all the spas in Shiobara and even in midsummer the thermometer rarely goes up to

70° F. There arc four springs, the waters being acid. The sights near here are Onsen-jinja, Jizo

Temple, and the Fufu-garasu. Shiobara is singularly free from ravens, and in this spot only a single

pair is met with, which is hence regarded as a wonder.

Furu-Yumoto is found among the hills, 2 m. inward from Ara-yu, and 5 m. along the Hoki
from Furu-machi. This is the pioneer hot spring in Shiobara ; it is also called Kajhvara-no-yu , be-

cause Kafiuara, a follower of Yoritomo, is said to have bathed here when he accompanied his master

on the hunting excursion at Nasiino. Before it was \'isited by a severe earthquake in 1659, the
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place contained over 80 houses and a fine temple, but now only one inn is left. There are two

falls near here.

There are 23 public baths, 3 doctors in Shiobara. Number of visitors : 31,451, total stays being

165,670 days (1909).

Nikko.

The glory of nature at Nikko is ideally complemented by the gloiy of art enshrined there, for

Nature's bold essay in landscape gardening with mountains, cascades, cry.stalline streams, ancient

trees, lovely lakes, and the brilliant chromatic display of leaves in autumn, is utilised to best advantage

by the cunning hand of master designers and craftsmen, who have reared amidst such surroundings

gorgeous piles profusely decorated. It is not to be wondered at that foreigners should regard Nikko

as by far the most noteworthy sight in all Japan, while the tribute which Japanese pay to the ro-

mantic beauty of the place is sufficiently evidenced by that popular saying, meaning, " Don't use the

word '.splendour' till you have seen Nikko," '.splendour' being in Japanese ' kekkb!

Through trains run several times a day between Ueno and Nikko. Passengers have to change

at Utsimouiiya, when going by non-through trains. Time required: about four hours. Fares: ist

class, Y3,6o; 2«(/ class, ¥2,14.

Nikko (90,9 m. from Ueno, in 4 to 454^ hrs.) is the terminus of the Utsunomiya-Nikko Branch

Line. The station (1,746 ft. above the sea-level) is situated on the right bank of the Daiya-j^awa,

along which a long town stretches on constantly rising ground from the station toward the N.W.
—the distance from the station to the Mihashi, or ' Sacred Bridge,' v/hich is at the centre of the most

interesting .section of the town, is about i m. There is an electric-tram semce starting from the station

and passing the various hotels, (and an automobile is available in summer).

Hotels : Kanaya Hotel (on a hill, close by the Mihashi, about i m. from the station), Ntkko

Hotel (near the Park at Nishi-machi, a little over I m. from the station). Inns : Konisld-Ryokxvmi.

The rour Seasons ii\ NiRRo.

Spring. In late spring, and in the month of May, Nikko offers charming scenes by reason of

the flowers of azalea-trees, purple, red, and white, and the delicate green shoots of larch-trees. The
azaleas found here are somewhat different from tho.se growing elsewhere. The best places for en-

joying the flowers are in the neighbourhood of the street of Nikko, Nakimushi-yama ridge, Yashu-

hara, Ktijira-yaitia on the upper course of the Tainosawa, the road from Nikko to Clinscnji hill-

sides facing Uma-^aeshi. Then Chuzenji, especially at Tera-ga-saki and Aka-iwa on the lake shore,

and Mae-Shirane at Ywnoto are also noted for the flowers. For the vivid green of the larch buds,

the best places are Senjo-ga-hara near Yiowto, the S. foot of Taro-san, the \V. foot of Nantai-san,

and also the W. side of Yashii-hara and Nakimu.shi-yama.

Summer. Refreshing cool climate, boating and fishing on Chuzenji and Yumoto Lakes, viewing

the sunrise from the top of Nantai, gorgeous carpet of late azaleas and iris flowers at Senj6-ga-hara

and neighbourhood in early Juh^ and then warbling of Japanese nightingales and other singing birds

may be mentioned as attractions of Nikk5 in this season.

Autumn. Nikko is superb in autumn for the scarlet tints of its foliage ; in this respect it is

considered far to excel other places noted for the autumn scarlet, such as f/j'/? and Sliio'^ara. By
Japanese, therefore, this sea.son is considered the best time for visiting Nikko. The fascinating colouring

begins from about the latter part of September, but the sight is generally at its best about the middle

of October. The best places for .seeing the autumn colouring are 0,zura-yama, the vicinity of Kirifuri

Fall, right bank of the Daiya as one a.scends from the Sacred Bridge, and on the road between
Umagacshi and Chuzenji, Msa-.va, Ken-ga-mine, Naka-no-chaya, Fndb-zaka, Kegon Fall, etc. At
Chiizenji the places are Uta-ga-havta, Tera-ga-saki, Slwlm-ga-hama, Aka-iwa, etc., and at Yumoto
there are Yu-daki, Tade-no-umi, Konsei-tdge, etc. The view of the moon as reflected on the lake

is a delight to Japanese artists and poets. The maples, which are the chief contributors to this

chromatic splendour, are of divers varieties in Nikko, some being peculiar to one place and others

to other places. More than twenty four kinds are counted by Japanese lovers of this autumn sight.

Winter. Near Chuzenji the .snow accumulates to a depth of about 3 ft. on the ground, and hence
Yumoto and Chuzenji are practically deserted by holiday seekers during the cold .season. The lake
does not freeze thick enough for .skating. However, there are great hopes that sleighing and .skiing,

for which excellent grounds are abundant, may become a popular winter attraction in Nikko.
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Places of interest : Nikk5 Koen, or Public Park, the Grand Cryptomeria Avenues, Kiri/iiri-iio-

taki, or ' Mistfalling cascade,' Cainman-ga-fuchi, Somen- no-taki, or 'Vermicelli cascade,' Uranii-no-taki,

or ' Back-viewing cascade,' Jikti'an-no-taki, Jakkwo-no-taki, Hagnro-no-taki. Aioi-no-taki, Nana-taki,

for ' Seven waterfalls,' etc.

NiKKo to Chuzcnji.

From the Mihashi to Lake Chuzenji, a distance of about \om., jinrikishas, kago (chairs), and

saddle-horses are available ; while electric trams go as far as Uuia-i^aeshi (5 m.), which is halfway

up. The waterfalls Hjdo, Hannya, Kegou and Shirakiuno are worth visiting.

Chuzenji.

The hamlet of Chuzenji lies on the N. shore of Lake Chuzenji, which is about 10 m. from Nikko

and 4,194 ft. above the sea-level. The place acquired its name from the temple of Chijzenji, which

was established by Shoda-Shdnin over 1,100 years ago.

Hotel : Lakeside Hotel near the bridge, Ofiri-bashi. Inns : Koine-ya, Tsitta-ya, near the shore

(foreign meals to order).

Lake Chiizenji. This clear, fresh-water lake, is 1 5 m. in circumference (its greatest length from

E. to W. is about 5 m., its breath, 2,5 m.). It lies at the foot of jYcinta.-saii and is surrounded by

beautiful hills on the other sides. Its shores are rich in indentations, which add much to its scenic

beauty. Towards the E. of Oiniatsii-ga-saki are found the deeper parts of the lake,—soundings showing

the greatest depth (i.e. off Kozuke-jima) to be 172 metres (567 fi;.). The lake, formerly devoid of

fish, now abounds with trout, carp, etc., having been stocked by the Government in 1873 with kvana

(a species of trout), in 1874 with carp, in 1875 with hara-aka, in 1879 with eels and lampreys, in

1882 with trout and auie-no-mvo, in 1890 with higai, and in 1892 with American trout.

Hicjhwau to Yunioto.

The highway to Yumoto (7,5 m.) starts from Chuzenji, running along the N. shore. First

we pass the bronze torii of the Chugushi Shrine, then come to Osaki, where in a forest of pines,

ci-)-ptomerias, birches, and maples, stand many summer villas. Slwbu-ga-hania (3 m. from Ojiri-bashi

— boat available) is an important stage-town (where horses or jinrikiska may be hired). Here the

high\vay takes a shaip turn towards the N. and traverses a forest of large birches. On the way to

Senj6-ga-hara, we pass Akanuma, a reddish-coloured marshy land, overgrown in many places with reeds.

Seiijo=ga=hara is a plain, rendered veiy attactive in summer by the blossoms of Yashu-bana (a

kind of azalea) and wild lilies. The place also affords a complete view of the surrounding mountains

—

Xantai-san, Omanago, Komanago and Taro-zan towards the E., and Shirane-.san, Mae-Shirane-san, and

Kon.sei-zan to the \V.

Yiidaki or the ' Hot water cascade,' is formed by the waters from Yumoto Lake running down
a steep rocky bed. By taking the highway towards Yumoto, we soon come to a .spot whence we
may look down upon the cascade, while the left-hand path brings one to a point from which one

may view it from below.

One may then rejoin the Yumoto highway by a short cut which brings one out at the .spot

above mentioned. The cascade makes a fall of 270 ft., its waters flowing through a forest of maples

and other fine trees.

Yumoto Hot Springs.

The Yumoto .spa is 17 m. from Nikkb and 7,5 m. from C/iuzeiiji,—jinrikis//a available throughout.

Hotel : Namina Hotel. Inns : Kama-ya, Ita-ya, etc.; these each ha\e detached houses ; foreign meals

to order. Yumoto is surrounded by mountains on all sides except to the S., where it is open towards

the lake. The place is at the high altitude of 5,088 ft. above the .sea-level, being higher than

Chuzenji by 900 ft., and than the Mtliaski, Nikko, b}- 3,060 ft. In the hottest days of summer the

thermometer never registers more than 82° Fahr. It is literally a summer re.sort, the hotel and inns

being practically clo.sed between the middle of November and the middle of March.

Lake Yumoto, called ' Yu-no-uviil is i m. long and 0,2 m. wide and receives its waters from

the Shirane-sawa, the Konsei-zawa, etc., as well as from the thermal springs. On the E. shore of j« /-/...v a
the lake (i. e. on the right-hand side of the road to Chuzenji) is a small peninsula, called Usagi-jima,

which is covered by a forest of splendid conifers. In fact the lake is surrounded on all sides by a
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beautiful forest, in which are found trees Hke kome-tsiiga, take-movd (fir), kara-viatsu (larch), kara-huwki,

and asniiaro. There are boats for hire, either for rowing or for fishing. The lake abounds in fima

(gibel) and eels.

There are many hot springs, which contain, as a rule, hydrogen sulphide with a slight trace of

acid. For the most part they are colourless and trasparent, but some are slightly turbid. In the

hotel and inns there arc private baths, but public baths, of which there are more than lO, are largely

patronised, as they are believed to be more efficacious than the private baths. The public baths

have names, which, taking them in order from the S., are as follows :

—

Kaivara-no-yn, Tsum-no-yu

,

Donsu-no-yu, Naka-no-yn, Taki-yii, etc. Of these the hottest are Ara-yu (156° Fahr.) and Kawara-

m-yu and Goslw-yu (both 149°), while Z'w«7<-w«?-j'« (105°) has the lowest temperature. Number of

,249 (1909)-
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ll'vao, KusatSLi, and other Hot Sprinas.

The mountainous district situated northward from Takasaki and Kaniismva is noted for the

abundance of its hot springs, the waters of which possess various medical qualities, while the loca-

lities where they issue form delightful summer resorts. These hot springs are found at Ikao, Kusatsit,

Shivia, and Saiuatan.

I^usatsu and NeifiliDouring Hot Springs.

Kusatsu Spa may be reached by any of these six routes :

—

(a) From Ikao (also from Takasaki, lizuka, or Maebashi) by electric tram to Shibiikaiva; from

Shibukaiva to Nakanojo by horse-tram; from Nakanojo, via Kaivara-yu (12,5 m. in 3 hrs.) and

Otsu, to Kusatsu by basJia (entire distance 25 m., in 7 hrs.; fare ¥ 1,40).

(b) To Nakanojo, as stated above; from Nakanojo to 5rtifa/«n' (6 m.) partly by luislia or jin-

rikis/uz, and the rest on foot; from Sawatari to Kusatsu, across the Kuresaka Ridge (18 m.) on foot.

(c) From Ikao or Haruna on foot as far as Hakojima, near a station on the Shibukawa-Nakanojo

horse-tramway, via Benten-daki, O-daki, etc., the path lying along the stream Numa-gawa ; the rest of

the way to Kusatsu either as in (a) or (b). Between Hakojima, und Nakanojo, there is an interesting

pedestrian path along the River Agatsuma-gawa.

(d) From Ikao to Haruna either on foot or by chairs (or horse-back); from Haruna to Kawara-yu

(20 m. from Ikao), via Odo, Okashiwagi, either on foot or horse-back,—the path lying along the \V.

slope of Haruna ; the rest of the way to Kusatsu as in (a). Between Haruna and Kawara-\-u, the

path is rich in beautiful scener}', this part being known as the "Yabakei" of Kwanto.

(e) From Karuizawa or Nagano by rail to Toyono \ from Toyono to the Shibu Spa (11 m.) by

basha or jinfikisJia; from Shibu Spa to Kusatsu on foot or on horse-back.

(f) From Karuizawa or Kutsukake to Kusatsu (26,2 m.), via Okmva (14 m.), Hanco, Otsu, etc.

on foot or horse-back (fare ¥ 4,50).

Kusatsu Hot Springs.

I^usatsu has been celebrated from ancient times for the medical efficacy of its baths, as

Arivia has been in the neighbourhood of Kyoto. Local chronicles record the visits of many cele-

brated persons to Kusatsu, that of Yoritoino having especially contributed, it is said, to the spreading

of the fame of the waters, which are chiefly sulphuric, the sulphur being present in the form of

sulphuric acid. The other constituents are iron, alum, and arsenic. The temperature is exceedingly

high, ranging from 113° to 128° Fahr. The waters have such a powerful effect on the skin that

in the first stage sores are brought out on the tender parts. The chief public bath, called "Netsu-no-yu,"

stands in the village square, and people suffering from obstinate skin-diseases take courses in it. The
waters are so hot that the bathing is done under semi-militar}' discipline, with a 'bath-master' directing

/« piau q the operation. The first process consists in stirring the waters throughly with boards to aerate and

soften them (fig. i); then the bathers pour 250 dippers of water on their heads to prevent congestion

(fig. 2). At the word of command from the master they enter the bath and endure the ordeal for

3,5 to 4 min., remaining practically motionless, for even a slight agitation of the water makes the

temperature doubly trying to those immersed in the bath (fig. 3). At intervals of one minute or

half a minute the master cries out the time left, to which all the bathers answer in chorus. Of the
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various baths, Takino-moto-yu is 148° F. and contains sulphuretted hydrogen, iron, and acid ; Netsn-no-

yu is 144° F.; Washi-no-yti and /iaD-iio-yn 140° F. (fig. 3); Goza-uo-yu 137° F.; Nagi-no-yii 127° F.; stt ri.iu 5

Kakki-no-yu 143° F. ; Kompira-no-yu 130° F. Kusatsu stands 4,500 ft. above the sea and is a clean

looking \illage, three-storied inns with gabled fronts occupying the .square. This square is full of

vapour from the .spring of boiling sulphur water which is brought here by wooden troughs to collect

sulphur deposit (fig. i). Kusatsu lies in a depression in a table-land, and a small stream runs through «< Pintt h

it, from the bed of which hot springs gush out here and there.

At an extreme end of the village, and isolated from the rest, is a leper's quarter (called Yuno-

sawd) with a special bath for the afflicted. Sights near Kusatsu are Sai-no-kaivara, Kori-dani, Jofn-

vo-taki, Kakoini-yama, Doku-misu, Shirane-j'inja. From Kusatsu two roads lead N.W. to Shinano,

one to Susaka via the Torii-toge, and the other to Sliibu-Onsen o\'er the 19,5 m. pass of the same name,

a \-erj' laborious expedition. This path, however, secures one the advantage of visiting Sirane-san and
of enjoying the milder waters of the hot springs at Shibu. It should be noted that those who have

passed through the bathing course at Kusatsu generally make a week's stay at either Sazcafari or

S/dbu to effect the complete after-cure of the irritated skin.

Water pipes laid from the hill, good drainage, no mosquito in summer. Number of visitors :

6,740, the total .stays being 140,200 daj-s (1909). Inns: Ichii-Ryokican, Shirane Hotel, Alss/un-kzoan,

C'loyo-kicaii , Bdnn-kzvan.

Shirane^saD, called " Kusatsu SIdrane " to distinguish it from jVikko Slurane, is an active volcano,

7,500 ft. high, that has exploded four times during the last few decades, viz. in 1882, 1897, 1898

and 1903. It lies about 2,5 m. off the highway and requires an extra couple of hours or so to visit

it. At the top three craters exist, the central one called Yugavia, the W. one Kaic-gama, and the

E. one Mizu-gama. The last one contains yellowish-coloured water, while from the Yugama, which

means " hot-water cauldron," dense vapour is ascending and jets of hot water containing sulphur are

thrown up. The other one, " dried-up cauldron," is dry. The woods all round the mountain present

a desolate appearance with their blasted skeleton trees, the effect of the recent eruptions, though the

woods near Skinano have escaped destruction. Near Shiranc stands Moto-Skirajie , another cone-

shaped volcano, while in front of it rises Manza-yaina, at the base of which are the hot springs of

Manza (5,180 ft. above sea-level).

Kawaravu, 11,3 m. S. W. of Nakanoj5 on the way to Kusatsu and 2,200 ft. above the sea,

is situated on the high precipitous bank of the upper course of the River Agatsuiiia, opposite the

peaks of Mts. Tengu and Takama. An e.xtent of the valley in the vicinity of the spa being exceedingly

beautiful in scenery, is regarded as 'Yabakei of Kwanto (Central Japan),' as already mentioned.

{Yabakei is a valley near Beppu, noted for its scenic beauty). The spa may be a quiet summer resort

with hot springs.

Shimo spa includes three hot springs, Yamaguchi, Shin-yu and Hinatami, 0,5 m. from each

other, all located in Sawada-mura, 10 m. N. from Nakanojo, Kozuke Vrov'mcc, jinrlkis/ia and om-
nibuses available. The spa, 2,500 ft. high above the sea, stands by a ravine with several waterfalls

on its course. The main inns own private baths and are also provided with vapour baths. The best

season for visit is from May to August. The springs are noted in efficacy next to Kusatsu among
all the natural baths in this district. The water is said to be efficacious especially for dyspepsia,

swellings, di.seases of the .skin, etc. Number of visitors : 6,617, the total stays being 57,613 days

(1909). Inns: Sairyo-kivan, Sekizen-kzvan.

Sawatari (Inn, Taishd-kivan) is 6 m. W. of Nakanojo and at an altitude of 2,200 ft. above

the sea. Number of visitors : 2,000, the total stays being 30,000 days (1909).

Isobe (73,9 ni- from Ueno, in 3 hrs. 29 min., 15 m. from Karuizaivd) is noted for mineral srt ptate zj

springs used for baths after heating. The spa is situated in a sort of ravine, by the bank of a

stream, the Usui-gaiua at an elevation of 1,200 ft. above the sea. For a distance of 0,3 m. from

the station, the road is lined by cherry-trees.

Shiro^yama, 0,7 m. S. E. of the station, is the site of the old castle of Sa.saki Moritsuna (end

of the 1 2th century). The place is a low hill, with flat summit, lOO ft. above the surrounding

plains, and commands a wide prospect. From here are the bizarre, jagged mountain peaks of

Myogi-san visible on the S. W., and Mt. Asavia (an active volcano) with its splendid view on the

W. There have recently been planted a large number of cherry-trees, which attract numerous visitors

in the flower season.
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The springs, though cold, are highly saline, and impregnated with carbonic acid gas. Each of

them is one of the most concentrated common salt springs in Japan, the total quantity of solid

constituents in i kilogram being more than 30 grams. In Hara-viaclii, a small town, 2,5 m. distant

from Isobe, is also a cold spring, which contains more than 34 grams of solid matter in i kilogram

»c Plate s, ^f y^r^^Q^ Carbonic acid gas is utilized here for obtaining carbonate of lime for tooth-powder and

water for the manufacture of aerated water Salt, obtained by evaporating mineral water, is

sold at this spa. The water is suitable for the treatment of dyspepsia, swellings, haemorrhoids,

uterus diseases, etc. Number of visitors : 6,340, the total stays being 15,451 days (1909). Inns :

Horai-kivan, Taigaku-ro, Isoie-kzvaii, etc

Ikoo and Neighbourhood.

The spa town of Ikao may be reached by three routes : (i) From Tokyo via Takasaki—Tokyo

to Takasaki by railway (63 m. in about 3 hrs.) and from Takasaki by electric car (20,3 m. in 2,3

hrs.) ; visitors from Yokohama may effect junction with the Tokyo—Takasaki Line, by taking train

or electric car from Shinagazua to Akabane
; (2) From Karuizawa or Nagano, via Jiziika (immediately

JS'. of Takasaki),—to lizuka by rail and from lizuka to Ikao by electric car (19 m. in 2 hrs.);

(3) From Nikko or Mito, via Oyama and Maebaslii,—to Maebashi b)- rail and from Maebashi to Ikao

by electric car (16,6 m. in 2 hrs.) ; between Ueno (Tokyo) and Ikao, through tickets issued, via

either Takasaki or Maebashi.

Shibukazva is a pro.sperous town of 7,046 inhabitants, being 9,1 m. from Maebashi, 12,8 m.

from Takasaki, and 7,5 m. from Ikao, all by electric tramway. The town is picturesquely situated,

being in full view of Akagi Range towards the N. E. and of Hanuia towards the S. W., while the

rivers Tone and Agalsuwa, one flowing from the N. and the other from the W., join at its N.

out-skirts. From Shibukawa to Ikao, electric cars available as already .stated ; to Kusatsu, Shiva,

Saicatari, Kazcarayii (all .spa towns), tramway (horse) as far as Nakaiiojo {\t, m. in 2 hrs. 30 min.

—fare 50 seii), from Nakanojo to the several hot springs named, either by baslia, a rude kind

of stage coach, or jinrikisha. There is a tramway service also between SIn'mkawa and Ahimata

(13,2 m. in 2 hrs.—fare 45 sc)i)\ the latter town lying on the highway to Nikko and Mt.

Skirane-san.

Ikao is one of the most popular summer resorts within easy reach from T5kyo and Yokohama
and i.s situated on a mountain slope with an elevation of 2,500 to 2,700 ft. The chief attraction

of this place for Japanese is the hot spring, which has the temperature of 113° F. and contains a

small quantity of iron and sulphate of soda. The waters are believ-ed to be specially efficacious for

women's di.seases, and hence Ikao finds more patrons among the fair sex than among the men.

Ikao is es.sentially a spa, for the little village containing about one thousand souls consists of inns

and houses selling local souvenirs, or otherwise purveying to the needs of guests staying at the

inns. The principal street that divides the village into E. and W. halves makes a rather sharp

ascent, graded by an almost continuous flight of stone steps. The W. half ends in a deep ravine

where flows a small sream, while the other half is bounded in by a low mountain ridge. The hot

waters gush out at the back of a small gully called Yiimoto, or " Source of Hot Water," which
lies about half a mile from the top of the street, and to which an excellent level road leads. At
their source the waters are clear and are drunk by visitors, and from this place they are conveyed
by bamboo pipes to all the bath-houses. When left to cool, the waters precipitate yellowish deposit

of iron oxide. Ikao is rich in wild-flowers, lilies of various kinds being especially prominent from

June to September, while in late spring the mountain sides echo with the songs of Japanese
nightingales and cuckoos. For those prefer walking from Shibukawa as far as Ikao, a distance of

6 m., instead of travelling in the electric car, time i hr., it may be noted that about 3,5 m. up is

a resting-station, called Mikage-no-niatsii, named from the aged pine growing close by, where stands

the stone tablet commemorating the short rest the late Empress-Dowager Eisho-Kotaiko took when
she visited Ikao. A little further on we come to the place where a wooden post is erected to mark
the path leading to the Fu-nyu Fall. Ikao is a little over a mile from here. The scenery commanded
from Ikao is extensive and beautiful and comprises the valleys of the two rivers Tone and Agatsitma,
the mountain ranges marking the border of the vast plain of Mnsashi in which Tokyo is situated, and
then the Nikko Range. Some of the larger hotels have suitable provision for the accommodation of
foreign guests. 15 public baths, i spa physician and i dentist. Number of visitors : 33,557, the total
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stays being 193,217 days (1909). Hotels: li-ao //<?a7 (semi-European style), Lake Hotel, Hashittitoo

Hotel. Inns : Bua'ayu or Neno-h'oq^iire, Oiigi'-a. Hdmi-kivan, CItilose-kivan, etc.

Meteorological Observations.

Suniman'.

Month
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ascent we come to a plateau, and diverging left we come after a few minutes to the mmhi-yu

(vapour-bath), about i ,2 m. away. The place was much frequented by rheumatic and other patients

in order to take advantage of the sulphurous gases that used to issue from the ground
; but since

of late these gases ceased to issue, the vapour-bath has been closed. The twin-peaks rising on the

left are Futatsii-dake . Advancing further and over a little ascent called Yaseumne-toge, the road

traverses for about 2,5 m. the descending moor with Soma-ga-dake standing left and Takane on the

N., and at last we reach Lake Haruna. Soma-ga-dake, otherwi.se called Kurokaun-yama, is 4,800 ft.

in height ; the routes to the summit are all steep, iron-chains being stretched in some places to aid

climbing. On the summit stands a 6 ft. stone statue of Taira-no-Masakado. The panorama com-

manded extends over a wide region, including Fuji nearly due S., several of the lofty ranges of

Kai and Shinano and all the peaks standing clo.se by.

IkaO'Fuji, or Haruoa=Fuji (4,808 ft. in height) ri.ses at the N. E. part of Lake Haruna, and is

so named from its shape. At the foot is found a cattle ranch in miniature. At the foot facing

the lake is a small mound called Hitoniokko-yama. Legend says that a genius having undertaken

to build this Fuji in one night, the day began to dawn while he had yet to pile on one more
" mokkoful " of earth (" viokko " being a rope net-work mat for carrying earth and other things),

and he was obliged to leave the earth where the mound stands. Hence the name, which means
" one mokkoful mound."

Lake Haruna is a crater lake, about 5 m. from Ikao, and is 0,8 m. from E. to W., i m. from

N. to S., and 2,3 m. round. The water is clear, and besides 7iao Fuji, there stand around the

basin, Eboshi-dake , Bhigtishi-dake , Suzuri-iwa, and Kamon-ga-dake . The lake is stocked with salmon

and other fish, a special company being organized for undertaking pisciculture here. The tea-house

(Lake Hotel, branch of Ikao Hotel) on the shore serves lunch or provides accommodation for the

night. The shore is noted for irises and fire-flies, while in winter the frozen surface of the lake

affords excellent skating. Ice is also hewn here in winter. The outflow of the lake forms the Benten

Fall. Tenjin-togc is a short ascent on the road leading from the lake to the shrine. On the top

stands a big torii for Haruna-jinja (Shinto shrine) and there are tea-houses to right and left of the

road. The view of the lake from this point is really picturesque. The distance from here to the

shrine is 1,2 m. Near the shrine, and beyond the small current flowing left of the road, stands a

queer-shaped rock, called Tsuzura-hi'o, becau.se it looks like a set of gigantic trunks piled one upon

another.

Yujiku hot .spring (29,5 m. N. from Maebashi, and 20,4 m. N. W. from Shibukawa) is on the

right bank of the Akaya-gawa and on a highway {^Mihuii-kaid:^, with mountains on the S. and N.

Pop. 500. In the neighbourhood are several springs : H6shi=Onseo (7,2 m.), Yushima=Onsen (2,5 m.),

Sasa°no=yu (2,5 m.), etc. There are five springs in Yujiku, the temperature of water being

widely different from one another. Number of visitors : 1,500, the total stays being 5,000 days

(1909).

YublSO. 15. m. from Nutnata, and 25,4 m. N. from Shibukazva; from Shibukawa to Numata

(13,2 m.) horse-tramway available and the rest only on foot. The place (1,500 ft. above the sea)

lies on the right bank of the Yiibiso-gawa, the upper course of the Tone-ga'wa. Pop. 194. The water

is said to be especially efficacious for rheumatism. Yubara=Onsen is about 2,5 m. distant. Number
of visitors : 495, the total stays being 3,382 days (1909).

Yubara. 23 m. N. from Shibukawa, 2,5 m. S. from Ynbiso-Onscn. Pop. 398. 3 springs.

Number of visitors : 519, the total stays being 1,908 days (1909).

Irinoyu, 8,5 m. N. W. from Yokokawa station on the Shin-etsu Line, lies on the E. slope of

Usui-toge, about 2,700 ft. above the sea, 6 m. from Karuizawa. The place is shut in by hills on

all sides. Maple trees arc found in the surrounding hills. Only i inn with baths. Number of visitors :

121, the total stays being 966 days (1909).

Nashiki-Kosen. 2,5 m. W. from the Kami-kamhai station on the Ashio Line (junction :

tei Plait iB KiiyTi). The spa, 1,490 ft. high above the sea, is situated in a gorge at the foot of Mt. Akagi, a

stream with clear water running near by. Thickly wooded hills surrounding the place keep the air

always fresh and bracing. The garden of an inn Nashiki-kzvan is planted with cherries, ]3lums and

peaches, and affords a beautiful sight in spring. It is a quiet summer retreat for inhabitants in the

vicinity.
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IBARAKI=KFN
Hiraiso, 2,4 m. N. of Minato, Pop. 7,856, is noted both as a watering-place and also as the

foremost fishing centre in Hitachi Province. The view of the waves from the N. height of this place is

\er)' grand, and the height bears the name of Kwantb-jo (' Wave-viewing station ') specially bestowed „, riaic a?

by RckkJ, the celebrated prince of Mito in the middle of the 19th century.

Oarai lies to the S. of Iliraiso and is the most noted pleasure resort in this district. The

coast is dotted with rocks and backed by a low ridge. This shore is noted for shell-fish, particularly ,,., puu 30

ear-shell. The place can be reached from Mito either by jiiinkisJia, 9 m., or by descending the

Naka-gaiva by steamer as far as Iicai, whence the distance is 1,4 m. and is covered hy jinrikisha.

Ao-ed pines grow in the precincts of hozaki-jinja, a Shinto shrine, from which a good view of the

ocean is obtained.

KANAGAWA=KEN
Hayama lies, 3,7 m. of the S. of Zushi, (33 m. from Tokyo, in i hr. 23 min.), and as it

projects far more into the sea it commands a better view than does the latter. On the S. lies a see pmi 31

pine-clad point called Choja-ga-saki with an inn {Chofa-en) built on it ; this is an excellent spot for

bathing. An Imperial villa and the retreats of man>- notable personages stand here. Pop. 6,620. ,ee piau 31

Number of visitors : 1,551, the total stays being 29,096 days (1909).

OlSO (40,8 m. from Tokyo, in 2 hrs. 5 min.). The Japanese people, though living so close

to the .sea, never appreciated the benefits of sea-bathing, till Dr. Matsumoto Jun, the surgeon

general of the Army, taught them to resort to seaside places, by first inducing a friend of his to

open a seaside hotel at Oiso (1886). Oiso is now of full of villas and has grown to be a flourishing

town with a population of 8,000. The late Prince Ito had a villa here, and the^town thus became a

centre of reliance whither statesmen flocked at times of political calm or stress. Oiso, one of the most

popular watering-place, is also a delightful winter resort, the climate being mild in winter. Number i« pute 33

of visitors : 17,502, the total stays being 107,796 days (igogV Inns: Shosen-kaku, Idryu-kwan.

Hakone and Neighbourhood.
Hakone, the name of a large mountainous district, justly famous on account of its hot springs,

beautiful scenery, and salubrious climate, is easily reached from Tokj'o or Yokohama by taking the

Tokaido Line to Kozu (48 m. from Tokyo), thence by electric car to Yumoto Spa, which lies at

the entrace to the interior of Hakone.

Tramway from Kozu : 39 trips each way between Kozu and Yuwoto (Hakone), the distance

being covered in a little over an hour. Tariff: between Kozn ^wdi Odawara, u/ class, 45 sen; 2nd

class, 30 sen\ "^ni class, 15 sen; between Kozji and Yiinwto, \st class, 90 sen; 2«^ class, 60 sen;

•^rd class, 30 sen.

Hakone may also be reached from two other directions, viz. from Mishhna and Gotemba, both beint; stations on the Tokaido

Line. (1) Mishiina to Odawara, via the Hakone Pass. This is a part of the old Tokaido Highway, traversed so frequently by

Daimyos with their vast retinues on their periodical visits to Yedo (Tokyo). Between Mishima .nnd Odawara, via the Hakone Pass,

the distance is 19 m.— roughly 9,5 m. up and the same down. The strictly mountainous part consists of about 17 m. of narrow,

slipperly and steep pathway. After gaining the summit and descending slightly, we come to Hnkoiie-shukii (Hakone-machi)

—

a hamlet on the shore of the beautiful Lake of Hakone {Ashi-no-ko, lit. 'a sea of reeds'). In feudal times there stood at this

spot a barrier gate, where all the travellers passing through the Tokaid5 were examined. (2) From Gotfinha to Yumoto. This

road leads to the ridge of Otome-toge (5 m. from Gotemba). Wlience in 0,7 m. to Sengoku-bara, after which via the famous

Miyanoshita Spa to Yumoto. This path is entirely outside the old TSkaido.

Hakone as a Popular Resort. Hakone is the name of an extensive mountainous region, M-hich

separates middle Japan from the Eight pro\nnces of Kivantn. With the beautiful lake of Aslu-no-ko,

the numerous hot springs, and splendid mountain scener>% the place fairly rivals Nikko as a popular

resort. If Nikko may boast of its matchless shrines, Hakone's chief distinction lies in its plentiful

spas and its charming \'iews of Fnji. The hot springs are 12 in nim:bcr and of different compositon,

as will be shown later on. Hakone has also a beautiful climate : the annual average temperature

at Yumoto being 58° Fahr. (min. 19° and max. 92°) and at Hakone-machi 50° Fahr. (min. 10°

and max. 88°). In .spring the cherr>'-blossoms of Kffzvakidani, in summer the luxur'ant verdure of

the mountains and valleys, as well as the lake Ashi-no-ko (with facilities for boating), in autumn

glorious tints of manifold leaves, and in winter the superb snow scenes are all .so many attractions of

Hakone. To persons interested in science, Hakone offers many opportunities of investigation, with

its two-fold volcanic craters, a rare species of .salamander [Sansho-mvo), and its varied forms of
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vegetation, to one moreover interested in Japanese history, Hakone will be found interesting on

account of its associations with Yoritomo, Hbjo Soitn, Hidcyoshi, etc.

Itinerary in Hakone. Undoubtedly the best plan for visitors to Hakone is to make Miyanoshita

their headquarters. Miyanoshita is 4 m. from Yiimoto and ma}- be reached bj' 7}«/-/,<7^//^r in i hr. or

on foot in i hr. 15 min. (there is a good road, though steep, b}- the Haya-kaxva). The chief recom-

mendation of Miyanoshita, besides its excellent baths, pretty surroundings, and salubrious atmosphere,

is the hotel Fuji-ya (European style), which provides excellent accommodation. From here short ex-

cursions may be made, either in 'sedan chairs,' kas;o,jinnkislia, automobile, or on foot, to neighbouring

places of interest. For example, a day's excursion may be tried, taking in Kowakidani, Ashi-iio-yu,

Moto-Hakone (or Hakone-niachi), and from either one of the last-named places boat may be taken

across the lake to Uiiiijiri, thence coming back to Miyanoshita by way of Ubako, Otvakidani, and Kiga.

Twelve Hot Springs of Hal<one. The old-time ' Seven hot springs of Hakone ' have been increased

to tweh-e bj- the recent openings of five new ones :

Yumoto, situated at the foot of Yuzaka-yavia and on the right bank of the Haya-kawa,—waters

almost pure, with little trace of minerals.

Tonosawa, 0,3 m. higher up from Yumoto, on the new road,—waters also of the same quality as

Yumoto.
Miyanosliita, 3,5 m. yet higher up on the same road,—waters contain salt and soda. The place

is
1 ,300 ft. above sea-level.

Soliokura, situated close to Miyanoshita,—waters also of the same quality as the above mentioned.

Dogashima. near Sokokura,—waters almost pure, containing scarcely a trace of minerals.

Kowakidani, 2,000 ft. above sea-level and at the base of De-yama,—waters contain acid and iron.

Kiga, 1,300 ft., situated at the base of Ninotaira plateau and by the Haya-kawa,—waters contain

salt and soda.

flora, 2,600 ft., and at the base of Soimjigoku,—waters contain acid and sulphur.

Sengokubara, close to Gora,—waters also of the same quality as the above mentioned.

Ubako, 2,877 ft., and situated at the base of Kami-yama,—waters contain a small quantity' of

salt and soda.

Ashi^no^yu, 2,760 ft., on a hill at the base of Koma-ga-take,—waters contain much sulphur.

Yunohana=zawa, 3,300 ft., at the foot of Koma-ga-take,—waters contain much sulphur.

Geography of the Hahonc District.

The mountains of Hakone, together with Fuji, the Ashigara group, and other mountains in the

N., such as Oil-lake, Asama, and the Usui Ridge, constitute a thick wall on the \V. and N. W. side

of the Kwanto Di.strict {Kwanto means ' E. of the Barrier,' referring to Hakone where the famous

barrier gate stood). These mountains send their off-shoots into the little peninsula of Izit, as if to

make the separation between the regions E. and W. of these mountains even more secure. Among the

Hakone group of hills, tlie better known are Kintoki-zan, Koma-ga-take , Myojin-ga-take , and Kami-
yama (4,788 ft.)—the last named being the highest peak in the group. The Hakone and Ashigara

groups from a watershed from which flow rivers either towards Sagami-nada or the Bay of Sitniga.

These mountains are all cone-shaped, with a blunt apex, a sure evidence that they owe their

existence to volcanic eruptions. As may be seen from the plains of Suruga (e. g. from Saiio on

Tokaido Line) they have a long sloping base, with an angle of 7° to 12°. Most of these cone-

shaped hills show at their summits traces of both older and more recent volcanoes, having double

crater ridges. For instance, Kintoki, Myojo, Kurakake, Yamabnslti, Mikuni, Umijiri, Nagao and
Otome are remnants of the older crater ridges, while Futago, Kami-yama, Koma-ga-take are the

remaining portions from the ridges of the newer craters. Lake Hakone, where in clear weather is

reflected the peerless form of Fuji, Sengokjibara over which graze hundreds of catties, and Miyagino,

which is covered in summer with plantations of Indian corn, are none other than the sites of once

active volcanoes. There are two rivers which drain the E. side of this watershed—the Haya-kazva
and the Sukumo-gaiva. The Haya-kawa has its source at Ashi-no-ko and, after irrigating Sengoku-
bara, forms a rapid at Chbshi-no-kuchi, then, after crossing the Miyako Plain, it is enriched at Sokokura
by the waters of the Jakotsu-gawa ; now winding through the valleys lying between the Mybjo and
Sengen hills, the Haya-kawa is finally joined at Yumoto by the Sukumo, to flow further on to

Sagami-nada. (The new road leading from Yumoto to the other hot .springs lies mostly along the
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course of the Haya-kawa). The Sukumo has its origin in Kurakake-yavia, and, before it meets the

Haya-kawa, is joined at Hata-juku \>y the Taki-zaka. On the banks of the streams grows Yama-

icasabi (Eutrema), which is sold as a preserved article of food, and in the river are found Sansho-tnvo,

a kind of salamander. (The old TokaidS road lies along the course of this stream).

Some of these old volcanic peaks will repay climbing on account of the panoramic view obtained

from the top. The upper and lower peaks oi Fiitago-ymna (' Twin hills '), which are the southernmost

of the Hakone group and close to the lake, are very pretty mamelons, though the ascent is somewhat

steep. Kami-yama is the highest of all the peaks of Hakone, and from its summit may be enjoyed

the grandest view of any in this district. Koma-ga-take will repay the climber by affording the

completest view of Lake Hakone.

In Hakone there are many fissures or holes whence issue hot vapours or steam. Such are

Oivakidani, Sbunjigokit, hoo-yama and Ymw/iana-zaioa, which emit either sulphur dio.xide or

sulphuretted hydrogen ; at Kozvakidani the exhalation consi.sts chiefly of steam. The emission takes

place with the greatest force at Owakidani (' Valley of the Greater Boiling '), otherwise called Ojigokii,

or ' the Big Hill.'

Hot Sprincjs.

YumotO (Inn : Fiikiiziimi on the right bank of the Haya-kawa, excellent accommodation) is the

oldest kniiwn spa in Hakone, being situated at the gateway, so to speak, which leads to all the other

spas. Here the old and new roads branch off to the right and left, the one along the Sjtkumo-gaiva,

leading finaly to Hakone-machi and Mishima, and the other (new road) along the Haya-kawa,

leading to Miyanoshita and other spas. Jiiirikislia is available over the whole of the new road.

The hot waters issue at the S. foot of Yuzaka-yaina, whence they are conveyed in pipes to Yumoto.
Specialties : toys, lacquer wares, cabinet work, marquetry works (desks, book-cases, screens, etc.).

Tono-sawa (Inns : Shin-taiuano-yu, Suzuki—famous on account of its third stoiy flat being

made of Jmdai-sngi, cryptomeria wood long buried in the earth

—

Ichino-yii and Fukiizumi) is reached

after an ascent of 0,3 m. on the new road from Yumoto. The spa houses are situated by the two

bridges spanning the Haya-kawa, at a place among the mountains where it makes an S-shaped bend.

Cool and closed in by mountains, the place makes a fine summer resort. Electric Power House,

situated near Tono-sawa, supplies power to the Yokohama Electric Light Company.

Miyanoshita. Hotel : Fujiya Hotel is a splendid establishment—the buildings being partly in

European and parity in Japanese style (European Building: 15 special double rooms, with private

bath—Tariff, American plan ¥18; 24 ordinarj' double rooms—Tariff, ¥13-15 ; 28 single roonrs—Tariff,

¥ 6,50-8,00. Japanese Building : 27 single rooms fitted up in European style—Tariff, ¥ 6,50-7,00).

The hotel can accommodate altogether 130 guests. Nara-ya is also a first-class establishment, in

both Japanese and European stjde, with "Jt, rooms—Tariff, ¥ 3,50-7,00. The late Emperor once

stayed here when he visited Hakone many years ago. Ry'mn-kivan, also a good Japanese inn, boasts

of possessing a bath tank where Toyototiii Hideyoshi frequently bathed during his siege of Odawara.

(Curio shop, Nakada Shokwai).

Miyanoshita is 4 m. from Tdnosawa, the road making many turns as it follows the course of

the Haya-kawa. In 0,8 m. from Tono-sawa we come to a cascade, Tokiwa-no-taki, and in 2 m. more,

to Ohira-da'i, a level spot whence Mt. Fuji is visible, and also Miyanoshita itself, only i m. off acro.ss

a dale. Miyanoshita is a wide, level tract or terrace in the valley of the Haya-kawa, and is

1,223 ft. above sea-level. This wide flat is surrounded on nearly all sides by mountains

—

Myojin-

ga-take and Myojo-ga-take across the river to the N. Y.., Koma-ga-take, Kamuri-ga-dake , and

Horai-zan towards the E., and a chain of hills running from the S. W. towards the E. Only in the

E. is a little opening, whence the blue waters of Sagami-nada may be .seen. Miyanoshita is

pre-eminent throughout Hakone on account of its excellent hotel accommodation, fresh air, and

convenient location for making short excursions.

Ddgashima (Inns : dim-ya, Yamato-ya) is situated 0,2 m. below Mij'anoshita, clo.se to the

Haya-kawa. Being in the bottom of a valley, it is very quiet and secluded. In its neighbourhood

are two cascades

—

S/iirabc-7io-taki and Shiraito-no-taki.

Sokokura (Inns : Tsuta-ya, Ume-ya, Sengoku-yd) is practically a part of Miyanoshita. It is

a clu.ster of houses lying on the bank of the Jakotsu-gawa, which pours its waters into the Haya-

kawa in the form of a cascade.
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Kiga (Inns : Kamc-ya, Scngoku-yd) is situated 0,4 m. up from Miyanoshita, on the right bank

of the Haya-kavva. The spa is situated on a level space, surrounded by hills on all sides, except

towards the S. E. It is a very secluded spot, somewhat similar to Tonosawa.

Miyagino is a cultivated plain extending on both sides of the Haya-kawa and reached in about

0,3 m. from Kiga. Now studded with farm-houses, it formed originally a part of a large volcano,

the rest of the crater becoming filled with water and being known as the Aslti-no-ko. To the S. E.

of the village are found many ciyptomeria trunks long buried in the earth, which on account of the

peculiar colouring of the wood are much prized as building material, being known as the Jindai-siigi

or cr>'ptomeria wood of the mythological age. Specialty : buckwheat-rolls, to be eaten with soy.

Gora, the most recently discovered of the 12 hot springs, is situated on a level tract on a

slope of Sovn-zan and is drained by two streams on the E. and the W. Its altitude is from

1 813 ft. to 2-322 ft. Gora is favoured with natural advantages which should make it the very center

of Hakone. It commands a wide prospect, which includes Miyanoshita and the larger part of the

valley of the Haya-kawa, and also the sea beyond. The air is fresh and comparatively diy, with

plenty of sunshine. Above all the mineral waters are practically inexhaustible, as they are conveyed

from the stream flowing from the Owakidani springs. A scheme is on foot to extend as far as

G5ra the electric tramway from Kdzu, now reaching to Ytimoto, and large pleasure garden, with

band-stand, swimming tank, club house, and recreation hall, has already been laid out. It is believed

that the electric tramway will probably be completed in a i^^ years.

Sengokubara (Inn, Isliimnrd) consists really of two springs, one lower down (1,2 m. from

Miyagino) and the other about 0,3 m. higher up. The two springs are resorted to by the inhabitants

of the neighbourhood.

Owakidani, or the ' Valley of the Greater Boiling,' is otherwise called Ojigoku, or the ' Great

hell,' (0,7 m. from the lower waters of Sengokubara and 1,3 m. by a round-about path from Gora).

It is a gorge full of solfataras, which from its middle part up to the top for about 0,8 m. literally

reeks with sulphurous fumes. Wherever a little hole is dug— i or 2 ft. deep—out start steam and

fumes. The ground everywhere presents a light brownish colour and overlying crust is so weak

and unreliable that no step is safe unless directed by a guide. There is very little vegetation. The

hot mineral waters, which collect into a stream, are made somewhat lower down to form a reservoir,

whence they are conveyed to Gora and also to Sengokubara. At the head of the gorge one may
obtain superb view of Fuji and other mountains, a singular contrast to the weird and desolate scene

of the solfataras below.

Ubako (Inn, Shumei-kwmi), 0,9 m. from Owakidani and the innermost of the 12 baths, is

situated on the S. slope of Kaniuri-ga-dake , at an altitude of 2,877 ft. Towards the W. lie the pasture

lands belonging to the village of Sengokubara, and beyond them the Ashi-no-ko and Mt. Fuji, while

in the N. there looms up the hill, Dai-ga-takc. The hot waters bubble out of rock crevices, and

bath-tanks have been improvised by excavating rocks. In the neighbourhood of the tanks, fossil

leaves or twigs are sometimes found.

Umijiri, at the N. end of Lake Ashi-no-ko and reached in about i m. from the Ubako Spa, is

the outlet for Ashi-no-ko, where the Haya-kawa has its source. From Umijiri to Moto-Hakone and
Hakone-machi there is a regular boat service.

riOWaKidani (i m. from Miyanoshita; Hotels: Mikaiva-ya, Kaikiua-tei). Kowakidani is situated

on a slope of Kojigoku-yama, and at an elevation of 2,000 ft. Opposite the spa, across the valley

of the Jakotsu-gawa, there rise tall peaks oi Myojd-ga-take and Myujin-ga-take. In the neighbourhood
of the spa there have recently been planted 10,000 cheny-trees and a large number of maples and
azaleas, .so that the place is destined to be one of the most attractive places in Hakone. A little

higher up (0,4 m.) the hill Kojigoku-yama is a cave which constantly emits sulphurous fumes.

Chisuii=no=taki, or the ' Waterfall of 1,000 threads,' is in the upper course of the Jakotsu-gawa,
where the waters of the river dash down from innumerable crevices on a high cliff, giving the

aijpearance of thousands of white threads hanging down from the height above.
Ashi-no-yu (4,5 m. from Miyanoshita by the new road or 2,7 m. by the old road).

Inns: Matsuzaka-ya (17 European rooms, besides 100 Japanese rooms); Kinokiini-ya.

The road winds through the valleys and round the base of a hill for about 2,5 m., until we
reach a flat space called Benten-yama, whence a good view may be obtained of Sagami-nada, the
peninsula of Misaki, and the distant hills of Aiva and Kaznsa, while the nearer mountains in sight
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are Iwo-ymua to the left and Fiitagoyania and Koma-ga-take on the other side. Ashi-no-yu, a little

below this elevation, is 2,760 ft. above sea-level and is delightfully cool in summer. In winter the

place is well protected from the X. W. cold winds by Koma-ga-take. The only draw-backs are

the occasional thick fogs of summer and the heavy .snows of winter.

Yunohana-zawa (Inn, Boscnkakii), about 0,6 m. N. of A.shi-no-yu and i m. from Kowakidani

by a short cut, is situated in a \'alley at the S. base of Koma-ga-take. The place is at an altitude

of 3,300 ft. It lies on the road leading from Ashi-no-yu to the top of Kami-yama.

MotO'Hakune (Inns : Matsuzaka-ya and Sakauwto-ya, both facing the Lake Ashi-no-ko, on the

surface of which on a clear day the reflected figure of Fuji may be seen—the famous Sakasa-Fuj'i,

'inverted Fuji.' Alatsnzaka-ya has 13 rooms fitted up in European style, as well as Japanese

rooms). Moto-Hakone is a village of 40 houses and is 2,2 m. (by the new road) from Ashi-no-yu.

I\Ioto-Hakone (lit. ' Original Hakone ') was the chief village of the mountain district of Ilakone,

before Hakone-machi was founded in 1618 as a barrier town. Though it has since been overshadowed

by the new Hakone, there is no question that the place is most picturesquely situated. Shut in on

one side by a thickly-wooded hill, on the other side a charming vista opens out showing one of the

finest views of Fuji, as well as its inverted image reflected in the lake, and to the left the Imperial

villa on a small headland projecting into the lake.

Ashhao'ko, or Lake Hakone as it is generally called by foreigners, has a maximum length of

3,4m. from X. to S. and is 1,4m. from E. to W. in its greatest width; its circumference being

about 9,8 m. It is in the form of a gourd, with a narrow middle part where the promontory

Tdga-shima protrudes. The Imperial villa, Hakonc-Rikyu,—a building partly in Japanese style and

partly in European—stands on the edge of this promontory. The scenery of the lake, if inferior to

that of Cliuzenji near Nikko or that of Nishi-no-unii at the N. base of Fuji, is charming enough

to attract numerous visitors in summer. There are rowing-boats for hire, as well as Japanese

house-boats with boatmen, and, as already remarked, there is a regular ferry service maintained

between Hakone-machi (via Moto-Hakone) and Umijiri at the N. end of the lake.

Hakone-machi (0,6 m. from Moto-Hakone ; Inns : Isliiucld Ryokwan, Emlm-ya, Hakone Hotel) is

reached from Moto-Hakone by a road which is overshadowed by an avenue of tall ciyptomerias,

round the ancient branches of which twine i\y and parasitic orchids, imparting a venerable aspect

to their stately hosts. At a spot about 0,2 m. from this side of the town, there are the remains of the

old barrier gate, where formerly all travellers through the Tokaido, from the greatest town to the

humblest, were examined, the custom being only abolished with the Restoration of 1868. The

barrier, it will be noticed, was most strategically situated, being across a narrow pathway with a

high and steep hill on one side and the lake on the other.

The villagers mostly made their living as inn-keepers till about 20 years ago, when the Hakone

tunnels of the Tokaido Railway were opened to traffic. Since then the village, which had been

never too prosperous, rapidly declined. Within recent years, however, the place has become quite

a popular summer resort for both Japanese and foreigners. There are many houses to let, where

Europeans bringing their .servants with them may set up housekeeping. Some of the inns, like the

Hakone Hotel, have rooms fitted up with beds and furnish European food.

Summary.

Spa
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Odawara-Atami Light Railway (15,8 m.) lies mostly along the coast, on rocky cliffs skirting the

group of Hakone liills, excepting at one place

—

Yoshihania—where the tracks lie close to a sandy

beach. All along the route there is a splendid view of the sea with its numerous isles. Nine trains

run daily from each end, between 6 a.m. and 3 p.m. ; the time required to cover the entire distance

being 2,5 hrs., and the fare, 2nd class ¥ 1,20, ird class 70 sen (no lU class cars).

Yugawara (also called Mongawd) is a station of the light railway (10,8 m. from Odawara, in

2 hrs.; fare 2nd class 90 seii), 1,9 m. from the hot springs of Yugawara: from the station to the

spa j'inrikis/ia (fare 20 sen), also bas/ia (fare 20 sen, for exclusive hire 80 sen) available. Pop. 500 ;

2 public baths; i doctor. Number of visitors : 6,500, the total stays being 195,000 days (1909).

Inns : NakanisJd-ya, Ueno-ya, etc.

SHIZUOKA=KEN
Iziisan (14,4 m. from Odawara, by light railway in 2 hrs. 20 min. ; fare, 2nd class Y 1,17).

Izusan spa, near the station, is situated on a rocky cliff facing the sea, inns being built close

to its edge. It is reached from the station by a steep path down. Walled in on three sides by
hills and rocks, it is open towards the sea, with a full view of Vries Island and the headland of

Aiva. Hot water bubbles up from rocky crevices with violent force, 42 ft. above the sea. The
water is called Hashiri-yu ("Running Hot Water "). Pop. 1,370. The springs are said to be good
for brains. There are 8 inns, each provided with its own baths. In Sagaini-ya, the best inn in

Izusan, is a large swimming bath, 60 ft. in length and 18 ft. in width. Hot water massage by
" Yiidaki" (hot waterfall) can be taken in almost all inns. Number of visitors : 2,768, the total

stays being 19,363 days (1909). Inns: Sagmni-ya, Enoskima-ya, etc.

Atami (15,8 m. from Odawara, in 2 hrs. 30 min. : Inns: Atami Hotel or Higiiehi, with both

see Plate 34 European and Japanese accommodation, F7iji-ya, Snsid'i, Sagmni-ya) \s a fashionable watering-place,

with a resident population of 5,866. Surrounded by hills on three sides and open towards the sea

on the S. E., it is warm in winter (lowest temperature 35° Fahr.) and cool in summer (highest

temperature 85° Fahr.). Its beach offers excellent sea-bathing, and the scenery is charming. The
prospect takes in towards the left Izusan and Manazuni-ga-saki Promontories, and }-et further off the

mountains of Awa, while to\\ards the right stand out Uwomi-ga-saki Promontor}^- and Vries Island

smoking in the distance, with the pretty little islet of Hatsu-s/iima in between. Atami has many
attractive walks, either by the seashore or on the hillsides.

The hotjvaters, which contain a large quantity of salt, have their source in a powerful geyser.

It is called 0-yii, or the ' Great Hot Water.' The geyser breaks out once in about 4 hrs., when it

shoots forth boiling water and steam with great force and noise. Originally the jet shot straight

upward, but it is now partially smothered by placing a big stone over it. Sometimes the geyser

continues active for more than 12 hrs., such cases occurring several times a year. The waters are

transparent, with a temperature of 209-220° Fahr., and are carried through pipes to the various

bath-houses. Near the geyser is an inhalation house {Kyuki-kivan), into which the steam from the

geyser is conveyed for the benefit of patients suffering from bronchial and lung troubles. There are

doctors connected with the house.

Formerly there were in Atami seven springs in all, but the number of the springs has consider-
ably increased (about 20), since the people has begun to bore the ground for finding hot springs, in

consequence of which the world-famous intermittent spring has never been in full play and the
discharge of water decreased remarkably. The springs of Atami are believed to be efficacious

especially for the treatment of rhematism and eye diseases.

Geologically Atami forms part of an extinct crater, the hills behind it—Iwato-zan, Higane-yama,
Karuizaiva-toge, Takichi-yama—forming one-half of the old crater wall, while the other half has been
submerged by the sea. The geyser is a faint reminder of the crater's former activity.

Atami Park is situated on a hillside 0,6 m. N. of the town. The Park contains more than
3,000 «;w-trees, which blossom early in Januarys, about two months before the flower season in

Tokyo, also peach-trees, and several splendid old pines and cj'presses {hinoki), with a prett>-, silvery
.stream winding through the uine-grove.

Higane-yama, popularly known as Jikkoku-toge , is a high ridge lying on the path between
Hakone-machi and Atami. The ridge, which is 2,684 ft. high, is reached after a steep ascent of
3,6 m. from Atami. The upper portions arc bare of trees, being covered only by low shrubs. The
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view from the top is superb, embracing all the surrounding provinces, as its name of Jikkoku-toge

(Ht. ' Ten Province Pass ') indicates. On the summit is a stone monument giving the points of the

compass. The first object to .strike the eye is Fuji, whicii bunsts upon one's gaze as one gets to

the top, and is followed by other well-known views of the surrounding provinces—mountains of the

Ashigara and Hakone groups, of Kai and Shinano, the Fuji-kawa, the classical beaches of MUio-

)io-7natsubara, Tago-no-ura, and Kiyomi-gata, the towns of Nmnazii and Alis/iiiiia, the Izu hills of

Izu Province, such as Ainagi and A/iuiagi, the town of Atami and its neighbouring sights, the

islands of Hatstt-shinia, Oshima (Vries Is.), To-s/iima, Nii-jima, etc., the mountains of Awa and

Kazusa, etc.

Number of visitors : 23,638, the total stays being 174,306 days (1909).

Ito (13 m. S. from Atami). There is steamship service which connects Ito with Atami, Kozu,

Odawara, and Tokyo {Reigan-jivid). A road leads from Ito to Shiizenji {\2 m.), jiiirikis/ia and

omnibuses available. The .spa lies on the E. coa.st of Izu Peninsula, and is surrounded on three

sides by hills, a branch range of Amagi-san and Hakone-yama, while, it is open to the sea on the

E. A small stream of the Matsu-kaiva runs through the spa town towards the E. It is divided

into two parts, Matsubara and Kusuini, separated b}- the Matsu-kawa. The place is"protected by

the hills from the N. \\'. wind, which prevails in winter in this region, and warm and fresh sea

breezes make it one of the best winter resorts with a mild climate. The island of Hatsu-shiiiia lying

near the coast and the mountain range of Awa and Kazusa far beyond present a very fine view. It

is noticeable that the spa stands on a vein of hot springs. Hot springs are found almost everj^-

where. But those which are now open to public use, such as S/iishic/o-Onsen, Deki-yii, Wada-Onsen,

Shin-Onsen, Ynda-Onseu, Mc-no-yu, etc., have been known to people from ancient times and are

believed to be most efficacious, especially Deki-yii and Shin-Onsen for diseases of the skin, wounds,

and disorders of the female genital organs, and Wada-Onsen for rheumatism.

In the whole town of Ito there are at present more than 300 baths, of which 10 are for public use;

33 inns with private baths. Close by Shin-yu is a special bath for oxen and horses. In the Era of

the Tokugawa Shogunate go\^ernment the water from the spring Deki-yu was transported in wooden

barrels to Tokyo for bath. The spa is also an excellent place for sea-bathing in summer. Pop. 8,563

(1,379 households). Lake " Yoshida-no-Oike" with beautiful sceneiy, is near Yoshida-mura (S. of Ito).

The lake is stocked with carps and /««a and a great place for fishing. Number of visitors : 11,365,

the total stays being 79,568 days (1909). Inns : Dcnko-cn, Tokyo-kzuan, Masu-ya.

Shuzenji (3,1 m. from Ohxto
;
jinrikisha fare 25 sen; omnibus 15 sen) claims with Atami the

honour of being the most popular spas in Izu. A temple founded here in the Daido Era (806-9)

by Kiikai or Kobo-Daishi has given rise to the name of this place. It is bounded on the N. and S.

by mountain ranges, which leave a narrow strip of land extending from E. to W., watered by the

Katstira-gawa which joins the Kano-gawa. Several hot springs issue from the bed of the Katsura,

and of these the one called Dokko is left to the common use of the public from ancient times, and

is most noted for its remarkable efficacy for rheumatism. The spring " Dokko-no-yu " is said to

have been discovered in the Era of Daido (806-10) by the famous priest Kukai. Of the si.x other

public baths the most noted are Sugi-no-yii or " Cryptomeria hot spring," Ishi-yu or " Stone hot

spring," Chigo-no-yu or " Child hot spring," and Ayavie-no-yu or " Iris hot .spring." The spa lies at

an altitude of 250 ft. above the sea. Pop. 2,250; 355 hou.ses ; 14 hot springs. Number of visitors :

24,969, the total stays being 111,414 days (1909). Inns: Aral, Kikii-ya, Asaba, Yomo-ro, etc.

Asahi Waterfall is found to the \V. of Shuzenji and measures over 300 ft. high and 15 ft. wide,

the water being divided into two parts in the middle, and beautifully reflecting the morning light.

Its water flows into the Kano-gawa.

Summar}'.

Spa
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Nagaoka. 0,6 m. W. from the Nanjj station on the Sunzu Electric Tramway which leads from

Mishivni to Oliito (io,6 m. in i hr.)
;
jinrikiska (fare, 20 sen) 3.nd omnibuses (fare, 15 sen) available.

Pop. 358. The springs were found in 1907, and are said to be efficacious for rheumatism and

eczema. Mt. Fuji forms a sublime view from the spa. On account of the mild climate of this place,

a number of wealthy people have built villas here, i public bath, 14 inns, i doctor. Number of

visitors: 8,229, the total stays being 27,966 days (1909)- Inn: Yamato-kwan.

Kona, 0,5 m. W. from the Nanjo station, has 5 baths, of which i is for public use. The water

is said to be efficacious for scald. Pop. 586. Number of visitors : 7,331 , the total stays being 12,757

days (1909).

Hatagc. 2 m. \\^ from the Daiba station on the Sunzu Electric Tramway
;
jinrikiska (fare,

35 seji) and omnibuses (fare, 12 sen) available. Pop. 360. 5 inns with private baths. There are

8 hot springs in the spa, efficacious for diseases of the skin and venerial diseases. Number of visitors :

1,514, the total stays being 28,382 days (1909)-

Punabara. 7 m. S. W. from Ohito, jinrikiska (fare, 56 scii) and omnibuses (fare, 30 seii)

available. The spa is 7,5 m. S. W. from Shuzenji, 1,3 m. N. from Yosliina, and 7 m. E. from Tolii.

It is penetrated by a stream called Fnnabara-gaiva. It is a quiet summer retreat and the cold is not

very intense even in winter. Number of visitors: 1,630, the total stays being 6,160 days (1909).

Inn : Shufu-ktvan {Suzuki). The private bath of the inn is called Kbgyokn-yu and believed to be

efficacious for skin diseases, haemorrhoids, gonorrhoea, uterus diseases, dyspepsia, etc.

Yoshina. 8 m. S. from Ohxto, jinrikiska (fare, ^6 sen) and omnibuses (fare, 32 sen) available.

The place lies on the bank of the Yoshina-gaiva at the N. foot of Amagi-san, at an altitude of

360 ft. above the sea. The spa is shut in on two sides by mountains densely wooded with pines

and cryptomeria. The springs were found in the Era of Eiho (1081-84) and said to be efficacious

for rheumatism, uterus diseases, haemorrhoids, dyspepsia, etc. Pop. 240. Indeed it is a quiet spa.

Number of visitors : 2,345, the total .stays being 14,319 days (1909). Inn: Tofu-ya.

Mt. Amagi, 4,981 ft. high, forms the backbone of the peninsula, being part of the Fuji volcanic

chain. The whole mountain extends for 14,6 m. from S. to N. and 2,4 m. from E. to W. and its

summit is 7,3 m. uphill from Yugashima. It is densely wooded and partly an Imperial game
preserve. The southern foot of Amagi-san is also rich in hot springs.

Yugashima is found about 7,3 m. to the S. of Shuzenji, sheltered on the S. by the range of

Amagi. The inns with baths .stand close by the banks of the river Kano-gaiva. The spa (625 ft.

above the sea-level) is a quiet summer resort in Izu Province. 7 springs, 2 public baths, i doctor.

Pop. 1,630. Number of visitors : 2,732, the total stays being 6,493 days (1909). Inns : Yumoto-

kwan, Ockiai-rd.

The road from here to Shimoda Port at the southernmost extremity of the peninsula, about

24,4 m., leads over the Amagi Pass, but is negotiable by jinrikiska or omnibuses.

YuganO (26,3 m. S. from Ohito) lies at the S. foot of Amagi-san on a highway leading to

Shimoda (sea-port), and on the bank of the Kaivazu-gatva. The water is said to be efficacious for

eye disea.ses. Pop. 340. Number of visitors : 50, the total stays being 106 days (1910).

Konabe. Near Yugano there is another hot spring called Konabe, with 205 inhabitants, i public

bath, and 2 inns. The water is believed to be efficacious for di.seases of the skin, swellings and wounds.

YatSU (30 m. S. from Ohito and 9,3 m. N. from Shimoda) stands on the E. coast of the

peninsula, facing the stream Kawazu-gawa. Pop. 335. i public bath. 2 inns. Efficacious for

.syphilis, haemorrhoids, uterus di.seases, eye diseases and dyspepsia. Number of visitors : 176, the

total stays being 344 days (1910).

Rendaiji. 2,3 m. N. from Shimoda, y/«rz'/^«//a available. The place, lying on the bank of the

Imizaiva-gaiva, is bounded on the S. and N. by hills and situated along a highway leading to Shimoda.

2 public baths. 6 inns with private baths. Efficacious for swellings, diseases of the skin, uterus

di.sca.ses, syphilis, rheumatism, etc. Number of visitors: 1,852. the total stays being 2,369 days (1909).

I^OChi. 2,5 m. N. from Shimoda by the highway of Shimoda-kaido. The place is penetrated

by the Inozawa-gaiva. The spring was found in 1839. The efficacy of the water is said to be

the same as that of Rendaiji. There are 132 houses and 4 inns in the hamlet. Number of visitors :

431, the total stays being 468 days (1909).

Shimoda has a hot spring called Akama-Kosen near the sea coast. It is 6-7 ft. abo\e the

sea-level and close to the Inozawa-gawa.
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Shimogamo. 7,5 m. S. W. from Shimoda, //w7/(7.f//(7 available. From the bank of tlic ^^/w-

gmva issue sexeral hot springs, the water being all alkaline common salt springs. I'^fficacious for

swellings and uterus diseases. Pop. 2,834. 5 inns. Number of visitors : 4,030. the total stays being

4.093 days (1909).

Tohi. 30 m. S. W. from Numazu (in 2 hrs. by steam-boat, fare, 25 sen). The place (30 ft.

above the sea) lies on the W. coast of Izu Proxincc, facing Suruga Bay. Pop. 3,627. Mt. Fuji

and Milio-no-inatsnbara are visible from the spa. 3 public baths. 1 1 inns. 2 doctors. The water

is .said to be efficacious for rheumatism, dysjiepsia, diarrhoea, catarrhs of intestines, disorders of the

female genital organs, eczema, etc. Number of visitors : 17,148 (1913). Inns: Asaka, Afeiji-kwan.

YAMANASHI=KEN
Yumura, 0,8 m. S. from Kofii (80,3 m. from lidamachi, in 6 hrs. 13 min.), lies on a path leading

to Mitake, on a flat ground at the foot of Yuvmra-yama. Pop. 200. The springs are said to have

been found in 809 by Daigaku Zenshi. On account of easy access from Kofu, the spa is nio.stly

patronized by its citizens. Number of visitors : 14,088 (1909).

Masutomi. 12,8 m. N. from Nirasaki station (88,3 m. from lidamachi, in 6 hrs. 52 min.) on

the Central ^lain Line (lidamachi-Nagoya), and 15,5 m. from Hbioliaru station (7 hrs. 39 min.).

The place is 23,5 m. distant from Kofu. There are t\\o routes to reach the \-illage of Masutovii,

^^•here are cold springs of the strongest radio-activity in Japan.

(a). Starting from Nirazaki station and going N. by a highway, which leads to Iwamurada

near Komoro (Shinano Province) along the valley of the Shio-kmca, we reach Maviyoda via Shimo-jb,

Naka-j'o, and Odagaiva (jinrikisha available as far as Mamyoda) ; from Mamyoda the way diverges

into two, the left one leading to IFakavnko (Fop. 2,818) and the right to Kami-kandori via Fuj'ita.

Proceeding farther up the valley of the Shio-kawa, with the two mountains Al^^rt-^rt-^/irr/^r (5,544 ft.)

and Kaya-ga-dake (5,874 ft.) on the right, we come to Higashi-viuki.

(b). One who starts from Hinoharu station goes at first to W'akamiko and then across the

Siidama-gaii'a going N. E. the road meets with the route (a) near Higasld-nmki.

A small di.stance to the hamlet the way ascends by degrees, the banks of the Shio-kawa becoming

higher and steeper. Here hills .stand direct from the brinks of the stream on both the sides, agitated

water forming abysses and cascades here and there, while old pine-trees grown on quaint-shaped rocks

add to the charms of the sight. The abysses are called " Sen-ga-fuchi" or ' one thousand abysses.' jig. 4

A little up the .stream, there is a poor bathing-place " Aziwia-Onsen " at the foot of a rocky and

precipitous hill. The way now leads across the stream to J\^ei^oya. The two big keyah'-trees (Zelko\'a

acuminata), which stand on the ground of Negoya-jhija (Shinto shrine), are said to be more than one

thousand years old. A little farther we cross again the Shio-kawa and soon come to a small hamlet

called Taira.

After passing the place we descend to the stream, on which stands the village of Egusa

(Pop. 2,423). From Egusa we must climb Torii-saka, one of the steepest passes in Kai Province,

the ascent being about 0,8 m. A good example of the erosion of rocks by water can be seen from

the village on the S. slope of the hill, which may interest geologists. Though the ascent is not

more than one mile, it is indeed a laborious work, the path being very steep and stonj-. When we
reach the top, we can get a picturesque view over the valley of the Shio-kawa, the hamlet Hishi lying

below on its bank. The Hishi-j'inj'a, one of the places of hi.storical interest in the vicinity, stands

clo.se by the stream.

Passing through the hamlet, and turning right, we begin again to climb over " A'^agasaka-toge
"

or ' long pass,' the ascent being longer than over Torii-toge, but not .so .steep. From the top of the

pass a splendid, panoramic view of the surrounding mountains can be had

—

Kimbic-san (8,647 ft.),

Mizugaki-yavia, a branch peak of the Kimbu-san Range on the N. E., and Koiiia-ga-dake (9,900 ft.)

of Kai Province on the S. W.
Coming down the pa.ss, the road leads to a hill with two hamlets at its foot. The one Ij'ing on

the S. side is called " Hinata " meaning ' sunshine,' and the other on the N. .side " Hikage " meaning
' .shade.' In front of the latter hamlet flows a small stream called " Hontani-gaiva'' which is an

upper course of the Shio-kawa. A small hamlet Oshiba-imira with a dozen houses, lying on the

opposite side of the stream forms an entrance to the cold springs of Masutomi. While crossing the
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bridge, we see gas rising from the bed of the stream, and at Oshiba-mura we come across several

springs for the first time. One spring, issuing from the hill-side near Oshiba-mura, is called Gimen-to

or " Silver Spring," the water being carbonated and calcareous. The bath-house, having been

destroyed, is now under construction. After passing through an extensive region belonging to the

paleozoic .system, our eyes are greeted by granite rocks here.

About 0,4 m. up the stream there is on the right bank another hamlet with some 30 households,

called HigaiJii-obi. It is a poor mountain hamlet, most of whose inhabitants are farmers and some
miners for rock crystals or tungsten at the foot of Kimbu-san. At a little distance from the hamlet,

is found a tract of land, which is famous for a large number of cold springs of strong radio-activity.

"fi^.Tandlt These springs, issuing from hill-sides, gorges, and the bed of the stream, are equally located on a

granite formation, not verj' distant from one another, and the water contains as its main constituents

common salt and bicarbonates of the alkaline-earth metals, impregnated with a large amount of

carbonic acid gas. The water is moreover, endowed with strong radio-acti\'ity. The water of various

sources, which shows strong radio-acti\nty, is of low temperature, so that it must be previously

heated for bath. Khuen-to or " Gold Spring " seems to have been known to people for a long time

and is used for bath, on account of its comparatively higher temperature (33° C), but the water

shows the weakest radio-activity of all the springs in the neighbourhood. This is, howe\-er, only

one spring used for bath, though its equipments are very poor, while others remain even now in

a state of laissez-faire

.

Several springs produce a considerable quantity' of gas, rich with radium emanation. Both
water and gas can undoubtedly be utilized with good results for medical purpo.ses, internally or

externally, but no arrangement has yet been made for that end. The place is delightfully situated

amid.st scenic surroundings. The upper course of the Hontani-gawa is a rival in the beauty of natural

fig. 2 ami3 sceneiy with Mtake of Kai province. The scenery consists in densely wooded peaks, fantastically

shaped rocks, narrow ravines, and blue meandering streams, all these intermingled with trees.

Rhododendrons in late spring and tinged foliage in autumn are also attractive.

Mt. Kimbu is noted for its crj^stals and scheelite. There is also the site of an old gold mine,

carried on by Takeda Shitigeit. On the valley, into which the spring water flows, near Kinsen-to,
set Platr ?, , .
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fig. , leaves 01 some trees are covered with mineral sinter. The water is barrelled here and conveyed on
horse-back to Hinoharu station to be again .sent to Tokyo. In the N. of the Hontani-gawa there

is another branch called Kaviase-ga-wa of the Shiokawa, nearly paralled with the former. This stream

supplies ^\ater to a group of hamlets, such as Shiokawa, Godo, Mikado, Wada, and Ktiromori, the

last lying on the uppermost bank of the stream. This group is generally called " Nishi-obi" and

"fig."7'"'
possesses a large number of cold springs producing carbonic acid gas on the bank of the Kamase-
gawa. The surrounding scenery is also attractive. Going farther up the valley, we come to a

pasture called " Matsndairn Bohij'o," from ^vhich Mizitgaki-yama with ragged peaks is in full view.

The ascent of this mountain is very hard, but a trip even to its foot does not fail to interest one.

On account of their inconvenient location, Masutomi cold springs are still left to their own devices.

The springs were first examined a few years ago for their radio-activity by M. Minagawa, an expert

of Yamanashi-ken, but it was Dr. Ishizu, an e.xpert of the Tokyo Imperial Hygienic Laboratoiy,

that determined at their sources the quantity of radium emanation contained in the water and
brought the fact to public notice.

Kurobira is a watering-place, situated on the N. slope of Mitake, about 14 m. distant from
Kofu. The springs are found in the 3rd year of Genroku (1619) by a Shinto priest of Mitahe-jinja.

Though the baths are poor, the road leading from Kofu via Mitake is beautiful and worth travelling.

Mitake is noted for the best natural scenery in the neighbourhood of Kofu, from which to

Kin-o-jinja on the ShimmicJii ('New Road') is 1 1 m. To the foot of Wada-toge, about 1,4 m.,

jinrikisha are available. After reaching the foot of Wada-toge, an ascent of about a mile brings

us to the top, from which a fine view can be obtained. On descending the pass M'e come to a

cultivated plain, then proceed for about 2,4 m. round the foot of Takasago-yama, and find ourselves

on the bank of the Ara-kawa, where the grove of Tenjin-no-mori stands. Here begins sight No. i

of the beauties of Mitake. From the grove we follow the valley of the mountain stream for about

5 m. N. The foaming torrent as it dashes against the fantastic rocks that intercept the current, the

cliffs rising here and there on the banks, the waterfalls tumbling down by the road-sides, all

combine to attract the attention of tho.se who are succeptible to what is beautiful and sublime.

set Plate 3S,



At times the path leaves the valley and the sound of the dashing torrent is heard far below

our feet. The grove at this place is called Tenko-rin (' Heaven's Drum Grove '), and leaving the

grove we come to an open place, but soon rejoin the valley and find ourselves confronted with a

column-like gigantic rock rising perpendicularly several hundred feet. This is called Kakucn-lii) and
is considered one of the best sights in Mitake. Near this column there is the Kinh-ei-kivan Hotel,

which occupies a site of great scenic beauty. Still climbing upward, we come to statue erected in

memorj' of the famous road-maker, and near it stands a stone monument with an inscription giving

the history of this singular exploit. Continuing the ascent a stone gate is met with, and at a short

distance from it the bridge Shasen spans the mountain torrent. The views commanded from the

bridge are really romantic. Then comes the Senga-daki cataract, the most interesting of all in

Witake, and next the second stone gate, after which we reach the somewhat open space occupied

by the village of Ikari, where the road-maker lived and died, and at last, after a mile's progress,

the Shinto shrine of Kiii-o is reached, lO m. from Kofu, quite impressive in its structure and solemn

surroundings. The best time to visit Mitake is in autumn, when the valley is ablaze with the

crimson tints of maples and other leaves.

Mt. Kimbu-san can be climbed from this place. The crystals obtained from the mountain are

noted for their quality, and their yearly output amounts to ¥ 100,000, then come those obtained

from TakcDwri-yauia. Tungusten is extracted from the ciy.stal-bearing veins. The crj'stal produced

in Kai are purple, black, viiziiiri (containing water), kusairi (containing leaves), and brown, and

these are worked into balls, rosaries, rings, stamp stones, stationary articles, hair-ornaments for

women, and other decorative wares.

Komi-ScKiSUiji (2 m. N. from Kofu) lies on the slope of Sckisiiiji-yavia, on which extends a

dense state-owned forests, commanding a fine view over the plain of K5fu and Mt. Fuji beyond. The
spring is said to have been found in the Tensho Era (1573-92). Xumber of visitors: 350, the total

stays being 9,450 days (1909).

Shimobe (22 m. S. from Kofu, and 10 m. S. from Kajikazawd) lies on the E. bank of the Fuji-

kazi'a, about 9 m. lower than Kajikazawa, at the foot of Aniaga-take. Near by the spa runs a small

ravine, from whose bank the cold springs gush out. The baths are said to have been u.sed by Takeda

Shingen for the treatment of wounds. People believe that the water is efficacious especially for

bruises, wounds, and itches. Number of visitors : 4,979, the total stays being 26,248 days (1909).

NAGANO=KEN
Suwa (121,7 'T*- to Kami-Suwa from lidainachi, in 11 hrs. 5 min. ; 130,9 m. from y^goya

\

70 m. from Nagano). The two Suw as {Kami-Suw i and Shitiio-Suwa) are almost continuous along

the shores of the Lake Suwa, and seem to lie on subterranean beds of hot springs, as hot water

issues wherever a bore is made. In the depth of winter the lake is alive with skaters and a grand

meet is held at the Suwas. Pop.: 13,405 at Kami-Suwa; 6,630 at Shimo-Suwa. Takashima Castle

Grounds in Kami-Suwa mark the site where in the feudal days the Daimyo named Suwa resided
;

now the grounds constitute a public park.

Lake Suwa=ko is at the greatest elevation of all the largel akes in Japan, it being 2,600 ft. above the

sea. In circumference it is about lO m. and has lofty ridges surrounding it. At its N. W. end is an

outlet, which forms the headwaters of the Tenryu-gawa. From another corner the lovely shape of

Fuji is seen far away rising above the shoulder of the nearer ranges. The sight of the lake from the

top oi Shiojiri-tjge is e.xtremely pretty. The lake produces carp, gibel, eel, and other fresh-water fishes.

Geologists .say that the lake is gradually silting up, and that the old ca.stle grounds at Kami-

Suwa, which are now found at an considerable distance from the shore, were formerly at the edge of

the lake. The appearance of cracks on the surface of the frozen lake is generally regarded as a sign

that the ice can be walked upon with safety, this phenomenon arising from the fact that the increase

of volume of the water when throughly frozen cau.ses the central part to rise up and finally to

crack. The lake does not appear to be of volcanic origin.

Shrines of Kami-Suwa and Shimo-Suwa. The one at Kami-Suwa is called Ichi-no-miya and is

situated in grounds rendered very impressive by patriarchal cryptomerias ; it is noted also for its

beautiful architecture. The shrine at Shimo-Suwa is somewhat inferior in general appearance to the

other. 10 public baths, 27 doctors, i hospital (Kami-Suwa). Number of visitors : 64,370, the total
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stays being 126,910 days (1909). Inns: Botan-ya, Nunohan, Smva Hotel, Kogctsu-ktva)i.

4 public baths (Shimo-Suvva). Number of visitors : 9,994, the total stays being 23,601 days

(1909). Inns : Kame-ya, Maru-ya.

Meteorological Observations.

Summary.
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Asama (2,4 m. to the N. K. of Matsumoto) is a popular resort (1,600 ft. above the sea) for

Matsuiiioto residents. Here hot water issues everywhere, but great inconvenience is occasioned by the

scanty of ordinary water. Tlie place is provided with many inns where comfortable accommodation

may be obtained. Hino-nt and Nislii lshika'<vii-ya are among the fir.st-ratc establishments. Pop. i,6oo.

Number of visitors : 35,795, the total .stays being 73,136 days (1909).

Meteorological Observations.

Suinniar\'.
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Yamabe (2,4 m. E. of the Matswnoto station) offers only poor accommodation. 2,000 ft. above

the sea. Pop. 300. Number of visitors : 9,119, the total stays being 34,057 days (1909). Inns:

Iziuni-ya, Marunaka-ryokwan.

Tenryu=kyo. As the shortest natural route connecting Xakasen-dj region with the Tokai-do,

the descent down tlie rapids of the Teiiryii-gazva formerly played an important part in the economic

relations and transportation facilities between these two highway.s in the middle part of the main

island of Japan Proper. For one who starts from either from Tokyo or Yokohama and has to

return to the same place after enjoying the adventure, four days will be required. The best plan

is to stop overnight at either Kami-Suwa or Shimo-Suwa ; to halt at either lida or Tokhnata on

the 2nd day ; the 3rd day is devoted to the passage down from Tokimata, the night being spent

at Hainatnatiu, on the Tokai-do Line ; and on the 4th day one returns to one's starting-point.

From Tokimata to Mitsujitna, 19,5 m. in about 4 hrs. In about 30 min. from Tokimata we

Plate 3b come to the picturesque gorge called Tcnryu-kyj, which marks the entrance to the romantic rapids

and races that are to follow.

NaKabusa. There are two routes to reach the mountain spa Nakabiisa :

(a) Hotaka-giicld. From Akasliina station, crossing the Kaivatc-Kaidj , we reach Hotaka-machi,

then across the Karasu-gazua, come to Nislu-Hotaka-)iiura, and going over the Pass O-ttige and

up the stream Nakaiusa-gazija, reach the place, the whole distance being over 15 m. From Akashina

2,5 m. to Hotaka, jinnkisha scarcely available, thence 3,7 m. only on foot.

(b) Ariake-gucln. Going from Akashina 2,5 m. N. along the Kawate-Kaido, we come to

Nanaki-mura, then turning left towards the S. foot of Ariakc-zan, reach Furu-iiuiaya of Ariakc-iiuira

(2,5 m.), jiiirikisha available so far (fare, 55 sen); from Furu-umaya, passing through the plain at

the foot of ^Vriake-zan, Miyagi is reached, where porters for baggages and guides can be hired. From
Miyagi we go 5 m. up the stream to Shhiano-saka by a road maintained by the Forestry Department

{Nakabusa-Rindj), and cross the gorge and over the peak, around the middle slope of Ariake-zan,

the ascent being very steep. The road coming from Hotaka meets that coming from Ariake-guchi

at this point. Ascending 2,5 m. farther from Shinano-zaka, we reach at last the bathing-place of

Nakabusa. Fee for carrying baggage from Miyagi to Nakabusa : 10 sen per kivaimnc (8,3 pounds)

as a rule ; for fragile articles 50 90 more, and for articles longer than 3 ft. and wider than 2 ft. double

the ordinary rate. Guide '^oscn; horse ¥ 1,50; kago ¥ 2,50.

Nakabusa lies at the middle of the slope of Ariake-zan, at the foot of the Hakuba Range, the

place being the first step for those who want to climb the Japanese Alps. The spa is surrounded

on every side by lofty mountains. The eminent peaks, such as Hakuba-san, O-renge, Yari-ga-take

,

Shakiishi-dake and Eboshl-dake, rise high in the sky far beyond, while the stream A^akabiisa-gawa

with clear water runs near the spa. A dense forest with big and old trees is in its neighbourhood.

riuU37 The place is 5,300 ft. above the sea-level. Everywhere within about 0,3 m. in the gorge issue hot

.springs, the flow of water being abundant. There are three bath-tanks, of which the one called

' Kaslukiri-yii' is for reservation. Besides the usual baths, special arrangements for hot water massage

{Takino-yu) and for vapour bath, as well as for swimming, are provided outside. The water is

alkaline, containing hydrogen sulphide, iron, alumina, etc., and claims to be efficacious for dyspepsia,

disorders of the brain, wounds, syphilis, rheumatism, kakke, disorders of the female genital organs,

etc. The discovery' of the springs dates back to the Era of Enryaku (782-806). Number of visitors :

22,000 (1912).

Shirahone. The spa is situated at the N. E. foot of Norikiira-ga-take , which rises on the

boundary' of the two provinces, Shinano and Hida. Yake-ga-take stands to the N. of the spa by

v\hich a small stream runs ; on the opposite side of the stream there is a high and steep bank,

forming a precipice hanging over the water. The springs are said to be efficacious for diseases of

the stomach.

Norikura-ga-take may be best climbed from the spa (in G-y hrs.).

Number of visitors : 3,000 (natives) and 50 foreigners (19 12).

ISamiKochi. 27 m. W. from Matsumoto; from Matsumoto to Shimajima in Azumi-nmra,
1 1 m., jinrikisha available (fare 66 sen), thence on foot. The spa lies on a flat plateau enclosed

by high mountains, at an elevation of 4,720 ft. above the sea. Kasumi-dake rises to the' S. E.,

Yari-ga-take to the N. W., Hotaka-ga-take to tlie N. W., and Yake-ga-take to the S. of the .spa.
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The two mountains, Yari and Yake, can be climbed from this place. Shiralione hot springs are

12 m. N. from here. The air being bracing and the heat moderate in summer, it is fast growing

popular as a summer resort and has begun to be noticed by foreigners. At present there is only

one inn in the spa. Number of visitors : 397, the total stays being 786 days (1909).

KUZU. 21 m. X. \V^ from Akasltina station, jinrikiilu available throughout. The spa lies at

the foot of the mountains Takinosawa-dake and Nanakiira-ga-take, on the bank of the upper course of

the Takasc-ginoa, at an elevation of 2,847 ft. above the sea The three mountain lakes, Kizaki,

Naka-ami, and Aokt, are about 7 m. N. E. There are 6 hot springs now in use and only one inn

in the spa. Number of visitors : 2,417, the total stays being 10,585 days (1909).

Shino-noi Line. This Line leads from Shnvoj'iri and connects with the Shin-Etsu Line at

Shino-noi, the total extension being 42,1 m. \ia this Line, through trains run between Tokyo {/ida-

machi) and Nagano on the one hand and bet\\'een Nagoya and Nagano on the other, the former

occupying 13 hrs. 41 min. and the latter 10 hrs. 52 min. The presence of the mighty range recently

called the ' Northern Alps of Japan ' is prominent feature of the district traversed by this line.

Japan Alps.

This is the title of a volcanic range extending through the central part of Honshu or the Main

Island of Japan, and forming the boundary between Suruga, Kai, Totomi, Shinano, Hida, Etchii, and

Echigo. It consists of three lofty ridges called respectively Southern, Middle, and Northern.

(i) The 'Southern .Mps of Japan' are made up of the Akaishi Ridge, which, rising in the Atsumi

Peninsula in ^Iikawa, passes to the N. of Hamana-ko Lagoon, winds between the valleys of the

ri\'ers Kamanashi and Tcmyu, and ends at the shore of Lake Suwa-ko. This range furnishes a good

example of upheavals caused by the sliding of .strata. Of the spurs of clusters of peaks in this

range, those that attain an elevation of approximately 10,200 ft. above the sea are Akaishi (10,145 ft.),

Shiratie-san (loftiest point 10,332 ft. and including Kita-dake, Aino-take, Notori-san), and Koma-ga-take

of Kai Province, in which JisTi, Ho-o, and Koma-ga-take itself all rise about 10,000 ft. above the sea.

(2) The ' iWiddle Alps of Japan ' are constituted by the Ki.so Range, which rises in the Chita

Peninsula in Owari, enters Shinano, where it sends up Ena and Koma-ga-take and forms a watershed

for the Kiso and the Teni") u, finally terminating at the S. end of the Matsumoto Plain. The cluster

of peaks with Koma-ga-take of Shinano as their monarch forms the highest elevation in this chain.

(3) The ' Northern Alps of Japan ' is the title applied to the Hida Range, which forms the

majestic chain that extends from N. to S. on the E. boundary separating Hida and Etchu from

Shinano. This comprises On-takc 10,447 ft., Norikura 10,142 it., Jancn-takc and Otenp-dakc 10,447 ft.,

and Shiratori-dake. Other noted peaks slightly lower than the above are Tsubamc-dake , Kasa-ga-take

,

Gorokii-takc, Washiha-dake , and Tsnrugi-ga-dakc. Running further N. it sends up Tate-yania, and

finally descends into the Japan Sea in the steep precipices of Oyasliirazii. The ranges extends for

a distance of 98 m. with a breadth of 37 m.

Prof Shiga, in his ' Essay on Japanese Scenery,' writes that the ' Japan Alps ' arc a medley

of volcanic upheavals that have burst through granite .strata form the wildest and grandest solitude

of rocky pinnacles and wooded peaks in Japan. It is such a solitude, that in summer at some hot

springs human faces are rarely seen for weeks at a time, the only living creatures that meet the

eyes of solitary' travellers or mountaineers in this wild tract being the golden-coloured eagles that

soar abo\e the mountains, and pretty deers that stare stolidly at the .strange figures. A peculiar

species of swallow, haunting cascades or falls, and sluggish salamanders, hiding in mountain creeks,

characterize this region as compared with the original Alps. Then in their comparatively primitive

aspect the Japanese Alps compare favourably with their somewhat vulgarized prototype, at the Rev.

Walter Weston, who is probably the highest authority on the ' Alps of Japan,' writes in his e.\cellent

work on this particular subject.

Those in Tokyo or Yokohama who wish to explore this region should take the first train at

Ueno and stop a night at Matsnnioto. The next day Norikura-ga-dake is climbed, then we descend

to Shirahone Hot Springs, and, after attacking the AbJ-tJge (6,396 ft. above the sea) on the boundary

between Shinano and Hida, hvo-ga-takc, Hotaka-ga-take, Yari-ga-take (11,578ft.) and Kasa-ga-takc

are climbed in succession ; to be followed by the ascent of the peaks (^n the boundarj- between

Shinano and Etchij, such as Shishi-ga-take, Harinoki-t'oge (8,200 ft.), Daikokit-dake, Yari-ga-take, and

so forth. Shirouma-dake and Dairenge-san (9,610 ft.), between Etchii and Echigo, arc next
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attempted, and after a rest at Renge Hot Springs, 5,445 ft., where a single inn stands, we descend

to Kotaklmtira on the bank of the Itoi-gazca and finally emerge on the town of the same name after

a walk of II m. Thence we return_to our starting-point by train \ia Naoetsu.

For those starting from either Osaka or Kobe the first objective is Takayama, the principal

city in Hida. Then proceeding along the road for Matsumoto, the first real ascent is tried at

Norikura-i^a-take, after which, following the itineraiy mentioned above, one enters Etchij via

Harinoki-tdge, to end the ad\'enture with the ascent of the Tate}-ama Range. Tateyama commands

one of the grandest and most magnificent views in Japan, and, though inferior in height, is said

to surpass the European Alps in so far as regards the number of lofty peaks that can be descried

from the top. Descending to Ashikum-ji, one then proceeds to Toyania, not quite 17 m. distant,

and then back home by train. The expedition requires about one month, whether one starts from

Tokyo or Osaka.

Ascent of Norikura-ga-daUe.

Norikura'Ra-dake stands over 10,400 ft. high above the sea and is the sixth highest pealc in Japan Proper. There are six

ascents of which, two are from Shinano, viz. from Oiiogawa-iimra and Shirahone Hot Springs, and the other four from Hida,

viz. from Xomiigi. Ao\uu IivaiJaiii, and Hirayu Hot Springs.

(1) From Sbirahoae Hot Spriogs the patli leads in about 5 m. to the cultivation plot at the headwaters of the Ono-gawa,

and 1,4 m. farther on to Kaiinyama-taira, where galena ores are said to have been extensively mined by Taieda Shingen (1^,21-

73), and the working of which is still being carried on. Ascending the slope, a little further on the path comes to a small stream

strongly smelling of sulphuretted hydrogen, issuing from a crevice a little higher up. This place is 8,500 ft. above the sea.

We soon enter the crawling pine zone, with rhododendron shrubs flowering here and there. At an altitude of Io,000 ft. the path

leads over hardened lava and scoriae, making the climbing very laborious, and soon the summit is reached. Near it is an old

crater 984 ft. in diameter, the wall of which rises steeply at its E. side, but i? much lower on the N. N. W. On the elevated

side a small shrine dedicated to Asahi-Goi'gen and also a stone post for triangular survey are found. No less than 47 small tarns

also exist about this place, most of them dry. From the cultivated plot to the summit the distance is about 7 m.

(2) From Hirayu Hot Springs the path leads in about half a mile to the smelting works, then to a magnificent cascade

600 ft. in height tumbling down rocky sides. The path makes plenty of ups and downs, leads past the mine office, through a

pine wood, and after an hour's climb over places strangely devoid of rocks and water, enters the crawling pine zone. Passing

over YtitsH-ga-take which forms an ante-peak, as it were, to Xorikura, we find Ehiko-dnke rising on the right. Going up still

higher we find, when we reach Lake CJnifu, that Ebiko is now below us, and from three sides of the lake rugged peaks shoot

up. The water is yellowish and the whole scenery strikes one as uncanny. Then begins a scramble over sharp slopes, the path

passing along a narrow ridge like a horse's Vjack, while now and then even such a path is absent. The crawling pines become

scarce, but alpine plants take their place. Past Tsiiru-ga-ike tarn and in sight of another tarn called Kame-ga-ikc, an altitude

of over 10,000 ft. is registered. The upward journey over volcanic rocks is a tedious process, the path making ups and downs.

No. 5 tarn is seen to the left. Then there is another high elevation to be attacked, the path to it being strewn with large lava

blocks, and finally we reach the summit of Norikura-ga-dake. The twin peaks bound in a lake, the largest tarn existing at such

an altitude in Japan, for in diameter it measures 1,000 ft. On the right pe.ik stands the Shinto shrine of .^.vr?/;?';//;;/;?, while the

left one is sacred in honour of Ontake-jinja^ and it is this latter peak that forms the highest point in Xorikura-ga-dake, its summit,

according to the latest calculation, rising 10,630 ft. above the sea. The views obtained from this vantage point vie in grandeur

with those from the lop of On-take.

Ascent of Vari-{)a-taUe.

Yari'ga>take ('Spear peak') is, next to Fuji, the highest mountain in Japan, being 11,600 ft. al>ove the sea. The following

description of the .iscent of this peak is based on the ' Yari-ga-ftike Taiikenki' (Exploration of Yari-ga-take) of Mr. Kojima

Usui, who is an acknowledged Japanese authority on mountaineering.

At Shimajima Village a guide is hired. Four miles on there is a mineral spring called Furohira, and thence the track

leads, over the Tokiimoto-toge (7,100 ft.) between Nabekaburi-yama and Kastniii-dake. The path then makes a descent and leads

to a hut in a dense forest on the banks of the Azusa-gawa, 7 hrs. from the starting point. In the river trout abounds, and

beyond towers up the sulilime granite ridge of Hotaka resembling in its situation and outline a momitain near Chamonir in the

European Alps. From the hut to the top 9 to 10 hrs. are taken ; then down to the hunter's cave at Akasaka (6.400 ft.) 2 hrs.

30 min. are required even by the hardest climbers. From the cave the path is led along a mountain stream which has to be
forded here and there, and in 3 hrs. the snosv-streaked granite giant of Hotaka rises on the left, while on the right stand well-wooded

and milder ranges. The peaks rising about are all of granite and in their spiry shapes remind the beholder of the wild mountain

landscapes that are found in Chinese paintings. Nowhere in Japan, except at remote places in Yamato, can such primitive

grandeur and sublime solitude l>e found as in this neighbourhood. From the hunter's cave the forest zone is left, and the path

begins to ascend over snow-fields. Continuing the upward journey, the presence of huge boulders indicates the nearer approach

to the summit. Some are piled up, others threaten to tumble down, while here and there they form natural arches, and stepping

from one stone to another, or clambering over boulders or across snow-fields, and sometimes crawling over risky spots the summit
is reached at last. At this spot a single rocky pinnacle is seen to shoot up perpendicularly, its sides falling away sheer all

round like a spear-point, the S. E. corner alone exhibiting a slight slope. On the descent a sturdy man can reach the hunter's

cave in 2 hrs. 30 min., hence 12 hrs. 30 min. to Shimajima.

'ITie views from the summit embrace to the N. the innumerable peaks, many of them nameless, of Shinano and Etchu ; to

the \V., Kasa-ga-take ; to the S., the ridge of Hotaka and Norikura, and beyond, the peaks of On-take and to its E. Koma-
ga-take of Shinano ; and to the S. W., the lofty range forming the boundary between Shinano and Kai, and far away, for the
distance is 85 m. ast he crow flies, Fuji lifts up her noble head. The view of Japan Sea to the N. W. is generally obscured owing
to mist.
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Ascent of Hotdka-^a-take. This is also called Mybjin-dake and ranks third on the list of high mountains, it standing
11,500 ft. atove llie sea. Tlie .iscent is made from Higashi-Hotakiiimira, 6m. to the S. \V. of th station, Tokw^o being the
usual starting-point. Trom the village to the summit it is an ascent of a little over 17 m., and though involving hard strain

the journey can be accomplished in one day, viz. 6 hrs. in ascent and 5 in descent, llotaka stands before us soon after the
start as a granite cliff shooting up 5,000 ft. from the ravine of the Autsa-g(ni.hi. The trouble with this mountain is that no track

has yet been made to facilitate the ascent, so that the climber has to force his way through tall bamlioo-grass and to scramble
up rocks by dint of holding on to shrubs or creepers. At 8,500 ft. above the sea there is a suow-covcred slope making an angle
of about 40°, and, when this is safely climbed, large masses of smooth rock bar the passage. Scrambling over it we at length
reach the ridge from which rise several peaks, of which the one on the extreme left is the highest, with a summit consisting

of broken blocks of granitic rock. The panorama viewed from here is practically identical witli that seen from Yari-ga-lake.

Nakabusa Hot Springs lie to the \V. of Hotaka and is 14.5 m. distant from Matsumoto. The spa occupies a solitary spot
surrounded by high mountains and deep valleys and is resorted to by students who are anxious to utilise their summer holidays

to the l>est advantage for the body and the mind.

Ascent of Ariake-yama, 8,075 f'- '^ best made from the hot springs, the ascent being divided into 9 stages, each coverin"
about 0,5 to 0,6 m. and indicated by a post. At the 6th stage the twin mountains of Clw-ga-take and Amakazari rise, the S.

one connected with Knstimisawa-zan and the N. one with Ariake, At the 7th stage the road becomes steeper and here the

Ojlgokii-Jaiii ('Big Hell Valley ') is found. At this spot one part of the road hai been washed away by heavy rain, leavin" a

huge rock overhanging above, while a dense mist always obscures the abyss. P'rom the opening at the 8th stage, the town of

Omac/n\ the two lakes of Kosaki and Nakatstina, and then the noble ridge of Ilida are seen. At the top stands a torii, a little

beyond which we come to the small Shinto shrine of Ariake-jinja. The panorama of the Matsumoto Plain unfolded below and
of the rivers and surrounding mountains well rewards one for the toil of the ascent.

HiraO. There are fi\'e hot springs noted for their efficacy in Hirao-viura , viz. Kambayashi,

Kiitsuito, Shibii, Andai and Yudanaka. These springs, not distant from one another, can be easily

reached from the station Toyono (141,5 m. from Ueno, in 7 hrs. 35 min.), the distance being 10 m.
Automobiles, omnibu.ses, and jinrikislia are available. Post, telephone and telegraph office. The
five springs are situated on the bank of the Yomase-gaiva, Kambayashi lying on the uppermost
poition and Yudanaka on the lowest.
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Month

January

April

May

June

July

August

September

Janiiary

Februai y

March

April

May

June

July

August

September

November

December

January
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April

May

Ail temperature

Mean

Mean
I

Max. |
Min. Range

Absolute

Max. Min.

No. of hours

with

Sunshine

Total

For the year, 191 2.

-1.9
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Meteorological Observations.

SuniiiKiiA',

Month
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Nozawa, 24 m. N. E. from Toyono station, jinrUdsha available, lies on the right bank of the

Cliikiivia-gaiva, with hills on the N., S. and E., at an elevation of 993 ft. above the sea. The
springs were found in the Teniyaku Era (947-57). Pop. 1,659, 7 public baths, 12 inns, i doctor.

The spa may become a lovely summer retreat, the climate being moderate during the summer
months. Number of visitors : 16,055, the total stays being 45,590 days (1909).

Meteorological Observations.

Summarj'.

Month



Meteorological Observations.

Summary.

Month
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This highland is bounded by the River Tsiikechi on the E., the River Ama on the W., the River

Kiso on the S., and Mt. Tobi-kva and Su on the N. Overlooking the grand plateau of Naegi, the

visitor commands a distant, panoramic view of the highest peaks of the ' Japanese Alps,' such as

Ena Kasa<roe, Koina-ga-dake , Mi-take, Norikura, etc. There are countless caves, large and small,

clear streams invariably flowing out of them. These are the so-called " Eight Hundred and Eighty

Valleys " (a name given by Kobo-Daishi, the much revered ancient priest). Water of all the.se

streams are strong radio-active. Foot-paths, suitable for sauntering, thread their way beside the

sec Plate 3<) streams and also encircle the foot of the highland. Thus the whole district forms a natural park

on a large scale.

The district enjoys a mild climate, which does not vary very much; the temperatures ranging

from 30° F. in winter to 80° F. in summer.

The place lies about 5 m. from the Nakatsu-gawa station on the Central Railway Line (about

3 hrs. from Nagoya) ; and there is a good scenic road ovqx ^\i\c\\ jinrikisha and kago are available.

see Plate 38 Some of the chief attractions on the way are the Kiso rapids, wonderful rocks on the site of Naegi

Castle, etc.

The whole district is of granite formation and produces various kinds of minerals, numbering

more than fifty. The more important of them are na'cgitc, fcrgusonite, zircon, bismuth, tin sand,

tungsten, etc. Besides, there are such precious stones as riitile {}), sapphire, etc., and one can pick

up morion and topaz anywhere.

These are produced not only at Takayaina in Fukuoka-mura, but also at Fukuoka in Fukuoka-

mura, in Naegi-maclii, and Hirukawa-mura, all in Ena-gori.

Rock-ciystal was found in 1873 at Asa-Wakayama, Oaza-Takayania, Fukuoka-mura, and later

in 1884 when tin sand was discovered on the same spot, the Mitsui Company organized Tono-

Saiko-sha (Mining Company in Eastern Mino), which carried out the mining enterprise on a large

scale to their immense profit. Afterwards the work was handed over to local capitalists who still

run it. At first the tin sand produced here was found to contain various minerals above referred

to but these mixtures were discarded as useless and offensive, as they made refining difficult and

greatly decreased the percentage of production of the refined mineral, especially so in the case of

tungsten, naegite, etc., forming small particles. But in 1894-5 " kinko-scki" alone was found useful

for colouring chinawares and porcelain and has since then maintained some market value. In 191

1

the importance of tungsten was first known and the mineral was discovered at Oaza-Takayama in

Fukuoka-mura and also in Hirukawa-mura, where it is still being mined. With the progress of

chemistry and various scientific investigations, it became a problem whether this mineral contains

radium or not. While the scientists were discussing it in the next year Kanroku Yoshimura, the

land-owner of the Yunoshima mineral spring, suppo.sed that this spring contains radium emanation

and spread the news. In Februaiy, 19 13, Mr. Y. Morimoto, Tokyo, tested the spring and found the

rumour true. The land-owner then entrusted Mr. Morimoto with the entire management of this

spring, and he immediately applied for analysis to the Tokyo Imperial Hygienic Laboratory of the

Department for Home Affairs. Expert Mr. Kinugasa and Assistant Mr. Nishihara were despatched

to the spot and the analysis confirmed the fact that the spring in question contains a large amount

of radium emanation. Since then Dr. Ishizu and Dr. Tokunaga and other famous men have visited

the place and observed the promising feature of this tract of land.

The district, on the whole, forming a highland, the climate is healthy, air invigorating, and

scenery grand. As the thick forests of Kiso are not very far, and better still, the means of access

not lacking, it is believed that the district would become a suitable summer sanatorium if proper

accommodation were provided for it. At present no bathing arrangements are made.
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TOYAMA=KEN
Ogawa. 0,7 m. from Tomari station on tlic Hokuioku Main Line. Springs issue from a hillside ,„ p,au ?.

on the upper course of the Os;azva (7,5 m. S. ¥.. from the Tomari station). Formerly there used ^^- ' ""''

to be several inns with private baths at the source of springs, but they were completely de.stroyed

by an inundation in 1909, and now the water is conducted by wooden pipes to the town. Number
of visitors (before inundation): 5,705, the total stays being 37,756 days (1909).

Putami, ISuronagi^ and Kanetsuri. The three hot springs, mentioned above, can be reached

from the Mikkaicid station on the Hokuroku Main Line. Starting from the station and going 7,5 m.
towards the S. E., we come to Aiinoto-baslii, which spans the Kitrobe-gawii at the end of the village

of Aimoto-mura. The bridge was constructed on the cantilever principle and enjoyed formerly the

reputation to be one of the three most ingenious bridges in Japan. It is about 240 ft. in length

and about 50 ft. above the surface of the water, for the Kurobe-gawa runs here between precipitous

banks, the colour of water as seen from the bridge being emerald green.

About 7>5 m- up the Kurobe-gawa there are Kuronagi Hot Springs, at the point where the

Kurobe-gazva joins its affluent Kiironagi-gatva. The place is at an elevation of 640 ft. above the

sea-level. 3,8 m. farther from Kuronagi up the river Kurobe-gawa lie Kanetsuri Hot Springs at the

foot of Higashi-Kanetsiiri-yama, which has a shape of temple-bell.

On the upper course of the Kuronagi-gawa are situated Futajui Hot Springs, about i m. distant

from Kuronagi. The springs have their source in a cave between two rocks standing on the river-bed.

These two rocks, larger and smaller, are tied together by a large shime-naiva (straw rope with tufts
'"fp!'.

^
of the same material), with a torii on one of the rocks. On account of the resemblance of these rocks

fig. 3

to the " Wedded Rocks " of Futaini-no-nra (Ise Province), the springs are called " Futami-Onsen."

The spa is resorted to mostly by the inhabitants in the neighbourhood.

Kuronagi Kanetsuri

Number of visitors

:

243 1,000 ('9°9)

The total stays (in days): 1,291 7,000 ( „ )

Oiwavama. 13,7 m. E. from Toyama, Jinrikisha (J^ire, 66 se?i) sv3\\3.h\e, and 5 m. S. E. from

Kavii'iclu-Dtaclu. The place is situated at the N. extremity of the ridge adjacent to Mt. Tate-yama,

at an elevation of about 700 ft. above the sea, surrounded on three sides by mountains and open '" P'«t' *•

on the N. toward the plain of Etclm, commanding an extensive view of the Bay of Etchtj and Noto.

On a rocky precipice here stands a famous temple called Nisseki-ji (Shingon Sect), and behind the

temple are found .several waterfalls, of which 0-taki, the largest one, presents a wonderful sight.

Close by the waterfall stands a stone statue of Fudo-son, which is said to have been sculptured by

Shaku-7W-Gydki in the 2nd year of Jinki Era (726 A.D.). Even now bathing in the waterfalls is

popularly believed to be efficacious for curing mental derangement and also eye diseases, and thus

the place is visited by sick people all the year round. The place has a small temple for those

bathers coming for recuperation, who shut themselves up therein during certain numbers of daj-s.

The place, being located amidst beautiful surroundings, may be said to be one of the most pleasant

summer retreats in the province. There are six inns in the place. Number of visitors : 4,734, the

total stays being 9,167 days (1909).

Omaki. 11,5 m. S. E. from Fukuno .station on a private railway, " Chu-etsu Line" {Takaoka
—Johana). From the station 4 m. E. to hiattii-niachi, jinrikisha ?Lva.\\3.h\e. The spa lies on the E.

bank of the hiiiaii-gaiva (also called S/iJ-girwa) at an altitude of 850 ft. above the sea. The bath-

tank is constructed close by the stream and covered with stones. The place is beautifully located '•< ^'o'' -^

amidst densely wooded hills. Number of visitors : 4,296, the total stays being 20,439 days (1909).

Farther up the stream is Soyama=Onsen and 5 m. down Yuyama=Onsen.

1SHIKAWA=KEN
Yamanaka^ 5. m. to the S. E. of the Daishoji station (87,7 m. from Maibtira, in 5 hrs. 30

min.). Electric Tramway available (30 min., fare, 50 sen), is a picturesque retreat (240 ft. above the

sea) with hills on three sides and the Daishoji-gaiva traversing the open portion. High banks bound »" P'oif *?

the stream, which is clear and bright. The place is noted for lacquer-wares. Pop. 3,300. Number

of visitors: 28,832, the total stays being M7,495 days (1909)- Kakke patients resort to the spa

very often. Inns : Yoshino-ya, Mitani-ya, Ogi-ya.
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iSatayamazu is 2 m. N. W. of the Ibun-bashi station and can be reached by omnibus or

jinrikislta. The spa (Pop. 500) lies on the lake side o{ Shibayama-gata (about 10 ni. in circumference),

and is i.S m. distant from the sea. The spring issuing from bed of the lake was found in the Era
of Sho-o (1652-5), but used first for bathing in 1883, after the shore of the lake had been jiartly

reclaimed. The water is said to be efficacious for dysjx-psia. The lake abounds in fish, especially

terrapin {dorogamc). Number of visitors : 12,378, the total .stays being 32,833 days (1909). Inns:
Hoslii, Kami-ya.

Meteorological Observations.

Suuimar}-.

For the year, 191 1.
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FUKUI=KEN

Awara is situated near the Azaara station on the Mikuni Line (Kanatsu—Mikuni), a branch

of the Hokuroku Main Line. The springs are located at the N. corner of the plain extending

between Mikuni and Fukui, bounded by hills on the N. Before 1884 this region was a marshy

o-round grown with reeds, hence the name ' Plain of Reeds.' In consequence of floods in that year

the hot springs were found. The sea bathing place of Mikuni is about 2,5 m. N. from the spa.

Inns, 25 in number, are all provided with private baths. The spa is resorted to by people from

Fukui and also from Kyoto and Osaka. Number of visitors : 20,083 (1909); 41,986 (1913)-

MIE=KRN

Komono (Yunoyama Hot Spring) (11 m. N. W. of Yokkaiclii station and 23,2 m. from

Nagoya, in about I hr.) is at Yunoyama, close to the village of Komono. The place is surrounded

set //,./< u on three sides by hills, while on the E. it offers a fine prospect of the bay and the hills of Owari

and Mikawa beyond. A light railway leads as far as Yunoyama. In the upper course of the River

Mitakc-gazva, on which Yunoyama is situated, there is a waterfall called " Ao-taki" which is one

see Plate 45 attraction of that spring town. The hot water is believed to be efficacious for kakke (beri-beri),

lung troubles, diseases of the stomach, etc. Number of visitors : 2,376, the total stays being 5,497

days (1909). Inns: Kotobiiki-tei, Ise-ya.

Toba (81,8 m. from Nagoya, in 3 hrs. 42 min.). Formerly the castle town of the Daimyo

Inagaki, Toba is a very pretty place, open to the sea toward the S. E., and surrounded by mountains

on the N. W. The port, situated at the entrance of the Bay of Ise and right opposite to the Irako

Promontory on the coast of Mikawa, is protected from rough seas by numerous pretty islets and is

a haven of refuge for coasting steamers. Pearl culture :—Mr. Mikinioto carries on the pearl-culture

industiy with great success at Ago Bay, not very far from Toba, and at Toba he has made arrange-

ments for showing foreign visitors the method of gathering pearl-oysters by female divers, aina.

The female divers of Toba,—bare to the waist, their lower limbs clad in a red garment—who
plunge into the deep sea and fish up pearl-oysters, are an exceedingly hardy race. They are certainly

worth seeing. Castle site, now owned by the Navy Department, affords a veiy fine view of the

sea and islands.

Hiyori-yama, literally ' Weather Hill,' is situated at the N. W. end of Toba port. It com-

mands a splendid view, not only on the beautiful islet-studded sea in front (often compared to

Matsu-shiina), but also of the distant mountains of Shinano, Kai, and Suruga,

—

Fuji among others.

Hinoyama^ about 4 m. from Futami-ga-ura, is within a 'i<:\\ minutes' walk from Toba station.

see riaie 4t> Tlic extcnsivc range of view from it and the superb excellence of its sceneiy rank it among rare

scenic .spots in this country^ Tourists visiting Toba are advised to make ascent of this hill, as they

are sure to be amply compensated for the time and exertion required. Recently the roads have

been much improved to make the ascent easier and cottages built on the hillside for travellers who
can take rest and have refreshments. Hinoyama is also known as Kakchi-yauui, the name having

been originated in the historical fact that Kuki Yoshitaka, a feudal lord who was a naval commander
under Taikd Hideyoshi, designed to supply water to the castle of Toba from a spring on that hill

by means of kakehi (bamboo tubes).

Toba, the " Town of Longevity." According to the recent report of the town headman, Toba
has 1,233 houses and 6,419 inhabitants, of this small population happy people who are more than

seventy years old number 220. It is not without reason that Toba is called the " Town of Longevity."

NARA=KEN
Rokuyo-Kosen, 0,7 m. S. from Nara, is situated on the road ' Nabari-Kaido' on the bank

of a stream, the cold spring issuing from its bed. Number of vi.sitors : 15,043 (1909).

Shiraya-Kosen is on the S. E. of Mt. Voshino (famous for chen\- blossoms) and is situated

•ee rinie 47 OH the upper course of the River Yoshino. The spa is on all sides shut in by wooded hills. The
river abounds in " ayu " fish. Mineral water is said to be efficacious for dyspepsia, carcinoma of

stomach, uterus diseases syphilis, gonorrhoea, consumption, etc.

J

i
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WAKAYAMA=KEiN

SedO-no-l^anayama (Yuzaki). The spa lies 12,5 m. S. \V. from Taiiabc (75,4 m. S. from

Wakavmna). From Wakayama to Tanabe, jmrikisha available along the highway, or steamships
;

from Tanabe to the spa by feriy. The hot springs are located on the S. side of a small jx;ninsula

projecting from the VV. coast of Kii. Mere hot springs come forth partly from the beach and partly

from the bottom of the sea, so that hot sand bath can be taken in this spa. One of these springs,

called " Kin-cki-scn " or " Sa/ci-no-yii," issues from the fissure of rocks close by the sea, forming a s.e ruu /s

gourd-shaped bath-basin. The bath stands in the open air and bathers have a beautiful view of the

surroundings. The spa affords also facility for sea bathing and those visitors may also amuse
themselves with fishing. The climate being xnry mild, it is a delightful resort. Number of visitors :

5,339, the total stays being 44,597 days (1909).

Yunomine (Shimura-Onsen). 42 m. E. from Tanabe (Kii Province), no jinnkis/ia available.

The springs are 2,6 m. S. W. from Hougu-vntra, which lies on the bank of an affluent of the

Kiuna-uo-gau-a, 24 m. up from Shingu-jiiachi. The place is enclo.sed on every side by mountains, sf Piau ^
and situated at an elevation of 630 ft. above the sea. These hot springs, 3 in number, prove

efficacious in diseases of the skin, the water containing sulphide. The " Tsubo-yu " comes forth from

a cave of rocks on the river bed, the cave itself forming a bath. It is so narrow that only one
p;;rson can bathe in. Number of visitors : 5,985, the total .stays being 15,614 days (1909).

Katsu-ura. Near the .sea-port Kalsit-ura on the S. coast of Kii Peninsula is Soto-no=yu Hot
Springs, facing the sea on three sides and enjoying a mild climate both in winter and in summer, see puu so

High cliffs stand close to the spa. The place has every facility for fishing and sea bathing. The
adjoining sea is noted for whale-fishing. The slope of a hill behind the place is a recreation ground,

open to the public, from which a charming view of the famous waterfall of iVrtc/w' can be obtained.

kyOto=fu

l^asagi {j)7,7 m. from Mmato-iuaclii, in 2 hrs. 18 min.) is rich in the beauties of mountain and
stream. Kasagi-Onsen (205 ft. above the .sea), 0,3 m. N. K. from the Kasagl iX.TMow on the Kwansai
Line and by the River Kizu-gawa , is a hot cabonated spring. Many people resort here, not onl}-

on account of the spa, but for the beautiful countr\' life and the fishing in summer.

Kasagi^yama (0,1 m. from the station) is easily climbed, as it is but 0,5 m. from the foot to

the summit. It is a famous spot, being the place where the Emperor Godaigo-Tenno took refuge

u-hen he fled from Kyoto. The temple Kasagi-dcra (at the summit), where the Eimperor once stayed,

has since been almost entirely destroyed by fire. The temple grounds contain a large number of

uine (plum) and cherry-trees, while the view of the surrounding country is splendid. There are

also a number of large, singularly shaped rocks, to which various names hav^e been given, such as

Yakushi, Miroku, Kokitzo, Kasagi-ishi (the largest of these is about 150 sq. ft. in area). Kasagi=ishi.

A story goes that the P-mjDeror Temmu-Tenno (in the 7th centuiy) was once caught in a tremendous

rain-storm on this hill, when the Kokuzo-Bosatsu appeared and gave him .shelter. The Emperor

thereupon vowed to dedicate a temple to this deity, as a thank-offering for the kindness done him,

and as a pledge he took off the hat he was wearing and laid it on a rock,—hence the name of

the rock and the hill {Knsagi meaning " hat laying down "). The famous Tsui'/gase plum grove may
be reached from the next station Shima-ga-hara (7,8 m. from Kasagi). The hot springs issue from

the fissure of granite rocks on the Kizu-gaioa. Number of visitors : 1 ,236, the total stays being

2,636 days (1909).

OSAKA=FU

Hamadera (0,^ m. from Natuba station, in 30 min.) is a long sea-beach extending for 1,4 m.

;

it is covered with large pines and its scenery is suppo.sed to fairly rival that at Suiiia awA Akaslii. !,e Ptait 51

Tile place is a favourite resort of Osaka people. Pop. 600. Bathers number about 800,000 per
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The Principal Mineral Waters bottled for Sale and Export.

«*^ roNiCT!*-^'
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Wilkinson-TansaD.

Nuiiobiki Taiisan.

Wilk inson-Tansan.

Fliranu Water
{I'eacock Urami).

Nunobiki Tansan.

Hirano Water.

Ilirano Water
(itUauya Brand).

Ilirano Water
{I'tacock Brand).
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bein.t^ 138,285 days (1909); 161,512, the total stays being 28,000 days (19 13). Hotel: Takarazuka
Hotel. Inns : Fundo-ya, Kotobuki-rb, Kiyaiiia.

Takararuka Tansan Works. Over twenty five years ago a young Englishman, Clifford Wilkinson
by name, was hunting near Kobe. Me came to a liamlet called Takarazuka and stopped to quench
thirst at a deliciously cool, fi-agrant, sparkling spring, whose bright water gushed out of the ground
under his feet. When he had finished his hunting expedition, his attention was drawn to the delightful

taste of the water, and he brought back a bottle of it and presented his friends with it. He was
gratified to learn how highly it was appreciated, for one and all decided that it was the best they
had ever tasted. The next morning he went again to Takarazuka and carried back a big sack of
filled bottles on his back. The waters were also demanded and satisfied b\- all his comrades. This
was the beginning of the famous indu.str\' and since that occasion the Tansan factoiy was erected

on the site of the wonderful spring at Takarazuka. The waters issuing from the big well, 29,5 ft. set piau S3

deep, built in by a two feet concrete wall surrounded by natural rock, flow down through tiiree

separate rows of filters, by which everj' impurity and iron oxide can be rid off. The factoiy has
bottling, labelling, filling, corking and inspection departments, all being models of neatness and stt Pi.<te S4

freedom from filth or dirt. In the bottle washing department every bottle is soaked for 15 min. in

pure mountain water and afterwards brushed and rinsed inside and outside. The gas is produced
from Brunner and Mond's bicarbonate of soda and sulphuric acid by the gas generators and pumps,
the latest up to date machinery. The bottling machines are fitted with Automatic Feed Corking
Appliances which avoid the corks being touched by hand. In the bottle examining and labelling

department each bottle lies on the shelf for 24 hrs. or more and is then reexamined and packed, see ruu jj

The Tansan Works cover about 4,000 tS2ibo (16,000 sq. yds.), the capacity of the spring about

40 million bottles per annum and the present output about 30,000 daily, 90 per cent of which is

exported. Analyses have been made by the most celebrated analyst in Europe, in America, also in

Osaka and Hongkong.
Hirano. The mineral springs are situated at Hirano in Tada-mura, Hyogo Prefecture, about

8 m. X. W. from Osaka. The water issues from the crevices of rocks in a valley surrounded by sfe puu ss

hills and is claimed to have curative power for various kinds of diseases, such as chronic catarrh

of the stomach and bowels, female diseases, anemia, lung and throat affections, etc. It is, however,

used only for drinking.

The Imperial Mineral Water Co. The water bottled in this works is called Hirano Water from the

name of the locality where it is produced, and has two brands, " Mitsiiya " (Three Arrows) and
" Kujakii " (Peacock). Hirano Water is noted for its hygienic properties as well as its being entirely

free from alteration or fermentation. The Hirano .spring dates back to 970. It was first known as

the sacred water of Tada and, it seems, appreciated not onl)' as a beverage but also as a panacea

for all kinds of ailings. Towards 188 r, some of the parties interested in the locality attempted to

bottle the mineral water, but it proved a failure. The matter then came under tiie notice of an

English expert Mr. Gallan in the employ of the Kawasaki Dock-yards, Kobe. He persuaded some

of his countiymen of furnishing him with necessary funds, and having made necessaiy preparations

to make the water a common beverage, he offered it to the general public. This was in the year

1884. Subsequently the spring was owned by a Japanese millionaire, Mr. Iwa.saki. In 1905 the

enterprise was placed under the control of the " Mitsuya " Brand Hirano Spring Water Semi- ite Piait st>

Partnership Co. Again in 1907 the present Imperial Mineral Water Co. was organized by some ne puue sa

prominent men with a capital of ¥ 600,000, and took over the management.

With regard to the equipment of the works, in addition to the appliances hitherto u.sed, the

company has purcha.sed the machines of the most recent tj'pe, tho.se used at the ApoUinaris Works

in England. The water is produced at the springs at the rate of 600,000 gallons per diem with

28,000 cubic feet of natural carbonic acid gas. The demand for Hirano Mineral Water is on the

increase year after year, the output for the year 1914 amounting to 11,800,000 bottles, of which

about 10 per cent is exported to foreign countries, e.six:cially to China, Australia, India and Java.

Besides bottling the Hirano Water, the company also takes an active part in the sweet aerated

water trade of Japan which business attains very considerable dimensions in the summer time when

the demand f jr non-alcoholic beverages is largest.

Reynell's Hirano Water. The spring is situated at the same place, not far from the spring above

mentioned. In 1884, Mr. Reynell imported the necessary machinery and began bottling the water
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for use. The flow of water from the spring is continuous, yielding a full supply all the year round.

At present tlie water is bottled by the Hirano Mineral Water Co., Ltd. The works are fitted with

modern and improved appliances for bottlhig the water, the capacity being a turn-out of 3,500 dozen

bottles a day. The company has now considerably increased the export of the water to foreign

countries including China, the United States, Strait Settlements, the Phillipines, Hongkong, etc., and

the popularity of this water is yearly increasing.

Takedao (20,8 m. from Osaka, in i hr. 22 min.) is also a pretty spot with cold mineral

springs. Between Namasc and Dojo, which is the station next to Takedao, the trains run through

a valley shut in by high hills over tracks of a very steep gradient, passing through eleven tunnels

in a distance of 7,5 m. This part of the route is full of romantic scenerj^ and is compared by

many to Yabakei of Oita Prefecture. Visitors to Arima Hot Springs may alight here at Samla.

The spa is situated in a gorge on the bank of the Takedao-gawa, at an elevation of 340 ft. above

the sea. Those wishing to avoid the discomforts of city life can live here quietly. Number of

visitors: 1,802, the total stays_being 6,705 days (1909).

Namaze (16,8 m. from Osaka, i hr.) is close by Namaze hot spring, and being surrounded

on all .sides by hills, forms a nice, quiet resort.

Nunobiki mineral spring is situated on the upper course of the Shin-Ikitta-gawa, at the foot of

Nunobiki-yama, where is the reservoir for the water system of Kobe. The famous waterfalls Nunobiki,

of which the lower called ine-daki is 43 ft. high and the upper called o-daki 80 ft., are splendid views.

set Plates? The place is one of the most delightful spots in the vicinity. The water is bottled by Nunobiki Tansan

Works for sale.

Arima. There is a highway from Kobe, via Tcniu-goe, 14 m. on which jinrikislias are available

(fare, ¥ 1,50), or the visitors may go by train to Siaiiiyoshi, whence yama-kago or Sedan chairs

are available (fare, ¥ 1,40) across Rokkb-zan 7,3 m.). Those from Osaka will naturally take the

Fukuchi}-ama Line as far as Namaze, whence jinrikisha for 6,8 m. to the spa town (fare, 70 seii),

or railway as far as Sanda, whence 6,8 m. to Arima by jinrikislui, the fare being 50 sen. The spa

tie riatt s^ town is situated in a valley suiTounded by Rokko-zan and other hills, being open only to the N.

The place itself, being 1,155 ft. above sea-level, is cool in summer, the mercury never rising above

85° F. while in winter the temperature is comparatively warm (35° F. on the coldest days). The

town contains about 400 houses, with a population of 2,000. The local specialties are basket-ware,

Arima-earthen-ware, etc. The spa town has been famous throughout Japan from time immemorial.

Special bath-houses have recently been built (fee, 20 sen per bath). The water is alkaline, containing

a large quantity of iron, salty in taste and turbid in colour, making reddish-brown deposits. The

water is said to be efficacious for dyspepsia, uterus diseases, consumption, diseases of the skin, etc.

The place also possesses a mineral spring (called " Teppo-sui"), containing carbonic acid gas, the

water of which is bottled and exported. Among temples, Onsen-ji, Onsen-jinja, and Zempuku-ji may
be visited in the course of a walk.

Tsutsumi-ga-taki is a small waterfall (30 ft. high) in a pretty neighbourhood, which is especially

beautiful in autumn. Kado-yavia is a hill to the N., also called Ariiua-Fiiji on account of its

hkeness to Mt. Fuji. Number of visitors : 10,132, the total stays being 64,605 days (1909); 9,793,

the total stays being 40,455 days (19 13). Inns: Hyde, Ikeno-bo, Nikai-bo, Gosho-no-bo, Naka-no-bo;

Hotels for accommodation of foreigners : Sugiinoto, Masuda and Arima.

Kinosaki (99,2 m. from Kyoto, in 5 hrs. 30 min.) is a popular spa town, the hot springs

having been known since the 7th century. The town is situated at the foot of a hill called Kunihi-

see Plate 59 dukc. On the W. bank of the Asago-gatva (the lower course of the Maruyama-gawa^ and within

2 m. of the sea-port of Tsuiyama. Kinosaki is noted for its beautiful sceneiy and salubrious climate.

The spring water is colourless and alkaline. Products :—articles made of mulberry-wood and straw

fancy-goods. Places of interest : Onsen»ji, a buddhist temple, half-way (about 0,3 m.) up the hill

Kanro-ho, to the W. of Kinosaki, is believed to have been founded by Dochi-Shonin, who discovered

Mandara hot .spring, during the Yoro Era (717-23). Within the temple grounds are two smaller

shrines, dedicated to Kan-on and Yakushi. Hiyori-yavia is a hillrock, N. of Kinosaki, which has

recently been turned into a public park. It commands an excellent view of the surrounding regions

and of the .sea.

GembU'do, or ba.salt grottoes, are situated on a hillside about 2,4 m. from Kinosaki, on the road

to Toyo-oka. They may easily be seen from the train, on account of their curious formation. In
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fact the train stops here at certain times durinpj the year. There are three grottoes, the one on the

left-hand side being 78 ft. wide at the entrance and 102 ft. deep. The middle one is 72 ft. wide at

the entrance and 84 ft. deep, and drops of water trickle down its walls collecting into a transparent

pool below. The right-hand one is 78 ft. wide at the entrance and 102 ft. deep, and outside the

grotto, right over the entrance there leaps a waterfall. Looked at from a little distance these

grottoes indeed present a curious sight ; the way thousands of these basalt pillars* stand clustered

together, or piled up one upon another, gives them the appearance of a colossal bee-hive. On the

left-hand side of the grottoes, there apjjear cut deep into the rock the three Chine.sc characters

" Cjet/iiu-do," the facsimile of the hand-writing of a famous scholar-poet, Shibano Ritsiizan.

*Professor S. Shiga in his " Natural Scenerj' of Japan " says :
" Of the basalt pillars found in

the countr}' the most noted are those at the Gcinbit-db in Tajima. They are in shajx: octagonal,

heptagonal, hexagonal, or pentagonal, jet black and flinty in appearance, and 20 to 30 ft. long.

They may be counted by the thousand, each pillar .showing a cleavage at every foot or 8 inches

throughout its length, thus giving the appearance of a post compo.sed of slabs. If taken out one

by one, they would make excellent building material, cut to order, and with the finest touch of

nature's workmanship."

Number of visitors : 25,351, the total stays being 291 ,1 65 days (1909); 41,435, the total stays

being 181,993 days (1913). Inns: Yuto-ya, Miki-ya, Nisliiinura.

Yumura, 5 m. S. from Hamasaka station on the San-in Main Line (124 m. from Kyoto, in

6 hrs. 45 min.), jinrikislia available. The spa is situated on the N. W. portion of Tajima Province,

on a highway, at an elevation of 150 ft. above the sea. Close by the right bank of a small stream

called Haruki-gawa gush out several boiling hot springs, of which one is now used for bathing. ^^ ^

Another one, which issues near the edge of water, is called Ara-yu on account of its violent force.

The discharge of water is considerable and the spring is used by the villagers for boiling their foods ^^ ^

and also for softening vegetable fibres. Eggs can be half-boiled for about 2 minutes, while it

requires 3-4 minutes to have coagulated. The spring is distinguished by its abundant flow of water

as well as by its high temperature (93-5° C).

In cold days the place, where the spring gushes out, is entirely covered with vapour, so that

nothing is visible in the neighbourhood. Several persons have been wounded by falling into boiling

water. The water of the stream bemg warmed by the sprmg, a washmg-place is provided at the ^^ ^

foot of the bank for the use of villagers.

TOTTORNKEN
Iwai. 2,4 m. from the Iwami station (132,7 m. from Ky5to, in 7 hrs. 17 m.). Uradomi and

Ajiro are little sea-ports clo.se to Iwami. The sea between the.se two places is dotted with innumerable

pretty islands and is known as the Matsushima of the Japan Sea ; the most noteworthy of the.se

islands are Sengwan-maUu-sliiina and Natane-jhna, the former so called on account of its beautiful

pines and the latter on account of its being covered in spring with the yellow blossoms of natane

or rape-seed plants. The spa is the most noted in Tajima Province and lies at an elevation of

40 ft. above the sea. There are i public bath and 8 private baths in the .spa. Pop. 855. Number

of visitors : 3,014, the total stays being 30,451 days (1909). Inn: Kishima-ya.

Tottori (114,1 m. from Kyoto, in 8 hrs.) is the capital of Tottori Prefecture, and the next

city in importance to Matsiie. It is situated in the valley of the Sendai-gaiva, in the E. part of

Tottori Prefecture. Formerly a castle-town of the Daimyo Ikeda, the city greatly declined after

the Restoration, but with the recent opening of railways it has entered upon new era of prosperity.

Tottori has 32,682 inhabitants (6,422 households); its busiest .streets are along Wakazakura-Kaido

and Chizu-Kaido.

Yoshikata Hot Springs are at a di.stance of 0,8 m. from the station. The springs were found

by chance in 1906 when the ground was bored by a proprietor of a factory to get water for a

boiler. Since then several .springs have been found and bath-hou.ses built. The water here is

pumped up, heated, and then conveyed to bath-tanks. Number of visitors : 5,160, the total stays

being 6,292 days (1909). Inns: Tottori-Oiisen, lakasngo-Onsen.

Yudani (12 m. S. from Tottori) is .situated in a mountain-glen, at an elevation of about 300 ft.

above the sea. The discovery of the cold .springs dates back to the age of mythology, but the
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place has been almost neglected owing to the uneasy access and the low temperature of the spring.

Number of visitors : 101, the total stays being 500 days (1909)-

Yoshioka. 7 m. W. from Tottori, and 5 m. S. W. from Koyama station, next from Tottori.

The hot springs are situated on the S. W. part of Lake Koyama, enclosed on three sides by hills.

Besides the 6 main .springs, there is also a sulphur spring " Eta-no-yu," especially provided for the lowest

class of people, eta (outcasts). Number of visitors : 3,216, the total stays being 1 1,793 days (1909).

Koyama (146,8 m. from Kyoto, in 8 hrs. 6 min.) is a .station whence it is i m. to Lake

Koyavia-ike, 9 m. in circumference, the 4th largest in this district. The lake contains seven pretty

islets, and its fine scenerj' may be enjoyed from a railway train. Karo Port is situated N. E. of

the lake on the estuary of the Karo-gaii^a. The harbour is shallow and offers no anchorage for

large vessels. It is, however, an important port in Inaba Province, there being a regular steamship

service to and from Sakai. The place is an important fishing centre.

Homamura (154,9 m- hom Ky5to, in 8 hrs. 29 min.) is a spa town known as Haiiiainura-Onsen.

On the opposite side of the railway line is found another hot spring, Kachimi-Onscn. Number of

visitors: Hamamura

—

700, the total stays being 900 days (1909); Kachimi—75, the total stays

being 300 days (1909).

MatSUZaki (165,5 m. from Kyoto, in 9 hrs.) is close to Togo-ike (lake) andj:he hot springs.

This beautiful lake produces an excellent kind of eel largely sent to Kyoto and Osaka. The hot

springs, two in number, are found on the banks of the lake ; the one on the N. side being called

Togo=Onsen and the other on the S. side, Asozu=Onsen. Togo-Onsen gushes up from the bottom of

se. Plates, the lake, 0,3 m. from the station (Inn : Yoj'yo-kivan). The Togo Hot Springs are conveniently located
^^' ^ and afford ever>' facility for boating, sailing, and fishing. The place is resorted to by the citizens

of Matsue and Tottori during the summer season. Asozu-Onsen (Inn : Asahi-kivan) is 2,4 m. from

the station, with a ferry service between. Number of visitors : Togo-Onsen—
1
,272, the total stays

being 1,425 days (1909); Asozu-Onsen—305, the total stays being 1,800 days (1909).

Misasa. 5,5 m. from Agei station (168,9 m. from Kyoto, in 9 hrs. 15 min.) on the San-in

Main Line, and 5 m. S. E. from Kurayoshi. The spa is delightfully situated on the W. bank of

the Misasa-gaiva, which being originated in the boundary of the three provinces, Inaba, Hoki, and

i« riau bo Mimasaka, flows from the E. to the W. The place has \\ooded hills on two sides, N. and S., and

is about 50 ft. above the sea. Though the place itself forms a flat land with slight inclination, it

has only a limited area, not more than i m. in length and some 0,2 m. in width.

In this small space gush out in series a large number of hot springs of high medicinal \'alue,

their sources being located mostly near the stream. No less than 30 springs are found in the

village, not very di.stant from one another. All these springs belong to simple thermals, except

N^aka-no-yu which contains sulphides. The temperature of these springs ranges from 45°-75° C.

and the flow of water is abundant. There are 4 public baths, and the most noted one called

"Kabu-yu " or " Stump Bath " is on the outskirts of the village a small distance (0,2 m.) up the

stream from the others located in the centre of the spa. This spring was so named from the tradition

that one day a white wolf dag the root of an old oak-tree out of the ground, and went to sleep

on the stump as his pillow, which enabled people to notice the warmth of the spot. Then they

began to bore the ground and discovered the hot spring.

The spring is said to have been found by the inhabitants in the 2nd year of the Chokwan Era

(i 165 A.D.). Formerly it was called " Makura-kabu-yuy but now simply " Kabu-yjt " or " ]\Ioto-yu."

It was in the ist year of the Shoho Era (1644 A.D.) that the existence of springs in the village

proper was first noticed by the inhabitants. Since then many springs have been found and thus

there are more than 30 baths at present in this small village. Besides the inns with private baths,

there are several houses provided with baths of their own. The rise of gases is observed at every

spring, their amount being somewhat different. The water proved exceedingly efficacious for certain

cases of dyspepsia, haemorrhoids, di.sea.ses of the female genital organs, especially so for rheumatism

and neuralgia. This fact can be explained, though not wholly, from the results of our examination

of the spring with regard to their radio-activit)'. As easily seen from the tables previously inserted

in this book, the water of the.se hot springs is generally of strong radio-activity and sometimes

contains the largest quantity of radium emanation of those of all hot .springs in Japan. Taking also

the temperature and discharge of water into consideration, the spa affords the best advantage for

the so-called emanation therapy.



On the opposite bank of tlie Misasa-j^azca, whicli separates Yaiiiada-iniira from Misasa proper,

gushes out another spring " Yaniada-Onsen." There are two baths, tlie one being for public use

and the other for private. From a bridge, " 0-hua-bashi" or "Big Rock Bridge," which spans see riau n

the Misasa-gawa at the W. end of the village, an abyss called " 0-iwa-bitchi," bounded with huge
rocks, may be seen below. A precipitous and rocky hill, " Kovipira-yama" grown with old pines,

standing on the N. bank of the stream, presents a fine view from Misasa spa. A narrow gorge behind

the hill has another spring and is called " Yu-dani" meaning ' Hot Spring Valley.' The village

of Misasa has a population of about 500 (90 households). Post, telegraph, and telephone office.

A highroad, Anaganio-Kaido, leads from Misasa to Tstiyania (45,1 m.) via Monzen-mura, the

mountain pass o{ Ningyayaina-tJge and Okulsu hot springs. About 3 m. E. from the spa is Sambiitsu-ji,

a famous Buddhist temple, situated at Monzen-mura, jmrikisha available thereto. The temple,

which belongs to the Tendai Sect, was founded by En-no-gyoja, who some 1,200 years ago first

explored the mountain. Ascending the mountain, at the foot of which the temple stands, we come
to Monju-do and Jizo-do (shrines) and a belfry. Ascending still farther we come to Okii-no-in, or

the innermost shrine, which is within huge cave. This is popularly called Nageire-do or " Thrown-in
"'

f'"", "'

Shrine "—meaning that the shrine was first constructed outside and inserted as a whole. This

shrine, together with the other shrines above-named

—

Monju-do and Jizo-do—as well as their archives

are under the " special protection " of the government, while the image of the Zd-o-Gongen and a

copper mirror owned by the temple are registered as " National Treasure."

Kurayoshi, which is a town of considerable importance (Pop. 8,000), being the trading centre

for the E. half of Hoki Province. Products :—raw silk, grey cotton, rice-husking implements, kasiiri

(blue figured cotton fabric). The town is also noted for its beautiful Park Uchibitki-Kceti which

occupies the site of the former castle. It is a fine specimen of landscape-gardening, and has a

public meeting hall. Agei station is about 3 m. N. E. from Kurayo.shi and reached by light railway

in 13 min. Sekigane Hot Springs can be reached from Kurayoshi along the Sekigane-Kaido, which

leads to Tsuyama via the mountain pass of Oliazama.

Misasa-Onsen is visited mostly by the inhabitants in the neighbourhood, but also by people

from the Prefectures of Okayama, Hyogo, and Shimane. Number of visitors : 2,515, the total stays

being 8,957 days (1909). The high value of the water has been known for a long time to the native

inhabitants, but not yet brought to public notice. The locality is well suited for being a pleasure

resorts, and better still, the water is exceptionally strong in radio-activity. It is hoped that some

arrangements will be made to employ water in every form of application at the fountain source,

and conform with the other conditions that modern emanation therapy requires, and also providing

necessary' accommodation for visitors of higher classes.

Sekigane. 6,5 m. S. W. from Kurayoshi, jinrikisha available. The spa is situated on the

E. bank of a narrow gorge of the Tenjin-gawa, at an elevation of about 500 ft. above the sea. It

has 750 inhabitants, 8 baths, and 5 inns with private baths. The discovery of the .spring dates

back to the Era of Enryaku (782-806). On the temple-grounds oi Jizd-in near the spring there is

an old Bo-tree (bodaijti), 15 ft. in circumference, its branches and leaves extending over the bath-

house, which is noted for its curious shape resembling an umbrella. The place is the site of the

castle of a Daimyo Yamana, and is now a park {Kaniei-Koen), from which may be obtained a fine

view of Daisen, the highest mountain in the San-in-do. The water is .said to be u.sed beneficially

for the treatment of rheumatism and diseases of the skin. Number of visitors : 1,875, the total stays

being 3,891 days (1909).

Kaike. Near the mouth of the Ilmo-gaiva, 2,5 m. N. E. from Yonago, hot springs gush out

of the bottom of the sea, about i m. off the shore. The water is conducted by pipes into baths.

SHIMANE=KEN
TamatSUkuri is the most noted hot spring in Shimane Prefecture, about 1,3 m. S. from

Ymnachi station (223,8 m. from Kyoto, in 12 hrs.) on the San-in .Main Line. It lies on the banks

of a small stream at the base of Kwaseti-zan, which produces red and blue agates, the latter being '"^j." ',

^'

highly prized on account of rarity. Tamatsukuri-jinja .stands at an end of the spa, and beautiful

Lake' Shinji is visible from the place. The .spa is resorted to by the citizens of Matsue. The air

temperature lately measured by the village office is as follows :

—
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Shigaku. 12 m. S. E. from Ota-machi (7,3 m. S. W. from Oda, the terminus of tlie San-in

Main Line, automobile service once daily) ; from Ota-machi to the spa jinrikisha available. The
spa is situated on the S. E. slope of Sainbe-yama (4,600 ft.), at an elevation of 1 ,500 ft. above the

sea. It has a Pop. of 109 (36 households) and 3 inns with baths. A beautiful, panoramic view of

the surrounding mountain ranges in the distance may be had from the place. The view of groups
morning mist, which hover over the valley of the Go-gawa like so many islands in the air, is one
of the eight sights of Shigaku. Alt. Saiiibc is noted for its curious shajjc, resembling three pots

standing upside down, and with its foot forming a vast plain of lava. This mountain is dotted with

pine-trees and presents a fine view. The foot of the mountain is now used as parade grounds for an
Artillery of the 5th. Division of the Army. A beautiful mountain lake called Ukinuma-ike is at the

S. end of the plain. The ascent of Sambe-yama (an extinct volcano) is a delightful excursion from
the spa. Near the old crater there are several spots emitting carbonic acid gas. 1 lot springs gush "' '''"" ^'

out from some caves on the slope of Sambe-yama, about 0,6 m. from the spa. The flow of water is

remarkably abundant, and forms a rivulet of hot water in the valley, by which mills are worked. "' i"'""^^'

The inner surface of the wooden conduits which convey hot water, gets gradually covered with

a thick layer of incrustation, which is to be removed eveiy two or three years. This incrustation is "' '''"'' '•

refined and many ornamental articles may be made of it. It is recorded that the .spring was formerly

lukewarm, but since the great earthquake of Ivvami Province, experienced in 1873, its temperature

has considerably hightened. The springs are believed to be efficacious for diseases of the stomach
and the intestines and disorders of the female genital organs. The spa being situated very high, is

one of the most lovely summer resorts in the whole San-in district. Number of visitors: 3,1 74, the

total stays being 10,030 days (1909).

Tombara lies on a highway, which leads from Matsue to Hiroshima, at the N. foot of Kotobiki-

yatua (3,400 ft.), at an elevation of 1,400 ft above the sea.

l^asubUChi (5 m. S. E. from Shigaku) lies on the N. bank of the Gu-gawa, on a highway
leading from Oinori to Miyoshi. The water has not yet been used for any purpose.

Yunotsu, 7,2 m. S. W. from Omori silver mine, is a sea-port lying between Hamada and

Kisuki. On account of easy means of access from the neighbouring .sea-ports, the spa is much
resorted to by their inhabitants. The water is believed to be efficacious for diseases of the skin,

dyspepsia, and uterus diseases. Number of visitors : 6,540, the total stays being 26,080 days (1909).

PukumitSU (2 m. S. W. from Yunotsu) lies at an elevation of 300 ft. above the sea. The
water is claimed to be beneficial for diseases of the skin, dyspepsia, and uterus diseases.

Arifuku (11 m. N. E. from Hamada) is situated in a gorge, at an elevation of 900 ft. above

the sea, along the highway leading Ota-machi to Hamada. Number of visitors : 9,308, the total

stays being 27,893 days (1909).

Mimata is but a poor bathing-place near Arifuku.

Hirose (8 m. S. from Arashiiiia station on the San-in Main Line) was found a few years ago

and has now two inns and one public bath.

OKAYAMA=KEN
Okayama (240,2 m. from Shimonoseki, in 9 hrs. lOmin.; 89,1 m. from Kobe, in 3 hrs. 6 min.)

is a city with a population of 94,000 (16,500 houses), situated on the lower course of the Asahi-gaiva,

7,3 m. from its mouth, in the middle of a wide plain, with low hills on the N. side.

Chijgoku Railway. Tsuyama Line: from Okayama to Tsuyama 35,3m. in 2 hrs. 15 min.

Tsuyama is a large town (Pop. 16,500) on the way to the San-in-do. From this town on to

Yonago (61 m.) there is a famons road called " forty times zigzagging path " (' Shiju-iiiagari'), over

which jinrikisha with two pullers can hardly pass ; there are highways also to Tottori (50,8 m.) via

Cliisu, and to Kurayoslii (47,7 m.) via Ningyo-sen Pass.

Yunogo. 14 m. S. E. from Tsuyama (terminus of the private Chiigoku Railway which runs

between Okayama and Tsuyama) via Kiirasliiki in Bitchii Province. Coming from the E., the spa

may be reached from Wake or Kamigori station on the San-yo Line. The spa is situated on the

W. bank of the Yoslnno-gawa, at an elevation of 240 ft. above the sea. Springs issue from a

fissure of rocks, upon which a bath was constructed. The emission of gas is abundant. On account

of the low temperature of water bathers remain usually in it for a very long time, generally for
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2-- hours sometimes even for 6-"]. It is not seldom that some inhabitants of the village sleep in

bath through the whole night. The gas being almost nitrogen, the Yunogo Springs furnish a valuable

thermal effervescing bath, slightly alkaline and salt, at 35° C. On entering such an effervescent

bath below skin temperature there is a momentary chilliness, soon succeeded by a sence of prickling

or warmth, due to the collection of innumerable bubbles on the skin. The increasing feeling of

warmth soon overcomes the feeling of cold, because the relative heat of the gas more than neutralises

the relative coolness of the water.

The discovery of the spring dates back to the Era of Jokwan (861 A.D.) and the water is said

to be efficatious especially for bruise, wounds, fractures, itches, etc. The spring water is barrelled

and transported to the neighbouring town, especially to Osaka for bathing purpose. There are i

public bath and i inn with baths in the spa. Number of visitors : 11,075, the total stays being

35,860 days (1909).

Maga (27 m. W. from Tsuj^ama and 5 m. from Katsuyanid) lies on the W. bank of the upper

course of the Takeda-gawa, at an elevation of 940 ft. above the sea. During the summer months

the citizens of Okayama resort to the spa. Number of visitors : 6,470, the total stays being 14,930

days (1909).

Yubara (6 m. N. from Maga) lies on the uppar valley of the Asatsu-gaim, surrounded on

the E. and W. by mountains, at an elevation of 950 ft. above the sea. It is also a summer resort.

Kaidani (2,5 m. N. from Okayama) lies along the highway leading from Okayama to Tsuyama.

A cold spring is located in a narrow gorge.

Takebe^ about 0,4 m. S. E. from Fukuzaatari station on the private Chugoku Railway

(18,8 m. from Okayama, in i hr. 53 min.), lies on the W. bank of the Asa/ii-ga-wa, 209 ft. above the

sea and opposite to Fukuwatari. Number of visitors : 112, the total stays being 917 days (1909).

HIR0SH1MA=KEN
Tomo (8,5 m. from Fttkuyaind) at the S. E. extremity of a small peninsula, and 5,5 m. by sea

from Onoinicid, is an old port now little frequented by steamers on account of its shallow waters,

but which was in olden days a very important vo>'age station, where are entertained on their passage

all the messengers from foreign countries (e. g. Chosen) to the Court of Japan. There arc numerous

• Plate b2 picturesque islands in the neighbourhood of Tomo, the most famous among them being Sensiu-to.

Fukuzcn-ji (Buddhist) and Nanaknsa-jinja (Shinto) are both noted for fine sceneiy. Tomo is

famed for homei-shn, ^ kind of liquor. Abuto Kwan^on (2,4 m. S. W. from Tomo), a temple dedicated

to Kwan-on, or the Goddess of Mercy, stands on the top of a craggy promontoiy {Kivan-on-zaki).

The temple, 28 metres high, is reached by a covered pathway of steep stone steps and commands a

view of unsurpassed beauty.

YA/V1AGUCHI=KEN

Yuda is on the Light Railway running between Yamaguchi and Ogori, about 2 m. S. E. from

Yamaguchi. The place has a sanatorium of the 5th Division of the Army (Hiroshima). Number
of visitors : 7,868, the total stays being 14,599 days (1909).

liawatana (17 m. N. from Shhnonoseki) is on the highway, which leads from Shimonoseki

to the villages on the N. coast of Nagato Province, about 1,3 m. distant from the sea. Springs

issue from a granite formation, the water being radio-active and noted for its efficacy all over the

province. Number of visitors : 914, the total stays being 3,428 days (1909).

Pukawa. 15 m. N. from the nearest station on the Omine Line (Asa—Omine) and 5 m. S. W.
from the sea-port of Sensctki. The place is on the highway, which leads from Oziiki to Senzaki

via Tazvarayama, on the bank of a stream, and at an elevation of 200 ft. above the sea. Springs,

two in number, were found in the 36th year of the Osho Era (1428). Fukawa-yaki, a kind .of

potterj' produced in this village, is noted in the neighbourhood.

TawaraV^ma (22 m. N. from Ozuki .station on the Sanyo Line) lies on the highway leading

to Senzaki via Fukawa-Yuvioto. The place is shut in on every side by mountains and about 1,000 ft.

above the sea. The spa is one of the most famous resorts in Nagato, visited mostly by the inhabitants

of the Sanyo district. Number of visitors : 9,334, the total stays being 67,999 days (1909).
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EHIME=KEN
Matsuyaina (5,9 m. from Takaliama, in 34 min.) is the capital of Ehime Prefecture, with a

population of 44,166, and has become well known as a place where a large number of Russian
captives were quartered in 1904-5. It has light railways running in different directions to Dogo,
Gunchii. Morimatsu, Yokogawa-mura, and Takahama.

Dogo is situated about i m. N. E. of Matsuyama (light railway and electric tramway), at

the foot of a hill, and 35 ft. above the sea. The springs were discovered, according to mythology, see ftau bs

by Oitaiiiuchi and Suknna-Jiikona at a prehistoric time, there being records of the visits paid by
earl)' I'2mperors, such as Keiko, Chiiai, Tenchi, etc. The most famous bath-tanks are Ta»ia-no-yu,

Kami-no-yti and Ydjo-yu, which are in each case built of granite stones, with a three-storied building see Piau 04

rising above each. In these upper storied rooms, tea and cakes are served to visitors, while on
the third floor of Kami-no-yu is found the so-called " bathers' club," where means are provided

for indoor amusements of various kinds. The town of Dogo contains a permanent population of 2,000,

many of whom engage directly or indirectly in the business of inn-keeping. Dogo has a small

public park and temples,

—

Isaniwa-jinja (Shinto), Ishide-ji (Buddhist), and the site of Imperial

lodgings in former days, which may be visited in the course of a walk. The special products of

the place are carved-wood articles (Fiisj-bokti)^ Dogo-Scmbei (a cracknel of wheaten flour), Yiigcta-

aiiie (glutinous-jelly), etc. D5go is the only hot spring in Shikoku Island, and is resorted to by
people from all places in the south-western part of Japan, on account of the facility of access.

Number of visitors : 45,565, the total stays being 203,152 days (1909),

Meteorological Observations.

Summaiy.
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22 m. from the station on the upper course f>f the River Yabe, and between the two villages of

Obuchi and Yabe. Number of visitors : 52.379, the total stays being 69,676 days (1909).

OITA=KEN
Beppu (St.gm. from Moji, in 4 hrs. 17 min.). It is situated on the Bay of Beppu, with the

beautiful hill of Tsurumi behind, and is famous throughont Japan on account of its hot springs (Pop.

14,045, households, 3,120). It enjoys ample steamship communication with all inland .sea-ports, and

with Kobe and O.sake (services maintained by the Osaka Shosen Kwaisha). The town is built on

ground undermined by volcanic vapour and hot water. The springs are alkaline and carbonated,

containing iron, while some contain much sulphur, and are regard as highly efficacious in various

complaints. On the beach also there are springs where people bathe, half burj'ing their bodies in sand. «' ^i^' W
In the town are half-a-dozen public bath-tanks, while the more important inns own private baths.

Baths in the Neighbourhood : Kwankaiji-Onsen (2 m. to the W. of Beppu), high up on the side

of Tswuvii-dake , with a fine view of the ba\' (Inns ; Matsu-ya, Sakauioto-yd) ; about 0,2 m. or 0,3 m.

higher up is Ue-no-tano-yu , on the X. side of which is a valley (called Jigokii) filled with sulphureous

steam; 1,6 m. N. E. of Kwankaiji is Hotta=Onsen (Inns: Kanata-ya, Hama-yd)\ at the foot of Yufu-

dake (called Bungo-Fuji), 7,3 m. from Hotta-Onsen via Kusu-Kaido (Highway to Kusu), are

Takemoto and three other baths, while going 3,7 m. the other way (i. e. towards the N.) from

Hotta we come to Myoban-Onsen (Inns : Okamoto-ya, Ebisn-yd) ; about 0,7 m. from Myoban-Onsen

we come to Bozu=Jigoku (a geyser of boiling mud) and again 0,7 m. farther on from it, Uini=Jigoku, let piatt bs

a boiling blue pond covered with steam ; 0,5 m. from Umi-Jigoku is Kannawa'Onsen, a popular resort

ha\'ing a famed vapour-bath (Inns : Ftiji-ya, Yorosu-ya, Tokhva-yd) ; I m. N. E. of Kannawa is

ShibasekNOnsen ; 1,2 m. again from Shibaseki, Chi°no=ike=Jigoku or "Blood-coloured boiling pond".

The shore as well as the bottom of the pool is covered with ochreous sinter deposits, composed

chiefly of iron oxide and clay (see Part II, p. 153), which are at present used only for dyeing towel,

bath-dress and other cotton fabrics, just for the object of souvenir sold to visitors. The villagers

were, however, quite ignorant of utilizing the sinter deposits for a valuable form of medical baths

(uiz., Mineral-Mud Bath), till Dr. Ishizu, expert of the Tokyo Imperial Hygienic Laborator)^ taught

them for the first time the utilization of the mud for that purpose in Aug., 1909. Since then the

neighbouring inhabitants have begun to experience themselves the value of this kind of bath.

The pond may be only one place in Japan, which can supply a sufficient quantity of mineral

sinter for preparing mud-baths. The locality affords also facility for providing with hot water douche,

hot waterfalls and inhalation-house. It is hoped that some suitable arrangements will be made to

employ the mud in this valuable form of application and also providing necessary accommodation

for bathers. About 0,5 m. from Chi-no-ike, we reach the sea-shore town of Okoshi, where is

Karaegawa-Onsen (Inn : Muro-yd) ; from Okoshi to Beppu is 4,4 m.

Meteorological Observations.

Summarv.
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thick grove of large trees
; now passing on by a gradual ascent we reach the highest point across

the ridge, Fiitae-)io-toge, when suddenly we realize that we are standing on the edge of an almost
perpendicular precipice, and that there lies before us the plain of Aso and the five peaks ; descending
the precipice we soon come to the town of Miyaft (Pop. 3,900). At Miyaji is an ancient temple
(1,700 years old), Aso-jinja (Shinto) which is dedicated to the god, Take-ki'atatsu-no-Mkoto.

At Miyaji we may stop over-night. From Miyaji, we come to Bbju-imira, which is at the foot

of N^aka-dake, the active volcano. Here begins the ascent, which is by no means steep, and from
half-way up we find all signs of vegetation gone, and everywhere ejected lava stones ; and coming
to the lip of the crater, we see the crater like a huge blacksmith's bellows sending up columns of
sulphur smoke, and loud detonations. From the rest-house at the base of the cone, the climb to

the lip and back again will occupy nearly an hour. Now on the return journey, we take the other

of the two roads to Tateno and come first to Yu=nO"tani, where there is a geyser of red mud and
burning water, then to Taru=lama and Jigoku hot springs; from here going W. we come to Tochinoki

hot springs, a well-known bathing-place, and thence along the River Shira-kawa we come to Tateno,
whence we started by the 1st road. Tochinoki hot springs are said to be found in the 4th year of

the Kwambun Era (1665). Number of visitors (Tochinoki) : 10,412, the total .stays being 29,760 days

(1909).

YamaQa. 17 m. N. from Kumamoto and 11 m. N. from Ueki s\.:i\\on on the Kagoshima Main
U\nc, jiiirikisha available. The spa town (Pop. 7,541) lies on the highway, which leads from Ueki
to Kuriimev\a. Fnkushima and at the N. end of the plain of Kikuchi extending to the foot oi Aso-san.

The spa is much resorted to by the inhabitants of the two provinces of Higo and Chikugo. The
water is believed to be efficacious for gout and syphilis. Number of visitors : 34,153, the total stays

being 1,039,847 days (1909).

Hinagu-Onsen^ a carbonated spring, is 6 m. from Yatsiishiro (fare, 50 sen hyJinrikishii). It is a

favourite resort of people from all parts of Kyushu (Inns : Kinipa-rj, Yanai^i-ya). Koda-yaki, produced

at Koda between Yatsushiro and Hinagu, is a kind of faience, introduced by Korean potters.

Number of visitors : 25,146, the total .stays being 262,494 days (1909).

NAGASAKIKEN
Shimabara Peninsula, known on account of its famous volcano, Unzen-dake, which is situated

almost in the center of the peninsula. On the W. coast is situated the port of Obama, on the E.

the historical town of Shimabara, and on the S. the port of Kuchinotsu. Highways from Nagasaki

lead, the one via Uki and Cliijizva to Obama, and the other via Isaliaya (by Rys.) and along the

coast of Ariake-no-umi to Shimabara (a part of the way by light railway). Steamer Passage from

Mogi Port to Obama costs 60 sen.

Obama.

Obama is situated on the west coast of the Shimabara Peninsula at a distance of 20 m. across

the Chijiwa Sea from Mogi. There are several saline springs of intermittent nature, possessing "' '^"",*

great efficacy for rheumatic complaints. The Ikkaku-nl Hotel has good foreign accommodation and

is well patronised throughout the year ; visitors to Unzen find it advantageously situated for passing

a night or obtaining meals en route to or from the hill resort. There are no less than fifty inns

for the accommodation of Japanese. The baths are separated from the inns, being mostly on a

rocky beach. The beach is reserved for recreative purposes. Obama has a good water supply,

water-works having been constructed there in 1907.

The climate in winter is warm and attracts many visitors. Within a short distance of the town

is a white sandy beach, with pine groves extending .several hundred yards. The beach is excellent

for sea-bathing, and shelters are provided for the convenience of bathers. A mile and a half from

Obama on the road to Unzen is Binkus/ii, and one mile higher up is Kago-tateba, which in olden

days was a station at which the bearers of kago (palanquins) of nobles stopi)ed to rest, hence the

name. The place is now marked by a hou.se. This point is half-way to Unzen and commands a

splendid view of Ariake Bay, over the Aino isthmus, the lovely hamlets of Obama, Chijiwa, Aino,

Moriyama, and Uki, and the Chijiwa Sea at the foot of the mountain. Number of visitors: 19,387

(natives), the total stays being 164,560 days (1909); 899 (foreigners), the total stays being 6,347
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days (1909)—22,638 (natives), the total stays being 180,410 days (1913) ; 1,834 (foreigners), the total

stays being 28,470 days (19 13). Hotel: Ikkakn-ro; Inn: Tsnta-ya.

Unzen Resort.

How to reach Unzen. There are two routes from Nagasaki, one by sea, and the other overland.

In the former, jiurikis/ia is to be taken as far as 3Io^i, via Taganti (fare, ¥ 1,20 with two coolies),

then to Obama by steamer (fare, i st class 90 ji-w ; additional charges:— 5 sen transit tax, a, sen pier

dues and 5 sen sampan fare). Two direct services are available daily. From Obama the ascent

to Unzen, a distance of seven miles, can be made in a chair carried by four coolies (fare, ¥ 3,00),

A jinrikisha drawn by two coolies (fare, ¥2,00), or by horse carriage (fare, ¥3,00). The road is

very good, and even ladies can easily walk up to Unzen. The overland journey is made by rail

from Nagasaki to Isahaya on the Government Line (fare including transit tax, 1st class 88 sen,

2nd class 53 sen^, thence to Aino by the Shimabara Light Railway, a private line (fare, 1st class

44 sen, 2nd class 27 sen^. From Aino, jinrikisha (fare, 45 sen), basha, or motor-bus (fare, 35 seri)

is taken to Chijhva, via the Chijiwa slope, and then on to Obama, via Tomitsu-zaka, giving a view

of the beautiful coast scenery. The fare is ¥ i by jinrikisha and by motor-bus 70 sen.

Unzen can be reached from Chijiwa direct, along the route that traverses the beautiful valley

of the River Chijiwa. The ascent is shorter than any other, and can be made by chair or on

horseback.

Time required for journey. From Nagasaki to Aino, via Isahaya, where cars are changed to

the Shimabara Railway, the time required is two hrs. by rail, and from Aino to the Chijiwa Hotel

is half-an-hour's journey by motor-bus. After resting at the hotel, Unzen can be reached by chair

at noon. From Aino to Obama direct by motor-bus takes an hour; the journey from Obama to

Unzen, by chair, occupies two and a half hours. Only one motor-bus, accommodating five passengers,

is now running between Aino and Obama, but another will be ready for service by the summer. If

the sea-route is preferred one has to start from Nagasaki at 7 a.m. hy jinrikisha (two men) to Mogi

;

from the latter place Obama is reached at 9,30 a. m. by steamer. After a rest at the Ikkaku-ro

Hotel, Unzen can be reached at noon by chair (four coolies) or jinrikisha (two coolies).

Unzen, the joint name of the three hamlets of Furu-yu, Shin-yu, and Ko-Jigoku, is a favourite

summer resort of European residents from the neighbouring regions, as well as from China ports

*,v piaif n, I, and Philippines. The place being situated high up (2,400 ft. above sea-level) on a mountain is noted

for its cool, bracing atmosphere and splendid scenery,—the hot mineral springs on account of their

efficacy in many kinds of disease being a special attraction. From experience, Japanese regards a

course of these upper springs at Unzen as necessary for making a complete recovery after passing

through a preliminary course at the Obama baths.

Climate. According to the observations taken by the Nagasaki Observatory, the climatic

conditions of Obama and Unzen compare with Nagasaki and some other places as follows :

—

Spring (March, April, May).

Temperature (Centigrade) Humidity (per cent) Rainy days

Unzen 8,9° 80 37

Obama 13,9° 78 28

Nagasaki 13,1° 74 28

.Summer (June, July, August).

Unzen 19,9° 90 54

Obama 24,6° 83 39
Nagasaki 23,8° 82 49
Hakone 20,5° 83 —
Ikao 20,4° — 55

Autumn (September, October, November).

Unzen 12,5° 83 31

Obama 17,8° 76 27

Nagasaki 17,2° 70 28

Hakone 14,3° 81 —
Ikao 12,8° — 25



Winter (December, Januar}', February).

Unzen 2,4° 82 42
Obania 7,5° 77

Nagasaki 6,6° 67 42
Hakone 2,7° 70

Ascent. From Obama to Bingiishi, via Yunosaki, i m. ; from Bingushi to Kago-tateba, i m.
;

from Kago-tateba to F«(/«-/w-/wrrt:, 1,8 m.
;
from Fuda-no-hara to Unzen, 1,2 m. Between Fuda-no-

hara and Unzen, the path—famous for its fine views—lies on a wide plateau occupied by rice-fields

and a few remains of Manunyd-ji temples, which at one time numbered three hundred, all occupied
by Buddhist monks. They were all destroyed by fire in the Shimabara rebellion, having been attacked
by the Christians who had fortified themselves in the Hara Castle at Arima. Only the frac^ments

of a large torii (gateway) are now to be seen. The road divides here, the left one leading to

Sliin-yu (' New Spring '), Unzen, and the other to Ko-Jigoku, which is half a mile distant. These
roads are quite flat.

Ko=Jigoku. The bath-house at Ko-Jigoku is supplied from a spring of boiling water which is

worth seeing. An attractive waterfall, called Issaikyo-no-taki, about twenty feet high, is near here,

being in the stream which has its source in the springs Shin-yu and Ko-Jigoku.
Unzen Park. The Park occupies a tract of land with stretches of hills Ij'ing between the peaks

Kimigasa-yama and Ya-take, the whole covering an area of 200,000 square yards. Many geysers,

sending up boiling water to some height, exist on the E. side of the Park. Paths have been made to

render the geysers accessible, and benches have been placed near them for the convenience of visitors.

The Park is aglow which azalea blossoms in May. Being cooler than Ikao and Hakone, Unzen
forms an ideal summer resort in KytJshQ. There are two tennis-courts, both open to the public

on payment of regular fees, and attached to them is a pleasant pavilion. A large meeting hall,

364 square yards, is in course of construction and will be available for athletic purposes in wet
weather.

Shin^yu (' Neiu spring ') and Furu=yu (' Old spring '). The Shin-yu bath-house is located in the

Park and is connected with the spring at the foot of Ya-takc. It has four bath-tubs, which are

clean and always overflowing. A post-office is opened eveiy year on June 1st and closed on October

31st. It transacts telegraphic, telephonic, and money-order services, etc., and distributes mails twice

daily.

Furu-yii is situated 600 yards away from Shin-}-u and the springs are similar to those at the

latter place. The water, being acid hydrogen sulphide spring, containing a small quantity of iron

oxide and alumina, is said to be efficacious, especially for rheumatism, dyspepsia, disorders of the

female genital organs, syphilis, etc. Number of visitors : 6,103 (natives), the total stays being 10,075

days (1909) ; 743 (foreigners), the total stays being 7,804 days (1909)—6,275 (natives), the total

stays being 18,825 days (1913) ; 1,274 (foreigners), the total stays being 36,220 days (19 13). There

are about a dozen inns.

The golf links covering 208,000 sq. yards are open to the public. A pavilion will shortly be built

with toilet, dining, bar, and dressing-rooms. While the course cannot yet be described as in perfect

condition, it is hoped that it will be made one of the best in the Far East before long, as no pains

are being spared by the authorities to improve it. The site is naturally suited for the pastime and

is very attractive, especially in May when the azaleas are in bloom.

Unzen is situated in a hollow of two peaks, Fugen-dake and Myoken-dake ; while in their

neighbourhood are several other smaller peaks, such as Eboshi-dake, Asuma-dake, Mai-dake, Ro-no-

ki-dakc, Mai-yama, No-dake, Kinngasa-ymna, Taka-dake, etc.

Nita and Fugen Peak. Half a mile up the steep path from the golf links is the little plateau of

Nita, commanding a fine view of the coast of Higo. Two miles higher one reaches the summit of

Fugen-dake, (4,800 ft. above the sea-levcl). At the summit is a large per{x;ndicular rock about 50 ft.

high, on the N. side of which icicles may be found hanging as early as November. From here

may be enjoyed an extensive panorama of indescribable beauty (which will repiiy all the labour of

climbing), embracing the hills of Hizen and the plains of Ckikugo, as well as the active volcano

of Aso in Migo and Kirisliima-yaina on the boundary of Osuini and Hyuga, and the islands of

Amakiisa. The prospect also takes in on the other side the promontories jutting forth outside of



Nagasaki harbour, and the famous Goto group of islands at a further distance. Two miles higher

one reaches the summit of Fugcn-dake. In autumn peak looks as if covered with brocade, the

effect of the maples, and evergreen trees. For more than half the way the ascent can be made

either on horseback or in a chair carried by four coolies. Near the top are found several large

caves called Kaza-ana (' Wind holes '), inside which hang long icicles like swords, the temperature

never rising above 2° C. even in mid-summer. The caves are used for storing silk-worm eggs.

Myoken-dake may be reached in 2 hrs. from Fugen-dake,—the path leading partly through

brushwood, till an old extinct crater is reached and crossed (the path through the crater lying over

a large volcanic rock), the rest of the way thence to the summit being a very precipitous ascent.

The panorama from the summit is similar to that from Fiigen-dakc.

Chijiwa. (Hotel : Chijiwa Hotel). It is situated about 6 m. from Furu-yu, Unzen. The road

from it to Unzen is now steep, but within the next three years it will be improved so as to allow

the passage of vehicles. Chijiwa is chiefly noted for its sea-bathing, on a fine sandy beach sheltered

by a beautiful ridge of pine-trees. Good pedestrians will enjoy making an excursion to the town

of Shimabara, 12,2 m. down the coast on the other side where Obama is situated. The road

lies at first between Unzen-dake on the left and Taka-dake on the right, then down to a valley,

passing by a dried-up lake, now ascending, now descending by a path amidst boulders and then

througli a forest of pines and camphor-trees, till Mino-kaiva (a hamlet 5 m. from Unzen) is reached.

From here the road is less steep and soon becomes quite level, and at Nakakobc we come in sight

of Mai-yama, which rises like an immense wall, screening the town of Shimabara from the volcanic

craters behind.

Michi-no-O hot spring (5 m. by rail from Nagasaki, in 15 min.) is said to be efficacious in

rheumatic complaints and stomach troubles (private bath provided). Near the station is the village of

Urakavii, known in connection with the history of Roman Catholicism in Japan. This and most of

the neighbouring hamlets are inhabited by Roman Catholics, who were found in large numbers at

the time of the Restoration (1868). Christianity was never entirely eradicated here, nor from some

other places in Kyushu, notwithstanding ruthless persecutions continued for several centuries. Number

of visitors : 245, the total stays being 332 days (1909).

SAGAKEN
Karatsu hot spring (25 m. from Knbota, in i hr. 50 min.), a town situated at the mouth of the

lilatsmira-gawa , faces the Bay of Karatsu. In ancient times this place as well as Hakata assumed

importance in connection with intercourse with Chdsen. It is now a special exporting port (chief

see Plate -0 cxport, coal), with a deep anchorage at NisJii-Karaisii, nearly i m. W. of the town. The place is

also noted for its pottery (called Karatsu-yak'i).

Karatsu, formerly the castle-town belonging to Daimyo Ogasawara, was called Bukakii-jo, or

" Flying-Stork Castle," a pretty name which arose from the fancied resemblance of its E. and W.
beaches, covered with pines, to the outstretched wings of the bird, the castle itself corresponding

see Plate Ti to its long ncck and crest. The E. beach, called Niji-no-Matsiibata, maybe reached by a tramway

(2 m.) ; the castle grounds have been turned into a public park ; and the W. beach is a famous

bathing-resort. S. of the latter rises a hill called " Hircfuru-yama of Lady Matsura-Sayo-hiine."

NanatsU'gama, 2,4 m. from Karatsu, is noted on account of its curious shaped rocks of basaltic

formation. Seven caverns exist at the lower part of the rocks, looking like so many ovens, hence

the name.

Number of bathers (Karatsu) : 14,001 , the total stays being 210,015 days (1909). Inns: Hakata-
see Plate 72 ya, S//!/i-ncai-ya, Kaihin-in, Kimpa-ro, etc.

Takeo (33,1 m. from Tosu, in i hr. 13 min.) is well known for its hot mineral waters

(carbonated spring, containing alkali). It is picturesquely situated, being surrounded on three sides

"'and^ " t>y well-wooded hills. The springs are said to be efficacious for dyspepsia, haemorrhoids, rheumatism,
syphilis and di.seascs of the skin.

Ureshi°no=Onsea, also a carbonated hot .spring, is 7,3 m. from Takeo. Inns: Tokyo-ya, Toyo-kiuan,

Hillside Hotel. Efficacious for rheumatism, neuralgia, .syphilis and di.seases of the skin.

Arita (42,2 m. from Tosu, in i hr. 47 min. and junction for the Imari Branch Line) is situated

in a narrow valley surrounded by wooded hills, being noted for its pottery made with the clay
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brought from a neighbouring hill, humi-ymiia. Most of the inhabitants (6,OOo) arc engaged directly

or indirectly in porcelain nuuuifacture. The most famous of the manufactories is Koran-sha, producing
annually wares worth Y 175,000. The art was first introduced here in 1592 by a Korean artist,

brought over by Nabesltinta, Daimyo of Hizen, while the distinctive process of decorating with
vitrifiable enamels was later taught by a Korean artist domiciled in Nagasaki, and was afterwards

much improved by native artists. The wares soon attracted the notice of Dutch traders at Dej'iiiia,

Nagasaki, who exported many pieces. The Arita pottery, however, attracted the general notice

of Kurojxians for the first time at the Philadelphia Ivxposition in 1876. At present large quantities

are exported, in some years valued at ¥ 700,000.

Imari (by Imari Branch Line from Arita to Imari, 8,1 m., in 33 min.) is a sea-port town, with

4,200 inhabitants. It is known as the export place of Arita jjorcelain (hence these wares arc

lX)pularly called Imari-yaki). Since the opening of the railwav, howexer, the prosperity of Imari

has much diminished.

Spa Elevation above the sea Population Number of Inns Kunilicr of Visitors Tlie total Stays (in days)

Takeo about loo ft. 3,200 35 32,349 101,261 (1909)
Ureshino about 400 ft. 1,200 18 10,851 47,794 „

KAGOSHIMA=KEN
Anraku. 5 m. S. E. from Makisono station and also 5 m. N. from Kokubii in Satsuma Province,

jinrikislia and omnibuses available. Here several cold springs gush out of the banks of a stream,

the water being mostly ferruginous and carbonated. Number of visitors : 23,000, the total .stays

being 11,500 days (1909). Myoken-yu Spa is about 0,5 m. distant from Anraku.

Hot SpiiiKjs ()i\ 1^1 r. IMrishlnu).

Nyoban-Onsen. F"roni the Makisono station on the Kagoshima Line to Kami-tiakatsu-mitrn

4 m., jinrikislia and omnibuses a\ailable, thence 5 m. by kago or on horseback. The spa, 741 ft.

above the sea, lies on the slope of Karakiuii-dakc (5,610 ft.), one of the peaks of Kirisliima-yaina, an

active volcano, commanding an extensi\'e view including the Bay of Kagoshima. The ever-changing

view o{ Sakura-jima on mist)- daj-s never fails to be attractive. Here the thermometer never registers

higher than 8o° F. even on the hottest da\'s in summer. Number of visitors : 4,850, the total stays

being 32,125 days (1909).

Cino-O-Onsen. The spa is within only a few minutes' walk from Myoban-Onsen. Water of

high temperature conveyed by wooden pipes is mi.xed with cool water and pours itself into bath-tubs,

forming waterfalls, which are called " Utasc-yu " meaning ' hot spring for massage.' The flow of

water is exceptionally abundant.

Eino-o Spa is at the highest elevation of all hot springs on Mt. Kirishima. The panoramic

view over a valley and the beautiful Bay of Kagoshima is delightful. Number of visitors : 1 ,024.

the total stays being 4,470 days (1909).

IWO-dani-Onsen. The spa lies \V. of Myoban-Onsen. The flow of water is so considerable

that it overflows into a stream of hot water. There are vapour baths and hot waterfalls in the place.

Number of visitors : 5,865, the total stays being 28,800 days (1909).

All these hot springs mentioned above issue from crevices of an old crater on the S. of a volcanic

peak of Onami-ike on Mt. Kirishima.

IbUSUki is situated at the S. end of Satsuma Province, facing the entrance of Kagoshima Bay.

This district is distinguished by the occurrence of many hot beach baths on the .sea-shore, just like

Beppii in Bungo Province. Here people dig holes in the beach to dip them.selves in hot water

which issues almost eveiywhere. The place where such beach baths can be taken, covers no small

area, extending from 0-aza-Nishikata to Jyu-nicho, including Higasliikata and Jitcho. These places

are on a highway and may be easily reached hy jinrikislia from Kagoshima. but sea-route is preferable,

as daily steamers call at such neighbouring ports as Miya-no-kama and Alinato-ura.

Shibatate Hot Spring is at O-aza-Nishikata, about i m. N. W. fiom the port of Minato-nra.

Nijjatsuden Hot Spring is 1,4 m. S. Iv from Shibatate. At Jitclu, S. o( Nisliikata, is Yaji-no-yu

Hot Spring and at Miiiato-ura, Sansetsu Hot Spring. Within a small distance from Minato-nra dccim-

KatanoOnsen and Suri'no=hania Hot Springs.
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CHOSEN (KOREA)

On-yo. From Keij'o to Ten-an (60 m. in 2 hrs. 20 min.) b>' raihvaj- from Tcn-an to the spa

8,7 m., automobiles available. The spa is situated on a hill-side facing a stream. The place has

J,, piau yb 250 inhabitants (69 houses) and 3 baths, of which one is occupied by the garrison hospital as

sanatorium. A rocky hill called Sekka-zan is noted for its beautiful scenery. This place is a

favourite resort of the upper classes in Keijo and has telephone connections with Keij'o and Jinsen.

Number of visitors : 8,032, the total stays being 3,789 days (1913)-

Jujo-Onsen. 7 m. from Taidcn, automobiles a\-ailable. The spa is situated not far from Jujo

,„ Piatt 7s on the plain of Taiden, with hills on the S. and N. It has 210 inhabitants. Spring water issuing

from a well, 31 ft. in depth, is conducted by iron pipes to bath-tubs. Number of visitors : 3.836,

the total stays being 9,731 days (1913)-

Torai-Onsen. 3,3 m. from Fuzanchin station by light railway in 50 min. The spa lies on

the highway which leads from Fusan to Keijo. It is situated in the central portion of a plain,

surrounded by mountains and traversed by a stream. There are 5 inns pro\ided with private baths.

This is the most noted hot spring in Chosen, resorted to b\- inhabitants of Fuzan. Number of

visitors: 3,836, the total .stays being 9,731 day.-? (191 3).

TAIWAN (FORMOSA)

Hokuto. The .spa is situated in a gorge, about 7 m. from Hoknto station. Boiling sulphur

water breaks forth from hollows and pools on hill-sides, accompanied by gas and white fumes which

fill the gorge all over. The outflow of these springs forms a number of steaming runnels which

unite altogether into a stream rushing down the valley. Solfataras and old craters occur here and

there in the vicinity. The spa has three most noted hot springs, viz., Taki-710-yu, Kaikosha-no-yii,

and Tetsu-no-yu, which may be regarded as typical of all the springs in the neighbourhood.

Taki=no=yu. The hot springs originate from pools in a small flat tract of land in a deep gorge,

N. W. of Kaikosha (militaiy casino). The bottom of the pools consists of muddy sand, and their

edges are covered with yellowish-brown or reddish-brown sinter deposits which change into j'ellowish

colour on rainy days. The pools from which the springs issue, recei\'e all water from the baths

of both Kaikosha and Hoshi-no-yu as well as a ravine at the N. corner. Most of jets are on the

S. .side of the pools, but change their position from time to time. The flow of water from each

.spring is also subject to variation. Some of these springs produce more or less gas.

Kaikosha^no^yu. The place has two springs, both located close to the military casino, the one

gushing out of flat ground and the other of crevices of rocks. The hot water is first caught in a

wooden tank and then conveyed by bamboo pipes to bath-hou.ses at Kaikosha and Hoshi-no-yu.

ste I'laif 3 Sinter crust dejxisited on the river-bed in the vicinity and known as Hohitolite is radio-active. (For

Particulars see Chapter on " the Sinter Deposits ".)

Tetsu=no=yu. The .spring is on the W. side of the Hokuto sulphur pit, and within one hour's

walk from the Hokuto Hotel, hot water gushiug out of a large circular hollow on the hills. Here
geysers are fiiund every few yards.

Kwanshirei, about 1 1 m. from Kohekiryo station, S. of Kagi, is a small mountain hamlet
itt riatt rr situated in a ravine with hot .springs. The springs, two in number, gu.sh out of sedimentary rocks

composed of clay and limestone. The production of gas is abundant from one spring. Water is

alkaline and its flow not large.

SUWO (So"Oj is a cold spring near the sea-port of the same name in Giran-cho (S. E. from the

town of Giraii), lying on the N. E. coast of the island, about 50 m. from Keelung by .steamship.

There is also a railway communication between Tmvi and Giran, but .sea-route is preferable.

It is a simple carbondio.xatcd spring, faintl}- mineralized, used internally and externally.
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PLATE 22

^\'alc^fall " A\i:iu^'inino-ti]/:iy' more tliau 50 ft. hii;h

(I m. from the spa).

I'ublic Lalli

(iurasugi Spa, 5,5 m. S.E. from Stii/'nra station on the Niilsu-Miirakami Line, Ecliiyo I'roviiicc.

It is a prclly for,,-! rcsurt (abundant pines and cryptomiriai), and (he spring water is strongly radio-active, (p. /y)
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PLATE 24

MaJsuno-vama Hot Springs,

abort 33 m. E from Takada, Echigo Province, (p. 14)
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PLATE 35

I he upper course of the Aiuume'i^iUi'ity

near Gi'iio, Nishi-cbi.

A picUut.'^(|ue ravine, a little up the stream of

//onftini-iytTii'ii from ''A'ins^ii-tb.^^

>Yalale-iwa" a huge rock standing on the upper

course of the Ilontani-gawa, about I m.

from the bath "A'iiiseii-to."

"Sen-ga-fuc/ti " or '

'I'liousand Abysses,' on the

wav to Masuionii.

Plasutomi liineral Springs, 24 m. N. of A'<ifu, Kai I'ruvince.

The water, lhoui;h cold, is of llie strongest radio-activity of all mineral springs lliroughoul Japan. 'I'lie i>lace,

located at higli elevation and surrounded by picturesque scenery, is a pleasant summer resort, (p.p. S3 ^">J .?•/)
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PLATE 37

t

I

Nakabusa Mountain Spa,

5,300 ft. above sea-level, situated on the middle slope of Ariake-snn

at the foot of the Hakuba Range, the best starting-point for the ascent of the
" Middle Alps of Japan." There are outdoor arrangements for hot water massage as well as for vapour-baths, (p. 3S)
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PLATE 42

Omaki Hot Spring, south-west from Toyaina. (p. 47)



PLATE 43

Yamanaka Hot Springs, a picturesque summer retreat, soir.l i

1 he picture shows Korost-hashi, a famous bridge spamiing the stream bounded by his ;li rocky liaiiks. (p. 47)
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PLATE 45

"Ao-tn/ii" Waterfall, over 150 ft., is one of the attractions of Komono Spa. (p. SO)





Klnu-vmi. ilvul 4 iiiiki (r.iti

5lr<)'5-ev*^ Views from Hlno-v^ni;) of llie Harbor of Tobj, Shima Province.
r; iu Ihc pru.ina of Ik, li wiUiin .1 ftw minulc* walk fiom Toba slalii*n. Il o.>x%« ana of a)<iul loo.ooo /iriia (over 82 acres), ircluding level spms here nnd there. The cxlcn^vc range of vie* fruii. il ond llit- iupcrl. (xwllc.icc .>( ils ictnery rank it jmong lait iccnic spot* i.i ihis wuiilrx- 1

of (hit hill, u liny arc ture lo he nmply coni|MnKilc<l for ihe lime nii.l cxcrliun j^bti, Rtctiilly ilic rumU have been much improved lo make llie jucent easier and coltagei buill on the hill side for travellers ^¥r10 can Iflkc mt and li»« rcfreshmcols, HincyBina is aUo known &i A:itiAi.jw».t,

liavine Ucn otiEinnlcd in the hiMorical fact ihal ^'"tijiailah,. a f.-udal lord who was a naval commander under Tiuio Hidtymhi, designed lo supply water to Ihc castle of Tobn from a ipring on that hill hy means of kaktki (liamtioa lubci).

Tolia, the "Town of I^jiiiii^," .Ai:u,[,ii„g ,„ (1,^ teeenl report of tlic town hcadmoin, Toba has 1,133 houses and 6419 inhabilanl», and of thi» small population happy pei'ple who arc more Ihoii

twenty years old number aio. It is not without reason that Toba is called the " Town of I>jngevity." (p. Jo)

ilrongly odviKkl tu make a
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The Beauriful Bav
The Eastern Port (right) on the estuary of the Mo/ni-inii •

A sandy beach (left) with pine-groves extending hundreds of yards, called " Niji-no-matsii



PLATE 71

of l^aratsu.

is shallow and offers no anchorage for large vessels.

presents a charming view and is suitable for bathing, (p. 6S)
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PLATE 77

-•^-(UUi-ca. u of A'aj^'-t in Taiwan Foiiiiusa) (p. jo)
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